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FINIALS LASER LP PLAYER UNVEILED

Wingate
Not for beginners.
The discriminating sensibilities of the
true audiophile are developed gradually as an
acquired taste. Naturally, then, we realize
that the Wingate 2000A is an extraordinary feat of engineering that far exceeds
the understanding or appreciation of the
novice. Instead we suggest this incomparable Pure Class A amplifier only for the
audio connoisseur whose trained ear will
recognize absolute purity of sound.

Wingate Audio Corporation
P.O. Box 9121, 423 4th St., SW
Hickory, NC 2E1603
704-324-0334
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100 w/ch dual-mono power NIOSFET Pure
Class A amplifier with zero-negative feedback
design for unprecedented signal transparency
and resolution.
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This is the first issue of Stereopbile to be
put together by new Managing Editor John
Atkinson, and it really shows—especially to
me, who used to perform this chore! The
issue has taken on a new coherence, for
which Iroundly congratulate him. But don't
blame John for everything you read herein;
most of the material was on hand when he
arrived in Santa Fe at the end of May.
Our most notable articles are probably
the CES report and the round table interview with Jacques Riendeau, Ivor Tiefenbrun, and Rodney Herman. The CES report
is long, but at least this time the CES had
products worth writing about. And afirst:

Business Manager Gail Anderson
(505) 982-2366

Stereopbile's coverage begins and ends in
this issue.

Advertising Representative
(Domestic & Foreign)
Nelson & Associates
62 Wendover Rd.
Yonkers, NY 10705
(914) 476-3157

The round table interview (p.132) will, I
think, prove most interesting, just as it was

Art Director Ted Rose
Production Manager Suzanne Vilmain
Production Janice St. Marie
Cartoons Gary 01liver
Typesetting Copygraphics

in person. The subject was AHC's investigation of high-end turntables (
— Notes From
the llirntable Wars") in Vol.9 No.4. Isuspect
that much of the vehemence in the interview came not from that laudable report
but from the general climate surrounding
"underground" reportage of high-end turntables over the past four years. The turntable manufacturers seem to feel like pawns
in some grand scheme executed not by the
marketplace but by the magazines. On the
subject of their general upset with respect

Stereophile -Vol. 9 No. 5August 1986,
Issue Number 83 Stereophile (ISSN #05852544) is published monthly, except January,
April, July, and October for $24.00 per year
by Stereophile, 1107 Early Street, Santa Fe,
NM 87501. Second class postage paid at
Santa Fe, NM and at other mailing offices.
POSTMASTER: send address changes to
Stereophile at P.O. Box 364, Mount Morris,
IL 61054.

to magazines, Isympathize; on their harshness toward Al-IC, Ifeel they went way overboard. And most mysterious of all was an
adamant rejection of CD's popularity as a
threat to their futures. We shall see.
On another subject of "newness," please
forgive our printer, Mountain West in
Denver, for the quantity of "perfect"bound Stereopbiles that fell apart; if you
were arecipient of same be sure to write in

Subscriptions
800-435-0715
800-892-0753 (Illinois Residents)

and get areplacement. MW has assured us
this virtually never happens.

Stereophile

AS WE SEE IT
As ISee It!
John Atkinson

F

r
om London, England, to Santa Fe, New

Mexico, is apretty big jump both geographically and culturally. From Hi -Fi News &
Record Review to Stereopbile, however, is a
mere hop; the similarities overwhelm the

where live music was regarded as important, Ihad learned violin, then switched to
guitar, then to bass guitar, keeping up my
playing at weekends. Even if Isay so myself,
Iwas quite good.) That gig very quickly fell

differences. Unlike the US, mainstream

through, however, and the next five years

magazines in the UK have managed to keep

were spent touring, doing broadcasts, and

in touch with the fact that hi-fi components

making records—for awhile Iprobably ap-

sound different; to edit and to write for an
ostensibly "underground" American maga-

peared on more poorly-selling singles than
any other bassist in the UK!—for anyone
who would pay me.

zine presented no major philosophical problems. (I say "to edit," but as mentioned in
"The Big Announcement," Vol.9 No.3, my

As a professional musician, Iaccepted
any kind of work—disco, soul, c&w, rock,

editing is done in harness with Stereopbile's

jazz, even the very occasional classical—

founder and guiding light, J. Gordon Holt.)
So who is this Limey who has joined JGH

and quickly learned that there were really
only two kinds of music: good and bad, the
inspired and the hack. Those who put

and LA in pushing back the subjective frontiers? Well, Istudied pure science and math

down the music of a nonclassical genius

at university more years ago than Icare to

like, say, Jimi Hendrix or Miles Davis, in

think, ending up with aUniversity of Lon-

favor of aroutine "classical" potboiler from

don degree in physics and chemistry. Ialso
acquired apostgraduate teaching qualifica-

the likes of Franz Lehar or Hector Berlioz,

tion, but, as Ivery quickly discovered that
the fun of teaching was spoilt by the presence of children, Iended up in research,
working on more efficient ways of extracting metals from their ores, and also on the
development of more efficient. multicolored
LEDs. (I still get atwinge of nostalgia every
time Isee agreen one.)
There Iwould have stayed, content with
a slow but steady upward climb in the
world of science—spitting out an academic
paper every so often—but for one thing: I
was bored silly by the endlessly repetitive
nature of experimental chemistry. Not wanting to suffer premature brain death,
therefore, Ijumped at an opportunity to
escape when a singer/songwriter friend
needed abass player for atouring band he

come pretty low in my book. Give me
Mozart, Bach, Elgar, or Otis Redding!
Once again, though, Istarted getting
bored—a musician's life is not all drink,
drugs, and groupies, you know—and the
financial collapse of the record producer
for whom Iwas doing most of my work
triggered acareer change, the alternative being
to collect unemployment. Having always
been a hi-fi enthusiast, Iwas naturally a
reader of the UK's leading magazine, so
when Isaw an ad for astaff writer at Hi -Fi
News & Record Review, again Ijumped.
That was some ten years ago, and, becoming
aMember of the Audio Engineering Society
somewhere along the way, Iended up as
the magazine's Editor in 1982, around the
time LA became Publisher of Stereopbile.
LA and Igot to know one another as we

was putting together to promote an album

met

in the early '70s. (Coming from a home

to crash the notorious Stereopbile CES

Stereophlle
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the various shows—actually, Iused
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The New Generation of
Tube/MOSFET Technology
SA-20

SA-20/20

Stereo Hybrid
Amplifier
$1995.00 each

Mono Hybrid
Amplifier
$3990.00/pair

*1,000 Joule Power Supply
*Massive 1KVA Custom Transformer
*Custom Gold Plated/Teflon Connectors
*Vacuum Tube Rectification
*Hand Selected Tubes/MOSFET Output
*200 W/Channe1/85.
2; 1000 W (Peak)/252
*Bridgeable To Nearly Twice The Power

Audition The SA-20 and SA-20/20 at your
Counterpoint Authorized Dealer.
Counterpoint Electronic Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 12472 Dept. S, La Jolla, CA. 92037
Telephone (619) 453-9090 Telex 284902 CPT UR

parties—and those who know LA will appreciate that when, at the 1986 Las Vegas

that there is alive reference is to some extent anon-sequitur, and can even develop

CES, he asked me to leave HFN/RR, Ihad
very little choice. Imean, the guy is per-

into audio-snobbery, as with Frank Van
Alstine's put-down of Krell's Dan DAgostino

suasive. He said that New Mexico was full
of attractive, intelligent, single women. He

(see Dick Olsher's CES report on p.58).
JGH's insistence on alive reference also

told me the streets of Santa Fe flowed with

lies behind his oft-quoted maxim that "If a
component cannot properly reproduce the

music. He told me that the margaritas would
be cold and the green chile hot. He even

musical middle range, then its other perfor-

said Icould bring my CD collection!. (A big

mance attributes are irrelevant," printed on
the cover of one of the first issues of

concession that, Inow realize.)
So, putting the women, music, and Margaritas temporarily to one side, how do I
feel about Stereophile?
Having been an avid reader of JGH since

Stereophile Iever read, Vol.4 No.3, and expanded upon by JGH in Vol.8 No.7. (BS also
refers to it in this issue.) In other words, a
recorded clarinet should sound just like a

his magazine (intermittently) reached the

real one for ahi-fi system to possess any

British shores, Imust confess that his writings
have had aformative influence on me, par-

merit. Iwouldn't argue with this. But surely
it can't be the only criterion for judging ahi-

ticularly his insistence on separating, in

fi system. Iam listening to apair of Celes-

what you hear, the problems due to the

tion SL600s which accompanied me to the

recording and those due to the system.

USA. They have a less accurate midrange
than the Spendor BC1 which was reviewed

However, there is one aspect of hi-fi that
has bothered me more and more: whether

in that early issue of Stereophile, but they

reproduced music need bear any relation to
alive event. And, if indeed it does so, does
this make that bit of reproduced music

do everything else better—including the

more suitable for assessing the performance

There are, in fact, alot of high-end systems
that don't reproduce music very well, even

of hi-fi equipment than a totally artificial
recording?

reproduction of music. So where does that
leave me, JGH?

though, being tonally accurate, they seem

As far as JGH is concerned, he feels that
both are very much the case, making it clear
in "The Absolute Sound of What?" ("As We

of music. Certainly these systems pass the
JGH test, to agreater or lesser degree. ,But,

See It," Vol.8 No.2) that the yardstick should

in the words of the cliche, "It don't mean a

be live music. In actual fact Ihave found

to have no trouble coping with the sound

thing if it ain't got that swing." CD, in par-

that it doesn't seem to matter what music

ticular, seems to suffer from this problem,

you play to get an opinion on ahi-fi com-

appealing to the head but nearly always
bypassing the rest of the body. Don't get me

ponent. As Iwrite this Ihave been listening
to the Beach Boys, Clannad, Laurie Ander-

wrong, Ihave agrowing CD collection, the

son, Joni Mitchell, Andreas Vollenweider,

head needing stimulation quite as much as

and the Wilson Audio Beethoven violin

the feet. But when Iwant to relax and drift

sonata recording. Only the last is meant to

downstream, an LP finds its way on to my
Linn. And if Iwant to party, then on goes a

sound like a real musical event, but both
high and low points of the equipment Iam
using are pretty much evident on all these
pieces. Judge asystem with just one rock
album, and you'll probably be led into error, as JGH pointed out in that editorial. But
listen to many and you won't go wrong.
The one thing they have in common is the
thread of musical communication running
through them, and it is how hi-fi handles
musical communication that enables the
listener to make avalue judgment. The fact
Stereophile

12-inch 45. (Check out Aretha Franklin's
"Who's Zoomin' Who?" remix for total,
nonintellectual, communication.)
You can see now why Icalled this piece
"As!, not We, see it." Ican't help feeling that
there is no absolute sound, only musicS

IAh, but this ignores the JGH "goosebump" test: no matter how fine acomponent—particularly aspeaker—if it
doesn't raise goosebumps on Ye Editor's arm it will never
rise above merely good, in his opinion. Sort of gives JGH
an out, doesn't it?
—LA
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Compact disc clarity
The ultimate expression.
The purest, most accurate digital audio possible in acompact
disc player. Excellence that combines the finest features. Perkonnance features like 16-bit processing with oversampling, separate digital and analog filtering systems, and Longlife 3-beam
laser tracking. Convenience features like wireless remote control Just sit back and experience the incredible transparency and
dynamic range only flawless digital design can offer.

The D5000
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in product is distributed eacluswely through Shure L: LT R\ Group &al..,
For the name and locatmn of your nearest dealer, call (312)8M-2608

LETTERS
Sam Tellig Screwed Up
Drudge Archibald:

sent the assembly Federal Express.
Since we have no written record of this

Your magazine is the best of its kind, but

transaction we can only guess at these details. We keep complete records of all orders.

Your reader Robert Loveday (Vol.9 No.2)

We think this order was originally placed in
another name.

is right! Sam Tellig screwed up! The Audio
Advisor should not have been recom-

Ihave written Mr. Smith for more specific

mended. My experience with them was

details. Iwill write again after Ireceive his

similar, but worse.
They kept my money even longer, then

response.
Ihave been aStereophile reader for many

sent me aturntable with the hole for the

years and have never seen areliability sur-

tonearm drilled crooked (very crooked), the

vey. Is this anew feature in your magazine?

tonearm and arm rest mounted my crooked,

Wayne Schuunnan

and the underside of the plinth milled to

Audio Advisor, Inc.

half thickness, even though they "advised"
me that alonger mounting base was proper.
Isent it back immediately and asked for

The Sinclair/Cheapskate
Question

arefund. After many long distance phone

Editor:

calls (Oh, Mark's out to lunch ...0h, Mark's

Regarding the Sinclair/Cheapskate et al

gone to the bank), "Mark" agreed to send

question on choosing which dealers to fre-

me asubstitute turntable. This one had the
tonearm mounted poorly, but better.

quent, Ihave been involved in this quite a
bit. For some reason, these guys always

Ididn't get the second turntable until I leave out the surly, incompetent, albeit
threatened to write to various audio maga-

highly paid—that's going to be news to

zines, then it camé by Federal Express.

some of them if they can be believed—sales

1like Sam's articles. Ilike the (generally)

force. These guys don't read the reviews or

realistic attitude of your magazine. But Sam
Screwed Up.

their own press on new products and sell
what they have—not unexpectedly. But the

Luke Smith

idea of "You're interested in XXX, it's such

Dunwoody, Georgia

junk!" (the product they don't carry,

The Audio Advisor Responds

naturally) is very annoying and Ihate them
for it. Why must they degrade not only

Editor:
Thank you for your inquiry dated April 24.

other equipment that they don't have the
franchises for, but the customer too: the "If

Iappreciate the opportunity to respond. Mr.

you really knew and if you had taste, you

Smith also forwarded acopy of his letter to us.
Iam sorry but Ican't offer very much information about this order. Mark left Our
company more than two years ago. Searching back to 1982 we find no record of any

wouldn't even think of listening to XXX
equipment."
Got it? Ihate these guys—yes, they have
to sell what they have, but this is stoopid

order for aLuke Smith or any Smith in Dun-

Some don't have the stock—it's either

woody, Georgia. We do recall this customer

selling so fast (HAR HAR), or the manufac-

name. We think this order involved installing a new tonearm on an older style AR

turer is always tweaking it with last minute
adjustments so that we only order it when

turntable. After Mr. Smith returned the first

someone wants it.

turntable we had to locate another very old

Another thing, full service high end dealers

turntable part. This took weeks. When we

don't know how to set up equipment either.

finally found the part and put it together we

Igot aused Linn that Iwanted checked,

Stereophile
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Revox
cassette transport
turns pro.
For consistently superior results In home audio recording, you need aprofessional
tape transport. So we put one
In the Revox B215 cassette
deck. Our company philosophy would allow nothing less.
Studer Revox of
Switzerland is the world's
leading supplier of audio
tape decks to recording
and broadcast studios
Every transport we build
adheres to the same strictly
professional design criteria
The B2 15 is no exception.
1ADie-Gast Aluminum Alloy
Chassis—Stamped or rolled
metal is not acceptable because it could warp or bend
over time; also, it cannot be
milled and drilled with the required precision The 8215
chassis reflects the same massive stability seen in every
Studer Revox recorder right up
through our 570,000 24-track
machines
2Direct Drive Motors—The only
alternative is belts and gears.
both of which degrade performance over time To avoid such
compromises. the B215—and
only the 8215—has four tape
drive motors, two quartz-locked
Hall-effect motors for the dual
capstans, and two microprocessor-controlled DC spooling
motors

3An Azimuth Stable Headblock—
This is difficult to achieve in
the cassette format because
the headblock must move in
and out of the cassette shell
Nearly all other decks use an
inherently unstable "sled"
mechanism But the B2I5 uses
apivoting die-cast headblock
mounted on precision bearings
001 mm tolerance) to assure
the stability required for optimum high frequency response
4Gentle. Safe Tape Handling—An
on-board microprocessor (one
of three) monitors all tape motion in the B2I5 Optical servos
govern the spooling motors to
give constant winding speed,
controlled tape tension, and smooth tape
wrap The motors
gently slow the tape
lust before the end to
prevent tape-stretching

ierks Tape damage of any kind
is virtually impossible
Such uncompromisingly
professional transport design
brings extraordinary performance to the home recordist:
incredibly low wow-and-flutter,
extended frequency response,
and consistently repeatable
results time after time, year
after year
For one astute listener's
evaluation of the B2 5's sonic
qualities, please note the review in Volume 8. #7 of Stereophile Reprints are available on
request to the address below

ïP

Studer Revox America, Inc
1425 Elm Hill Pike, Nashville,
TN 372101615) 254-5651

REVOX

then the dealer made abigger mess of it
than when it arrived by UPS. Itook it to
another Linn dealer and he redid it three

Is there anything you can suggest or offer
before I'm compelled to look elsewhere for
another speaker? Ireally don't feel like giv-

they support their dealers, etc Yes, it works—

ing these up; but that problem, which literally gives me aheadache, will mean no other

this was afew years ago, who knows the

alternative.

times. 1wrote to Indianapolis about it, but

current status.
On to trams-shipping. ..
I've never had
trouble with the Audio Advisor or the Audio
Doctor in MO. They tell you up front how
long and yes, it does get moved back now
and then, but the price is great. And transistor equipment is simple and not aproblem. When Iwent to afull line dealer lately

Jeff Lee
This isn't from ANC, but it does come from
some experience. What you refer to as glare
is what JGH beard at last summer's CES,
and what I've heard at anumber of Duetta
auditions. On the other hand, the CES just

to rearm and cartridge the Linn, they did

past had Duettas in several locations sounding wonderful, particularly at the high

charge full list on everything, but Iwas

end. Obviously, care was being taken with

working then and didn't really mind. Isure

electronics and cartridge choice, which is

would now! (Came to $1800.) So Ican go

particularly important with these speakers.
However, talks with the Duetta's designen

both ways (watch it!). Don't think you can
prostitute the dealers, though, by picking
their brains and then getting it cheaper by
mail—as Isaid, the dealers don't know

Leo Speigal, revealed that changes have
been newly made which wi1
Iprobably address your problem. The crossover has

beans! Iuse Stereophile and TAS, coupled

been changed to relieve one or the other of

with my ears.
How about areview of the Krell PAM 5
before it becomes obsolete???
Stephen Clifton
New York, NY

Help, AHC, With My Apogee
Duettas
Editor:

the drivers (I can't remember which one),
and a gradual rolloff at the very top has
been added. Contact Apogee about the applicability of these changes to your pair -

New Subscriber Disappointed
Editor:
Iam anew subscriber to Stereophile and

I'm turning to you because AHC's audio

was very disappointed with my first issue

perceptions often agree with mine. Irecently
purchased Apogee Duettas. Idid so because

(Vol.9, No.1). While there were several subjects of nominal interzst, the presentations

of what Iconsider to be their many out-

were largely vague, subjective ramblings us-

standing traits, but they have asomewhat
painful, ear-pressuring glare somewhere in

ing cute phraseology.
Iwas surprised that anyone would print

the mid or upper midrange. (Maybe you've

areview of that goofy product called "Tip-

heard this too.) This one annoying problem

toes." Iassume that this was atongue-incheek review, but the writing style displayed no humor and gave the impression

interferes, terribly, with what Ifeel to be the
otherwise astounding qualities of this speaker.
Ihave tried a myriad components, including interconnects, speaker cables, RF

that these little pointed cones might actually
do some good. My IQ is up in the double

filters and the usual electronics—Moscode,
Krell, Audible Illusions, PS Audio, Quick-

figures, so you can't fool me!

silver, etc., etc. I've even heard two other

space for astrange theory that suggests that
playing a digitally mastered disc would

pairs of Duettas in two other rooms.
Result?—glare. And at least adozen other
people, most with ears Irespect, have all

Iwas also surprised that you provided

cause damage to turntable components.
This should be filed under "sci- fi," not hi-

heard the same thing. Only the people at

fi. You did not help matters by casting

Apogee, whom I've spoken to several times,

doubt with obvious questions. Is it your

do not hear the problem.

policy to print whatever comes along? Or

Stereophile
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Rarely are products conceived that
reshape the art of music reproduction. These products emerge from
companies that are uniquely dedicated to their art and craft while
motivated by the presence of
music. Jadis is such acompany.
The dual mono, 60 watt per channel, Class AJadis JA 80, shown,
utilizes the most advanced tube
amplifier design techniques available today Its engineering
represents the culmination of over
ten years of development and
design by ateam of dedicated engineers specializing in vacuum tube
technology

Villedubert, France

Consistent with Jadis' design philosophy, all products incorporate
the highest grade components with
the most critical parts receiving
individual sonic evaluation in the
manufacturing process. Each
power amplifier output transformer is hand-built to ensure
perfect symmetry in resistance and
self-inductance of the coils,
thereby achieving unconditional
stability into any load.
Jadis' products are built in small
quantities to ensure their high
standards and are available
through alimited dealer network.

Also available are the JA 200 and JA 30 dual mono tube power amplifiers
The JP 80 tube preamp will be introduced in 1986
Distributed by MADRIGAL LTD., PO Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457

ITT Telex 4942 158

did you simply "invent" the theory so you

reference system consisted of the following:

could display your "wisdom" by asking
some "tough" questions? Iam glad that I

Janis W-1 subwoofer

missed the initial article on this subject.

Octave Research power amp

At this point, your overall credibility is
shaky. Iam willing to see one more issue
before cancelling my subscription.
Rill Stamper

Quad electrostatic loudspeaker

Mark Levinson ML-6A preamps
Cotter Mk 2L transformer
Win Labs SDC 10 turntable
Win Labs SDA 201 tonearm
Fidelity Research MC 201 cartridge
Ipresume this was the system Carver worked

CDs to make love to?

with (substituting the Levinson amps). Fur-

Editor:

ther, Rosenberg says Carver worked with

Ihave enjoyed Stereopbile for many years.

Bedini amplifiers. Good stuff, or what?

Could you recommend music on CD that

What gives, Bob? Do you really know a

would be appropriate for romance and love

great amp when you hear it or must you de-

making?

pend on someone else to tell what is state of
Rocco Santoni

the art at any given time? Holy cow! Be-

San Francisco, CA

tween Carver and that crazy woman who
thinks digitally mastered LPs will ruin her

JA probably feels that no CD could encourage amorousness as much as bis Linn

turntable, Ifeel like I'm at the circus.
Michael Presley

Sondek, but Iimagine that there must be

Sanford. FL

some. Unfortunately, 1don't even own a
CD player, much less any CDs, so Ican't
really help. JGH, our local CD aficionado,
doesn't know of any. Maybe other readers
could help us.

—LA

The Five Clones, From One
Who Knows
Editor:
Stereophile may be concerned that Messrs
Lipnick, Conrad, Fletcher, Pearson and

Carver vs. Rosenberg

Moncrieff are one and the same (Five

Editor:

Clones, etc, Vol.9 No.2, p.105), but not to
worry. No doubt exists in my mind (or

Ithink Bob Carver needs to grow up and
face the music First, now that this thing has

anywhere else for that matter). Iam sure the

gotten out of hand, it would be interesting

other gentlemen mentioned are very fine

to hear Peter Aczel's opinion on all this.
After all, he is the one originally responsible

indeed, but in the dark or otherwise, there

for this mess (and while you're at it, ask him
where my last year's subscription money

mistake him for anyone else (and an A/B
double blind test will not be necessary,

is). He claims he "converted" Carver, Carver

thank you.)

is only one for me, and Iknow I'll never

prints thousands of non-reviews and

Lynn-Jane Foreman Lipnick

displays apair of Levinson amps in his ads,
Harvey Rosenberg subsequently listens to

PS: The Synthesis centerfold only adds to

the amps in question and realizes the Levin-

the excellence of your journal.

Arlington, Virginia

son is good but the Carver stinks (not Rosenberg's characterization—he's anice guy).
Next, The Absolute Sound reels in disgust,
Bob Carver writes you a"best friends" letter
while whining at Rosenberg who, in my opi-

The Role Of The Centerfold
Editor:
Iam arecent subscriber to Stereopbile, hav-

nion, asks valid questions. For instance,

ing purchased your magazine over the

why did Carver tell you he hasn't had the

counter (or under the counter) for the past

opportunity to listen to world-class equipment after he had been hanging out in

year. You may be interested to know that I
generally purchase the magazine at avideo

Aczel's lab? At the time of his demise, Aczel's

tape rental outlet in Potomac, Maryland.

Stereophile
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Besides video tapes and Stereophile, the

"Sound/Space Control." It permits ambience

store also carries such magazines as

from asmall room (excellent for listening

Playboy, Hustler, and the like. Iwas sur-

to solo piano) to astadium (good for rock

prised to open your magazine and find a concert live albums) depending on the
contrabassoonist as the centerfold.
amount of delay selected.
In amore serious vein, Iwould like to
Iwould request that reviewers add some
comment on the article by Mr. Meyer entitled

discussion to the ease of use of aparticular

"The Sleaze Factor," which appeared in

component in preparing areview. For ex-

Vol.9, No.2. Iagree completely with what I ample, while the Mark Levinson preamps
believe was the thrust of Mr. Meyer's article;

may be superb devices, they are simply not

that is, that areviewer should disclose particular bias in his or her review When Con-

suitable for systems which integrate several

sumer Reports reviews aproduct, Imay not

source devices and signal processors. It was
for that reason in particular that Iselected

agree with the reviewer (and have generally the McIntosh preamp over others such as
disagreed, especially when the product was Kyocera or Tandberg (as you may gather, I
either electronic or photographic) but I don't care for the sound of tube equipment,
never have any question about the good but that is purely apersonal preference). If
faith of the reviewer. Iwas more than alit- the reviewer could indicate the limitations
tle disturbed to find that Stereophile, and
the more mid -fi -oriented magazines, do not
disguise purchases of products for review
but, instead, receive those items from the
manufacturers, either free or at agreatly
reduced price. It does throw into question,

of the devices, it would be ahelp in eliminating selections before going to adealer.
Ilook forward to receiving Stereophile in
the future.
Robert A. Klein
Washington, DC

somewhat, the independence of the
reviewer. I must admit that Stereophile
seems more straightforward in its reviews
than most other magazines. That said, after
Ihave read aStereophile review Igenerally

Stereophile does not have the budget to buy

know the warts as well as the beauty marks.

its review samples, at agood or bad price,

On other matters, does Stereophile

disguised or openly. For the record, few of
the products we review ham been purchased

eschew such products as graphic equalizers? In my personal setup, 1have found

at the time of the review; some are purchased

that the use of an equalizer goes far to tone
down the stridency of the upper ranges in

subsequently, always at some kind of -accommodation" price (the same as is done

compact discs. Iuse a Sony 620ES disc

for other manufacturers who want to buy
aproduct).

player through an Adcom GFA-555 amplifier with aMcIntosh C-30 preamp. Ihave

It would be possible for manufacturers

never seen equalizers discussed in your

to submit "tweaked" samples, but it does

pages. Iapplaud your recent reviews of

not seem to happen—at least very often.

other signal processing devices, such as surround sound decoders, since it seems that

cant numbers ofproducts don't work out of

How can we tell? Well, the fact that signifi-

the audio and video worlds are converging

the box or break soon thereafter tells you

and the addition of quality sound to video
makes it important to know what will work
well with agood audio system. By the way,
Ihave found that the best surround sound

something. (In fact, I encourage every
manufacturer to at least plug in the review
sample and make sure everything on it is
functionally correct before sending it.) If

decoder for video tape applications is that

the public's response to aproduct varied

unit made by Surround Sound, Inc although
it does adreadful job in its other modes.

sample was better than normal), believe

For audio ambience, Ihave found no unit

widely from our own (implying that our

the equal of adevice that was made by Ad-

me, we would hear about it.
Good articles about equalizers appeared

vent about eight years ago under the name

in Stereophilg Vol. 6, No. 5, available as a
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Get Active...
Every audiophile dreams of having a
music system which includes apair of
loudspeakers driven by four of six
power amplifiers separated by an
electronic crossover. In such an active
system. the amplifiers operate within a
specific portion of the frequency
spectrum providing adetailed and
articulated sound. The electronic
crossover defines the role of each
driver and amplifier precisely. resulting
in more accuracy. greater efficiency
and lower distortion than is possible
with typical passive crossovers.
Meridian integrates carefully matched
active electronics into each of their
loudspeakers giving them the ability to
retrieve more realism in areproduced
musical event than any comparable
passive design.
The third generation of active
loudspeakers from Meridian allow your
audiophile dreams to come true at a
price much lower than you would
expect. When you hear how much
musical enjoyment you can have. were
sure you'll get active.

Rnn-p-enyn 7( JART

MERIDIAN

Pictured is the Meridian M30 biamplified active loudspeaker.
•
•
Also available are the larger biamplified M20 and the tnamplified M100 models
Exclusive US Distributor MADRIGAL LTD., PO Box 781, Middletown, CT 06451
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back issue. Tbere are many tbat we haven't

on my red sofa, one set near the west wall,

tested, but we should try, particularly sucb

behind me—energized at alower volume,

high-end attempts as the Dave Wilsonmodified Crown equalizer that is an in-

of course—for that little extra touch of
ambience, and one set near the ceiling,

tegral part of bis WAMM speaker system.

above my red sofa, to get asense of spacial
dimension when I'm lying down.
Course, maybe my Adcom GFA-555

Fishy Loudspeakers

wouldn't handle all of this racket, and

Editor:

maybe Iwould have to resort to acouple of
5000 watts per channel amp jobs Ihear so

A company called Madisound are selling
kits for Dick Olsher's Dahlia loudspeaker

much about. Anyway, Iwas getting just alit-

design (Vol.9 No.1) and are telling customers

tle bit worried about overdrawing my

that they pay DO a$25 royalty for each pair

checking account (although Ihave over-

sold. Is this true? Is this fishy?

draft insurance) when Iread JGH's review

Bob (no surname supplied)

of Telarc's CD of the Berlioz Requiem. My

Yes it's true; no, it's not fishy. DO gave

bubble of faith in him burst, and my impending financial woes vanished! 1said to

Madisound permission to market akit for

myself, "If this guy, JGH, has such sharp,

the Dahlia. But as it wouldn't exist without

golden ears (in which Iwas going to put my

Dick's brain power it would seem unfair

full trust, tear out awall, crap the place up

for him to make Madisound a total gift of

with alot of big boxes), how come those

its design. And, in fact, it was Madisound
that came up with tbe idea of the royalty

trustworthy ears of his missed that horrendous and car-jarring editor's splice at

(there are other companies, Just Speakers

measure 14 of the 'Lacrimosa'?" The tempo

for instance, who neither charge you for

suddenly is slower and upsets the whole

the royalty nor pay DO). On the other

section so badly, my aesthetically musical

band, there are ethical problems involved.
A reasonable compromise seemed for any
royalties due DO to be paid into aspecial

soul is offended and destroyed. JGH, if your
sharp, golden ears missed that terrible

account to purchase the components and

Telarc-Woods-Renner editing booh-booh,
what, in God's name, did your ears miss

parts necessary for him to design bis next

when you auditioned those Infinity sets I

loudspeaker

JGH it Undying Faith
Editor:
Although Iam anew subscriber to Stereopbile, Iam no stranger to your magazine,
and from many issues have Icome to put
my undying faith and trust in every printed

was about to spend my fortune on? Fie, and
for-shame on you—and maybe, even, apox
on your ears to boot.
And, since my

ears

seem (at

least at

this

writing) to be abit sharper than yours, let
me warn you about Telarc's CD of the
Mahler 2nd Symphony. If you listen very,
very carefully to the ever-so-quiet choral
entry in the 5th movement (Telarc's

word—especially those of JGH! Why, from

"jacket" notes call this moment one of the

what Ihave read of what he wrote, Iwas

most sublime in all of music literature) listen

about to relegate my present three-way

to what Telarc's editor does! He cuts in the
bass-reflex speakers to my bathroom, where
chorus late—after the breath attack takes
1am sure they'd do abetter job than Meta- place! The attack is missing, and
musai when I'd run my CD of the Boito
somewhere on Telarc's editing floor lay,
piece through them. Iwas then going to
unused, a couple of thousand "bits" of
hire my building contractor to tear out a

breath. Iprogrammed my Sony CDP to run

south wall so Icould install three complete
sets of Infinity RS-1B speaker systems (based

this opening choral section over and over,
and Ilistened via my loudspeakers and

on JGH's sharp, and golden-eared report) in
my "listening room — —one set near my east

through my headphones to verify this terribly offensive cut. 1even examined my CD

wall, facing my favorite listening position

for aspeck of maybe ash or something, but
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AMPLIFICATION
FOR THE CONNOISSEUR

Carefully selected polypropylene
capacitors, metal film resistors, finelytuned discrete circuitry and zero-feedback
design...are some of the design aspects
that take Tandberg's equipment out of
the mainstream and place it in the world
of the audio connoisseur.
Tandberg now establishes the
reference for sonic clarity, openness and
overall musicality with the TPA 3016A
Power Amplifier and the TCA 3018A
Preamplifier. Never before has the
selection of quality components, complete
absence of IC's, high current capability
and elimination of signal degrading
negative feedback design been
executed with such dramatic results.
The high-current, dual-mono MOSFET
amplifier, rated at 220 watts per channel
with no more than 0.05% total harmonic
or IM distortion, and peak power
capability of 1,500 watts into 0.5 ohms,
confirms the TPA 3016A Power Amplifier's
extraordinary ability to handle awide
range and variety of low impedance
speakers. An engineer, heating up load
resistors at his test bench, will be quite

satisfied...as would aprofessional
musician listening to the reproduction
of music.
A newly-developed moving coil input
stage that sets new standards for
musicality, clarity and low noise, with
both the MC and MM inputs fed into a
passive RIAA network that truly
demonstrates the advantages of zero
feedback design, makes the TCA 3018A
"direct-path" Preamplifier the perfect
complement to the TPA 3016A
Power Amplifier.
How does Tandberg's advanced
engineering translate into anew standard
of listening pleasure for the audio
connoisseur? Visit your local Tandberg
dealer and decide for yourself.

TANDBERG
One Labriola Court
Armonk, NY 10504
(914) 273-9150
Audio Components for the Connoisseur

Stereophile
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IN PAINSTAKING PURSUIT OF

HIGH
DEFINITIO

N

Around the world, listeners who care deeply for music and strive for its
most sensitive recreation are discovering-and praising-the musical
truth at the heart of the Audio Research legend: Audio Research preamplifiers and power amplifiers restore music to life with transparency,
neutrality and a deeply realistic evocation of the recorded performance. This growing recognition and acclaim is the hard-won result of
almost two decades of meticulous empirical trial in the design and handcrafting of audio electronics-products which repeatedly validate themselves as honestly state-of-the-art and an unsurpassed value.
Unswayed by faddish adherence to a particular Sound" popularized
by less sophisticated vacuum-tube or solid-state designs, Audio Research
instead employs both technologies in a painstaking pursuit of truly High
Definition® music reproduction: adelicate balance of fuil-spectrum neutrality, transparent yet palpable resolution and dynamic, lifelike staging.
With the current line of Audio Research electronics, these sonic virtues
receive their most natural and satisfying expression.
Words, however only foreshadow what your own listening will reveal.
Audition High Definition® music reproduction soon at your nearest authorized Audio Research dealer

audio research corporation
6801 Shingle Creek Parkway •Minneapolis, MN 55430 •Phone (612) 566-7570 •Telex 290-583
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no flaw as far as Icould see. Iwrote Robert

Imean experiment. Try several different

Woods about this in hopes I'd get an answer
that Iwas wrong, and maybe some advice

brands and construction types of poly caps

that Iget adifferent CD player—one which
didn't reproduce silences so well (for there's
alot of silence before that choral attack is

and also try other types of capacitors. In
particular, Isuggest you test out some high
quality polycarbonates. You should notice
distinct differences between different

supposed to come in). Unfortunately, no

capacitors—even between different brands
courtesy of areply in over ayear now. So of the same type and value of capacitors.
what have Idone? Two things: one, Itake a Except in very small values, I've found
deep audible breath just before that moment
polypropylenes tend to push forward the
of choral entry to fill the missing gasp on
upper midrange/lower treble region. This is

my CD, and two, I'm very cautious about
Telarc's CDs.

something many audiophiles like, but it's
not accurate. That's why Ialso suggest that

Perhaps, JGH, you've reviewed that
Mahler CD in an issue Imissed. If you did,

you try different types of capacitors.

Ido hope you caught it. If you haven't
reviewed it, watch your ears (if they are still
operable after all that cymbal crashing
Telarc so loves to zero in on) and tell me I'm

Stick fairly close to the values of the factory output caps. Too small a value and
you'll roll off the bass. Too great and you
risk allowing infrasonic garbage into your

right. If you do, and Iam, I'll take your

system. If you are going to stray from the
factory value, use proper test equipment to

word for gospel once again and tear out

make sure you don't have aroll-off or in-

that south wall after all. Meanwhile, keep a

frasonic problem, and be sure to take into

sharper watch for tempi with those golden
ears of yours.

account the input values of your preamp

A bit more skeptically yours,

(or your amp if you're running the CD
player directly into the amp).

Charles Eggert

You should be able to find a good

Rhinebeck, NY

capacitor that will fit inside your case, par-

Capacitors etc.
Editor:

ticularly if you try enough different caps
and avoid the typical audiophile tendency
to engage in massive overkill. Remember,

Mr. Brandt's letter (Vol.9 No.1) vividly shows

you're not running the nuclear arms race. If

two of the most common problems facing

you have to mount the new caps outboard
you are opening yourself up for anumber
of problems and the modification probably

high end audio—a tendency to take an
overly simplistic approach to complex problems and blind obedience to dogma

isn't worth the effort. The outboard caps

espoused by self-appointed gurus. Much
has been written lately about the wonders

create arisk of increased sensitivity to RFI
and EMI, as well as being susceptible to be-

of polypropylene capacitors, and Isuspect
that the sound of CD players could be improved by changing to different output

ing knocked loose or damaged.
Two final points to remember. Wait until

caps. However, saying that switching to
polypropylene output capacitors will im-

type of tampering is likely to void the manu-

prove your system is about like saying your

output caps on your player are likely to be

turntable will sound better if you use a
moving coil cartridge—it depends on the

its most serious problem. Don't be surprised if better output caps only reveal other,
more serious problems with your player.
It's not uncommon for manufacturers to

particular cartridges you're talking about.
Ipresume from Mr. Brandt's letter that he
does not have a thorough technical
background. So if you are going to experiment with capacitors Isuggest that you
engage the assistance of someone who does
(and Idon't mean adealer who's done it a
few times before). When Isay experiment,
Stereophile

the player is out of warranty, because this
facturer's guarantee. Lastly, Idon't think the

select passive components that tend to hide
hard-to-solve problems in the active
circuitry.
Wishing you the hest in sound.
Steven Watklnson
—Wayne, NJ
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A New Era
After years of research
by Thorens engineers,
and years of anticipation
by audiophiles, Thorens
introduces the 300 Series
turntables.
The 300 Series turntables combine the
classic Thorens design
and performance features with innovative new
engineering.
In celebration of the
new product series,
Thorens has produced
ostunning limited edition
model, The Phontosie.
Based on the TD 320, the
Phantosie has achassis
that is carved from a40
millimeter thick block of
solid plexiglas. The result

is an incredibly rigid,
totally non-resonant
chassis. When combined
with the 300 series' revolutionary, full isolation,
three-point leaf spring
suspension system, it
provides on ideal environment for the superb
Thorens platter drive
system and toneorm.
Whether you choose
the unparalleled beauty
and performance of the
Phantosie, or one of
the standard 300 Series
units, you'll get the quality, reliability and pride
of ownership that has
come to typify the name,

THORED°

Thorens Turntables. Epicure Products, Inc ,
25 Hole Street. Newburyport, MA 01950
A Perini Company

THE AUDIO CHEAPSKATE

Scouting for
Bargains at
Summer CES
Sam Tellig

I

like to breeze into the Windy City early—

gives me time to settle in before the show,
swing over to Rose Records and Kroch and
Brentano's Bookstore.
There was aCD sale in progress at Rose,
which gave me the chance to load up on
labels like Orfeo, ASV, and JVC/Melodiya:
stuff that's hard to find even in New York.
Impossible to find in Moscow or Leningrad—

issue of Stereopbile—"Legitimate tobacco
retailers speak out!" Ries is legitimate, of
course.) John Atkinson was amused at the
Cheapskate's spending $135 for a pipe—
money up in smoke, as it were. But not
quite. Ireminded JA that a Koetsu Red
might last him 9, perhaps 12, months,
whereas aDunhill is forever.
We started the show early, with apress

no CDs yet in the Sovietsky Soyuz, but a
CD factory is planned for Talinn, Estonia.

conference over at the AR exhibit. AR's
President Ron Fone went on at great length

We are living through the end of the
black vinyl era—better buy now, because

about AR perhaps having lost its way, failing
to appeal to ayounger generation. But the

some of the stuff may never show on CD. At

company may be on its way back into the

Rose, Japanese Verve jazz cutouts (virgin
vinyl) were selling for $2.99, some classical

good graces of not only the young but
audiophiles of all ages. AR introduced the
new MGC-2 speaker ($2500 apair), which
is a scaled-down version of the pricey

cutouts were abuck, and some pop stuff
was two and three for adollar. Pig out now
When the stuffs gone, its gone.
Ialso paid my annual visit to the lwan
Ries tobacco shop on Wabash. They have
Dunhill pipes at 40% off. Since wholesale is
half off, this is aterrific deal, and Ithink it's
acontinuing sale. (I can just see the next
Stereophile

MGC-1 reviewed by AHC in Vol. 8, No. 6.
AR also introduced a whole line of electronics looking something like across between Proton and Yamaha: receivers, integrated amps, separates, and a CD player.
This stuff might sound quite decent, since
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ACCESSORY OR
COMPONENT?

ASC TUBE TRAP
Low and high frequency acoustic absorbers varying dimensions from $59.00 to $299.00 per tube.

However you define this product, it does truly alter the
sound in your room. The
physical laws of acoustics are
exploited to effect enhanced
sound in your listening
environment.
J.G.H. Vol. IX, No. 3:
Like all great inventions, the Wes are a
masterpiece of elegant simplicity What is most
remarkable about them, though, is how well
they work. Just two of these tubes, in the corners behind the loudspeakers, make aclearly
audible difference in LF smoothness and detail.
Floor-to-ceiling columns in all four room corners produce an improvement that can only be
described as dramatic. Additional ones, along
the walls, can make the room as acoustically
dead as you want it to be.
L.A. Vol IX, NO. 3:
There aren't many products that Ithink make
an astonishing difference, but Tubes are
definitely one of them.
J.G.H. Vol IX, No. 3:
There are few "accessories" Ican think of
that Iwould consider to be absolutely
necessary for good audio system performance,
but the ASC Tube Trap is one of them. Icannot
recommend them too strongly!

ACOUSTIC SCIENCE
CORPORATION

P.O. BOX 11156 EUGENE, OREGON 97440
CALL: 800-ASC-TUBE

the man in charge is Englishman Michael
act. There's heavy emphasis on remote con-

Blackstone. Pictures of satisfied ESL-63
owners on the wall: Jessye .Norman, Bernard Haitink, Alfred Brendel, Sam Tellig

trol, which should appeal to Yuppies. Come
to think of it, remote control appeals to my

(only kidding). Quad offered free breakfast —
that's how they drew acrowd at 8am! They

Bartlett, who helped turn Rotel into aclass

laziness. Now if only Icould buy arobot to
turn over my records and change CDs.
Actually, years ago Ihad the next best
thing to arobot: two little children, now
grown up and, alas, no longer amenable to
programming. Ikept ajar of dimes beside
the turntable. 'Rim over the record and you
can take adime from the glass. Work hard
and double your allowance. Lest you accuse

also demmed their new 70Wpc 306 amp
($595) and their new 140Wpc 606 amp
($995). Both amps use current dumping, as
in the legendary and now superseded Quad
405. The same breakfast introduced new
speakers from KEF, including the impressive
Reference Series 102 —$790-a-pair
monitors with something called "KUBE

my son developed a taste for Mozart,

bass equalization." Next year Ilook for lox
and bagels from Quad in place of scrambled
eggs and bacon.

Wagner (0, and Charlie Parker. Incidentally,
achild can be trained as early as age seven

zoo—that's where they sell $5 hot dogs and

to handle records properly; my daughter, a
high-school junior, is now in the record-

which is one reason Ileft early. There were

cleaning business.
Back to AR. They also introduced something called aBose-basher —woops, it's ac-

other reasons, too. You walk over to the
Technics booth, for instance, and you are
handed apress kit 50 pages thick—Technics

me of child exploitation, Ishould tell you

Ispent only one morning over at the
$1.50 Cokes. Needless to say, Ididn't eat,

tually called the "Powered Partners": small,

introduces 14 new receivers each with 6

self-powered speakers for use with portable

new knobs, that sort of thing. 'ffirns your

cassette and CD players, and intended to

mind to mush. Technics premiered anew

compete head-on with the Bose "Roommates." Initiates of the Roommates declared
the Partners abig improvement, which only

portable CD player, the CD-XP5 (catchy

impressed me with how bad the Roommates
must be. They also have something called
"Rock Partners," said to deliver 115dB SPLs.
Incidentally, AR founder Ed Villchur, now
retired, has been working on better hearing
aids for the elderly. Wonder what be would
think of the Rock Partners.

name, Sony is much better at this sort of
thing). The CD-XP5 is said to have afourwire suspension to resist jolts. Good idea,
since that's the big weakness of the Sony
CD-7S. There was also aplayer called the
SL-P16, which can hold and freely access
up to 50 discs. List is $3000.
Kudos go to Onkyo, specifically, to Mr.

Quad gave avery classy breakfast presen-

David Birch-Jones, who created an island of
class in asea of crass. Irefer to the demo of

tation on Sunday morning over at the

the new Grand Integra M-508 power amp,

AR's Bowbashers, the Powered Partners

Stereophile
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The •*Audiophile - Quad amplifier. for just $995.

a$1100 baby brother to the highly-regarded
and highly-priced M-510. It sounded swell
driving apair of Infinity RS-lBs. Ilick my
chops at the prospect of receiving areview

($695) and Revelation speakers ($495/pair),
made by Revolver. (Music Hall is the new
importer of Creek products, now that Music
& Sound is no longer handling them.) I

sample soon, along with the matching $600

returned to Roy's room at the end of each

Grand Integra P-308 preamp. The amp is
said to deliver 700Wpc into 2ohms and its

day to share his 12-year-old Scotch.
Ireturned twice to the Castle room to

power supply has acombined capacitance

hear Vic Sapsford dem the Durhams —
those $495 apair speakers Imentioned in

of 80,000uF.
Ihied back to the Blackstone aboard the

my Vegas report (add $120 for the stands).

free shuttle bus, with astop at Burger King,

The Durhams sounded even better than in

to redeem the Big Whopper coupon I
found in my Chicago 7Fibune. Iran into

Vegas, despite being driven by a modest
40Wpc QED integrated amp—excellent

Marc Finer of Sony, who had come to look
at the $1800 California Audio Labs lèmpest

depth, wide soundstage, and lovely tonal
balance: slightly rolled-off highs to go with

CD player, with atube analog section. Tem-

the inevitable lack of very deep bass. The

pest in ateapot, so far as Icould tell, but

icing on the cake is the cabinetry, which

then Iwasn't keen on the speakers. Finer

can only be described as exquisite.

spied my Sony CD-7S Discman. "Imagine, a

Linn has anew turntable, named the Axis.

Discman in the Blackstone!" Finer exclaimed.
Yes, and sounding damned good, too.
Ihave had more fun with the Discman

Friendly sort of name, no? Reminded me, of
course, of the wartime alliance of Germany,

than Idid with my first English bicycle—it's
a wonderful toy. Part of the pleasure is

remember, Ivor?) The Axis comes in alliance
with the Linn LV-X arm for a combined

Italy, and Japan. (They were against us —

whipping it out before teenagers. "Look

price of $575. Heatsinks protrude from the

what Ihave and you don't!" Several highend exhibitors couldn't resist my offer to

back of this handsome table—for apair of
class-A amplifiers driving each of the motor

hook it into their systems (even Roy Hall,

phases. The suspension is in the feet, which

importer of the Revolver turntable, and selfproclaimed foe of the silver disc). The

incorporate asilicone diaphragm.
Ihoped to meet IT, but only spied him in

Discman sounded fine through Roy's new

the corner, writing up orders from dealers—

50Wpc Creek CAS 5050 integrated amp

which was what he was there for, not to
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HIGH
PERFORMANCE.
Designed to maximize
the performance of your
audio and video equipment, all
CWD modular component cabinets
•,;
are handcrafted and lovingly handfinished from select natural hardwoods.
TOTAL FLEXIBILITY. Add as your system grows,
arrange and rearrange our cabinets to almost
any configuration.
REMARKABLE QUALITY. From the precision hardware to the
natural oiled finish, all CWD cabinets are fine furniture with alook
and style you'll cherish for years to come.
See for yourself. For your nearest dealer CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-323-2159
In Illinois, 312-563-17451.

CWD
CUSTOM W OODWORK & DESIGN I
NC.

The cabinet system shown above in
Dark Oak features solid wood, glass
and roll wood doors and interior lights
Also in Natural Oak and Natural
American Walnut

High performance modular furniture that keeps pace with your electronic system

THE SILENT
TREATMENT.
WHY BOB CARVER'S MINIATURE
RADIO STATION LEFT THE AUDIO
PRESS SPEECHLESS AND NOW IT LED
TO THE MOST COMPLETE STEREO
TUNER EVER OFFERED.
The new Caner TX- 1
1
aStereo AM-FM Tuner
is atechnical tour-de-force which further distances Bob Covers unique products from traditional electronic components -and which
can vostty enhance your musical enjoyment.

TWO 1101110LOSICAL 111110VRTIOIM.
The performance of the legendary TX-11
Asymmetncol Charge Coupled FM Stereo
Detector Tuner is increased by the addition of
Ultra High Frequency Wide Bond AM Stereo circuitry With the new 1X-11a, AM stereo sounds
as good as FM.
Yes, contrary to popular belief, most AM
stereo stations have frequency response
(2Œ4z-15kHz), separation (35dB) and signalto-noise ratios (70dB) oudibty indistinguishable from FM stations of equal strength. Ifs
just that only Comer offers the technology
to acoreciate this hidden performance
As for FM stereo, the TX-110 virtuolty eliminates multipath and distant station noise while
providing fully-separated stereo reception with
space, depth and ambience!
Bob Carvers ksymmeMcal Charge Coupled
FM Stereo Detector removes (without affecting stereo imaging frequency response of
dynamic range) the hiss, clicks, pops, "picket
fencing" and the myriad other unpredictable
noises which all too often disturb FM listening.
(Still interested in the story of the miniature
radio station and how it impressed hard-toimpress audio cntics? Read on Well get to it

after we explain why the quartz-synthesized
TX-11a Stereo AM-FM Tuner wilt impress you in
,'our own listening erwonmenn

A CLEANER, WIDER FM WINDOW ON
THE WORLD.

RPIYILISe of the TX-11oS Charge Coupling
and Leading Edge Detection technology ownershp may very wed change your listening habits. Right now, you probably confine your FM
listening to those stations which ore strong
and relotrvety interference-free, avoiding weak
stations and those filled with distortion. Your
options are therefore limited The TX-11a con
significanN expand your choices by recovererg stations previously buried in hiss or prone
to sudden tantrums of noise
Ovation Magazine observed that Me circuit,
"...may well mean the difference teten
marginal reception of the station signals
you've been yearning to hear and truly noisefree reception of those some signals, permitting you to enjoy the music and forget about
noise and distortion."
In Audio Magazine, Len Feldman said
The significance of its design can only be fully
appreciated by setting up the unit, tuning to
the weakest, most unacceptable stereo sip
nais you con find, Men pushing those two
magic buttons"

"Separation was still there. only the background noise had been diminished, and with
it, much of the sibilance and fussy edginess so
characteristic of multi-path interference"

turf THE ASTIMMETRICAL CHARGECOUPLED FM STEREO DETECTOR GIVES
NOISE THE SILENT TREATMENT.
Thirty years ago, the FiC turned clear nuis
FM into osubstandard stereo medium (with
fifteen limes poorer swot-to-nee ratio) th,
approving atroodcast system that is extraordinarily prone to rnultipath and
distant-station-noise
This system separates stereo into two different bands Unfortunately, the bands aren't pure
Left and Right Instead. one band is comprised
of those parts of ostereo signal that he cornmon to both channels, (L+R, Of mono). The
other signal, for more frngde and prone to interference, is the difference between the left and
right signal (L-R). It bounces off buildings, has
and other objects, and wreaks havoc when

CARVER
POWERFUL

Caner teoratson
P.O.Box 1237 Lynnwood. WA 98046

recombinechwth the strong mono signal.
Bob Coner's Charge-Coupling circuit takes
oavantoge of the foci that (*most dl noise and
distortion eexactly 180 degrees out of phase
with the signal it's part of The TX-11a Stereo
AM-FM Tuner careers these "dirty menor
noire before they can reach your ears That
eliminates up to 85% of the potential noise
found in distant or noisy stations.
But Bob wasn't -ied and Wiwi you
wouldn't be either. So another circuit, the Leoding Edge Detector, goes ostep further by taking advantage of atrite-appreciated FM
plerturr rerun: Just 5% of the L-R signal actually contributes to the stereo expenence. The
rest simply gets en the way of skyscrapers and
mountains
The Gorier ;Kiang Edge Detector operates
only on this ditto' 5% of the L-R signal, filtering out noise and restonng just that port of the
signal needed by our ears and brain to construct stereo imaging.
Betted back into the mono (L+R) signal
matrix, anet reduction of 93% -or better than
20dElof noise reduction -is achieved Alt
(Indent and rocalong informoton is recovered Only htss and distortion are left :behrincl.
Or, as High Fideflty Magazine put
d, "...clean, norse-free sound out
of weak or multi-path- ridden signals that would have you lunging
ethe mono switch on any other
tuner."

TIM LITTUST AM RADIO STATION.
Before we descnie the remarkable
attributes of the TX-11a, we owe you the story
that proves just how Ity performance can
be extended when acomponent comes
horn Carver
At arecent press conference, Bob Carver
unveiled a&nag antenna connected to overy
low powered AM stereo broadcast transmitter
(C-0UAM format). Dubbed Station CM," it
sal next too Cane Compact Disc Prover and
the sane TX-110 that's on your dealer's shelves
nght now
Bob Carver routed the Compact DiscS signal to the antenna for reception by the TX-11a,
and also drectty to adeomplifer.
In front of Arteries top stereo writers, Bob
switched bock and forth between the transmitted signal (as received by the TX-1 la) and
the direct CD signal. M listeners had
distinguishing between the outputs of the
player and the TX-11a Stereo AM-FM Tuner!
Most could tell no difference at all!

HOWAM STEREO GETS
THE SILENT
TRF.4TMEN7' WITH THE
77C-11a.
* (trique de-emphasis curve
* hiuristle Slop cancelling circuit
*Pilot Signal =ceiling circuit
* liltra-àxe noise balanced station
detector
* léry wide band minimum phase
intermediate frequency amplifiers

midi of it Compact Disc frequency
response and freedom from noise wrth AM
stereo and the TX-11a. Only Carver couici putt
it off. But then only Carver could do the sorne
for RI too
HUMAN-ENGINEERED FEATURES AND
CONVENIENCE.
Many tuners n•
•
••• • .,srve circuitry
than the TX- I
la have tar more complicated
exteriors Bob Caner wonted to make tuning
stations easy, not impress you with flashing
lights or complex programming.
So thirteen presets, wide/narrow band
selectors, outomahc/manuor scanning and
the buttons which achnote the remarkabie
Charge-Coupled circuits (Muthpatti and
Noise Reduction) de at fastefultv inset
into he burnished anttrocrte metal face.
Full instrumentation including digital station
frequency re:touter-step 10r1B-inteval signal
strength LEDs and other monitor functions is
recessed behind apanel, visible but not gonsh
The result eperformance without theatncarry Access without complication
Atune High Fidelity Magazine caked,
"By for the best tuner we have tested..."
CLEAR TIN AIR AY VISITING YOUR
NEAltEST CARVER DEALER.
Ask to hear the most expensive tuner they
sel Of won't be the Carver TX-11a). Now tune
amulti-path-ravaged, hiss-filled FM station.
Tune the same station on the TX-11a Stereo
AM-FM Tuner and press the Multipath and
Noise Reduction buttons You'll see why no
other FM tuner can approach it. And why no
other AM stereo tuner this good exists
anywhere!
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Outdoing the Americans? British Fidelity's class-A A370 behemoth.

chat with cheapskates. Iwanted to ask him
about the "digital projects" underway at

ST-140.
Iplayed more hooky than usual, rather

Linn. Word is that Linn has abandoned

than run myself ragged. As a result, Iam

work on a cassette deck. Who knows—
maybe Ivor is working on a CD player.

sure Imissed some items Ishould have
seen. Sunday afternoon, Icalibrated my

Everyone else is.

ears at Orchestra Hall—the Chicago Sym-

Fidelity—Musical Fidelity in the UK. Iam

phony under Jesus Lopez-Corboz. The
Chicago Symphony just gets better and bet-

amazed at the sheer number of fine products Mr. Anthony Michaelson brings to

playing. And the sound! Smooth as aConrad-

market. He has a new A-100 Class-A in-

Johnson MV-50. Harmonically detailed as

A favorite company of mine is British

ter. Iwas flabbergasted at the ensemble

tegrated, rated at 50Wpc ($695). Michaelson

an Eagle 2a. Timbres as natural as aLazarus

also has two new amps: the top-of-the-line

Cascade Basic. Transients as quick as a
Quad ESL-63. Give me the real thing any

A-370 is 185Wpc pure class-A, expected to
compete with the likes of Krell and sell for
around $3000. It looks like abargain!

day; most hi-fi can't even come close. Sur-

B&K, another of my favorite companies,

saw at the concert was NPR's John Sunier.

has a new preamp—the Pro-5, a very

Where were all the rest of them? And where

smart-looking item featuring defeatable
tone controls and low-output moving coil

were the rest of you, Stereopbile crew? ,
Idid manage to uncover asurprise—a

capability. It will list for $330. Pair it with a
$440 ST-140 amp and you have what might

three Chinese gentlemen from Los Angeles,

be anifty combo for $770. It appears John
Beyer has been reading his warranty cards—
people have been buying alot of Superphon Revelation Basics to go with the B&K
28

prisingly, the only person from the show I

new company called Concertmaster, run by

IThe last show where we all went to Orchestra Hall was
universally accounted the worst-sounding show in
memory. At the time we suspected that "calibrating" our
ears simply made all the exhibits sound like what they are:
pale imitations. still. of the real thing.
—LA
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What does it take
to be aconnoisseur?
With 237 brands of loudspeakers out there, it takes considerable expertise to make the right
choice. You've got to have agood ear for sonic nuance, adiscerning eye for styling, and the sense to
discriminate between gimmickry and appropriate technology. To do this takes aconnoisseur. And
that's exactly who Acoustic Research had in mind when we built the new Connoisseur Series.
Connoisseur Series speakers take advantage of the Acoustic Suspension bass
loading we invented, the wide-dispersion soft-dome tweeters we introduced,
polypropylene drivers, and low-diffraction cabinets covered by natural
walnut veneers. In fact, you'll find everything that has made Acoustic Research
products the most imitated speakers in history. Not everyone will appreciate
ACOUSTIC
them, but aconnoisseur will insist on nothing less.
RESEARCH
ME TELEDYNE ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
30 Turn ptke Street Canton MA 02021

(agnaseur Saws

The Linn Index.
Everything you never expected
to find in a"budget" loudspeaker. High density 3/
4"
v-groove cabinet construction. A
modified KEF bass driver and a
soif dome tweeter. Plus the same
20 amp wiritig and high quality
crossover components found in Linn 's
most expensive speakers.
Uncompromised design. Quality construction.
Superb performance.
The Linn Index. It must be heard.

[INN
PRODUCTS

For .litrther intOrtnation contact: Audiophile Systems Ltd. •8709 Castle Park Dr. •Indrariapolb, IN 46256
Aldbunt Electronics •127 Portland Street •TOronto, Ontario •Canada .lLile2N4
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apparently recent arrivals to our shores.

Stereopbile party and invited him to his

They have adual mono preamp and 125Wpc

suite for an audition: this is known as the

MOSFET power amp. What really impressed
me were their Concertmaster 6.5 speakers

means he's at the blackjack tables). When

at $450 apair—$570 with stands. Featuring
a transmission line enclosure (in a small
box!), the 6.5s struck me as one of the

DO disappearing act (in Vegas, it usually
Dick got back to the party, we had gone to
Greektown for a feast, and DO was left
alone for the remainder of the evening. I

finest small speakers Ihave ever heard. DO

think Imade up for it, though, by remem-

was similarly impressed, but he couldn't
figure out how they got atransmission line

bering to chain our door (Dick and Iwere

in such asmall box. Who cares, Dick? The
electronics must have been excellent, too. I

we were the only ones in the Stereopbile
group not burgled in this sleaziest of holes.

roommates) at the Rodeway Inn that night;

wish these gentlemen every success. They

HP take note: Stan Klyne joined us for

are such pleasant people and they demon-

dinner in Greektown. Stan's Jan admired

strated with such tastefully chosen music—a
real rarity, even at the Blackstone.
"Riesday morning, DO and Iwent over to

memorative Watch, a present from my
children to an even bigger child: their dad.

the Raphael Hotel to hear the new Apogee-

And Stan told me to be sure and go see

whiz "Calipers," their new $1650-a-pair speak-

Brazil. (My mother-in-law walked out of

my Donald Duck 50th Anniversary Com-

ers. Wonderful—the year's high-end hit:

the picture, which is asure sign Iwill love

Jason Bloom is said to have taken orders for
400 pair. Iloved them, which rather surprised

it.) We also talked about Stan's new "Cheap-

JA. "You can't like them! / like them!"

skate" preamp: the SK-6, to retail for $1600.
Itold Stan about my most recent trip to the

Presumably he fears Imay drive to the fac-

Soviet Union and how my daughter and I

tory and buy the magazine's review pair.
Iwon't tell you about the crummy pro-

left Kiev 36 hours before Chernobyl. The
trip to Russia was terrific (and so was our

ducts Iheard, and there were many—espe-

timing), but that's astory for another time.

cially speakers. (It's not fair to come down

We talked about capitalism, communism,
and agreed that high-end audio (they don't

too hard, since the speakers might sound
half decent at home.) One speaker manufacturer, craving attention, collared DO at the

know what it is in Russia) is the opiate of
the elite.

litbl sound at the show:
the new Apogee Calipers
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the Light!
THE FINIAL TECHNOLOGY LT LASER TURNTABLE
Thingamapg
Tubular Rail
Audio
Electronics

Wheel
Assembly

Interface/Logic Board
Laser Carriage
Laser/Mirror Housing
Carriage Drive Cable
Output
Connector
Panel

Label

Memory
Lapse

Record

Spindle

J. Gordon Holt

U

Record Drawer

ndoubtedly, the biggest audio news at

their "product" at CES two years ago. Ac-

Summer CES was the unveiling of the Finial

tually, there was no product then; what

Technology LT player. The L stands for

they showed at CES was anon-functioning

Laser, the T stands for turntable, and LT

mockup. At the 1986 Summer CES, at a

stands for what could well be the most

series of private demonstrations for aselect
group of audio reporters, they showed and

significant advance in analog disc reproduction since stereo: arecord-playing system
that does not involve any mechanical con-

demonstrated a product.

tact between the groove and the pickup.

The idea is not new. Inventors have been
trying to play records with abeam of light

A company staffed largely by refugees
from aerospace research, Finial announced

since the late 1930s, but, until now, have
endeavored to use amirror attached to the
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armature of aconventional stylus, or afullspectrum light beam reflected from the

useful life is estimated at 10,000 hours—
more than 20 times the life of adiamond

groove. Since all the light-beam systems used

stylus. At 23 minutes per disc side, this

the reflection from the bottom of the groove,

works out to 26,087 sides! At 3 hours of

the advent of the stereo disc (in the late '50s)
discouraged most further efforts to achieve

listening per day, 365 days per year, the

what by then was appearing to be an impossible feat. (Consider: light reflected from

The groove-reading laser beam is of very
low power, and is claimed to cause only

agroove wall may vary in reflectance angle

about half as much groove-wall heating as

lasers would last for alittle over 9years!

through almost 180e!) Finial Research has

amechanical stylus. The beam was describ-

now proven that it isn't impossible.

ed as elliptical in shape, with its long axis

Because the player's patents are still pen-

oriented vertically to give alarge footprint,

ding, Finial would not provide any informa-

reading about half the height of the groove

tion about the readout system, but during
the course of our discussion with their peo-

wall. Small particles of dust, or surface pits
due to conical fracturing (the things that

ple, we picked up a couple of hints suggesting that the player reads the difference

cause discs to accumulate crackling noises

between the average and the momentary

portion of the total information area read by

positions of the groove walls. Further details
were neither volunteered nor provided on

the laser, so their disruption is "averaged"
into the total read area. This has two bene-

request.

ficial results: the amplitude of the surface

Unlike laser players for CD and LV discs,
the Finial reads the upper side of the disc.
The laser assembly, and much of its
associated electronics, ride across the disc
on aheavy diecast trolley suspended from

with repeated playing) are only asmall pro-

noise is dramatically reduced and, perhaps
even more importantly, its transient attacks
are considerably muted, making them more
of a"Plop" than a"Tick," and thus much
less obtrusive. Small disc scratches—most

three sets of ball bearing races straddling a

of which are at the very top of the groove—

pair of tubular "rails." Trolley positioning is
achieved by means of aflexible cable wrap-

are ignored, as is the accumulated detritus
at the bottom of the groove. And while

ped several times around ametal drum that

large scratches, dog hairs, or particles of grit

is driven by aservo motor, independent from
the platter drive. Servo-controlled mirrors

may produce asmall "Plop," the player will
never skip or get "hung up" on a bad

are used to keep the laser centered on, and

scratch as will aconventional stylus, because

the proper height above, the groove, as
groove position changes rapidly due to

ding to the average groove path.

warps and pressing eccentricities.
Finial would answer no questions about

relatively large read area: unless arecord has

the readout laser beam is positioned accorThere's yet another advantage to the

the method used to keep the laser centered

been played to death with awide variety

over the groove, but it seems reasonable to

of stylus shapes, the wear line on the groove

assume that the technique is similar to that

walls will be very small in comparison with

used in other laser players: separate beams,

the total reading area, resulting in the virtual

positioned at opposite edges of the groove,
feed acomparator which adjusts the servo
to achieve equal amounts of reflection from
the "lands" along both edges.

rejuvenation of many old, treasured recordings.
The entire signal chain is analog, only the

The turntable was described as a"rela-

positioning servos and groove-inventory
functions being digital. The analog circuitry

tively conventional" belt-drive unit, with

is described as having ahigh slew rate and

platter speed continuously monitored and
regulated by a rotation timer and servo
feedback system.

extremely low crossover distortion, which
latter would seem to imply push-pull circuitry (and/or class-A operation), and all

All groove-related functions—tracking

signal-path capacitors are polypropylene.

and modulation-reading—are performed

RIAA equalization is built in, and the unit

by "several" small solid-state lasers, whose

delivers anominal 1-volt output—enough
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TRANSPARENCY

In the 1960s aBerkeley physicist
named David Fletcher pioneered the concept
of transparency as applied to audio reproduction equipment.
Rejecting the popular trend of the era; musicality. Fletcher
embraced anew standard for the design of his own
equipment ... perfect neutrality. His effect on the hi-fi industry
has been most noted through the following achievements:
•1973 -Rebirth of moving coil cartridges with the
Supex SD-900 series.
•1974 -First low-mass tonearm, the Grace 707, providing
alevel of transparency never before achieved.
•1977 -Introduction of The Arm which today is still
acknowledged as the last word in neutrality.
•1982 -The Talisman Cartridge line with focus-field
magnetic structuring.
•1985 -Evolution of the SME tonearm to the Series V
Totally aresonant, rigid, and slate of the art.
•1986 -Talisman Virtuoso series achieving astounding
rigidity and voicelessness.
We invite you to experience your favorite music ... free of
the character introduced by the reproduction equipment in
your signal chain.

fanlike

to drive most power amplifiers to adequate
(although not loud) levels. Although we were

fitted with spindle reducer inserts.) When

not handed aspecification sheet, we were

puter recalculates the remaining time at the
new speed, for front-panel display.
It was demonstrated that me player is im-

told that the LT is "absolutely fiat" out to
20kHz, with "substantial contribution" to

the speed is changed, the onboard com-

beyond 30kHz. The low-end range had not

mune to moderate physical jarring, although

yet been determined because "the test
records we have only go down to 20Hz."
The audio electronics have acutoff point at

asevere jolt will cause amomentary skip.

an incredible 0.5Hz!
Finial's prototype player is strikingly styled,

No disc damage will result, of course,
because there is no physical contact with
the groove. Several other claims are made
for the LT, however, which Ifind hard to

and reminded me of alarge, ornate jewel
box. (Bill Sommerwerck didn't like its ap-

believe. One is that it is "free from" acoustic

pearance, describing it as "funny-looking,
fussy—it has too many details, and the color
is wrong." Ithought it looked nice.) All

laser-positioning "tracking" system is ex-

operating controls are ranged across the
lower skirt of the front, and include an LED
"cursor" readout which shows the position
of the playback head.

feedback, which would imply that the
tremely responsive and tightly controlled.
The other far-out claim is that the player is
insensitive to VTA. Now, while it is quite
possible that the laser beam would not have
apivot point comparable to the elastomer
of amechanical stylus, proper VTA with a

The scanning mechanism sits above the

conventional stylus also involves contact-

record side being played, and moves on
bearings along two long stainless-steel rods.

surface alignment with the groove modulations, and Icannot see how alight beam

The optical sensor and its head amp are also

"half the height of the groove," which is

on the scanner, to minimize EMI pickup. A

narrow enough to resolve 20kHz modula-

stepper motor that can be positioned to
within better than 1/100,000th of arevolu-

On the other hand, my inability to under-

tion drives the scanner via a cable-and-

stand how 20kHz modulations could be

pulley arrangement. The play head's at-rest

read at all with a"large-footprint" elliptical
beam merely underscores the fact that I

position is all the way towards the inside

tions, would not require such alignment.

(spindle location) of the disc. When the
loading drawer is closed, the head scans the
disc all the way to its outer circumference,

really haven't the foggiest idea how Finial's
player works.

and a memory chip stores information

stration that what we were about to hear

It was explained to us prior to the demon-

about the number of grooves, the location

was not afinished product, and that there

(by groove number), and the number of
discrete bands on the disc. These provide

were some "bugs" that still needed to be
ironed out before commercial production of

the basis for track-number and playing-

the players could begin. (It was explained

time (total or elapsed) readouts, which are

that the "bugs" were in the player's com-

displayed on the front panel. Front-panel

puter program, not in its performance.) But

buttons then allow one to select any band
for play, or to program bands for playback

the audition was maddeningly brief. We

in any desired order. The player even pro-

listened for only about 10 minutes, to pop
and classical material, from aselection of

vides an audible scan of the disc, at reduced
level and much-accelerated tempo (but no

with any of these records, but Imust admit

change in pitch), for locating any spot by

records supplied by Finial. Iwas unfamiliar

ear. In other words, it will do with an LP

that, during that short listen, Icould hear
nothing on which to fault the system. Only

almost anything afull-featured CD player
can do with aCD.

on one selection—the "Jupiter" movement
from Hoist's Planets—did Ihear something

Turntable speed is adjustable in 0.1-rpm
increments from 30 to 50 rpm, allowing for

other hand, it might have been cellos. Aside

that might have been classic IM. On the

precise pitch adjustment of nominal 33.3-

from that, what Iheard could just as well

and 45-rpm discs. (45s must, of course, be

have been 15ips original tapes! Idid not hear
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asingle surface-noise "Tick" or "Pop," nor
did Ihear anything Icould identify as a

tuosic technological breakthrough, but I

system coloration. And it wasn't as if the

The timing is just wrong.

system was unrevealing: The speakers were
Infinity RS-lBs, the electronics by Mark

the ultimate analog-disc reproducer. It may

Levinson.
Idid not, in fact, believe that reproduc-

don't think they will ever get rich from it.
The Finial LT could likely turn out to be
also turn out to be the last significant advance in vinyl record-playing.

tion like that was possible from avinyl disc!
But haw nearly-perfect is the Finial LT? On

Bill Sommerwerck comments:

the basis of that short a listen, Ireally
couldn't "rate" it for imaging, depth, sound-

Finial emphasized a thorough disc clean-

staging, and reproduction of low-level
detail. Icould only form an impression, and

ing before play. They say small bits of dirt
are rarely audible, but the boulders must be
banished. It is not clear whether ascratch

that impression was very favorable. There

will cause mistracking. The LT will, how-

was an ease and arightness to the sound
that left me thirsting to play my favorite

ever, handle warps. Finial examined over

records on it.

tracking servo to handle at least 98% of all

Finial's Marketing VP told us they were

3000 commercial discs, and designed the

expecting to start limited production of the

warped records.
Certain questions remain. The finest

players in the Fall of '86, for test-marketing

groove modulations are smaller than a

in afew "select" areas, with full production

wavelength of light. How, then, can the

and national distribution projected for early
1987. The estimated selling price of the

laser (which is either red, the longest

purchased. The price seems high for aturn-

wavelength of visible light, or infra-red, as
in CD players, with an even longer
wavelength), read all the audible informa-

table until one figures in the cost of astate-

tion? In fact, the big question is how the LT

player is $2500, and the entire unit must be

of-the-art conventional phono unit plus

reads the groove modulation at all. (We are

prearnp.
Who will buy the Finial? Well-heeled

told only that three beams are used, and

owners of vast collections of treasured

The full groove width is covered, which

recordings will snap it up, because it

means that worn parts of the wall are in-

that they have an elliptical cross-section.

bestows immortality on what has been con-

cluded. However, since the reflection is an

sidered a relatively ephemeral medium.

average of the entire wall, their effect is

Certainly, recorded-music archives will see
it as aGodsend, as it will ensure the preser-

diminished.)

vation of recordings which must previously

needed for VIA variations, and that both
mathematical analysis and empirical

have been copied to tape for frequent play-

Finial claims that no compensation is

ing. Audio perfectionists may be less eager

evidence support this. Idon't see it. The

to buy it, no matter how good it is, for some

groove-reading process, in effect, projects

of the same reasons they have resisted CD:
the player does not allow for tweaking,

the sensor. The shape of the projection will

which they consider to be half the fun of

depend on the VTA of the cutter.

the recorded waveform into the plane of

audio, and the "improved" sound may not

Another possible source of error comes

appeal to their concept of what LPs should

from the way LPs are cut, by achisel at the

sound like.

end of apivoted cantilever. This forces the
cutting tip to traverse a short arc, rather

But, I'm afraid, the general public isn't
going to touch the LT with a proverbial

than astraight line. Fortunately, most pick-

10-foot pole. It's too expensive, and, if

ups trace the groove in the same way —

record industry unit sales are any indicator,

astylus moves at the end of apivoted can-

the LP's popularity is rapidly waning (ad-

tilever. So the distortion generated in recor-

mittedly from a high base, relative to the

ding is partly corrected in playback.
However, the laser beam in the LT is not

CD). Iwish Finial lèchnology all the luck in
the world in their efforts to sell their vir36

subject to such a"corrective error."
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American Beauty
limit me seven

Dual-monaural
f.e.t. preamplifier
by conrad-johnson
design, inc.
An elegant,
natural aluminum
exterior houses
sophisticated
circuitry
implemented
with component
parts selected for
durability and
musical accuracy
Awork of art in
technology, the
mc sevens time
beauty lies in
its natural
reproduction of
recorded music.
For information,
write:
conradlohnson
design, Inc.
2800R Don' Ave.
Fa i
rfax ,
VA
22031
703-698-8581

Air Bearing Simplicity
The Maplenoll Olympian Turntables are the only integrated
all-air bearing units available with both an air bearing record
platter and tonearm. The Athena also features amassive
foundation, including alaminated lead plate and asolid 7/8"
oak frame. ..
all for S795. For a limited time our optional
heavy-weight lead platter will be added at no charge, a$1003
value.
Make an "A" versus "B" comparison. We believe you will be
overwhelmed at the sound quality. In fact we guarantee it!
No caveats.

Dealer inquiries to

MAPLENOLL ELECTRONIC COMPANY
1095 Bellbrook Avenue Xenia, Ohio 45385
(513) 372-8462
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The intrepid Stereophile team report from the 1986 SCES

h

eWindy City! The 20th Summer Con-

CD and all things digital, in addition to

sumer Electronics Show! And the Stereophile team were there to cover it in depth:
JGH, already amagazine-publishing veteran

snapping away with his camera. Even Audio
Cheapskate ST had bussed in—or had he
hitchhiked?—from New England for the

at the time of the first CES back in '67 and

show, ever-eager to evaluate the sound

wise in the ways of audio designers, would
be listening out for loudspeakers worthy of

quality-per-dollar equation.
Such was the plan, hatched over fine im-

note; self-appointed "gadfly" BS would

ported wines—beer for ST, of course—in

seek out sonic processors of all kinds; softspoken DO would take time off from his
love affair with loudspeakers to investigate

the magnificent surroundings of Chicago's
Berghofs Restaurant. How could it fail?

the new amplifiers; "Pure Business" LA, the
ex-car mechanic (copyright The Absolute
Sound), together with his high-powered
publishing team, was going to check out
ways of bringing you Stereophile even more
efficiently; and JA, as the new kid in town,
would have the responsibility for covering

Very easily! New products don't always
fall into easily identifiable categories. In addition, every member of the team seemed to
visit the same rooms, not entirely coincidentally those featuring good sound. So, with
apologies for the inevitable overlap, here
begins Stereophile's 1986 Summer CES
Report.

J. GORDON HOLT, ON LOUDSPEAKERS
After my sour response to much of the

few really mediocre-sounding setups that 1

sound Iheard at Winter CES, Iam happy to
report that Ihad amuch more positive reac-

am not going to award anyone our coveted
Worst-Sound-At-Show award this time.

tion to Summer CES. In fact, there were so

Congratulations, Guys.

Stereophile
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Although what passed as mediocrity at

mounting acts in asimilar fashion to apush-

this CES was generally several cuts above

pull voice coil, with each speaker tending to

last year's average, there were (as usual) only

cancel the motional nonlinearities of the

arelatively small number of exhibitors whose

other. Clever!
You can also play creative games with the

sound struck me as being outstandingly
good. Iwill therefore make no effort to
"cover" the speakers at the show, and limit
myself to the interesting, the unusual, and

balance controls. Killing the inside columns
directs all sound towards the side walls, immensely broadening the soundstage (prob-

the sonically outstanding.

ably also killing the centerfill). A "power

The new ALLISON A10, shown in prototype form, is atall prism-shaped system

slope" control provides four shapes of
spectral distribution, from lean and up-

with two vertical rows of drivers. So what?

front to gradually rolled-off towards the

you may ask. What makes this unusual is

high end (in simulation of aconcert hall's

that the two driver columns on each
speaker are out of phase with each other,

acoustical properties).
The system did exactly what was claimed

and each speaker contains acontrol which
varies the relative levels of the two col-

for it. It was possible to adjust the antiphase
balance control(s) so that moving from left

umns. The innermost columns of the stereo

to right produced virtually no lateral shifting

pair of speakers are in phase with each

of the soundstage. Unfortunately, the sound

other, as well as the two outermost columns

otherwise was only so-so in comparisons

(obviously).
The purpose of the anti-phase pairs is to

with the best Iheard at the show—slightly

create cancellation interference with the in-

veiled and not very "alive." The low end,
though, was excellent —very deep and

phase pairs. With equal output from all col-

respectably tight.

umns, this creates an acoustical "dead spot"
along aline directly in front of each enclo-

into

sure. Thus, when you're directly in front of

Speakers" room at the Americana Congress.

one speaker, you hear virtually no sound

Their $750/pair Model 501s—high and
skinny rectangular boxes—contain two

from that speaker. The apparent sound

Morbid curiosity compelled me to peek
the

ALTEC

LANSING

"Home

source is the other speaker. Adjusting the

10-inch carbon-fiber-cone woofers and a

columns' relative levels allows one to obtain
asetting where the apparent sound source

2-inch

remains virtually fixed in lateral position for

avacuum-deposited layer of titanium on it.

any listening location across the space be-

The sound was amazingly good considering what Iexpected to hear. (A-L is not,

tween (and even to the sides of) the speaker

and

1-inch

dome

made

of

"polyimide" (whatever the hell that is) with

pair. In other words, what Allison has here

after all, what most of us would think of as

is afunctional equivalent of dbx's soundfield speaker, but of much simpler design. It

a "high-end" manufacturer!) Highs were
smooth and open, mids were alittle forward

even works.

(which Ilike) and quite alive, and the bass

But don't those misphased woofers destroy
the bass response? No, because the woofers

was ashade dry and abit sparse. But in a
listening room like that (a thin-walled shell)

are the only drivers which aren't connected

Iwouldn't expect decent bass anyway.

in reverse-phase. They are, however,

There was no metallic coloration from

operated in an unusual manner. Each
enclosure has two identical woofers,
mounted as close to the floor as possible.
(This is how Allison gets rid of the lower
midrange cancellation suckout that afflicts
most systems.) What's unusual is that one
woofer faces out into the room while the
other is aimed into the enclosure. Wired so
that both cones move outwards (into the
room) at the same time, the complementary
40

IActually, the current Alice Lansing bears resemblance to
the A- I. of old in name only. Alter Corporation went out
of business two years ago, having been bought up by
Gulton Corporation, who continue to produce Altec Lansing professional sound components Just recent'. Gulton
contacted anumber of companies about purchase of the
Altec Lansing name for consumer products, and were
taken up by Sparkomatic the well-known manufacturer
of car audio products. Altec Laming has been set up as a
completely separate (though geographically contiguous)
division of Sparkomatic; they can be contacted at
I-800-258-3288, The speaker designs introduced at CES
are new, bearing no relationship to the A-I. designs of old.
—LA
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"I

am thoroughly
impressed by the
Synthesis LM20 monitor. At only
$600 apair, they literally fill aroom with music.
Aremarkable speaker."
Bobby Taylor
President
Excalibur Audio

,

s
synthesis,
2817M Darr .ANenue •Fairfax. ‘irginia 22031
703-698-7905
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those metallized domes.
In my speakers-at-the-show report ayear

the centre, following the practice developed
for the Caliper.
Istill find Apogee's speakers alittle too

ago, Ihad some very unflattering things to
say about the APOGEE full-range ribbon

cool to suit my admittedly romantic taste in

loudspeakers, which sounded, to me, very

sound, but Ican now understand what

strident in their own demo room, and
didn't sound good any of the other places I

some other observers like about Apogees.
The Caliper could be abest buy at the price.

auditioned them. Iwas surprised to this

It is definitely slated for areview.

year receive from Apogee apersonal invitation to listen to a pair of their newest
speakers. "My God," Ithought, "these people are masochists!"
The system they were unveiling, called
the Caliper, is the smallest yet from Apogee,
and Iwill make no secret of the fact that I
was fully expecting to have my ears razored
off yet again. But with the first note of
music Iknew these were completely different from the speakers Iheard last year.
Yes, they were anew model, but their entire
sound was something new (to me) from
Apogee. Priced at amere $1650 apair, the
Calipers were gorgeously smooth and,
wonder of wonders, silky-sweet and open
at the high end, without a trace of the
irksome stridulence Ihad heard last year
from a pair of Duettas in this very same
room. Nor was there any of the transient
sluggishness Ihad heard from early Scintillas
at other locations.
The Calipers reproduced musical timbres
superbly, with only ahint (on ashort listen
to avariety of material) of acertain coldness
and low-end sparseness. Iestimated a-3dB
point of around 50Hz, but the bottom rolled

An Altec Lansing loudspeaker—and JGH liked it!

off very gradually rather than staying flat to

This is the second time Ihave encountered

the midbass and then taking a nosedive.

a pair of THE ARTISAN GROUP's tiny

Imaging and soundstaging were excellent.

glossy-black speakers in Harvey Rosen-

There was, in fact, little Icould criticize
about what Iheard from the Calipers. What

berg's NYAL suite, and the second time I
have fallen in love with them. The system is

atransformation!
Ialso got to hear, in Krell's room, apair of

called the Palantir, and it costs between
$695 and $995, depending on finish. Its

the Duettas. The current Duettas, too, were

secret? A proprietary enclosure material

entirely different from what Ihad heard

called Comptrex, which combines high

before. Overall balance was now quite similar to that of the Calipers, although the

rigidity with very effective conversion of
vibration into non-acoustical heat. The

Duettas were clearly going quite abit deeper
at the low end. Among other changes, the

alot lighter, and the speakers are to be used

crossover filters are now dual-slope, the

on a heavy stand. Obviously, the drivers

enclosure is almost as inert as concrete and

initial 6dB/octave slope increasing to I2dB/

and crossover must be of good design and

octave away from the crossover point to
increase rejection of out of band rubbish,

construction, and NYAL's electronics never
hurt the sound of any speakers, but Iwas

and the mid/treble ribbon is supported in

flabbergasted by the impression of BIG-
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The State of the Arm

MI Eminent Technology
mil 510 Cactus Street
Tallahassee FL 32301
(904) 575-5655

ADC081 1986

100 WATTS.
HIGH CURRENT.
GFA-555 TECHNOLOGY.

Te
AM
)CeÓ

GFA-545.

This new power amplifier from
Adcom offers the same circuit
topology as our GFA-555. And
that's the amplifier independent
test reports have found clearly
superior to others priced two
to three times higher.
The essential differences:
100 watts per channel for the
GFA-545 vs. 200 watts for the
GFA-555. And acorrespondingly
lower price.
However, nothing at all is
sacrificed when it comes to
interfacing accurately and
easily with virtually any
speaker system available today.
Which one for you? If your
listening room and other
requirements don't really call
for the amount of power the
GFA-555 delivers, the GFA-545
is probably all the amplifier
your speakers will ever need.
The only way to really
appreciate the superlative
quality of the new GFA-545 is
to compare its sonic performance with any other amplifier,
regardless of power or price.
You'll find there's lust no
comparison.
Power ratings are continuous, both
channels driven into 8ohms, 20 Hz-20 kHz,
with no more than 0.094 Ti I
r)

ADCOM

11 Elkins Road, East Bruns...Ica, NJ 08816 USA 201-390-1130
Distributed in Canada by PAO ACOUSTICS INC
Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R4 X5

IMF

speaker sound that these were producing. I radiation pattern is essentially bidirectional
don't believe Ihave ever heard bass that

(dipolar), which provides great flexibility in

good from something comparable in size;

room placement and orientation for the

the rest of their range was beautifully clear,
transparent, and above all, musical. Ithink

smoothest LF radiation into the listening

the time has come for us to get apair of
these for review.
California Audio Technology is the company now marketing BEVERIDGE, but
while the name is different now, the
speakers are basically as they were, only a
little better. Don't confuse CAT's name with
California Audio Labs, which makes the
tubed CD player reported elsewhere in this
report.
Most of these speaker systems are
hybrids, with electrostatic mids and highs,
and dynamic woofers. Harold Beveridge's
electrostatics are unique in that they do not
couple directly to the surrounding air via a
very large area. Instead, the speakers use a
long, relatively narrow, vertically oriented
diaphragm inside an acoustical enclosure.
The diaphragm couples to the room through
asystem of narrow waveguides, whose differing lengths cause controlled phasing interference that spreads the wavefront out to
give the system very wide horizontal dispersion, with none of the treble hot spots that
impair imaging from conventional, open-air
flat electrostatics.
Designed to be placed far apart, with the
waveguide openings facing one another
across the soundstage, these speakers can
float an image like no others Iknow of!
Imaging is stable and specific, and depth
rendition is superb, yet the depth reproduction is accomplished without resorting to a

Celestion SL6000—transparency and bass for $5000.
But were not sure about the looks.

area. The lack of aresonant enclosure, or a
baffle separating the front and rear waves,

depressed midrange response. The cone

causes the woofer's low end to roll off

woofers (in the System 6, which Iheard) go
very deep, but did not sound like an ideal

smoothly below about 70Hz, at arate ap-

match for the noticeably faster electrostatic

end to be equalized to flat response by a

high end. Perhaps the room was causing
problems, but Imust say Ihave yet to hear

simple active equalizer which connects into
the preamplifier's 'Pape loop. The equalizer/

any dynamic woofer that meshed really

crossover box, designed by Britain's Dr.

well with an electrostatic high end.

Malcolm Hawksford, has its own Tape moni-

proaching 6dB/octave. This allows the low

CELESTION was showing the new

tor facility, plus a 4-position switch pro-

System 6000, a unique directional subwoofer system of remarkably small size. It

viding LF cutoffs below 20, 27, 45 and

uses no enclosure or baffle as such. Instead,

the signal path, not even for the high-pass

two 12 " long-throw cone drivers are

leg, the filter transfer function being syn-

mounted face to face, and phased in such a
way that both cones move in unison. The

thesized directly. Slopes are 4th-order.

Stereophile

70Hz. Uniquely, there are no capacitors in

The System 6000's claimed bass-extension
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...audible results
with the finest
in connecting
components.
Vampire Wire
TiFFanp Connector
van den Hui "
Monocrystal Cables

SOUND oCONNECTIONS
INTERNATIONAL,
14932 N. Florida Ave.

Tampa, FL 33612

INC.

(813) 961-3319

In Canada: Korbon Trading LTD., 1020 Meyerside Dr., Unit 8, Mississauga, Ont. L5T1K7, 416 676 1260
Department A

range is from 20 to 70Hz, but, probably

excellent bass. Iwas not disappointed. The

because the listening room had those flimsy

new S2190/pair G-3s he was demoing also

temporary walls (a little more rigid than canvas tent walls), the bass performance! heard
was disappointing: rather thin and ill-

had much of the gutsiness Imiss in most

defined, even with the electronic crossover's

qualities. The low end, from atransmission-

LF range control set for 35Hz.
Even before Iwalked into the CONCERT
MASTER room, Iwas intrigued by the company's name. It reminded me of the kind of

audiophile speakers, and even had very
good high end and soundstaging/imaging
line system, was awesome! Bud has promised
us apair of these for review.
FULTON (formerly FMI) —Well, whad-

Evocation of Keltcher that used to sell

dya know! After several years of invisibility,
Bob Fulton was back at CES with anew line

records and console boom-boxes back in

of speakers selling under the Fulton name,

the 1940s, when symphony orchestra con-

with musical model names like Crescendo,

ductors like Arturo Toscanini and Leopold

Rhapsody, Symphony, and Tempo.

Stokowski enjoyed the kind of star status
now reserved for scuzzy-looking rock stars.

heard, though. The old musicality and tonal

Iwas a little disappointed with what I

The room was manned by three very

correctness were still there, but in compari-

Chinese gentlemen from Alhambra, Califor-

son with most of the contemporary com-

nia, who seemed to be a father and his

petition, his speakers sounded veiled and

numbers one and two sons. They invited me

smeary. The room? Electronics? Idon't

to listen briefly. Half an hour later Iwas slobbering all over them, promising free publicity,
rave reviews, and untold fame and fortune

know. Perhaps the speakers weren't working to best advantage, but whatever the
reason, Iwas not impressed.

in the audio business. Because their system—

Bob has released some more of his fine

and that's what they were selling: apreamp,

recordings, but of the same College Choirs

power amp, and two tiny speakers—got

he has been recording for years. Istill wish

right to apart of me that hasn't been touched
by sound reproduction in along time. That

he'd do a symphony orchestra. Would

system reproduced the core of musical

anyone out there care to back it?
Electrical equalization as ameans for cor-

sound—its essence—in amanner Ifound

recting the LF deficiencies in loudspeakers,

at once captivating and mesmerizing.

seems to be gaining in popularity. A direct

The sound was not as clear nor as open
as from electrostatics, and the bass was not
awesome or impactive or floor-shaking,
although the imaging and soundstaging were

descendent of the 1940s bass tone control,
loudspeaker equalizers have become increasingly sophisticated and speaker-specific until, today, they are an integral part of

excellent. And even though all the compo-

many high-end speaker designs. KEF calls

nents were superbly built, with what looked

their equalizer KUBE, for "KEF Universal

like very expensive components, and put

Bass Equalizer" —though the "Universal"

together the way aMark Levinson or Per-

is amisnomer as each KEF speaker has a

reaux or Audio Research puts things
together, Ikept thinking "This isn't an

dedicated version—and like most other
such devices, KUBE connects between the

audiophile perfectionist's system, this is a

Tape Out and In receptacles on the main

music-lover's system! Audiophiles won't

preamp. (The llipe functions are duplicated

respond to it, but it could bring the right

on the KUBE box to prevent their loss

listener more years of delight than most

through use of the box.)

$20,000 assemblages of esoteric compo-

As well as the small R102 and the large
R107 which both use a KUBE, KEF was

nents-of-the-month!'
The total cost of the Concert Master

showing their new 103/3 system, which

system? Around $3970, but the prices

uses KEF's proprietary "coupled cavity"

hadn't been firmed up yet.

bass loading system and the KUBE equalizer.

There are two things Iexpect from Bud
FRIED's bigger loudspeakers: unsurpassed

The interior of the cabinet is divided into

reproduction of massed-violin sound, and
Stereophile

two cavities, one completely enclosed, the
other open to the room through aport, and
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DO YOU REALLY T
HINK MAJOR
BREAKTHROUGHS IN AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
OCCUR E
VERY OTHER YEAR?
New, improved, state-of-the-art,. .. every year or two the definitive technological advancement arrives. With all the hype Madison Avenue can
muster, manufacturers plaster the pages of magazines with the latest and
greatest audio gizmos.
Apt® Corporation is different.
For over seven years we have made our equipment essentially the
same way. We have made some changes. We are constantly re-evaluating
our products, but we keep coming back to the original Holman designs
with arenewed commitment not to "mess with
success." We will introduce new and different
models when we find
ways to improve the ones
we have now.
The audio equipment
HP/Holman Pre-Amp $680
we sell was created by a
brilliant engineer who designed them in aquest for optimum technological performance—and as alabor of love. The construction is exceptional,
each unit should last indefinitely. The controls are each there for a
functional reason. The highest quality components have been used and
they are precise and effortless to operate.
The goal for each Apt/Holman pre-amplifier and amplifier is to
reproduce music as it was recorded by exceeding laboratory reference
standards. In operation, Apt equipment will be accurate to the point of
invisibility As you listen, you will find they are truly remarkable both for
what they do—and for what they do not.
Apt means suited to its purpose, appropriate and fitting.
For the name and address of adealer where you can evaluate the Apt/
Holman amplifier and pre-amplifiers, please call Apt Corporation in
Lowell, Massachusetts 617-458-7675.
176 Walker Street
Lowell, Mass. 01854
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the 8" woofer is mounted in a hole be-

live concert performances, was simply

tween the two cavities. Thus, one of them

superb—similar to that of the Apogee
Calipers but (I felt) ashade more detailed
and quick. Highs were extraordinarily

acts like an infinite baffle, maintaining
woofer loading all the way down to the subsonic, while the other acts as abroadly resonant system to achieve ahigh level of bass

smooth, yet open and delicate, and the
soundstaging and depth were almost shock-

sensitivity down to the system's design

ingly good. The overall sound was, in my

JA plays Luke Skywalker to JGH's N'oda in the Magnepan room.

cutoff (35 Hz, -6dB). This arrangement provides the LF efficiency of a bass reflex

judgment, somewhat lean and cool. Nonetheless, this was some of the best sound I

enclosure, without the latter's tendency to

heard at the show.

roll off very rapidly below resonance and
unload the cone at very low frequencies.

ing loudspeaker at the show was the West

The 103/3 was demoed at aformal press

German 111BR MBL-100, which uses expan-

conference, and Iwas seated far enough

ding and contracting "barrels" to produce
atrue 360 a soundfield. Somewhat resem-

back that Icouldn't tell much about its
sound except that its low end wasn't in the
same league as KEF's 107. We have unjustifiably neglected KEF in these pages in past
years, and plan to remedy that situation in
the near future.

Without adoubt, the most unusual look-

bling ahigh-tech table lamp base, the threeway system uses two separate voice coils to
stretch and compress the ends of three
ovoid assemblies made of thin metal seg-

hiAGNEPAN had astriking exhibit, fea-

ments. When stretched, the assemblies
become thin, and when compressed, the

turing apair of their one-off, clear lucite

metal segments bow outwards and become

IllAs (with the external crossover), flanked
by potted ferns, decorative room divider

volume causing ararefaction or compression

panels, and dramatically directed track

of the surrounding air. It's an ingenious

lights.

idea, but the speakers' sound was much less
impressive. They sounded, well, metallic.

The sound here, from some PCM tapes of
Stereophile

fatter, with each change in their physical
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MBR was also demoing an equally oddlooking subwoofer cube, that was putting out

Martin Logan Monolith, but with virtually
none of the Monolith's middle-highs

some pretty deep and tightly controlled bass.

brightness. Imaging and soundstaging were

Just Speakers had apair of Dick Olsher's

superb, but the low end sounded a bit

DAHLIA speakers on demo, but after the
review Igave them, Iwish they hadn't. They

been alistening-room problem. As is also

sounded really God-awful—not remotely
like the way DO's prototypes had sounded.

gave a very convincing impression of

Istill can't figure out why.
Another entry in the curved-screen electrostatic sweepstakes, ULTRA-STAT is a
Tasmanian firm showing at CES for the first

weak—which, as usual at CES, could have
usual with full-range electrostatics, these
realism and aliveness. And, of course, lacking acrossover, the EC-3's sound was extraordinarily coherent over its range.
So, who had the best sound at the show?

time. Their speaker (no model number) is a
hybrid, crossing over to adownward-firing

Well, Ididn't get into every exhibit room,
but of the loudspeaker manufacturers

woofer at 100Hz, and the manufacturer's

showing this time, Iwould say the top

claims for it include the assertion that it is
the "world's most innovative curved electrostatic cell, free to move in both directions."

Apogee (their little Caliper system). Neither

There are, to my knowledge, only two
other commercially available electrostatics

honors were shared by Magnepan and
was producing what Iconsider "my kind of
sound," but their demos were, in all other
respects, probably clase to the state of the art.

which use atruly curved diaphragm, and

After having toured the high-end speaker

both are made by Martin-Logan. Both of M-

lineup at this show, Ihad the distinct feeling

L's designs restrict forward diaphragm

that apattern had emerged, but Iwas still

movement more than backward movement, but it remains to be seen how much

mulling over what it was when Bill Som-

better the Ultra-Stat is in this regard. (Other

merwerck (during aphone conversation—
yes, we collude) put his finger on it: all of

so-called curved electrostatics, such as the

the best sound we had heard had come from

Sound Labs A3, use acontinuous diaphragm,

two kinds of loudspeaker: ribbon or planar-

but it is functionally divided into narrow

magnetic types, like the Apogees and Infini-

vertical strips by stabilizing ribs, which
cause the diaphragm to behave like aseries
of vertical line sources rather than like a
continuous semi-conical surface.)
Although priced unusually low ($2950 a

ties and Magnepans, and widerange or fullrange electrostatics, like the Xstatics, Sound
Labs 2 and Martin-Logans.
By comparison with these, almost everything else sounded more or less veiled,

pair) for what it is, Ultra-Stat's design show-

muddy, and sluggish. Isay "almost" because

ed more promise than realization at the
show. The system had superb spectral

there were some exceptions, although at

balance and tonal accuracy, but the sound

some show notes) Ican only recall one: the

this point (having lost my wallet, including

was rather grainy and rough, as though the

rather high-priced WATT from Dive

electronics weren't up to snuff or, perhaps,
just hadn't warmed up for long enough.

Wilson. Admittedly, it did not sound very

good at this show—the room again, Ihave
(They should have warmed up enough; I reason to believe—but it sounded exheard the system on the second day of the
ceedingly like asuperb but bass-shy elecshow.)
trostatic this past January in Las Vegas. The
We've been promised apair of these for
review.
XSTATIC, a new manufacturer of
curved-diaphragm electrostatic systems
(their first unit, a 7-foot-high full-range

Wilson Audio Tiny Tot is proof that voicecoil-driven speakers do not have to sound
veiled, but most of the others of that genre
have already been conspicuously outclassed
by the various planar-type systems.

electrostatic, was debuted a year ago in
Chicago) was showing a third model this
summer: the EC-3. Asmaller (76-inch) fullrange unit, the EC-3 sounded rather like the
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2Sound Labs wasn't exhibl mg. but Klyne Audio Arts was
using them for their own demo
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Acoustat speakers
were designed to work the way your ear
was designed to hear.
Perfectly.

Acoustat speakers utilize aunique
full-range electrostatic element —
one that operates in much the
same way as the recording microphone and the human ear.
Because of this, they are capable
of reproducing music exactly as it
was recorded with all the sonic
brilliance and realism you hear
at alive concert

Acoustat speakers provide
musical enjoyment that is unequalled by any other loudspeaker
system regardless of price. We'd
like you to hear the full story of
Acoustat speakers and electronics.
Call or write for the name of the
Acoustat dealer nearest you —
then give your ears the music they
deserve.

FICOWTAT
Revolutionary by Design
3101 Southwest First Terrace Fort Lauderdale, florida 33315
Telephone 305/462-6700

THERE ARE LOTS OF REASONS WHY
THIS IS THE WORLD'S BEST PREAMPLIFIER
FOR LESS THAN $2000.

Not the least of which is the way it sounds... absolutely gorgeous.
Here then is the industry's hottest new product, apreamplifier that has everyone
excited
and for good reason. It is asonic breakthrough, achallenge to every
other manufacturer in the business.
It is the first of the new generation of preamplifiers from PS Audio, acompany that
has been dedicated to music and high fidelity for the last 12 years.
It is apreamplifier that can actually reproduce amusical performance with such
clarity, beauty and realism as to be nothing short of startling.
Not only will you rediscover all the depth, information and just sheer pleasure
hidden on your records all this time, but the 4.5 can offer your CD player and tape
recorder something that no other preamplifer in the world can ... straightwire
performance.
Only the PS Audio 4.5 allows you to totally eliminate your electronics from the path
of the music. No dynamic range constriction, no altering of the signal whatsoever.
In fact, without aPS preamplifier, we doubt you have ever really heard your CD
player. tape deck or phono preamp.
This is apreamplifier that is completely moving coil ready. has full cartridge load
facilities, 100% class A discrete high voltage circuitry, 1% metal film parts.
passive RIAA curve, remote power supply....
And. oh yes ... we forgot the best part

..

Write us. or see your dealer for information about the 4.5 the upcoming 5.0. our
CD player, and 200C power amp.

PS AUDIO

4145 Santa Fe Road. San Luis Obispo. CA 93401 • 805 543-6655
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KRELL •CELESTION • SUPERPHON • LAZARUS •APOGEE
•

DAHLQUIST

AMERICA'S LARGEST
USED HI-END INVENTORY

/3 ‘1
„Peott

800-833-0071
t•IN. 212-505-1111

slEs*o

1

12

BEL • THRESHOLD

687 BroadWay bel\Neen 3rd St 4th Sls.) NYC 00

AUTHORIZED NEW DEALERS for: Quad, Klyne, Threshold, Spica, Celestion,
Rogers, Spendor, Eagle, Musical Fidelity, Proton, Ohm, Eminent Technology,
Grado, Talisman, Ortofon, Sumiko, Chicago Stands, Lazarus, NEC,

•AUDIO RESEARCH •AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS • EAGLE •

• SNELL • BERNING • HAFLER •CONRAD JOHNSON •
AMERICA'S LARGEST
WE

S

BY

ELL

PlIONE

800-833-0071
N.Y. 212-505-111-1

STEREO
EHCHRNGE
687

BrbabwaY (between 3 rd & 4th StS.) NYC 10012

B&K, BEL, Audible Illusions, Dahlquist, ADS, VPI, Hafler, Revolver, Dual,
Stax, Fostex, Robertson, Kyocera, Superphon, Tip Toes, Terk Antennas,
Monster Cable, Music Hose, Van Der Hul, Straightwire, Canon Video

ADS •THIEL •ORACLE • VPI • ROGERS • EMINENT TECHNOLOGY •

USED HI-END INVENTORY

•

•
SOTA • MARK LEVINSON • PERREAUX •SEQUERRA •B&K
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How to be an audio
snob for $482.
Text in color excerpted from The Stereo hiles
July 1985 review of the Maxim
y. Gord
Holt. Used by permission.
Its easy to be snobbish about small, inexpensive speakers. Especially since most of them
sound so poor. didn texpect much. After all
these are tiny boxes, and the system costs little
more than one tenth the price of most of the
speakers Ihave really liked Boy, was Iwrong ,
The new Maxim III-D, available only by mail
from Siefert Research, dispenses with common
notions about small speakers. And we back that
claim with our unique no-risk, no-hassle
guarantee.

A few technicalities.

Using computerized FFT spectrum analysis,
Siefert Research kept the III-D's group delay
down to an amazingly low
0.25 milliseconds
(200-20K Hz). As aresult, the stereo image
seems to arch over the tops of the speakers to
create afull-height stage
The 111-D's long-throw woofer and 40 Hz resonance deliver bass response to 46 Hz (-- 3dB).
The low end from these is just amazing ,Symphonic music reveals asolidity and foundation
one simply does not expect to hear
A sophisticated, transient-perfect
crossover network helps give the
Maxim III-D the most accurate middle range Ihave heard from any
speaker The tuned enclosure
dramatically reduces IM distortion,
revealing delicate inner detail. Ali
music seems somehow to be more
exciting and involving

Tizne to act.

Were making it as easy as possible for you
to evaluate the Maxim III-D's in your home
system.
If for any reason you're not delighted with
their beautifully balanced and almost
perfectly neutral sound, tell us. Well have
them picked up at your door, and refund
every cent you paid.
— Ts-n't that the kind of treatment atrue snob
expects?
To order your mirror-image pair of Maxim
III-Ds, send $482 (check or money order) to:
Siefert Research
31212-C Bailard Road
Malibu. CA 90265
Visa and MasterCard customers may call
(213) 457-4239. Specify natural walnut, oak.
or black-lacquer finish. California residents
add sales tax. Due to limited availability.
maximum order is two pairs. Please allow
up to 6weeks for delivery.
Review, owner's manual and full technical
discussion available at $2.00 (refundable
with order)

The miracle tweeter.

We believe the Maxim III-D's new
0.8" dome to be the most advanced
dynamic tweeter in the world, with
faster transient response, wider dispersion and higher bandwidth than
any larger driver. Yet, incredibly.
it handles 1200-watt peaks with
no compression. Our new miracle
tweeter signiiicantly outperforms
the original Maxim Ills, which had
one of the best extreme top ranges
Ihave heard from adynamic speaker

SIEFERT RESEARCH
1986
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DICK OLSHER, ON SPEAKERS (MAINLY)
The Chicago winter CES was well attended

and, at least for me, atonal balance more

this year—that's no typo! Cool tempera-

satisfying than that of the Duetta, with

tures and overcast skies dominated CES

softer highs and fuller bass. But most impor-

week— and Iwas surprised to find the
level of sound quality in general much

tantly, the Caliper possesses amore liquid

elevated compared with Las Vegas. To be
sure, there were some bad sounds at the

mids than any Apogee I've heard to date,

Blackstone and Americana Congress

texture and less analytical character in the
thereby bridging the qualitative gap between hi-fi and music. In my opinion, the

Hotels, but on the whole the number of
real groaners was minuscule—a continuing

Caliper revolutionizes the standards by

trend, Ihope.

measured in the $3000-and-below price

APOGEE's unofficial display at the

which speaker sound quality will be
point. (I was so overcome by the clarity and

Raphael Hotel focused on anew two-way
ribbon of unimposing dimensions
(48x24x2 inches) and amoderate price tag

musicality of the Calipers that Ibought a
pair on the spot.)

($1650/pair). Dubbed the "Caliper," it is

of aSOTA turntable with aSME V tonearm

The front end for the Calipers consisted

the tiny tot in the Apogee line and was per-

fitted with aKoetsu Rosewood Signature

sonally demoed by the proud father,
Apogee's Jason Bloom. To say that 1was im-

cartridge feeding aMeitner PA-6 preamp.
The power amp was aKrell KSA-100, but
since the Caliper's nominal impedance

pressed is an understatement—"astonished"
more closely approximates my feelings. Imagine aspeaker with remarkable transparency and resolution of low-level detail,

does not dip below 3ohms, it is possible to
use awide range of amplifiers with it, including high-powered tube models.

Krell's Dan °Agostino thinking about the sound of the double-bass
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The world's most expensive power amps

smiling for the next two days. Frank Van-A,

were on display in the KRELL room. The

defanged, quietly slithered out the

"Reference" 200 watt monoblocks are
priced at S15,000/pair, and there will also

doorway.
KINERGETICS had anew CD player on

be a 100 watt model available for amere

display. The model KCD-20 features a

S10,000 /pair. Both feature pure class-A

remote power supply, dual 14-bit D/A con-

operation, but, unlike the other Krell amplifiers, are not fan-cooled—the amps are as

verters with quadruple oversampling (the
Philips approach), output voltage (4 volts)

covered with heatsinks as aporcupine is

sufficient to drive any power amp directly,

with quills. The weight is considerable, a

and volume and balance controls on the

pair of the 200 watt monoblocks weighing

front panel. Unique distortion-cancelling

more than JGH and DO combined (or as
much as asingle LA)! Not being apower

circuits are also used to clean up the sound.

lifter, Idon't relish the thought of having to

ning aCD player directly into apower amp

Retail price is $850. Ilike the idea of run-

heft more than my own body weight, but I thereby bypassing the preamp's too often
enough to afford these will be able to hire

mediocre line stage. The analog gain stage
of the KCD-20 is not overkill and is actually

afork lift or astrong back.
The Apogee Duettas, driven here by the

necessary with some CDs because some
labels are mastered at reduced volume

Reference 200 amps, sounded better than
they did in the Classe Audio suite. The

levels, there being no agreed standard level.

suppose that anyone with pockets deep

Reference amps, driven by the new KRS

Of all the CD players Iheard at the show,
this one impressed me the most. It is very

balanced preamp, were no doubt responsi-

listenable, without any upper octave bright-

ble for the astonishing clarity of the sound;

ness and harshness, and it may very well turn
out to be the best stock player available now.

however, Icared much less for the analytical quality of midrange textures.
In any event, Iwas in the process of congratulating Dan D'Agostino on the wonderful cohesiveness and clarity of sound in his
suite when Frank Van Alstine suddenly
popped up and launched into atirade. How
could Dan exhibit with such time-smeared
inaccurate loudspeakers? Had he ever listened
to live music? (The ultimate audiophile put-

BENNETT SOUND CORPORATION
(BSC) is adivision of Kinergetics, so it was
not surprisingly that apair of BSC model
SW100 subwoofers were used to augment
the bass of their main speakers—a pair of
Spica TC-50s. Iwas surprised at how well
the SW100s blended with the Spicas and at
how much they cleaned up the Spicas' midrange. The bass quality of these subwoofers

down.) Dan recoiled, perturbed and in-

was quick, tight, and very clean. They

credulous, and Igently eased myself aside—

should match well with avariety of mini-

in full expectation they would come to

monitors. The system includes an electronics

blows! Frank continued: "The sound of
that cello, for example, is pinched and har-

unit in addition to the dual 10-inch sub-

monically inaccurate." He proceeded to

woofer enclosure. The electronics unit contains the 6dB/octave high and low pass

pinch his nose in demonstration of what he

filters, the Compusound distortion com-

meant. Dan, however, pulled acouple of

pensating circuits, and astereo power amp.

rabbits out of his hat. He beamed down to

There is aprovision for summed-bass out-

his defense no less than Lewis Lipnick,
principal contrabassoonist with, and An-

put, so that only one subwoofer enclosure

drew Litton, conductor of, the National

may be used if desired.
From down under came the ULTRA-STAT

Symphony. Lipnick (the musician featured

electrostatic speaker, ahybrid with an in-

in some recent Conrad-Johnson ads) pa-

tegrated dynamic subwoofer and active

tiently explained to Frank that the "pinched"

100Hz electronic crossover, meaning that

cello he was complaining about was actually
adouble bass, and that, indeed, adouble
bass sounds nasal when it digs down. Dan

the speaker must be biamped. Equalization

broke out in abig grin and wouldn't stop

ala Martin-Logan and is built up of alarge
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is used to extend bass response to 30Hz. The
electrostatic portion of the speaker is curved
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number of cells. Designer Alan Moss
believes that ahybrid is preferable to afull-

upgrade with improved analog circuits and
power supply.

range electrostat and represents the proper

A complete line of eight good-looking

design trade-off, allowing closer grid spacings, afactor that he finds very important in

models is available from VACUUM TUBE
LOGIC, anew British amplifier manufac-

enhancing midrange detail and delicacy.
The Ultra-Stat tonal balance struck me as
being very similar to that of the Martin-

turer. There are three preamps including a
CD-dedicated preamp at $575. The amp
lineup includes three stereo models ranging

Logan Monoliths, having an overly bright

in price from $770 to $1600, as well as two
lower treble range and lean lower mids. I monoblocks rated at 100 and 200 watts
suggested to Alan Moss that he consider adcosting a bit more ($2240 and 12880,
ding optional treble equalization as part of
respectively). All these, of course, are pure
the crossover to provide for agentle roll off
vacuum tube designs—the technology that
above 5-6kHz.
Ultra-Stat is in the process of setting up

VTL firmly believes comes closest to imitating the auditory perception of live music.

manufacturing facilities in Florida in order

The Manleys (father and son), who are

to contain the price of the speakers and re-

VTL's principals, are proud of the hand-

main competitive. After all, shipping costs

crafted nature of their products and are

from Australia are considerable. Projected

firmly committed to sonic quality. Clad in Tshirts boldly emblazoned with the Union

retail price is 12950/pair.
Conrad-Johnson's SYNTHESIS line of
loudspeakers has anew flagship—the LM
300 at 11950/pair retail, which, although
nominally athree-way system, is configured
as atwo-way with subwoofer. The 7-inch
midrange driver is allowed to roll off naturally

Jack, they looked very British indeed. Unfortunately, Ididn't get to listen to any of
the stuff, something Ihope to rectify in the
near future.
During my second pass through the KEF
suite the model 107 finally sounded like the

at 85Hz, with the 10-inch woofer filling in

107 I heard in Vegas. Ireally like this

frequencies below that point. Synthesis
claims that this unusual arrangement
preserves midrange dynamics, preserves

speaker. The bass quality and quantity are

harmonic structures throughout the entire
musical spectrum, reduces distortion at

excellent, while the mids are very well integrated with the bass and quite smooth.
There are two new additions to the
Reference Series line:

the

103/3

at

high playback levels, and avoids crossing

11390/pair and the 102 at 1790/pair. Iwas
the woofer in the critical mids. While I especially impressed with the virtues of the
agree with the first and last claims, Idon't
102: excellent bass, good imaging, and a

see any logical basis for the rest. In fact,
allowing the midrange driver to cope with

spacious out-of-the-box presentation. The

mid and deep bass information may in-

under typical listening conditions. Not bad
at all for a10.5 liter box!

crease rather than decrease distortion. Also,
the midrange driver is crossed over to a
I-inch doped fabric dome tweeter at

102 is also capable of hitting 107dB peaks

Representing an opposed philosophy to

1.25kHz—right smack in the critical upper

the KEFs, Richard SHAHINIAN's Obelisk
condenses his views about soundstage pre-

midband. So in this case it is the blend be-

sentation and imaging. The Obelisk is om-

tween the mid and treble drivers that is

nidirectional by design, an approach that

critical in maintaining harmonic structure

has been disparaged by advocates of con-

integrity throughout the musical spectrum.
Despite all of these theoretical considera-

bically, our own BS). Narrow dispersion

tions, Iliked the sound of the LM 300. Tonal
balance is on the warm side of neutral, with
natural highs.

trolled dispersion designs (including, acerdesigns tend to involve less of the listening
room in the perceived sound, and because

There was also anew development in C-

there's less room reverb, clarity is enhanced.
However, such designs—an example would

J's Sonographe line, the SD-1 CD player at
$695 retail. This is yet another Philips

imaging that many feel is unnatural, the
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be the Celestion SL600—provide pinpoint
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soundstage being wide and deep, but with

were very very good. A passive low-pass

instrument size collapsed to apoint source.'

filter (140Hz, 18 dB/octave) is included with

In my experience, the ability to float asoundstage with realistic image size is greatest with

the Double Eagle ($750 for the system).

omnidirectional and dipole designs. Psycho-

Americana, minus his former distributors.

Ialso found John Bedini holed up in the

acoustic experiments have confirmed the

He says he's now in control of all product

necessity for lateral room reflections in pro-

distribution. What product, John? Serious-

viding the illusion of spatial extension.
Teamed up with Shahinian's Double

ly, I'm still waiting for areview sample. 2

Eagle, his new subwoofer, the Obelisks produced aconvincing, broad-brush, illusion

MBL and KLIMO, in search of a US
distributor, were sharing space at the Black-

of aconcert hall stage. The illusion of an inyour-room presentation was heightened by

perfectionist design, but at aprojected US

The German manufacturers TAURUS,

stone. The "Morning-Dew" turntable is a

closing one's eyes and allowing the

retail of $3,000 appears overly pricey. Iwas

ear/brain to react strictly to auditory clues.
This is precisely what Shahinian has

impressed by the construction and parts
quality of Mr. Klimo's line of tube

discovered. He was using partitions to hide

electronics—which included an OTL

the speakers from view, thus allowing the
ears to control perceptions without visual

design for awhopping $6588/pair retail—
and wondered how they might fare sonically

interference. Bass quality and extension

against the C-J and ARC gear. One of the most

IThis. of course is what is predicted by theory. image position with perfect loudspeakers and atrue amplitude-stereo
recording being adimensionless point on the line joining
the acoustic centres of the two speakers. If a speaker
generates images that have "size from such arecording.
then no matter how much more natural it may sound. this
is an artefact of the speakers behaviour and adeparture
from truc hi-fi reproduction

bizarre speakers of all time was also on display.
The MBL 100 is amoving-coil loudspeaker,
but rather than push acone diaphragm, an array of metal strips configured like afootball
2 Look to the ether

—LA

FIVIS Gold
The only interconnecting cable worthy to live
in the shadow of the great FMS Blue 2.
Recently introduced, the FMS Blue 2is asignificant improvement
over the already legendary FMS Blue. The FMS Gold uses the same
design as the Blue 2, but uses bare OFHC copper instead of litz
and foam polypropylene instead of teflon. If FMS Blue 2 is above
your budget, then FMS Gold is the cable you can't afford not to have.
distributed by

aucJioquest
629 Camino de los Mares #306, San Clemente, CA 92672 (714) 240-0604
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are compressed top and bottom to produce

didn't seem to mind being pushed into the

sound. There are three voice coils and three
separate and different-sized such footballs to
cover the entire frequency spectrum. One of

about the treble, Ithink the 301 was avery

high 90s, SPL-wise. Although Iwasn't crazy
nice package at 5599/pair.

the basic ideas of this design is to obtain omnidirectional sound dispersion and the imag-

something with the TIARE ACOUSTICS

ing characteristic of such asound source.

TL- I
- loudspeaker. He has combined a

Although supposedly this is a full-range
speaker, it was used with the MBL 200A subwoofer. The sound of these speakers was ac-

Morel 1-inch soft dome tweeter with a
Dynaudio - -inch woofer in aquarter-wave

Ibelieve designer John Lipani is on to

length transmission line enclosure of
modest dimensions. This is avery listenable

tually quite good, but $9000 for the complete
system?

speaker with natural highs, tight bass, and

From the Granola State came Maloney and

good imaging. Although alittle laidback in

Nusinow (known, corporately, as MAN) with

the mids for my taste, it is nevertheless a

1111111EL

•

•

California .bitlio Latlis

'

amour

Tempest in ateacup? California Audio Labs' tube CD player.

an assortment of goodies. There was a
speaker fashioned in the shape of a tall

very good value at 5895/pair.
Brian Cheney specializes in large speakers

cylinder with a 5-inch aluminum driver

with excellent bass extension, and his

operating fullrange with just alittle help on
tweeter (5999/pair retail). A

VMPS Super Tower/R is no exception. This
speaker featured a"gutsy" sound and also

power amp with atriangular chassis and a

scored well in terms of transparency and

tubular preamp with the looks of adesk lamp
were designed for MAN by Mike Moffat of

dynamic speakers. Brian pulled out his

Theta fame and are actually very good. I

copy of the 1958 LP pressing of Bob and

should know. I've been living with both of

Ray's Stereo Spectacular, and proceeded to
amaze me with incredibly good sound.

top from

a super

these (in conventional packaging) for awhile
now and would rank them in the upper
echelon of tube gear—cost no object. The
preamp lists for $2000 and apair of the amps
(they're monoblocks, so you'll need two) lists
for $3500.
Iheard the DW Labs GALE 301 loudspeaker in the Belles suite. Driven with a

resolution—qualities often lacking in big

It was gratifying to see my own "Dahlia"
on display in the A&S/JUST SPEAKERS
room. Just Speakers is planning on commercially marketing afully assembled version. The sound in the suite, unfortunately,
was only pretty good —partially because of

Belles 200 amp and XLM preamp, the

the lack of proper stands and partially
because of the room itself. Incidentally,

sound of the 301 was refreshingly open and

Audax is now making available anumber of

nonboxy in character. The bass was tight

versions of the 8-inch TPX cone. The

and detailed. This is nominally atwo-way

Dahlia uses the TX 2025 RSN.

design with an 8-inch woofer and a44 -inch
dome tweeter crossed over at 3kHz. It appeared to soak up power quite well and it
Stereophile

Finally, a tubed CD player! The CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS "Tempest" uses
tubes in the analog filter and voltage gain
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Once upon a time
the enjoyment of music in the home
was limited to the privileged few.
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stages. Current-to-voltage conversion after

construction. The original chassis is that of

the DAC, as well as voltage gain, are achieved

aPhilips 2041, but the end result—cosmeti-

with aclass-A triode circuit featuring zero
overall negative feedback and dual mono

humble beginnings.

cally aknockout —is far removed from its

BILL SOMMERWERCK, ON ELECTRONICS
(& SPEAKERS)
There is an apocryphal story about George
Bernard Shaw, that goes like this: Shaw asked

It's no coincidence that $5000 is the
price-point set by the dealers. The ARC

awoman at aparty if she'd be willing to go

SP-II runs about that much, and a CD

to bed with him for $5000. She thought a

player can't possibly be any good if it

moment, and replied, "I suppose so, Mr.

doesn't cost as much as the best tube

Shaw." He then asked if she would be will-

preamp. CAL would be well-advised to raise

ing to go to bed with him for il. "Mr. Shaw,
what kind of awoman do you think 1am?"

the price to $5500. If a CD player costs
more than an SP-11, then CD must finally

He said,"I know what kind of awoman you

be better than LP, right?

are. I'm just trying to settle on aprice."
Icouldn't help thinking that CD is kind of

I'm not angry with CAL; it was their
dealers who suggested the high price. The

like that woman, as Italked with CALIFOR-

profits from the $5500 CD player will keep

NIA AUDIO LABS (no relation to New York

CAL in business, supplying innovative prod-

Audio Labs). Their $1900 "Tempest" CD

ucts to less-wealthy listeners.
Back at the analog corral, FINIAL

player, with all-tube analog circuitry, evoked
much comment. The high tab is not un-

TECHNOLOGY showed aworking version

reasonable, considering the limited produc-

of the Laser Turntable. Gordon and Iwere

tion, the complex power supplies required,

among the few journalists invited. (Gor-

and the need to engineer most of the thing
from scratch.

don's full report starts on p32.)

OK. Now that you've accepted the idea of

The sound was OK (there was nothing

an expensive, vacuum-tube CD player, sit

obviously wrong), but without familiar
recordings and electronics, it was impos-

tight. CAL will soon introduce a $5000

sible to pass final judgment. That will have

player. Why? Because their dealers, who supposedly know the market, asked them for it.

4months off. Finial emphasized that they

Who buys such pricey products? Some
people have more money than sense, just
have to own the best of everything, and
think that ahigher price means higher quality.
But there's more to it than that.
And Ithink Iknow what it is. Many
digiphobes will finally accept CD only after

to await acareful audition, which is at least
were not demonstrating the final version.
There are further electrical and mechanical
changes coming, some of which may affect
the sound. Finial wants to be absolutely certain that the LT sounds as good as it
possibly can, before it's released.
There's one other point to ponder. The

they've sufficiently debased themselves by

LP is a"bumble bee" technology. That is, a

blowing their last penny on something they

stylus dragging around in a groove

despise. It's like Pooh-Bah corrupting his

shouldn't work at all, but when executed

office only after his "family pride" has been

well, it's surprisingly good. So good, in fact,
that audiophile LPs can equal or exceed the

insulted by asufficiently large bribe.
One might also suppose that if the CD

sound quality of nonmechanical playback

whore panders to the basest needs of the

media, such as CD or open-reel tape. So

audio market, it follows that alarge enough

there is no guarantee that optical playback

sum of money will gloss over any musical

of LPs will be better than mechanical. But I

turpitude.

don't see any reason why you shouldn't
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start saving up $2500 (the estimated price of
the LT).

awide swath of destruction through the entire S1500+ speaker market. Although it is

For the last year or so, I've had increas-

not an 1RS/III or WAMM, the Caliper seems,

ingly uncomfortable feelings about loud-

in basic sound quality, to be good enough
to make potential purchasers of the latter

speakers. Most of those we bill as "accurate"
or "musical" are actually rather euphoni-

think twice. What we need now is acareful

cally colored (especially the "musical" ones
that are so much fun). Iwas starting to think

review.
As long as we're on speakers—it strikes

it impossible to create a system that was
truly accurate and appealing to listen to.

me that the conventional dynamic driver

The APOGEE Caliper has convinced me
it is possible This is one of those rare speakers

has had it, at least for high-end speakers. If
you look at all the really great speakers,

that actually sounds something like live

they're either electrostatic, ribbon, or some
kind of planar magnetic. The one exception

sound. (You can count the sum total on the

is the WAMM, but that uses at least one elec-

fingers of one hand.) You want to listen. Not

trostatic driver and a great deal of TLC.

because you're swimming in asea of lus-

(Boy, am Igonna get it from Bud Fried.)

cious midrange, and enveloped in an atmos-

Several interesting surround-sound pro-

sphere of delicate highs, but because the

cessors made their debut. The most ambi-

damn thing sounds fairly realistic. Its

tious was the digital YAMAHA DSP-1. Using
16-bit, 44.1kHz conversion—no, it doesn't

price-41650 apair—is apleasant shock.
There's a catch, of course. The superb
sound was due, at least in part, to careful

have adirect digital input for CD, which

setup and agood choice of amp/table/pickup.

seems crazy—it can synthesize the reverberant characteristics of 15 rooms stored

Whether the Caliper will retain its apparent

in its 2M-byte memory, to play back over

superiority with alower quality of drive re-

four additional speakers. The synthesis is
not generic; the ambience parameters were

mains to be seen. But if it does, it could cut

inci
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Realize your
impossible dreams
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by owning a Classical
Design & Engineering
.

I'

For further information and direct sales, please
write or call: SOMCHAI SRIPRASERT
No. 1011 N Crystal Plaza, 2111 Jefferson Davis
Hwy., Arlington, VA 22202
(301) 868-7059 or (301) 369-8015 (ask for
Dr. Mike), or (703) 521-4621 (ask for Sam)

loudspeaker system.
Nothing else images as
well, even in aterrible
room. Nothing else
possesses as clean and
elegant asound in such
exquisitely handcrafted
cabinets as CDE's.
We believe in quality and
value. It has taken over 12
years of research and
development to create
such arefined and
sophisticated product, for
the benefit of those who
will appreciate it,
at asensible
price ($650$25,000).

Dealer inquiries invited
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50/50 T-Shirts.

Colors as shown:
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THE PURIST
SOUND
EXPERIENCE
HI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
Considers Concertos
Reviews the Blues
Discusses the Discs
Highlights the Hardware
Evaluates Evita
Deliberates on Debussy
and straightens out
Stravinsky
HI Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW will
bring the works to your door — the
latest record and compact disc reviews,
the latest equipment news and music
reviews. You cannot afford to miss
out on this great British experience.
Post the coupon today to receive
your regular copy every month and
keep in touch with the Hi Fi world.

it

A LINK HOUSE PUBLICATION

Please send me HI Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW magazine for 12 issues. Ienclose a
Sterling Draft payable to LINK HOUSE MAGAZINES for

111

Airmail £40.70p
Or Debit my Credit Card Account:
(PLEASE TICK BOX)

CREDIT CARD NO:
Signature
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(PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS)
Address
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Please commence my subscription from the next available issue.
I
understand that Iam committed to one year's subscription to the above magazine and should Iw sh

to cancel my subscription, no refund will be made.
To: Mark Fisher, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, Surrey CR9 2TA, England.
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measured in the corners of specific rooms,

cessor that could add amarvelous sense of

churches, and cathedrals (Munster, in Ger-

space to really wretched-sounding stereo

many), using asoundfield-sampling mike

recordings. The production version. called

array. Even better, most parameters can be
modified to tailor the effect to your taste, or
to better match aspecific recording. A 16th

the Super Stereo Processor, does a few
things the prototype didn't.

"room" is optimized for Dolby MP decoding.

First, it is not just asurround processor. Six
mini-speakers are used. Four of them are in

But wait—there's more. There are 16 effects programs, which include echo, phas-

the floor, facing up, and two several feet

ing, flanging, tremolo, pitch change, pan-

above the listener, angled toward the listen-

ning, and chorusing. There is athird set of 16

ing position. The remaining two speakers sit
to the rear, facing the front speakers.

user programs, where modified versions of

front of the listener, with two of those on

the other 32 may be stored, and recalled at

The elevated speakers receive your ampli-

will. Almost everything is operated from an

fier's normal output. The other four are driven

infrared cordless transmitter. A fluorescent

with delayed versions of the left and right

display shows the user what he's doing.

channels. Unlike other systems, the delay is

The DSP-1 uses four specially-designed
LS1s which can create up to 22 delayed or
processed signals for each speaker. (The
former champ was the Audio/Pulse 1000,

frequency-dependent, with lower frequencies being delayed more. (The rationale is
that in aconcert hall, the high frequencies
are rapidly absorbed, and arrive sooner

which had only six distinct delays.) The
DSP-1 is meant to be used with four

than the more robust low frequencies.)

speakers, but just two may be used at the
rear, with somewhat less effective results.

holographic image that spreads as wide as
the actual performance. Listening position

For those who need more amplification,
the (optional) M-35 power amp supplies

obtained without asubwoofer, even though

four 20-watt channels, for $250.

small speakers are used.

Dynavector claims the system generates a

becomes non-critical. Full bass response is

Yamaha's demonstration was amateurish,

This system has the potential to create

but one part impressed me. With the DSP-1
set for a4-second decay time, the input was

rather spectacular sound in asmall space.

abruptly shut off. The reverberation decayed
with extreme smoothness (too much in
fact; live ambience is abit more agreeably
irregular) and with virtually no metallic
coloration. ,

However, aproper review will require borrowing extra equipment, careful set-up, and
alot of listening.
The last new surround processor is the
simplest. It's from the American firm
SHIGATZU (
— the month of April"). The
ESP-7R was designed by Don Latshaw, who

Of course, all these features have been
available to professional recording engineers
for several years—at 3to 5times the price!

created the SD-2 decoder for Audionics.

semipro studios. We're getting one for
review.

"center" speakers (flanking the TV) for the
dialog channel. This is supposed to give a

At last year's show, DYNAVECTOR
showed the prototype of asurround pro-

smoother spread of sound, and permit the
main speakers to be placed even further

The 7R doesn't use adelay line, opting inThe Yamaha is only $850. It will find a stead for logic-directed enhancement.
welcome home in many basement and
An unusual feature is the use of two

apart. Rear directional effects are claimed
IIhave to disagree with flti here as on the dem Iattended:
the cutoff was noticeably made up of discrete echoes, giving rise to ametallic "flutter echo" coloration. Presumably
the operator had adifferent setting selected, hut to Yamaha's
credit they did emphasize that the correct amount of effect was subtle. and that they were exaggerating it for the
purposes of the show. To their discredit not once in the
discussion of their soundfield sampling research did they
mention that Calm: were ahead of the-Japanese in developing asuitable microphone l'ou would have thought Yamaha
were the only company ever to have thought of such a
concept.
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(something that cannot be done with a
delay-line decoder), as well as automatic
input balance adjustment. There are front
and back subwoofer outputs, and aremote
control is included. All for $600.
dim has revamped their dynamic range
expander/noise-reduction line again. Both
the 3BX and 113X now include compression
67

KEF' snew Rioz: man•sized levels from amidget. sized box

(as well as expansion), to permit dubbing
cassettes for car use, or listening to wide

So KEF has been working on designs with
greatly-extended bass range. (This is a

dynamic range material as background

change from the British tradition of "there's

music.

Recovery

nothing below 50Hz so why bother to ex-

(previously only on the 4BX), which selec-

tend the response that far.")
To that end, they use active equalization.

Both have Impact

tively "punches up" transients. And there's
an Ambience control (first used on the dbx
CD player), to alter the spaciousness of the
sound.
The 224X tape noise-reduction system

This is hardly new, but their specific approach is the result of some interesting
research, which deserves more than abrief
description.

now includes monitoring and recording

The smallest of the new products is the

functions for two decks, along with the

102 (about 13 x 8x 10). Small speakers are

ability to dub from one to the other. The

traditionally bass-shy and inefficient. One

Subharmonic Synthesizer now has level
controls for each of the three synthesized

solution (which KLH pioneered 25 years
ago) is to use an enormous magnet. This

bands. Its subwoofer output has an adjus-

greatly increases the midrange sensitivity,

table crossover frequency (from 50 to

but at the expense of bass, which is now

210Hz). Interestingly, the low-pass output is

overdamped, and starts rolling off at an

derived from the high-pass filter. This means

even higher frequency than before.
But if you're willing to equalize, this is ac-

that the two signals are complementary
(sum to unity), and so are phase-coherent.

tually an advantage. A sealed box normally

(I warmly recommend the 120 if you want

has abass rolloff of 12dB/octave. The over-

to blow yourself out of the room with
movie soundtracks. And it is surprisingly

the more gentle slope of 6dB/octave. This

natural-sounding on classical material.)
A few years back, KEF demonstrated that

damped driver, however, initially rolls off at
gives better transient behavior (there is no
sustained ringing), and only modest EQ

low-frequency phase shift audibly degraded
the sound right up into the midrange. The

copywriters say) is big performance from a

need be applied. The result (as the ad

solution to the problem is either to use

small box.

phase-correction networks, or to extend

KEF has also researched the actual bass

the bass response low enough that the phase

power demands of acoustic music. Their
findings were incorporated into the design

shift in the audible band is not disturbing.
68
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and equalization of the two other speakers
in this line, the R103/3 and R107, which use
the coupled-cavity bass loading first seen in
the KEF R104/2. It turns out that below a
certain frequency (not given in the
literature), the energy output of most
acoustic instruments declines. If the

CHESKY RECORDS has licensed a
number of RCA recordings engineered by
the legendary Kenneth Wilkinson of Decca.
These include such treasures as the Wild/
Horenstein Rachmaninov cycle, the
Leibowitz/RPO Beethoven symphonies,
and the Reiner/RPO Brahms 4th.

speaker's low-frequency rolloff begins at or

The Rachmaninov Second Piano Concer-

below this point, the needed EQ can be apdriver excursion or unreasonable power
demands on the amplifier. (The caveat is

to (which I've owned for adecade in the
grotty-sounding Readers' Digest pressing)
is as electrifying and tightly- controlled as
ever, but the sound is now of demonstra-

that this only applies to program material

tion quality.

plied without much worry about excessive

free of low-frequency garbage. Nor does it
apply to full-power synthesized bass.)

The Freccia Symphonie Fantastique is
even better. The last movement, especially,

The EQ is supplied by the KEF KUBE

has atransparency and overall realism that

(KEF Universal Bass Equalizer). The 107
NUBE is the most sophisticated. The Q may

is hair-raising. Harry Weisfeld of VP! (not
exactly adigiphile) said, "I never thought

he set at 0.3 (overdamped), 0.5 (critically-

analog could sound that good!" Neither did

damped; the least damping without ring-

I. Though the performance lacks that last
bit of sheer excitement, it is nevertheless

ing), or 0.7 (maximally-flat, or Butterworth,
response). The low end cutoff may be placed

one of the two or three best I've heard. Both

at 50, 35, 25, or 18Hz. The "correct" settings will vary with the quality and bass

these recordings violate "Holt's Law" 2_
thank goodness.

content of the program material.
There is asecond control that shelves fre-

ter than analog, and CDs uniformly superior

quencies below 160 Hz over a ±3dB range.
This adjusts for the distance of the speaker
from the wall, and, to alesser extent, for
variations in program material.
The ARCICI Iron Cloud is the wallmount version of their highly-successful
Lead Balloon turntable isolation stand. The
platform does not use lead bars (as were
used in the Lead Balloon). It is made of I/4
tempered masonite coated with a plastic
called Sonathane. There's an optional Lite
Beam, anarrow bar with several tiny incandescent lamps that have aclaimed life of
40,000 hours.
CALIFORNIA AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
is the company now manufacturing and

Those who think digital is necessarily betto LPs (Wayne Green, are you listening?),
ought to hear these recordings and decide
just what qualities they value in sound
reproduction.
Chesky will have cassettes and CDs of
these, later on. The cassettes will be mastered on an Akai, not aNakarnichi, because
the latter's recordings sound too dull on
other machines. (Couldn't we have doubleinventory?) The CDs will not be available for
at least another six months, since the pressing plants don't give a fig about Chesky's
small order. But don't deny yourself the
pleasure of great performances and marvelous
sound. Get 'em now. Chesky's address is Box
1268 Radio City Station New York, NY 10101.

marketing the Beveridge electrostatics. If

Idon't know if they have amailing list, but it

there's aprize for "most-improved," it has
to go to the Beveridge speakers. Iused to

couldn't hurt to write and ask to be put on it.

find them uncolored, but rather veiled.
They're now much more transparent. There

know of to use aphase-locked loop for the
main detector. (It's commonly used for
stereo demodulation.) The PLUs VCO

was some hardness and strain during the
louder passages, but this could have been in
the program material. Harold Beveridge is
justifiably proud of what he considers his
best speaker yet. He also showed adisco
model. Türntable and spotlight optional.
Stereophile

DENON's new TU -600 tuner is the first I

(voltage-controlled oscillator) has what
might be called "push-pull" varactors, to increase the VCO's linearity. The result is a
2"The better the perforintubce the worse the recording" —
or vice versa.
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mere 0.04% THD in stereo, at full modulation. The tuner's other specs are equally im-

The result is broad dispersion, without

pressive (55dB separation, 86dB S/N in
stereo), and there are 20 presets, which also

venetian-blind effects.
STAR showed prototypes of aCD player.

holes chopped in the response, or audible

memorize the tuner's bandwidth setting. Not

This is adeluxe model, with such niceties

bad for $350.
Glenn Brown is the designer of the

as 4x oversampling and 16-bit conversion.

GLENN MONITOR SPEAKER SYSTEMS,
but his wife (a soprano) passes final judgment. The result is some of the smoothest,

works by inverting the polarity of the bit
stream, as does the Meridian Pro. The production version may include an amplifier

most liquidly transparent sound I've heard

for Stax headphones, including the Pros!

There is an absolute phase switch that

from speakers. Yet they don't sound
rounded-off, or lacking in detail. Gordon

IDIDN'T TOUCH IT? DEPARTMENT

and Iwere especially impressed with the car
speakers, which at $210 and $300 a"pair"

prototypes. Peter Mitchell (a well- known

(they're actually in asingle long box) were
exceptional values, and wouldn't be out of
place in a budget home system. Since we

NAD had a large display of non-working
audio writer, who contributes to Stereopbile) was sitting in the exhibit as Peter
Tribeman (head of NAD) placed anumber

probably won't be reviewing them, write for

of warning notices on the models. 'Ah! Isee

more info to 1755 State Street, Schenectady,

you're putting out the Bill Sommerwerck

NY 12304.
The MERIDIAN exhibit always gives me

Memorial Signs," remarked Peter.

the urge to junk whatever Iown, and switch
to their modular components and amplified
speakers. There is something appealing about
the simplicity and non-twealcish quality of

SELL THE SIZZLE NOT THE STEAK DEPARTMENT
One of dbx' brochures describes their
Model 100 as the "Soundfield Imagining"

their equipment. Iwas particularly drawn to
their computer-controlled preamps. Up to

speaker. That must have saved their engin-

eight of them can be ganged together, with

eers alot of development time.

one remote control running them all. This is
ineffably tempting to asurround-sound nut

DUBIOUS ACHIEVEMENTS AWARD

such as myself.
Their new CD player, the 207 Profes-

DEPARTMENT (or) GOD, HOW IWISH

sional, is also appealing. Its transport is
separate from the electronics, and no effort
has been spared to isolate it mechanically.

ICOULD WRITE KITSCH DEPARTMENT
USA Today reported that Rod McKuen
owns 3600 CDs.

The drive system floats on springs and, with
the drawer closed, the unit is claimed to be
immune to acoustic breakthrough. There are
two lights on the control unit which display

YOU KNOW CD HAS REALLY ARRIVED
WHEN... DEPARTMENT

error corrections and interpolations. Why
don't all CD players have this? Hmmmm.

with eager CD buyers, but this year, through-

SIGNET showed aspeaker system with a
new approach to broad treble dispersion. In
high-school geometry you learned that an
ellipse is the locus of points the sum of
whose distances from two other points is
constant. The "Definitive Image" speaker

Telarc's booth has always been crowded
out most of the show, the line spilled out of
the room and way down the hall. And nobody but Chesky was selling (ick! poo!) LPs.
BUT WHAT ABOUT THE MIDRANGE?
DEPARTMENT
Dame Joan Sutherland was quoted in USA

uses two tweeters in front of a double-

Today: "I've always felt disappointed with

ellipsoidal reflector. This permits the tweeters'
outputs to combine in phase, even though

the old disc It always seemed that there was

the tweeters are separated by a distance

playback and what you heard at home. It
was like somebody put asoft pedal on the

greater than the wavelengths reproduced.
70

cotton wool between what you heard at the
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EQUIPMENT LAUNCHES AT CES

D

A lu“lut
1.1S

Ittrtu

Unving Apogee Duet

at the show the Krell "Reference -

And the hig,h -current Classe Audio
B Superb stereo from Wharfedale &
Iteard
C The two-box "professional" CD
player from Spectral
Klyne's neat little SK6 preamp
E Chunky: the prototype Syrinx arm in
the Assemblage room

Stercophile
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ordinary gramophone with an ordinary horn and
an ordinary sound box will not reproduce notes
below middle C of the musical scale. Now with
the new LISSEN Electrical Pick-up your gramophone
will not only reproduce the low notes on your records as
you never heard them on your gramophone before, but
will amplify your gramophone music to any degree of
loudness to fill alarge room or alarge hall for dancing
ELECTRIFY
—you can make one gramophone supply every room in TO
YOUR GRAMOPHONE
the house with music--you can use your old records, the Listen Pit kfup not only
long discarded, because needle-scratch is now largely laegelf eliminates neelle scratch,
brings out the lo. note. on
eliminated. Your new records, too, will play better hut
• record which no ordinan, mound
box u tenable of reproducing.
because needle noise is largely subdued.
INSTRUCTIONS.
Shp on the new Listen Electrical Pickfup in piece of the
sound box on the tonefarm of tour gramophone take
one connection from the Piclifup to the end terminal
of the Linen Pub-up Adaptor (sold seperistel% and
hosing plot. and sockets corresponding to those of an
f•Ifefholderf end take another connection from
•
the Pick-up tu the new. e filament terminal on the
Adaptor la trial on each of the filament terminals in
turn
cleerl, show which is elegant.). When the
Adaptor is used in the ws, toe explained, <sire should
be token that NO connection is made to the plate terminal
on the Adaptor. otherwise the H.T. batters will be shortirroitei

Alternat,, el, • tonneuton ttorn the Litsen
Packfup meted of going duet, to the neut. e
filament terminal on Me Adaptor tan be mode to
the new., terminal of • grid-hias batters
A
connection should then be made from the pout.,
terminal of the grulAnts batter, to the ream. ,
filament terminal on the Adaptor
The connected Adaptor. witlf • cal,, fatted into it
should he plugged into the detector valve
of • two- or Ihree•salsr mot
Volume can he controlled by the round milled nut on the Lisa,.

Lissen Electrical Pick-up 15
Adaptor for same
lt
Obtainable at most dealers, but cf any difficulty send direct to factory.
no postage charge
Or can be sent C 0.0

Send inquiries to: P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502
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sound. But compact disc has removed it all.
The voice has highs and lows."

20Hz-20kHz, PLUS-OR-MINUS 50dB
DEPARTMENT

MALE-CHAUVINIST SEXIST-PIG RUN-

pocket stereos. Each is about the size of a

Koss makes itsy-bitsy speaker systems for
NING-DOG-LACKEYS OF THE AUDIO

cassette case, with two tiny drivers that pop

ESTABLISHMENT DEPARTMENT
One speaker manufacturer used their

out when acatch is released. The cheaper

designer's daughter to model for the
brochure, designated her DEB-1, and supplied aset of coy specs ("sensitivity —TLC;
power capacity—consult owner's manual").

version ($15) is spec'd at 30Hz-20kHz, while
the deluxe model ($20) is 20Hz-20kHz. I
know what I'm gonna do: cough up the extra five bucks to get that additional 10Hz of
thundering bass response.

JOHN ATKINSON, ON AMPLIFIERS, TURNTABLES
(a LOUDSPEAKERS)
Every CES buzzes with rumors of crises,
both imaginary and real. Amongst the latter
was the impending crash of American companies who now buy all their product from
Japan—the long-expected rise in the value

free glasses.
Overall, the dealers, distributors, manufacturers' reps, and manufacturers attending
the show seemed bullish—and one trade

of the Yen against the Dollar is giving them

paper even carried astory about how audio
is once again the "star" of the consumer

sleepless nights. Those less well-known,
mainly high-end, companies who stubbornly

electronics industry. Imust admit that the
writer was not talking about "audio" as you

continue to manufacture in the US couldn't

and Iunderstand it: he was getting excited

give adamn, of course, and will now find it
easier to export to Japan!

about CD, video surround-sound, and the

A similar gloom was descending on

out the audio cassette (and CD?). Sony ap-

manufacturers of taping equipment, faced
with awell-organized lobby for ahardware

parently showed amockup R-DAT (rotaryhead) machine to the press—I missed it,

tax which seems to have all but won. 5%
on the price of atape recorder and 25% on

although 1did hear adifferent mockup at
the 1985 Tokyo Audio Fair—and one beauty

a dual-dubbing deck is being proposed,
with the moolah being split between sound

hours of 16-bit digital with a48kHz sam-

recorders, artists, composers, lyricists,
music publishers and unions according to

pling rate from less tape than an analogue
cassette. Official Launch of R-DAT is ex-

sales and airplay of copyright material. The

pected at the 1986 Tokyo Fair. And won't an
R-DAT machine be great for copying CDs?

National Endowment of the Arts will get
2%, and distribution will also be weighted
towards "the lower 30%" of the sales and
airplay charts. (Presumably because Michael
Jackson doesn't need any more money, and
people only tape records they hear less
often?)
Perhaps somewhere between a "real"

DAT—the digital cassette format(s) to blow

of the format is that it can offer up to two

(The main reason for adopting atechnically superior sampling frequency is to make
DAT incompatible for bit-to-bit digital copying from CD. But surely someone with some
of that Yankee know-how will offer astandards converter for $99?—plus 5% taping
levy, of course.)

and an "imaginary" crisis was areported

Having followed the saga of the CARVER

overstocking of CD players. Prices of basic
players, already low, could hit rockbottom

challenges, first in The Audio Critic and
then in Stereophile, Iwas not surprised to

later in the year as companies try to empty
warehouses. Maybe we'll even see CD players
being given away in gas stations with every

amplifier billed as sounding, to "an impar-

full tank of petrol—it'll make achange from

ing panel in the pages of arespected na-

Stereophile

see the 200 watt, $549, M-1.0t power
tial—even skeptical—independent listen-
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Music Interface Technologies

in 1981. Bruce Brisson created the first computer
model that predictably optimized audio signal
carrying cables to be linear in both the amplitude
and phase domains. To optimize his cables to be
free of these distortions. Bruce Brisson invented
and pioneered atechnology dedicated to audiothe use of multigauged conductors. Optimized on

his computer, this technology assures that cables
passing complex audio signals will be free of
these distortions From his computer have come
more "Class A" cables than any other designer
These noteworthy products include Interlink Reference'. Rowed me' 2. Spectral MH-750' and
MI-500''

MIT products are also designed with this computer model by Bruce Brisson. They are
linear in both the amplitude versus frequency and frequency versus time domains and
thus neutral in any system. MIT products were designed to reveal the full potential of the
best audio systems. not to equalize shortcomings.
MIT MH-750 Music Hose critically acclaimed for its neutrality, clarity,
dimensionality, frequency response, and dynamic range.
MIT MI-330 interconnect designed to equal MH-750 in performance.
Computer designed to be the most linear interconnect ever produced.
MIT MH-650 moderately priced Music Hose with the balance and clarity
unique to Bruce Brisson's products.
Dealer Inquiries Invited
Sales and Marketing:
Research and Development:
Transparent Audio Marketing
Music interface Technologies
P.O. Box 117, Rt. 202
3037 Grass Valley Highway, Ste. 8212
Hollis, ME 04042
Auburn, CA 95603
(207) 929-4553
(916) 888-0395
Interlink pef
ører,
C TM and Rowerline' . 2are registered tradenames of MonsterCable' . Products. Inc .
San Francisco. CA
94107
Spectral MI-I• 750. and all-S00'" are registered tradenames of Spectral Audio Associates Sunnyvale. CA 94089

Audio Components That
Faithfully Reveal the Source
Well Tempered Table—A revolutionary
new turntable that is as quiet as the best CD
players
Well Tempered Arm—The frictionless
tonearm that is perfectly damped for any
cartridge
Van Den Hul MC-10 Moving Coil—The
moving-coil cartridge for those who are
discriminating enough to wait for digital to
get better
Music Interface Technologies MI-330—
The computer-designed, phase coherent
interconnect that reveals the true sonic character of the components associated with it
Rowland Research Coherence One Preamplifier—So revealing and quiet with low-

output moving coils that one can hear the
"air" in the concert hall on the best
recordings
Rowland Research Model 5 Stereo or
Model 7 Mono Amplifiers—Amplification
designed to reproduce every quality of the
live musical experience
Music Interface Technologies MH-750 —
The computer-designed. phase coherent
speaker wire that responds to the complex
demands of an actual musical signal
Respons Speakers—Transforms your listening room into the original acoustic environment and reproduces the dynamics,
body, and excitement of a live musical
performance

For more information

Yemeepem.
Box 117, Rt. 202

üundllo Weeeellog
Hollis, ME 04042

(207) 929-4553
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Look at all those tubes!
The Counterpoint SA-9iSA-11 ',tramp

t
tonal publication," the same as areference
amplifier "which retails for in excess of

thought possible. Up in the main mall,

$3000." As I'm new to Stereophile, Ican

Toshiba were showing a range of "Non-

width TV signal than you would have

reserve judgment until Iget this new Carver

Interleaf" monitors that used processing of

into my own system. The M-1.0t was

the video signal in the digital domain to

demoed with the new Carver loudspeaker,

give image enhancement; Carver's "pixel
generator" circuitry is analogue, hut seemed

modestly dubbed "The Amazing Loudspeaker," which superficially looks just like
an Apogee Scintilla. ,The speaker, which is

just as effective in increasing apparent

projected to retail for "under $1500 apair,"

definition.
After the razzmatazz from Carver, it was a

uses what looks like the Gold Concepts rib-

sonic relief to visit the NYAL Moscode

bon driver to handle the range from 125Hz

rooms. One had the impressive Palantir

upwards, coupled with four Sony APM flat
diaphragm drivers (or the equivalent) , for

loudspeakers set up; the other had Harvey

bass. The sound at the show was not in the

Rosenberg's "Samurai" Quad ESL-63s driven
by OTL-lAs. Sound source for the latter was

Scintilla class, however, the real Carver

aPCM-F1 tape made by Dr. Fred Bashour; his

magic being worked on aTV monitor. Bob

string quartet and brass quintet recordings,

Carver has developed away of getting more

in particular, were stunningly natural. The

detail information from the limited band-

only low point of the visit was the kimono

¡was talking to Bob Carver on the phone about obtaining the latest version of his TX-1 Ituner for review, and ,used
him for creating yet another product to follow in his tradition of mimicking the work of others—see The Carver
Challenge (Vol.8 No.6) and "Responses to the Carver
Challenge (Vol.8 No.8). What's surprising is that most of
his products—the so-called "magnetic field" amplifiers,
the sonic holography devices. the TX- II tuner—are
significant departures from what anyone else has donc.
Bob defended himself by saying that (1) his speaker borrows nothing from the actual technology of Apogee. and
(2) he sa V thy dramatic similarity in appearance of his and
the Apogee speakers as akind of compliment. Iwonder if
Apogee will take it that way.
—LA

2 The drivers are not identical to the Sonys. but are
manufactured in the same plant.
—LA

Stereophile

that HR made listeners wear. Iknow that it
is frowned upon for journalists to review
products based on experience at ashow, but
the red white and blue kimono— was it
silk?—really had seen better days. Worse, according to the beautiful Miss Moscode, who
materialized from behind the new toroidal
transformer-equipped Moscode 301,601 and
901 amplifiers, it clashed with my tie!
However, Harvey—'No mediocrity before its
time"—did give Stereopbile the world
75
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SL-1 VALVE PREAMPLIFIER
- compare for yourself and discover why C.A.T. is the
fastest growing high-end electronics manufacturer.
- call or write for the name of your local dealer.

CONVERGENT AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, INC.
24 Falcon Drive • W. Henrietta, N.Y. 14586 • 71 6-3 59-2 700

KIMBER KABLETM

MUSICAL •ACCURATE • FLAT • DYNAMIC • FLEXIBLE •STABLE
VALUABLE (but not too expensive)
4 PR-$1 /ft. 4VS-$1.80/ft. 4TC-$4/ft.
We have a new family of cable (TC). Call or write for
information on our new top-of-the-line cable.

KIMBER KABLE 2675 Industrial Drive Ogden, Utah 84401
(801) 621-5530 Telex 286 229 "KIMBERKABLE''
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Lineage

and apedigree. The Maoism and Curl preamp.

at Las Vegas: no less than atube Walkman.

High."
The solid-state McLAREN amplifiers from

Weighing a mere 37Ibs, the "GI Joe" or

New Zealand-602 preamp and 702 stereo

"Packman" —HR is not yet certain of the

power amplifier, both costing $1195—in the

name—has the added advantage of being

Audioquest room were conceptually afar cry

scoop on the NYAL product to be launched

nuclear-ready, tubes being immune to the

from that Counterpoint behemoth, but gave

electromagnetic pulse created by an air-burst

asimilarly open sound from Vandersteens,
and also looked the business. AVPI turntable

atomic bomb. NYAL customers will thus be
able to continue to enjoy their cassettes

was compared with the Audioquest CD

whilst awaiting the first snows of nuclear

player—a modified Magnavox for $650—

winter.

using the terrific mother-and-daughter

The COUNTERPOINT room lured unsuspecting passersby with the Chesky

Judds album on RCA, and Iwas surprised at
how the CD, though different from the LP,

Rachmaninov recut played on an Oracle fit-

was nevertheless enjoyable. Iactually con-

ted with avdH MCI and reproduced via In-

fused the two! (It's doubtful whether LA's

finity RS -lbs. Once in the room, visitors

ears would have been fooled.) 3
LINEAGE is the name chosen for the

became aware of the what was probably the
most complicated, most expensive preamplifier at the show: the humongous SA-9/SA-11

new company formed by Saul Marantz,
John Curl and Ed Woodard. The first prod-

combination. Featuring four separate 400VA
line transformers, one each for the left and

demoed with aMarantz 8b power amplifier

right channels of the phono -stage-only SA-9,

(!) and apair of DQ-20s. Front-end was a

uct is an anachrophilic-looking preamp,

the others for the two channels of the SA-11

Linn and sound was promising; both

control preamp, the design emphasis is on

preamp and the matching power amp will
be priced below $2000 —almost Cheapskate territory—and aCD player is said to

channel separation, and then more channel
separation, and separation between the lowlevel phono circuitry and the line-level
stuff—and then more separation. Valves, I

be on the way.
The long-awaited LINN Axis turntable

mean, 11113es—they got'em! With ten in-

made its debut, and should be competitive

dividual filament regulators, and ten more

at $575 with LVX tonearm and Basik car-

high-voltage regulators—a total of 34 tubes
just for the power supply. Full wireless
remote control is fitted: the volume control
is driven by astepper motor. The circuitry
is, well, Ijust got lost in the preliminary information sheet. ‘Xk'll get one for the Cheapskate to review: the price was listed as "Very

Stereophile

3JA has dubbed me Stereopbile's "house digiphobc." but
Ireally don't deserve the title. I'm not afraid of digits—in
fact. Iuse them all the time since I'm in charge of our inhouse computing—I just don't like the sound of almost all
CDs on no-matter-what CD player is around. Idon't go
running from the room with bleeding ears. I'm just filled
with asense of ennui; depending on which player is in
use. I'll say after one or ten minutes, "Couldn't we just
listen to arecord?"
—LA
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CABINETRY FOR AUDIOPHILES

Imagine cabinetry designed for proper air
circulation, easy access to equipment and
convenient wiring. A surge-protected outlet strip,
heavy duty casters, adrawer for accessories,
cable clamps, adjustable shelves and an easily
removable back using brass thumbscrews.. .
all as standard.
Talwar offers these as well as state-of-the-art
vibration isolation, power filtering, electrostatic
control, time delay power-up, equipment cooling
and grounding bus bar. All designed integrally
into the cabinet or available separately.
Form and function intertwine. Talwar cabinetry
is handcrafted from solid woods and styled in
clean, elegant lines. You have awide choice of
woods, dimensions and options, such as marble.
Talwar—a new concept in audio cabinetry.
Call or write us for more information.

TA I R
3IIWEST

POINT TERRACE WEST

HARTfoRcl, CT 06107 U.
S.
A. (203) 521-2263

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO

DIMENSIONAL PURITY

Vandersteen Audio was founded in 1977
with the commitment to offer always the
finest in music reproduction for the dollar.
Toward this goal there will always be a
high degree of pride, love, and personal
satisfaction involved in each piece before it
leaves our facilities. Your Vandersteen dealer
shares in this commitment, and has been
carefully selected for his ability to deal with
the complex task of assembling amusically
satisfying system. Although sometimes
hard to find, he is well worth seeking out.
Write or call for abrochure and the
name of your nearest dealer.

o
o
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VANDERSTEEN AUDIO

116 WEST FOURTH STREET
HANFORD, CALIFORNIA 93230 USA
(209) 582-0324
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tridge, or $425 alone. Breaking Linn tradition by offering two speeds, the belt-drive

neat little Meitner STR-50 50-watt power
amplifier. (Preamp was the remote control

motor is powered from a little class-A

Meitner PA 6, which could well turn out to

amplifier. This delivers one voltage for startup, and alower one when the two-piece

be a sleeper.) You know that something

aluminum platter—less massy than the
Sondek's Mazak one—has got up to speed.

good is happening when the assembled
listeners keep wanting to burst into song—

Suspension is ingenious, with double-

even with Bronski Beat's Age of Consent!
Jason Bloom did his usual exemplary DJ act,

sprung feet providing two stages of isola-

and Icame away with alist of "must-buy"

tion for the laminated top-plate carrying
motor, bearing and tonearm mount.

nish Dances on HMV.

LPs—including the Malcolm Arnold CorWhile on the subject of loudspeakers,

A more radical launch in the turntable
field was RATA's Torlyte modification kit
for the Linn Sondek. "Torlyte" is the trade

affordable ($3500/pair) version of their Op-

name for RATA's very light but very stiff

tion One dipole, to go into production in

WHARFEDALE launched asmaller, more

fabricated material which they use in their

September. The Option Two uses four of

excellent turntable stands. (I brought one

the polypropylene bass drivers from Wharfedale's 708 (see "Pure Gold" in Vol. 8No. 6)
in an open baffle push-pull array, giving a
-3dB point of 50Hz, coupled with agentle
6dB/octave roll-off. The dipole midrange
consists of two 90mm cone drivers; the
tweeter is Wharfedale's aluminium dome
unit. The angling of the drivers to the wall
is important in creating a wide, stable
soundstage, and Iwas very impressed with
the stereo imagery. Powered by mono
Beard P70 tube amplifiers—a wave of
nostalgia sweeps over me every time Isee
those 12 glowing EL86s, refugees from the
old Fisher X-100A—the Option Two gave a
superbly defined stage on Brendel's 1977
non-digital Beethoven Piano Concerto 4;
even Dire Straits' "Private Investigations"

Heavens above: aSOTA on aTorlyte table

track, long past its sell-by date, came to life.

with me from the UK for my Linn; in the
US, distribution is through May Audio.)

As with AR and other speaker manufacturers serving the mass market, Wharfedale

Now, RATA are offering aTorlyte arm board

are feeling the need to diversify: they showed

and subchassis for the Linn, the latter re-

aneat CD player and an integrated amplifier,

quiring anew, deeper, plinth. RATA's Russ

designed by Richard Lee, intended to make

Andrews is treading in deep water here, not

a system with their diminutive Diamond

least due to his statement in the show
literature that his mods make the standard

loudspeaker.
The revitalized MORDAUNT-SHORT

LP12 sound like an "old autochanger."

demoed a new loudspeaker from hot

However, there is no doubt that Russ has

British designer Phil Ward, the Project 442.

good ears, so Linn owners should maybe

Driven by British Fidelity's new A-100 class-

check out the Torlyte mods.

A integrated amplifier, the sound was

As every other member of the team
visited the APOGEE room at the Raphael,

neutral without being dull, musical without
being hyped. (Phil reckoned the 442 was

Ihad better limit my contribution on the

"good at putting space around things.") The

Caliper by saying that it presented one of

main 6.5" driver handles nearly all the

the most musical sounds at the show, both

musical information, crossing over to the

when driven by aKrell KSA-100 and by the

Titanium-dome tweeter above 5kHz where

Stereophile
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THE PERFECT CONTACT
WITH LOCKABLE PLUGS

WBT 0101 Plug

WBT 0200 Chassis Socket

For your free copy of our catalogue contact

may audio marketing ltd
P0 Box 1048 Champlain N Y 12919 Tel

(5141 651-5707

Pres Speakers
"Completely touched by human hands."
Every Pres Loudspeaker
is meticulously made for
you. Each speaker is the result of years of hard work
and professional experience. Its beautiful handcrafted hardwood finish,
solid braced construction,
and attention to every detail are givens. Our products bring the art of loudspeaker design and construction to you.
For information about
the nearest Pres Speaker
Dealer please write or call:
PRES tl-SYSTEM
Headroom ...no holds barred.
A State-Of-The-Art active loudspeaker
system from Pres Speakers

HO

PRES SPEAKERS
183 Main Street
Northampton, MA 01060
(413) 586-6277
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JA's R2rnho preamplifier contender.
the Primare from Denmark

it rolls off naturally. A second bass unit
operates back-to-back with the first to give

with light-emitting properties" that "processes signals optically."

an omni response, and cancels chassis motion

JGH has listed his best sounds at the

up to 200Hz. The cabinet is unusual in that

show. Whilst agreeing with his choice,
other good sounds Ifelt were being made

it is not astructural member; rather, the
driver support and baffle are connected
directly to the stand which comes up
behind them, and the cabinet, with its
reflex port in the base, is suspended from
the whole.

by: Belles, their $900 Model 200 power
amplifier driving Gale 301 loudspeakers;
Classe, whose DR3 class-A amplifier made
the Carole Kidd "My Funny Valentine"
track on Aloi just sing with Apogee Duettas;

BEST QUOTE of the show was Celes-

Janis (as always) who had apair of their new

tion's Graham Bank, upon hearing the

baby System 3subwoofers integrating very

stereo from aTalking Heads CD: "It's like

well with Quad ESL-63s (John MarovIcis has

pulling dental floss though your ears!". Best-

made the interfacing of one or two sub-

looking product for me was the Primare

woofers child's play with the electronic
crossover/amplifier); Spectral, who used a

amplifiers from Denmark (these will probably be imported by Martin Logan), which
looked like they had been carved from a

mastertape of the Reference Recordings

solid block of aluminum; best accessory

Gershwin album to feed their Crosby Audio
Worlcs-modified ESL-63/Entec SW2 speaker

was the locking WBT RCA plug from

system; Krell, their Reference amplifiers

Germany—the

ground

makes

contact

really keeping the Mk.II Duettas in line;

before the hot—which will be distributed
by May Audio; while "Product Featuring the

and, of course, Audio Research who were
showing off the SP-11 with the Well-

Most Technobabble" was Dimensional Op-

Tempered Turntable as well as—shock,

tics $1400 "Silicon Laser Matrix Amplifier"

horror—the California Audio Labs CD player!

which, far from amplifying laser matrices,

"At last, CD without guilt," Iwas appar-

amplifies music using a"new output device

ently heard to moan.

Stereophile
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LARRY ARCHIBALD, ON THE THINGS
WE ALL MISSED
As usual, my show "coverage" didn't really

(finally) replaces the massive ML-2s in Levin-

consist of that; Ispend most of my time in

son's amplifier lineup. Production on this
near-$10,000 amplifier is booked up through

public relations and bolstering my "pure
business" image. Manufacturers nevertheless insist on demoing the sound of their
equipment, and from time to time something stands out.
REVOX, of all people, knocked me over
with the sound of their $2600 (soon to be
$3000, Ihear) active loudspeakers. Of
course, they cheated, using aprofessional

the summer (that's as of June 1), so we're
unlikely to receive areview sample soon.
Madrigal can't help but be pleased with
the success of the Jadis line of amps they
import. HP of The Absolute Sound has pronounced it the best amp yet, and reports
from other quarters confirm the raves (in
spite of the occasional odd mention of

reel-to-reel tape deck for source material—

reliability problems). Madrigal had im-

but that's what Iwould do if Iwas an exhi-

ported the Jadis designers, M. Jean Paul Caf-

bitor at CES! Especially if Ialso manufac-

fi and Andre Calmette, for the show, but

tured the tape deck. The sound had remarkable clarity, live-music-like high end, and

they were swamped with attention and

superb dynamics. The nasty "of all people"
crack refers to the fact that I've never heard
a Revox demo Iwould want to write up.

French, so Ididn't get a chance to quiz
them on the uniqueness of Jadis.
You could almost say they're all coming

Maybe this will be repeated at future shows.

up winners for Madrigal (companies in
search of an importer take note). Their

INFINITY also knocked me over, in the
demonstration of their new projection TV,
but not pleasantly—at least, as far as the

none of the Stereophile staff have good

recently introduced "Carnegie" cartridge—
designed or inspired, Icouldn't quite figure

sound was concerned. It was MUCH TOO

which, by Madrigal principal Mike Kaye

LOUD, and unbearably shrill. In comment

(known primarily for his proprietorship of

to one of Infinity's principals Inoted that,

Lyric Audio)—has met with favorable reception, and the Meridian CD players, men-

in my opinion, the advent of video made
equalizers an absolute necessity because of
the tremendous variation in spectral
balance of different tapes and videodiscs.
He demurred, claiming that equalizers did

tioned elsewhere in this report, are the standard that other high-end CD player
manufacturers aim to shoot down.

too many things he didn't like. Perhaps he

DCM merits a"Rudeness to Barely Offensive Journalists" Award. After Iput up with

should set Bascom King (Infinity's electronics designer) on the trail of an all-out

the quite poor—but loud, mind you,
loud—demo of their latest catchily-named

equalizer; Icouldn't stand the sound of

speakers, Sales Manager Bob Parks teed off

their demo without it.
The real news, though, is Infinity's pro-

at me about some alleged slight from the
Cheapskate (couldn't have been too awful,

jection TV, which they are manufacturing
themselves in California—should begin to

published). Perhaps, rather than making

be available around September. The defini-

such an award, we'll just let DCM go un-

tion and color balance were truly outstan-

noticed from now on.

ding, better than I've seen on any projection TV of this size (about 6foot diagonal),

Speaking of awards, who gets the "Reuben
Guss Memorial Award" for most atrocious

and Iwas viewing extremely off-axis.

sound from agrossly overpriced speaker?

Iregrettably didn't get to Madrigal's demo,
though Idid enjoy their cocktail party
(see how Iam?). They are smiling like the

Well. ..
No One! (How disappointing for

cat that ate the canary over the success of

have managed in the past. Iadmit that I
heard that Gold Ribbon Concepts (last

their No.20, the massive power amp that
82

since Ican't find any mention of DCM

me.) Ididn't come across any sound that approached what recipients of this award

Stereophile

year's honoree) was at the show, and that I vskis demos subwoofers subtly, with real
music. Perhaps Velodyne would find amore
explore further wretchedness. Probably I enthusiastic welcome at the "zoo," where

failed to follow up on this opportunity to
figured they got it bad enough last time. Mr.

boom and squawk really sell.

Guss was at the show, but not exhibiting as
far as Icould determine. He has told our BS

NAD had awhole raft of new products,
only some of them in working form. They

that my award was totally unjustified, due

have introduced aconcept in their new prodducts called the "Power Envelope." (Repor-

to damage done the speakers in shipment to
the show. No comment. In any case, BS is
due avisit from Mr. Guss to check out the
speakers' quality.
Its not hard to select the recipient for the

tedly, Julian Hirsch has found this such a
superior concept that he will from now on
evaluate products based on their Power

Envelope performance.) NAD's new prod"EarthQuake Bad Neighbor" award: VELO- ucts are similar to their old ones, except that
DYNE ACOUSTICS. Recipients of this
they've been "Power-Enveloped." Please,
award qualify by disturbing not only the users of the English language, rise to its
rooms immediately adjacent but awhole

region of the hotel, including floors above

defense! Nevertheless, NAD's seems a
legitimate concept: they spec their speakers

and below. Once again: high-end CES is a to deliver acertain amount of power for
much longer than the 5ms normally used

place where all companies have aright to
exhibit, even those who choose to play

chamber music. Demoing subwoofers as
Velodyne did deprives these companies of
that right. And who is the most widely
respected manufacturer of subwoofers in
the High End? Janis, about whom you never
hear acomplaint. That's because John Maro-

for "peak" power measurements. So naturally Isaid, "I get it, it's adifferent system
of measurement." No, no, NO—it's awhole
new design idea. Ithink in reality it is anew
system of measurement—which NAD then
engineers their products to do well at. More
power to them.

Tweak Your System ... see what it can do.
The Ultimate In Audio Cable Engineering. Introducing Esoteric Audio USA Inc.—the worlds
largest, most sophisticated audio cable specially manufacturer dedicated to achieving perfection in audio cable systems design
Perfection Through Innovation And Material Quality. With acombination of state of the art
design and utilization of the most superior inner component materials, Esotenc Audio USA creates
high definition cable systems that are sonically and technologically unsurpassed.
These advanced innovations and highest-quality matehals include oxygen-free high conductivity copper windings, state of the art electro magnetic geometries, enamel coated litz wires.
tenon' "virgin litz" wires, teflon* dielectrics, ultimate air dielectrics, superior copper connectors
with teflon dielectrics, special 5% silver solder, and much more.
Cables That Approach The Quality Of Direct Coupling. From Esoteric Audio USA's new era of
cable design, we offer exceptional cables that are sonically
transparent and uncolored, yet
maintain excellent imaging,
phase coherency and dimensional character... cables that
enable you to experience
every subtle nuance your system is capable of.
inc
Make ASound Decision.
RR3 Box 262
Replace your inter-connect
Winder, Georgia 30680
and speaker cables with a
Phone (404) 867-6300
new set of high definition
Telex: 80-4294
Esoteric Cables.Tweak your
system—and achieve sonic
superiority! Call or write today tenon 50 eg,stered trodornors of DuPont
for the dealer nearest you.
Dealer and sales representative inquines welcome
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acijes and Gentlemen! Step right up! See

the Academic take on the might of the Engineering Establishment and jump through
hoops of real fire! See the Engineering
Establishment use "real science" to support
its entrenched position!

P
D3L

D)

test? Or the tests in England that showed
that one Quad amplifier sounds pretty
much like any other?
Well, Ladies and Gentlemen, here we present Round Two—and the first combatant
to enter the arena is David Clark, of DLC

In Round One —"The Highs & Lows of

Design, awidely respected engineer who

Double-Blind Testing — ,(Stereopleile, Vol.9

played amajor role in the development of

No.2)—Les Leventhal, of the University of
Manitoba's Psychology Department, Win-

equipment for those investigating the sub-

nipeg, Canada, put forward a hypothesis

jective/objective frontiers.

concerning the double-blind listening test
widely used by "objective" equipment reviewers. He indicated that the statistics
commonly used to analyze data from these

the ABX comparator, amost useful piece of

David Clark opens with an
attack on Leventhal's ideas

tests had a built-in bias to produce null

Les Leventhal's critique of the statistical

results (ie, real differences between amplifiers, say, would not be detected). unless the

analysis commonly used in blind subjective

number of trials were increased significantly above that normally used.
As areader of hi-fi magazines, you will
undoubtedly be aware that such null results
are widely used to promote the idea that

testing is misleading, erroneous, and borders on the incompetent. His letter is written in astyle that prompts the casual reader
to think "Someone has finally figured out
what's wrong with all those blind tests
where they don't hear anything." Not only

subjective reviewers, who have found that

has Leventhal failed to prove his case; he has

amplifiers, for example, sound different to
one another, are, at best, incompetent or. at

demonstrated his own lack of understanding of how the audiophile benefits from

worst, dishonest in their judgments. Who

double-blind testing.
Leventhal's first ploy is to state that we

can forget the Stereo Review speaker cable
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blind and double-blind testers are attempt-

that our tests do use avery large number of

ing to prove something which we, in fact,
are not. He says we may erroneously conclude that no difference is audible in apar-

trials, we simply do not report each of them

ticular test. Fie is mistaken. We never make
that error (he calls it "Type 2 error"), because we never formally conclude that any
difference is inaudible. We may make some
informal statements of our opinions or we
may issue achallenge to others to prove that

individually. Many changeovers between
sound A and sound B are made by the
listeners before arriving at adecision which
is then reported as asingle trial. This is done
to accommodate the natures of music and of
the human decision-making process. It also
relieves the listeners of the distraction of
recording each and every comparison. A
single listener may make over 1000 com-

they can hear the difference, but this is afar
cry from making Leventhal's "Type 2error."

parisons in the course of arriving at the 16

Let's suppose we altered our statistical

decisions we call "trials." Isuspect that Pro-

criteria, as Leventhal suggests, so that it
would be possible to conclude—with some

conform to his statistical rigor is aresult of

certainty—that adifference was not heard

fessor Leventhal's insistence on tests that

what is the price we have to pay? We might

his never having personally organized or
participated in ablind listening test.
Iwelcome constructive criticism, but I

prove that these listeners in this room didn't

don't find it in the tone or substance of

hear acertain difference using somebody's
"reference" equipment. Who cares? Some

system, which Ihelped develop, has been

in a test. What might we accomplish and

other group may well be able to hear this
difference. The price we pay is lost statistical
power to prove what we really want to

Leventhal's letter. The ABX Comparator
refined during the 10 years of its existence
by the suggestions of many audiophiles and
scientists. Some hardware improvements of

know: what it is that we can hear. Our "can

this system can even be traced to the pages

hear" information is useful to all audio-

of this magazine (Vol.5, No.5). Other inputs

philes because they know that they may be
able to hear it as well. Proof of hearing also
lends credence to opinions expressed by

have resulted in the development of doubleblind listening tests which require no switching. The reason for perfecting listening tests

the listeners as to which sound they prefer.

is to develop the ability to hear sonic im-

Our analysis has helped us prove that
audiophiles can hear small amounts of flut-

provements when they exist as sound,
rather than as mere claims. To quote the

ter, response aberrations, and distortion, as
well as differences between CD players. hi-

esteemed J. Gordon Holt on the subject of
double-blind testing, "The losers will be the

fi VCRs, and phono pickups. Leventhal's

dissemblers, the frauds, and those skilled in
the art of autohype. The winners, ultimate-

statistics would have us sacrifice the certainty of hearing adifference to make the insignificant statement that "In this test, no
difference was heard."
Leventhal seems insensitive to the needs
of amusic listener in subjective testing. He
suggests increasing the number of trials (difference identification attempts), or the num-

ly, will be music and the rest of us who are
interested in the maximal
reproduced music."

fidelity

of

Les Leventhal Responds
David Clark and other double-blind experimenters have been subjected to agreat

ber of listeners, to restore the statistical

deal of vitriolic criticism, in my opinion

power lost in his analysis method. This may
work for psychology experiments, running

undeservedly. I believe Mr. Clark, Dan

laboratory rats through amaze back at the

mous contribution to the science of listen-

university, but listeners need atransparent
test that encourages their most sensitive performance and ends before they become jaded or emotionally drained. Also, large numbers of qualified listeners are hard to find.
What Leventhal fails to acknowledge is
Stereophile

Shanefield, and others have made an enoring tests, and Ihave great respect for their
work. But nobody except the Almighty is
perfect—not even me. So it is with the objective of improving already good work that
I commented on their research in my
previous writings and that Icomment now
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on Mr. Clark's letter.
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Mr. Clark took issue with my letter which
attempted to summarize in nontechnical
language some of the points in aconference
paper Ipresented to the Audio Engineering
Society. That paper, revised and expanded,
is due to appear in theiune, 1986 issue of the
journal of the Audio Engineering Society
under the title, "'1îpe 1and Type 2Errors in
he Statistical Analysis of Listening Tests."
References Imake below to "my paper"
refer to the journal paper, not the conference paper.
Before Iget carried away puffing alot of
academic hot air, let me briefly and simply
state what Ithink Mr. Clark disagrees with—
i
tis difficult to be certain—and my response. The main point of contention is
small-N listening tests, ie, listening tests with
asmall number of trials and/or listeners. Mr.
Clark, for avariety of reasons stated in his
letter, disagrees with my contention that
small-N listening tests analyzed with astatist
ical test of significance employing the .05
level of significance will suffer alarge risk of
overlooking small-to-moderate audible differences when they are present (large risk of
Type 2error), and only asmall probability of
finding them (small statistical power). (Mr.
Clark and other researchers have published
alarge number of small-N studies employing the .05 level of significance.)
My reply is simply that my position consists of basic, uncontroversial statistics, demonstrated mathematically in my paper, and
can be found in any good textbook in elementary statistics. A reader who believes me
can stop here. A reader who doesn't will
have to suffer through what follows: apainstaking unraveling of the tangles of Mr. Clark's
logic, showing that at the heart of each obiection is amisunderstanding of elementary
statistics or research methodology.
the Example: Since most of the points to
he discussed are statistical, it will be helpful
to focus on aconcrete example. Consider
Greenhill and Clark's assessment of the
McIntosh MC 2002 amplifier in Audio (April
'85, pages 56-60). The McIntosh was compared in a double-blind test to another
amplifier, apparently the Levinson ML-9.
The listener (Greenhill) correctly identified

Stereophile
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"the randomly selected amp in only 10 out

LEGENDARY ACCLAIM
Year after year. in Audio Journals and
magazines throughout the world. Rogers
loudspeakers get consistently positive
reviews.
To
hear the Rogers sound
reviewers have raved about. you'll need our
Hi-Performance speaker stands. Ultra rigid
with
removable
spike feet.
they are
designed to maximize the Rogers sound.

of 16 trials:' arate which failed to reach "the
desired 95%" level of significance." On
page 96 of the same issue of Audio, Greenhill and Clark discuss their methodology
and state: "Using published tables of the
binomial statistical distribution, we have
calculated the likelihood of correct scores
for each listening test. We found that obtaining ascore of 12 correct out of 16 trials gives
aconfidence level of 95% or more that the
outcome was not due to chance. Results at
this confidence level are the minimum commonly accepted by sciences such as medicine before they're judged to be statistically
significant." (Greenhill and Clark use the expression "95% level of significance or confidence" in many of their writings. It is more
common to use the expression ".05 level of
significance," which Iused in my previous
writings.) Greenhill and Clark's conclusion
regarding listening tests with the McIntosh
(page 60) state: "The controlled tests, however, reveal no significant sonic differences
(below clipping) between the McIntosh and
the reference ML-9 amplifier, confirming
Clark's belief that well-designed amplifiers
today differ little sonically." (emphasis
added)
Using More 'Dials or Listeners Mr. Clark
complains that there are practical problems
in following my advice to increase N. (I
wrote that alarger N will (a) decrease Type 2

For alimited time only (June 15, 1986 to August
31. 1986) buy any Rogers Loudspeakers and get
our black oak finish Hi-Performance speaker
stands (reg. $50 -$65) for FREE.
See your Authorized Rogers dealer today!

Rogers
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT

namo

BOX 1840 BRANTFOFID ONTARIO CANADA N3T 5W4
BOX 1250 FALLS STA NIAGARA FALLS NY USA 14303-0260
1519) 756-4860

error, which (roughly) is the probability that
the statistical analysis will find the data to be
nonsignificant when audible differences in
fact occur, and (b) increase statistical power,
which, again roughly, is the probability that
the statistical analysis will find the data to be
statistically significant when audible differences in fact occur.) The practical problems described by Mr. Clark are indeed
serious, as Iacknowledged at the end of my
letter. So Iam not really advising him to increase N. Indeed, without knowing what
research question an experimenter is asking
and how important Type 2error—or power—
is to the project, Ican provide no advice
whatever on N! Ican only inform the experimenter of the statistical fact that Type 2
error increases and statistical power decreases as N decreases, and he can take it
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from there.

appropriate for me to describe the statistical

I do advise, however, that if a "great

implications of an analysis based on only 16

debate" study is intended, one whose
results are intended to determine, for exam-

trials, namely, large risk of overlooking
small-to-moderate audible differences (large
'1,•pe 2error) and low probability of finding

ple, whether amplifiers sound alike or have
at least small-to-moderate audible differences, then alarge N should be used to

them (low statistical power). And it is statisti-

allow nonsignificant findings to be inter-

cally and methodologically incorrect for Mr.
Clark to imply that his statistical analyses or

pretable as evidence that amplifiers sound
alike. If practical problems force the ex-

conclusions are made trustworthy by the
large statistical power resulting from an N of

perimenter to use asmall N, then the ex-

thousands rather than jeoprardized by the small
statistical power resulting from an N of 16.

perimenter should tell the reader that
statistical power was so low (or Type 2error
risk so high) that small-to-moderate audible

Power Reversed: Mr. Clark states, "Let's

differences have only asmall probability of

suppose we altered our statistical criteria, as
Leventhal suggests, so that it would be possi-

resulting in significant findings; hence, nonsignificant findings should be viewed as
uninterpretable. This contrasts with Mr.
Clark's small-N study of the McIntosh amp,

ble to conclude with some certainty that a
difference was not heard in a test." (This
amounts to reducing the risk of Type 2er-

where nonsignificant findings were interpreted as "confirming Clark's belief that
well-designed amplifiers today differ little

complish and what is the price we have to

sonically."

tle because of problems in generalizing find-

Ido not criticize Mr. Clark for taking into
account practical problems when selecting

ror.) Mr. Clark asks, "What might we acpay?" Mr. Clark says we accomplish very litings of inaudible differences to other
listeners, equipment, and so on. Mr. Clark

N. But statistical equations for calculating

ignores the methodological fact that prob-

Type 2error and power do not care about
practical problems. Nor will blaming me for

lems of generalizability of findings do not

telling him about Type 2error and power
solve his problem. Whatever the decision
regarding N, however, it would be valuable
to inform the reader about the Type 2error
or statistical power of the analysis rather
than sweeping it under the rug. The table

normally depend upon the Type 2error rate
of the experiment. So reducing Type 2error
will not normally affect generalizability of
findings. (There is, however, an exception.
There are many ways to reduce Type 2error;
but if Type 2error is reduced by increasing
N, then generalizability to other listeners

generated for my paper will allow this infor-

will, if anything, increase.) Furthermore, if

mation to be obtained without calculation.

the experiment is so designed that findings
of inaudibility cannot be generalized, then

Thousands of Comparisons: Mr. Clark
states that Leventhal fails "to acknowledge...

findings of audibility normally will suffer
similar problems of generalizability. Accord-

that our tests actually do use avery large

ingly, if generalizability of findings is impor-

number of trials..." "A single listener may
make over 1000 comparisons in the course
of arriving at the 16 decisions we call

tant, then Mr. Clark should consider not
running the experiment, regardless of Type
2error.

'trials'." Mr. Clark needs to read his own

Then Mr. Clark addresses the price of

report of his analysis (above). The statistical
analysis he chose to perform above was

following Leventhal's advice to reduce 'Type

based on the 16 decisions he calls trials, not

2error: "The price we pay is lost statistical
power to prove what we really want to

on the many comparisons that may have
been required for each trial. And Mr. Clark

know: what it is that we can hear?" Mr. Clark
goes on to describe the importance of infor-

has chosen to base his conclusions about
the audibility of differences (see italicized

mation we would lose. Mr. Clark's essay is
actually quite moving, except for one small

passage) on his statistical analysis, not on

detail: he has reversed the actual relationship between Type 2 error and statistical

the many comparisons. Hence, it is quite
Stereophile
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power. The truth is that anything which

beyond the nontechnical characterization of

reduces the Type 2error will INCREASE, not

Type 2error presented in my letter to the

decrease, statistical power. So the conse-

formal definition of Type 2error presented

quence of Leventhal's advice would be reduced Type 2error and increased statistical
power. This was explained in my letter

in my paper.
Type 2error is formally defined as not rejecting the null hypothesis (often called the

equals 1minus the probability of Type 2er-

test hypothesis) when it is false. The decision not to reject the null hypothesis would
be made when the data are not statistically

ror." It follows, therefore, that areduction in

significant. (You can see why Iavoided this

which said, ". ..
the probability of finding
an audible difference, referred to as power,'

the probability of Type 2error will always

formal definition in my letter.) The point is

be accompanied by an increase in statistical

that Type 2error obtains its formal meaning

power.

within the context of astatistical model, a
model which must be "interpreted" in order

A reader who cannot decide who is correct on this matter is advised to consult any
textbook on elementary statistics.
Type 2 Error and Concluding that Differences are Inaudible,:When listening
data fail to reach statistical significance, what
conclusion should the investigator reach?
Investigators may reasonably differ. Some
will conclude that differences are inaudible.
Mr. Clark states, ". ..we never formally conclude that any difference is inaudible." (The
underlined quote from the McIntosh review
above seems to me to reach the very conclusion that Mr. Clark says he never reaches. I
am content for the reader to make his or her
own decision.)
The importance of Mr. Clark arguing that
he never concludes that differences are inaudible is this: in my letter Icharacterized a
Type 2error as concluding that differences
are inaudible when they are, in fact, audible.
So, if one never concludes that differences
are inaudible, then one cannot make aType
2mot Hence, Mr. Clark is not interested in
Type 2error probabilities in the table from
my paper because they are not, according to
him, relevant to his research.
So, when data are nonsignificant, what
does Mr. Clark conclude? He says, "We may
make some informal statements of our opinions or we may issue achallenge. .." I'm not
sure what all that means so it is fortunate
that, statistically, it doesn't matter! To see
why it doesn't matter, and how Type 2error
applies to Clark's strategy, 2 we need to go
ISome of my summary of Mr. Clark's position in this section is based upon his correspondence with me and abrid
conversation with him.
2 Section 2.3 (Correct and Incorrect Decisions) of my
paper also discusses this issue.
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to use it to analyze an experiment. So it is
possible to come up with different "interpretations."
When data are nonsignificant, one scientist may conclude that differences are inaudible, another may conclude that it is
wiser to withhold judgment (because, for
example, it is always possible that ancillary
equipment used in the listening test masked
otherwise audible differences), another may
decide to issue challenges, and a fourth
scientist may decide to have spare ribs for
dinner. These four scientists, having decided what interpretation to make when listening data are nonsignificant, may be interested in the probability that their significance
test will label data as nonsignificant when
differences are audible, forcing them to
make that interpretation rather than correctly conclude that differences are audible.
For example:
Scientist 1wants to know the risk of concluding that differences are inaudible when
differences are, in fact, audible.
Scientist 2wants to know the risk that he
will withhold judgment when differences
are, in fact, audible.
Scientist 3 wants to know the risk that he
will issue challenges when differences are,
in fact, audible.
Scientist 4is beneath contempt because he
is eating spare ribs while Iam hungry and
writing this damn letter!
All four risks above will be exactly equal
in size. They may be viewed as various scientific interpretations of Type 2error because,
in each case, the differences are audible but
nonsignificant results force the scientist to
do something other than conclude that dif91

ferences are audible. But whether or not we

Mr. Clark, are apparently unfamiliar. A111 did

use the label nype 2error" for the four risks

was to point out some of the more impor-

above isn't really important. What is impor-

tant implications, those regarding Type 2er-

tant is whether the scientist or the reader of

ror and statistical power. These implications

the scientist's research report would like to

can be found in most elementary textbooks

know those risks and how they can be

on statistics and are not at all controversial.

found. For example, Ishould think Mr. Clark
would like to know the risk that his statisti-

If Mr. Clark does not like the implications of
the technique he chose, he shouldn't blame

cal analysis will label listening test data as

the messenger for the message.

nonsignificant when differences are audible
and thereby force him to mumble incantations or issue challenges rather than correct-

Closing: Mr. Clark and others are responsible for valuable advances in the science of

ly conclude that differences were audible.

listening tests. But the statistical methodol-

To please Mr. Clark, however, 1won't label

ogy employed by Mr. Clark andjust about

this risk "Type 2error." But if Mr. Clark or a
reader wished to know the exact size of this

everyone else has not kept pace. In this

risk, they can look it up in the table in my
paper, under the heading "Type 2Error."

anyone used my writings to single out Mr.
Clark for criticism of his statistical tech-

Whose Statistic Is It Anyway?: In one

as awhole Iwould also be greatly displeased

part of his letter, Mr. Clark refers to "Leventhal's statistics ..." In another part he refers
to "his (Leventhal's) analysis method." These

double-blind experimenters for criticism

regard, Iwould be greatly displeased if

niques. My paper was addressed to the field

quotes suggest that the statistical material
regarding Type 2error and power in my letter and in my paper was my own invention,

if anyone used my writings to single out
from others in the "great debate". Iwas able
to mount a precise and mathematically
derivable criticism of their statistical techniques only because they had first taken
pains to search out mathematically rigorous

foisted upon an innocent world. This is a
fundamental misunderstanding. The con-

and methodologically repeatable method-

cepts of Type 2error and power are as basic

ological techniques. Ibelieve this to be a

and well known in statistics as Ohm's Law is

great improvement over what came before.

in engineering, and what Iattempted to con-

And so Iask Mr. Clark and other double-

vey was the well-known, mathematically

blind experimenters to take my writings in

derivable implications for Type 2error and
power of the statistical method chosen by

the spirit in which they are offered: to make
already good work better.

David Clark. It was Greenhill and Clark
statistical test of significance based on the

John Atkinson Adds His
Two-Cents Worth

binomial distribution and to adopt the 95%

As someone who has both organized and

who chose to analyze their data with a

level of confidence (.05 level of significance),

taken part in many blind tests, Iwould like to

not me. (I would have analyzed the data with
a"confidence interval," not astatistical test

comment on both Mr. Clark's and Mr. Leven-

of significance. A confidence interval pro-

thal's letters. Iam astonished that David
Clark attempts to deny that the null results

vides all the information provided by a
significance test and then some. And it re-

number of trials organized by him and by

produced by tests using an inadequate

quires less statistical background to interpret properly.)

others have not been used to state that no

While the significance test technique used

subculture has been called into existence,
the members of which are adamant that all

by Greenhill and Clark is reasonable and

differences exist. Indeed, acomplete audio

conventional for their data, nevertheless

amplifiers sound the same, that all cables

there are mathematically derivable implica-

sound the same, that all pickup cartridges

tions and consequences of using this technique to make decisions, consequences

sound the same (apart from tonal balance
differences), and who incidentally feel that

with which most audio engineers, including

the sound of CD is the greatest thing ever to
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hit their homes, as they can't be convinced
of the audibility of the audible problems.

revealed differentiation by ear of two amplifiers which measurements predicted would

It would seem that the crux of Mr. Leven-

be subjectively identical. Again, acorrela-

thal's AES paper was that where the magnitude of possible differences is small—which

tion between apositive result and alarge
number of listeners, in this case nearly 100

is not the same as saying that they are
unimportant—the tester has two choices if

engineers and students at a British AES

he is not to waste his time. Either he uses a

was supervised by AES officials to ensure

large number of trials, or, by making use of

that

Mr. Leventhal's work, he acknowledges the
inadequate power of the statistics when the

rigorous.)
As Isee it, the real crux of the matter is

number of trials is small.

that so much of the so-called "objective"

Mr. Clark's position could be summarized

meeting last December. (The listening test
the

conditions

were

sufficiently

testwork carried out in the field of hi-fi

in this way: if one listener gets 10 identifica-

reproduction, at least as far as the testing of

tions correct out of 16 presentations, then

actual products is concerned, produces null

no difference was heard, 12 being needed

results. The people organizing the tests do

for the standard 95% confidence level. The

not want to admit that their time has been

results must have been due to chance. Mr.

wasted, and so do not want to admit that the

Clark then goes on to say that to use more

results are meaningless. In addition, the

listeners is impractical—"large numbers of

listening conditions in such tests, as in-

qualified listeners are hard to find" —and

dicated by Mr. Clark, arefar removed from
the manner in which people usually enjoy

that he would like to use the results from
this test as hard data. As Mr. Leventhal notes,

reproduced music. When two products

however, standard statistics indicate that if
you use alarger number of people, say, 300,

which so obviously differ when listened to

who each then get that same score of 10 cor-

on acasual basis—"casual" in the sense that
the listener has no bias towards hearing or

rect out of 16, then this constitutes incon-

not hearing adifference—cannot be distin-

trovertible evidence for adifference to exist.

guished in atest, then Iwould suggest that,
much as it upsets Mr. Clark, the only conclu-

And if the 300 listeners average out at 8out
of 16, then this is hard data that no difference was heard. Mr. Leventhal's AES paper

sion to draw is that the test is flawed. The

attempted to provide guidance for the likes

gests reasons as to why this should be the

of Mr. Clark who, for various reasons, want

case. And frankly, Ifind it incomprehensible

to use what would normally be considered

that Mr. Clark holds up what is possibly the
main reason for producing null results, the

an insufficient number of test subjects.

beauty of Mr. Leventhal's paper is that it sug-

In the blind listening tests carried out
when Iwas working for Hi -Fi News &

unnatural listening conditions, as an excuse

Record Review, Ifound audible changes

tests.

for not increasing the statistical power of his

could be introduced by reversing the ab-

In my opinion, too many of the so-called

solute phase (polarity) of the signa1, 3 by in-

"objective" testers retreat behind an academic smokescreen to disguise the fact that

serting an electrolytic capacitor into the
signal path, 5and by inserting aSony PCM-F1
digital processor in 14-bit A-D/D-A mode. 4
In all these tests, a large number of sub-

all that can be concluded from their doubleblind tests is that under the limited circumstances, no difference could be heard.

jects—up to 300 people, each listening to

In the real world of equipment reviews, and

several presentations—took part, and I
would suggest that this is why these results

until those inhabiting the academic stratosphere develop the analytical tools capable

were positive.

of doing the job, "informed" subjective

Similarly, Martin Colloms organized a
blind test for HFN/RR, 5the results of which
3HFN/RR, January 1986
4HFN/RR, May 1984
5/IF.V/RR, May 1986
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reviewing, as practiced by the likes of JGH,
AHC, Martin Colloms, and—dare Imention
his name? —HP, does best at giving the
readers of magazines such as Stereophile the
hard information they need.
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pure Gold
Alvin Gold
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et me introduce to you an interesting

learned to treat CD like any other (non-

(but little-known) fact. Great Britain Ltd. has
shown aslower take-up of compact disc

perfect) signal source, and give it just as

than almost any other nation on earth. Certainly slower than any of the so-called

The press has come to take afairly independent, even critical, line, which some manu-

developed nations. Quite what this proves

facturers have found difficult to swallow. So

much—or as little—respect as it deserves.

I'm not really sure. Perhaps Britain doesn't

whilst it's true that asignificantly audio-naive

qualify as a developed nation any more
(possible). Or maybe there's something fun-

section of the UK's CD-buying public really does think of CD as the answer to all

ny going on.

desires, the more aware (often magazinereading) public, which represents the ma-

It could be both. Anyway, Iam duly
authorized to inform you that even Swit-

jority of the people who actually buy the

zerland (pop. 77, mostly gnomes) has a

stuff, tend to understand that CD players can

larger market for CD players and discs alike,
as measured using what marketing men call

sound as grotty as the next component..

real numbers, than this one-time benighted
tourist paradise.

The end result has been a certain reticence by the buying public, coupled with a
demand for something better—an audio-

Even this limited success has been

phile compact disc player in fact. The race

enough to turn the audio industry on its

has been on to produce a better digital

head, and few would claim that CD has had
anything less than agood first three years,
even though some of the player manufac-

mousetrap. Although the US obviously
stakes an honorable claim with the new
tube CD player from California Audio

turers (notably Sony) have been getting hot

Labs—"CD without guilt" says JA, and an

under the collar about the prices being asked

event of apparently earth-shattering signi-

for discs.

ficance—Britain has been highly active mak-

Compact disc was released in this country

ing such improved CD players, primarily

before most of the rest of the world, the US

through the efforts of three companies:
Mission, Meridian, and Cambridge Audio.

included, the logic probably being that if
any vast clangers were going to be dropped,
better it happen where no one would
notice. It all started well enough. CD had

None of these companies (with the possible exception of Cambridge Audio) is in a
position to develop unique technology;

something of asycophantic start from the

their players have refined existing circuitry

press because anumber of the old timers

rather than break new ground. This is about

put pen to paper with strongly worded
apologias even before CD hit the shops—in
some cases even before the authors had ever
heard production machines in action. But
times have changed. Audio writers have
Stereophile

IIt is interesting to note that the UK magazine Which Compact Disc?—once called /1, -Fi for Pleasure—which has to
2 significant extent adopted the less-than-critical editorial
stance of the USA's Digital Audio, has not been asuccessful
publication in terms of readership.
—JA
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to alter—a taste of what's due is included

RAM; and the DIA chip is adual chip—one

below—but right now it's the turn of the

DAC per channel. The importance of using

majors to forward the state of the art. By

aseparate DAC for each channel as ameans

general consent, of the majors Philips has

of eliminating interchannel time delay has

been at the forefront of CD development,
producing most of the best-sounding

been called into question by competing

players—a fact that maybe isn't as obvious

and time-share it between channels—but

in the United States, where Philips is best

the real significance of twin DACs may be to

known through subsidiaries like Magnavox,
Signetics, and Sylvania. And Philips has

work more accurately.

finally launched its new generation players,

manufacturers—who like to use one DAC

reduce the workload on each, allowing it to
Be that as it may, it's now a matter of

with 16-bit DAC plus oversampling.

record (disc?) that Philips and Mullard have

It's another subsidiary, this time aBritish
one called MuIlard, that develops the digital

The facts as far as they are clear are as

had alot of trouble getting the thing right.

converters for Philips players, and it is they

follows. First, the 16-bit oversampling chips

who have been busy (since around the time
of the original CD launch, Iunderstand)

are not in full production yet, and probably
won't be until about November, by which

designing the superfast 16-bit oversampling

time they'll probably have been remasked at

chips for the new range of players. This chip

least once. The chips that have been doing

set is undoubtedly the most sophisticated
to yet hit the streets. The D/A converters are

the rounds of third party manufacturers,

full 16-bit; four-times oversampling is used,

such as Mission, are for development pur-

with all the benefits that that confers on

poses, and the ones in the 16-bit players currently on sale from Philips and subsidiary

low-level resolution and output-filter de-

Marantz are from proving runs. In the mean-

sign; the digital filter has more coefficients
(works better); the error correction uses more

development chips are complaining about

time, some of the companies receiving

SIMPLY WONDERFUL ...
Cascade Basic Preamplifier — $599
NEW FOR 1986 H-1 Hybrid Amplifier — 51599 Ablissful marriage of tube and
solid state technology. Drives difficult speaker loads with effortless
competence. Can be easily switched from fully differential mono-mode to
stereo-mode and run as either Class Aor Class AB in either mode.
MC-1 Tube Moving Coil Step-Up — $599 Surprisingly quiet ..and it doesn't
degrade the sound.
Call or write for your local dealer and product information.
dealer inquiries invited.

LAZXZJS

Lazarus Electronics
•
5046 Friar St Van Nuys, CA 91411
(818)242-1215

the yield and quality of the ones they've

gets older. At the same time, though, Ihave

been getting.
Nevertheless, the first machines were

with records. Generally an LP is more likely

launched at CES and in the Auld Country at
about the same time, and I've been playing
with an early sample of the Philips CD-650.
A few months ago, Ispent ashort time with

to admit to ahigher failure rate with CD than
to satisfy first time round, and more likely
still to remain satisfying in the long term.
The usual reason for arecord falling into disuse chez moi is that it has become scratched

an early sample of the Marantz equivalent,
which proved to be atantalizing experience.

or noisy—usually because Itend to treat

Although not strictly relevant to what's ac-

desirable. (My children also like to use them

records in amore cavalier fashion than is

tually going on sale, the prototypes (there

as frisbees!) The number of failures for purely

were three in the UK, all of which expired in

sonic reasons is reasonably low.
On the other hand, with cassettes Ican

short order) culled extraordinary amounts
of detail off disc, making the medium sound
awhole lot less caricatured and pushy than

think of very few purchases 1have made that

usual. At very low levels, however, there

Of the few exceptions—the Roberto Szidon

was

have given any real long-term satisfaction.

adegree of messiness, as though for some

Liszt Hungarian Rhapsodies on DGG

reason

becoming

springs to mind—the satisfaction only came
when 1had saved up for aduplicate set on

But the new and old machines sound different ...

black vinyl, which then took over the listen-

the conversion

was

non-linear.

Speaking

personally—for

what

ing burden.

it's

In the past Ihave found that an improved

worth-1 measure the success of CD or any

player tends to mean areassessment of the

other medium by the software. Iget areal

software. The new Philips CD player, how-

kick from most of my CD purchases, and

ever, doesn't really change the situation a

very often the feeling remains as the disc

jot; in the end, that for me is the measure of

An Amplifier beyond specs.
A Company beyond reproach.

It is widely acknowledged
that the subtle physics of music
puts perceivable details in its
reproduction beyond the range
of conventional measurement.
Only an instrument born of
no-compromise engineering
and obsessive attention to
detail can hope to approach
this nether region of total realism. Such an instrument Is the
BEL 1001.
Apower amplifier built by a
company whose commitment to
quality demands that the final
calibration of every unit be performed by the designer himself.
Perhaps this is why BEL can
offer a5-year warranty and why.
in the fickle audiophile world.
BEL has attracted such a
fiercely loyal following.

BEL 1001
Brown Electronic Laos
1233 Somerset Dr
San Jose. CA 95132
4081 259-8648
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the improvement—or lack thereof—it has

very limited to keep costs down. All filter-

wrought. It does sound better than most

ing, apart from avery simple passive output

other players: there is akind of clinical con-

filter stage, will be accomplished digitally.

sistency and lack of top-end aggression, but

What kind of technology is involved 1sim-

there clearly isn't as much detail as from that

ply don't know, but Neve, who manufacture

never-to-be-forgotten

the world's first full-blown multitrack digital

prototype.

The

Philips at last comes close to rivalling the

mixing consoles, achieve up to 32-bit reso-

kind of useful (le, musically valid) informa-

lution with relatively inexpensive chips.

tion extraction you expect from atop flight

In the meantime, an ad from the hi-fi

record playing system, and the low-level

papers: arecord distributor features aquote

messiness of the prototype has been

from yours truly reading "There remains little depth to current releases or the availabili-

banished.
For all this, however, the Philip CD-650's

ty of back catalogue fare on compact disc."

sound has acold, unrelenting quality, com-

This is followed by along, closely-typed,

bined with aleanness and dryness that al-

list of titles, and is tailed by asingle remark:

most suggests that the player was optimized
for the incredibly insular German market.
And compared with a top flight analog

"Sorry Alvin!" In much smaller print it also
says "all CDs subject to availability" —which
is just as well because many of the discs

system, the Philips still lacks grace and air.

listed are not readily available from dealers,

The paradoxical result of all this is that the

and, according to my tame record dealer

Philips is probably going to end up being

friends, are often not available on special

accused of sounding bright and thin—
which it doesn't. The older players sound-

order either. But all's fair in love and war.

ed rougher, but their sound was also more

video used for audio (backed by Sony) and

user friendly. It was this quality, as much as

DAT (due to be unveiled at the Tokyo Audio
Fair this autumn) appears to be resolving in

anything else, that won them so many

Finally, the ongoing battle between 8mm

friends and made them adominating force

DAT's favour. There was, and to an extent

in amarket that has also been served very
aggressively by Japan Inc.

still is, adanger that we will be lumbered

But it's early days still. On the basis of the

panded 8-bit performance, apparently be-

prototype, the 16-bit oversampling chip set
clearly has an awful lot more to give than it

cause Sony wants to make 8mm look more
credible in its video battle with VHS by ex-

has done so far. The measurements Ihave to

tending its capabilities into the audio do-

hand suggest that the player Ihave been
listening to is achieving around 14-bit

ever support Sony may have had from other

with a digital tape format offering corn-

main. The word now, though, is that what-

resolution; although this doesn't sound all

companies (for example from the Matsu-

that impressive, it's actually about as good as
any other player when the measurement is

shita empire) has all but evaporated, and with
it the danger that high fidelity would once

done properly. By the way, by about the end

again be treated as apolitical football. But

of the year, Philips will be making an upmarket 16-bit player using the diecast

sure that this story will run and run 2
...$

there is still alot of play for, and you can be

transport of their old generation players,
along with other improvements.
The next interesting development could
come at Las Vegas CES time in the shape of
aless expensive CD player from Cambridge
Audio. Idon't know too much about it yet
except that it will offer 16-bit conversion
with 16.x oversampling. Igather that almost
everything will be done in the digital domain, even down to switchable digital compression for use in making car tapes, and
that the amount of analog circuitry will be
98

2 At CES. Sony was promoting R-DAT, the rotary-head
digital tape format, with no mention of the use of 8mm
tape for audio purposes. It seems that the consumer is going to be offered aplethora of competing media in 1987,
all of which are digital and all of which will be mutually
incompatible. It seems likely that S-DAT. the stationaryhead digital cassette format will be 2 non-starter due to
high tape running costs. The consumer, however, is still
going to have to choose between adigital tape C2SSCUr and
one of perhaps three read/write CD formats. It will make
the battle between compact cassette and the 8-track cartridge look like chicken-feed, but Isuspect that the overall
winner will be Japan Inc. Unless the consumer, tired of
choice, sticks with goold old CD, or, as Ivor Tiefenbrun
says later in this issue, with the century-old technology of
the I.E.
—JA
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS

AUDIO RESEARCH D-250 POWER
AMPLIFIER
J Gordon Holt

•

1
•

o

o

•

dIP

_

Audio Research D-250-1I-Servo

All-tube stereo amplifier. Power output: 240W below 1% THD from 20Hz to 20kHz into 16
ohms; clipping point 250W. Power bandwidth: -3dB at 12Hz and 60kHz. IM distortion: below
0.1% at 1dB below rated output. Sensitivity: 0.8 V for rated output. Input impedance: 75k
ohms. Damping factor: approx 20. Hum and noise: 90dB below rated output. Power consumption: 450W in Standby mode, 900W at idle, 2000W at rated output. Dimensions: 19"
W by 10 1/
2 " H by 20.
/ " D. Weight: 138 lbs. Price: $6500. MANUFACTURER: Audio
4
3
Research Corp, 6801 Shingle Creek Parkway, Minneapolis MN 55430. Tel: (612) 566 7570.
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The D-250 is the flagship of Audio Research's

be returned to both sides of the amplifier's

power amplifier range and, at 250 watts per

first push-pull amplifying stage, rather than

channel, is the most powerful all-tube

just to one point near the amp's input.
The floating Common is not something

stereo amplifier currently available in the
US. Under the circumstances, then, it is not
surprising that it should also be one of the

one needs to think about in most installa-

heaviest and largest.

speaker line, regardless of which impedance

The appearance alone of the D-250 inspires respect. The amplifier is buge, with

taps are used. It is only of significance in sys-

most of its 138-lb weight coming from massive power and output transformers. This is

tions, where 0will always be one side of the

tems utilizing loudspeaker switching (which
Ifrown on anyway, because of the potential
for signal degradation in the switch con-

not, if you'll pardon the observation, aprod-

tacts), or "servo control" boxes such as are

uct to be taken lightly. Neither is it some-

supplied with Infinity's SS-1B speaker
system; in such cases it is critically

thing that we recommend buying by mailorder, partly because it is so deucedly
awkward to manhandle, and partly because
it is not delivered ready to plug in and turn

important.
lying the Common tap to the system

on. All the tubes are packed separately (for

Ground will upset the signal balance between the two halves of the push-pull cir-

maximum protection), and must be installed

cuitry, drastically reducing the amp's overall

prior to fire-up. Believe me when Isay you'll

gain and increasing its distortion. If swit-

be much happier having alocal dealer install

ching is absolutely necessary to serve
several remote speakers, the floating Com-

them prior to delivery for final location of the
amplifier in your system. (If there isn't an ARC

mon is easily coped with; it just requires

dealer in your area, you might consider op-

greater design complexity in the switcher,

ting for adifferent amplifier.)

which must usually be custom-designed.
An alternative is to use the 8and/or 16-ohm

Like all ARC products, this one has arackmountable front panel. And even though

taps as the Hot connections, with the 4as

there appears to be enough bracing between
the panel and the main chassis to support the

Ground, but since this won't sound as good,

whole thing from the front (where most of

tial quality, not to mention cost. (I would
seriously advise that you use apair of low-

the weight is concentrated), not many home-

it would waste much of the D-2 50's poten-

type racks will take this kind of weight

current AC-rated power knife switches to

without acatastrophic cave-in. (Some racks

connect the amp to the distribution switch
or directly to the main speakers, for serious

have provision for supporting the back of the
amplifier as well as the front, which would

listening.)

be fine.) If in doubt, Iadvise putting the

For connections to aservo controller like

amplifier at the very bottom of the rack, or

that supplied with Infinity's RS-1B speakers,

simply placing it on the floor. (If your floor

it is only necessary to make sure the

is carpeted, the amp should be set on a17"

D-250's 4-ohm output tap is connected to

by 19 "plywood panel, to maintain ventilation
access to the bottom of the chassis.)

the servo box's Speaker Ground terminal,

Also, like all Audio Research tubed
amplifiers—yes, they make solid-state ones

nected to the servo box's Hot Speaker terminal. The D-250 is normally non-inverting,

too, but we reviewers rarely hear about

so

them—the D-250's outputs use a"floating

box's Polarity will depend on which output

zero" output. The 4-ohm tap is actually the

tap is used for the "Hot" side. With the 8or

output Ground or Common connection,
while the 0 tap is actually a"hot" connec-

the 16 as Hot, polarity should be set to nor-

tion, having reverse phase with respect to
the other Hot taps. The reason for this unique arrangement has to do with ARC'S pushpull-throughout , circuit topology; the antiphase output tap allows inverse feedback to
Stereophile

and that the other output tap used is con-

the

proper

setting

of the

servo

I In push-pull operation, a complementary pair of
devices amplify signals of opposite electrical polarity and
equal amplitude When these signals arc combined at the
amplifier's output (With tubes, in a center-tapped
transformer), the circuit's symmetry acts to cancel
spurious even-order harmonics introduced by the amplifying devices.

101

mal. With the 0as the "Hot" connection,

mance. There are, for example 11 separate

polarity should be set for Inverting. (Audio

secondary windings on the power trans-

Research recommends using 0 and 4 to

former! Seven of these supply heater

drive the Infinity RS-1B woofers.) For the

voltage to different banks of tubes, and all
heater lines are DC-biased to minimize hum

upper-range drivers, which are not involved with the servo box, the tap marked 0is

from heater/cathode leakage, and to in-

Ground and any other tap is Hot. No polari-

crease reliability by reducing the voltage

ty reversal is required or, in fact, desirable.

difference between the heater and cathode.

Audio Research has never been known

Four more 6550s regulate the output

for the simplicity of their designs, and the

screen grid voltages and the front end HT,

schematic diagrams at the back of the

two more small dual triodes control the

D-250's instruction manual are further pro-

regulator circuits, and more than ten

of that this reputation is well justified. Each
channel requires 13 tubes, including eight

assorted transistors and op-amps control
and stabilize the regulator control tubes and

6550s for output. All of the others are dual

other sources of critical operating voltages.

triodes (two "tubes" per envelope). There

Iconsider myself rather well versed in tube

are not, however, 13 amplifying "stages" in

design topology, but there were several

each channel; the output tubes operate in

parts of the D-250's schematic whose func-

two push-pull banks of four per side, and
the entire amplifying chain is push-pull

tions Isimply could not figure out. All Ican
say is that it all seems to work quite well.

from the input stage to the output trans-

Although the D-250 Itested was marked

former. There are, nonetheless, four gain

only "D-250" on its front panel, the in-

stages per channel, not counting the power

structions identified it as aD-250-II; an ac-

output stage and phase inverter, although

companying sheet further qualified it as a

the push-pull configuration and crosscoupling both act to reduce distortion to a

"Servo" model. (If you find this confusing,
bear in mind that Audio Research and FMI

much lower level than would normally
result from this many gain stages. The

co-founded the audiophile tradition of the

amplifier's 0.005% harmonic distortion
rating (1 watt output) says it all.

planatory; the current D-250 is an improv-

Mod of the Month. 2)The "Il" is self exed version of the original D-250; the Servo

All large-value capacitors in the signal

is an improved version of the D-250-II.

path have polypropylene dielectric, and are

While Ican only applaud this kind of evolu-

bypassed with small-value polystyrene

tionary refinement of a no-holds-barred

caps. There are only five such banks in the

product, Iwonder how the Mark II Servo.

signal path: two per side plus an additional

designation makes owners of the Mark I

one for the phase inverter.

feel. ARC does offer aI-to-II upgrade op-

Phase inversion is accomplished in an
unusual manner. Instead of drawing

tion (for $300), and an additional $750 will
buy you the latest Servo version, but Ireally

opposite-polarity signals from the plate and

think ARC's customers would be amuch

cathode of a single triode stage, Audio
Research simply uses an extra triode stage

less (or no) flaunting of every move to make

happier breed of audiophile if there was

(padded down to unity gain) to invert

obsolete last month's $6500 component

polarity for the "pull" side of the circuit.

outlay. 3

This eliminates much of the imbalance between the + and the -signals, which tends
to occur as the result of differing source impedances between the plate and cathode of
the classic phase inverter, yielding more effective cancellation of distortion.
The power supply is even more complex
than the audio circuitry, seemingly embodying everything that could possibly serve
to enhance and refine the amplifier's perfor102

2 By the way, in case you wondered what ever became of
FMI. Bob.was back at CES last month, showing anew line
of Fulton loudspeakers. FMI is no longer the brand name;
don't ask me why.
3In defense of Audio Research. it should be pointed out
that the person who buys an ARC product when it first
comes out and subsequently updates it to the latest version ends up paying the same as, or less than, the person
who waits for the latest version before buying. Although
Ithink that changes in model number and version do have
the psychological effect JGH refers to. ARC has adopted a
pricing policy that softens the blow, and eliminates the
possibility of the early buyer feeling gypped. In our ex-
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The "Servo" enhancement is basically
just ameans for stabilizing the DC balance
between the two halves of the input stage.

well as through apair of late model Watkins
WE-Is (for full-range auditioning). My
Martin-Logans were back at the factory for

That may not sound like much, but it's a
very important factor in minimizing
changes in the amplifier's performance

repair and upgrading. Associated equipment included Audio Research's SP-I1

characteristics as the tubes gradually
change during their operating life.

tofon MC-2000 with its matching stepup
transformer, the Well-Tempered Arm, a
modified Revox A77-II playing first- and

The D-250 is one of the few power
amplifiers available which has input level-

preamp, aSOTA Sapphire turntable, an Or-

second-generation 15-ips tapes, CD players

set controls—a feature that will rarely be

by Kyocera (DA -910) and Meridian (the

needed in most installations, but which is of
inestimable value when it is needed. For ex-

MCD Pro), and the Sony PCM-FI digital

ample, Infinity's RS-1B crossover provides
no control of HF gain, and has barely

recording system.
Sonically, the D-250 is in most respects a
very un -tubelike amplifier. It has virtually

enough gain in the LF section to balance

none of that (spurious?) richness and

out the upper-range speakers. The D-250's

warmth through the midbass, or the soft,

input controls allow one to get the additional 1to 2dB of HF attenuation needed to

associate with tubes. The bass is very tight

match the LF precisely to the HF drivers.

and detailed, albeit alittle on the lean side.

(The input controls also allow one to feed a
high-level source directly to the power

The highs are crisp, open, and extended,
sounding as though they go out to some-

velvety-sweet high end, that we tend to

amplifiers, without any intervening pre-

where beyond TV Channel 3. (Actually, the

amplifier. But then, if you mate the D-250
with ARC's SP-11 preamp—and why not?

high end is rated at a 60kHz half-power
point; there is no frequency response spec

—you won't want to eliminate the preamplifier anyway.)
Very early on during my tests of the

as such.) Yet there is no grain or "dryness"
smooth and sweet, and the overall sound is

D-250, Ifound that the amp—like the SP-11

about as liquidly textureless as any I've

preamp—must have an adequate warmup

heard.

time before it can function at its best.
Unlike some solid-state amps (the
Threshold SA-ls, for example), which reach
peak performance in half an hour if no

to the high end; the treble is exquisitely

Similarly, the D-250 is less forwardsounding than most tubed amplifiers,
resembling in this respect some of the most
neutral solid-state designs (such as the Elec-

more than aday or so has elapsed since the

tron Kinetics Eagle 2, which is ashade laid-

last listening session, the D-250 seems to ie-

back by comparison). Yet the D-250 yields
to no other amplifier I've heard in the areas

quire at least two hours of warmup for each
session, and continues to show gradual improvement for about four hours each time.
(Fortunately, most of this warmup time can

of imaging depth and spaciousness. The
middle range has truly impressive detail and
focus, with an unsurpassed (but occasionally

be done in the amplifier's Standby mode,
which applies all operating voltages to the

equalled, as by the Threshold SA-1 and the

system but biases down the output tubes to
about half their normal current draw.)

separate individual voices in alarge group.
On a really well-made symphonic recor-

latest version of the Rowland 7) ability to

Before starting my serious listening tests

ding, you can readily pick out the in-

for this report, 1let the D-2 50s (yes, two of

dividual instruments in the front rows of

them) warm up on Standby for 24 hours,

violins (try Reference Recordings' Church

then at normal idle for another two. Listening was done through the Infinity RS-lBs, as

Windows and Sheffield's Firebird).

perience, all companies modify products on an ongoing
basis, but many don't let you know what the changes are

But the D-250's most overriding virtue is
the sheer musicality of its sound.
Everything about it has an intrinsic

or how to obtain them; ARC at least lets you know how to

rightness to it that makes it difficult to con-

get the best out of your older product.

centrate on anything but the music. There
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is nothing to call attention to the fact that

phonograph record, which has no sound

one is listening to a reproduction rather

until played by acartridge, an amplifier has

than the real thing. Much of this effect can

no sound until heard through aloudspeaker.

be lost if the speakers aren't up to snuff, but

And as long as the "best" loudspeakers con-

when they are, the D-250 comes through as

tinue to sound different, there cannot be

an almost perfectly neutral device. This, of

any "best" amplifier for use with all

course, is exactly what we ask of any ampli-

loudspeakers. Thus, in the real world of

fier, but the Audio Research D-250, like the

audio, where the "best" or the "most ac-

incredible SP-11 preamplifier, comes about
as close to achieving it as any amplifier I've

curate" is only that which sounds best or
most accurate, the question of which is the

heard.
In short, the D-250 has most of the virtues of the best tube and solid-state ampli-

"best" amplifier is not only moot, it is hardly even relevant.
The fact is, though, that most loudspeakers

fiers, with practically none of the weak-

are weak through the deep-bass range, and

nesses of either. In fact, it is only in the area

will thus do better—at the low end, at

of low-frequency impact and "punch"

least—with amps which deliver more

where it appears to be surpassed--and only
to arelatively small degree—by acouple of

punch down there than does the D-250.

the beefiest high-current solid state power
amplifiers.

The Infinity RS-1B is one of the few systems
not deficient through the below-40Hz
range, and offers provision for adjusting

llibed amplifiers in general behave poorly

bass/mid-range balance; this may be one

into very low-impedance loads, and
although Idid not have a pair of ribbon
speakers such as the Apogee Scintillas to try

reason Audio Research uses it at every CES
for demoing their electronics. (I preferred

with the D-250, Idoubt that the D-250
would fare much better with them than do
other high-powered tube amps. (The prob-

the Threshold SA-Is on the low end of the
RS-lBs because of their somewhat better
control of impact bass, but that's apersonal
choice.) There are, however, other systems

lem, usually, is not merely mediocre sound,

with comparable deep-bass performance

but limited power output and atendency to
pop fuses.)

(the Snell A-Ills for instance) which should

With less demanding loads, the low-end

mate equally well with the D-250.
If Ineeded something to pick nits about

characteristic which sounds "right" (or

with the D-250, it would be its cooling fans.

"best," if you prefer) will be as dependent

These are unusually quiet, for fans, but are

on the loudspeakers used as on the

definitely noisier than no fans. They pro-

amplifier. As always, the name of the game
here is mating complementary products—
speakers and amps whose LF behaviour off-

duce a soft rushing noise which, while
usually buried under analog-signal background noise, is clearly audible during no-

sets one another's idiosyncrasies. Iwould

signal passages from digital sources. 4 It's

hesitate to say that the D-2 50's bottom end

easy enough to ignore, but it does act to

is more or less accurate than that of other

raise the noise floor of digital program

amps which seem to produce "better" bass

material. But if you're one of those people

with the speakers Ihave on hand, but in

who have grown so accustomed to analog

comparison with the average of powerful
amps auditioned recently, the D-250's low

noise that digital silence sounds "spooky",
you'll be a fan of the D-250. (Sorry;

end sounds rather lean—similar, in fact, to

couldn't resist that.)

the previous version of the Rowland 7
(reviewed in Vol.9 No.1).
The matter of LF performance underscores apoint Ihave made in these pages
many times in the past: within certain
limits, the sound of an amplifier depends
on the sound of the loudspeakers, whose
sound depends on the amplifier. Like a
104

Where, then, would Irank the Audio
Research D-250? Through the middle and
upper ranges, it may well be the best
amplifier money can buy. Idid not have a
4The reader should also be aware that JIGH's basement in
Santa Fe s a quieter listening environment than most
others, one in which the noise of the D-250 sis readily
audible. In many environments this noise would be only
barely audible.
—LA
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single speaker on hand with which the

above the competition.

D-250 did not outclass every other ampli-

There is no question, though, that this is
arich man's amplifier—the initial purchase

fier I've tested recently, in every area above
the bass. Its low end performance is less
definitive, in that some other amplifiers
seemed to do better with some loudspeakers

price is only the beginning. The amplifier is
averitable power eater, whose frequent use

than did the D-250. Is it worth the asking

tric bill. Then there is the cost of replace-

price? Well, Hell, what do you want me to
say? Through most of its range, it is an un-

ment tubes, which can easily run to acool
$1000 ayear if you use the amplifier often

qualified BEST. Through the low end, it
depends on your loudspeakers. Ithink it's
worth the money if you want the very best

able to assume that anyone who can afford
a$6500 power amplifier (or two) can afford

and have the wherewithal to pay for it.

to maintain it. In that way, it's some-

will have apronounced effect on your elec-

enough.

But I suppose it

is reason-

However, you can come very close to this
thing like ayacht; if you have to ask how
level of sound quality for a lot less, so I much it costs, you probably can't afford it.
don't think the D-250 is as much an unFor the person who wants and can pay
qualified winner as the SP-II preamp,
for the very best, the D-250 is ahoney of an
which I feel to be head-and-shoulders

amplifier.

BOULDER 500 POWER AMPLIFIER
Dick Olsher

Boulder 500

Solid-state stereo amplifier with continuous power of 150W into 8ohms and 250W into 4
ohms. Voltage gain: 26dB. S/N, unweighted: 115dB. Peak current for 10 milliseconds: 50
amps. Power bandwidth: 100kHz. Input impedance: 10k balanced. and 20k unbalanced.
Weight: 51 pounds. Size: 17 1/
4 by 25" by 7". Price: $2650. MANUFACTURER: Silver Lake
Research, 3101 Third Street, Boulder, Colorado 80302, Tel: (303) 449-8220.

Stercophtle
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Yet another amp from Colorado! This is the

The designers claim, however, that transient

third amp to come my way from that state

intermodulation distortion—the traditional
problem of high feedback amps—has been

(the others being the Spectrascan and the
Rowland Research), and at this point, after
living with it for

a couple

of months, I'm

eliminated by careful selection of gain
parameters, and by compensation for the

quite comfortable in declaring the Boulder
500 to be one helluvan amp.

delay in the feedback loop of the output

Jeff Nelson and Randy Gill, the two prin-

transistors. The square-wave response of the

cipals at Silver Lake Research, have recently

Boulder 500 into reactive loads is extremely
well behaved, with no ringing or overshoot,

crossed over from the professional market

and provides ample proof of the theoretical

into the audiophile arena. That's why the

validity of the design. Incidentally, asquare-

Boulder looks the way it does, featuring a
host of such "pro" touches as balanced/un-

combined with its odd-order harmonics in

balanced inputs, conductive plastic input
level pots, and extensive protective cir-

wave is made up of afundamental sinewave
aparticular phase/amplitude relationship. A
squarewave, therefore, is very sensitive to HF

cuitry. And, not surprisingly, most Boulder

phase aberrations, which manifest them-

sales to date have been to recording studios.

selves as visible overshoot at the corners.
The Boulder is DC-coupled from input to

The professional touch carries through to
the chunky, solid feel of the chassis and the

output, but this does not mean that the fre-

quality of the construction. Inside, there's a

quency response is flat to DC—a servo is us-

remarkable number of parts stuffed onto

ed to prevent DC voltages from reaching the

five fiberglass epoxy PC boards. The main
PC board houses the two input stage 990

amp's outputs, which results in a lowfrequency -3dB point of 0.015Hz. Compared

discrete operational amplifiers (op-amps),

with AC-coupled designs, DC-coupling

the regulated power supplies and logic circuitry for metering, thermal protection,

eliminates group delay in the passband due

DC-input offset detection, and shorted out-

to inadequate coupling capacitors, and extends bass response. The general result is

put recognition. The rest of the chassis

improved bass transients and pitch defi-

space is occupied by a 1200VA toroidal

nition. The servo can correct up to 100mV

power transformer, four big filter capacitors

DC present at the inputs, after which the

totalling 148,000uF, and no less than 28
metal-can output transistors, each capable
of dissipating 250 watts.

"Input Offset" indicators on the front panel
illuminate and the amp mutes.
And that's not all, folks! There's more
protective circuitry: if an output is shorted,

The Technology
The heart of the design is Deane Jensen's
discrete 990 op-amp—not an integrated circuit!—adapted for the high voltage and current needs of apower amp. The 990 was

the amp will turn off that channel for three
seconds, then very briefly test for ashort.
In the meantime, the "Output Short" indicator on the front panel will light. For
those of you in search of asound system fit

designed originally as again stage for use in

for a sauna, please take note of the

studio mixing consoles, and is in widespread

Boulder's elaborate thermal protection. The

studio use. Its circuit topology gives ex-

temperatures of the transistor cases and the

cellent stability, with lower distortion and
noise and higher slew rate, output power,

chassis are monitored. Thermal warning

and bandwidth than integrated circuit op-

and thermal cutout indicators illuminate
when the transistor cases reach about 194°F

amps. Two sequential 990 gain stages are us-

and 238 °F, respectively, at which point the

ed in the Boulder 500 to give the required
high power gain: the first stage is atrue 990,

amp mutes. The amp also mutes when the

and provides high input impedance and
most of the voltage gain; the second stage

internal chassis temperature reaches 185 °F.

The Sound

incorporates the output transistors and

It only took me several seconds of listen-

handles the current amplification. A fairly

ing to lock in on the Boulder's remarkable

large amount of negative feedback is used.

clarity and top-to-bottom transparency.
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There's far less overlying mud and fuzz

might argue that all of this is nothing more

compared with the average $1000 solid-

than tube euphonics, and that solid-state

state amplifier. In fact, one would have to
look at cost-no-object designs before finding

speaks the truth. That may be true. But for

an amp that equaled or slightly bettered the
Boulder 500 in these respects. Music
emerges through the Boulder with very little electronic hash and grundge. Another

me, tube gear heightens the illusion of the
original soundstage in my listening room;
it's addictive! Once you experience this
sonic high, it is nearly impossible to do
without.
The Boulder is firmly in the solid-state

way of stating this would be to say that intertransient silence is exemplary; there's

camp, with an overall texture that errs just

more silence between musical notes. In any

slightly on the hard side of the proper

event, the end result is that the music-to-

softness-to-hardness mix of live music. The

garbage ratio is significantly enhanced with
this amp. These are qualities Ivalue very

Boulder is nevertheless always very listenable, never irritating. It is one of only a

much in reproduced music; they dramati-

handful of power amplifiers that Ican listen

cally enhance the illusion of "live," and

to all day without reaching for the aspirin

reduce long-term listening fatigue.

bottle.

The Boulder improves sonically after
warming up for arather modest 30 minutes.
(Additional warmup didn't seem to yield fur-

I've left the best news for last: the bass
octaves are simply superb. Bass transients
are handled effortlessly—even into highly

ther improvement.) Cold, the sound is abit

reactive loads—without atrace of instability,

grainy, and midrange focus is somewhat

and with precise woofer control. Pitch

diminished. Of course, all my observations

definition is outstanding. It is just this com-

are based on the sound of the amp properly
warmed up.

bination of precision and accuracy that

Tonally, the Boulder is neutral, with no

authority and solidity, in stark contrast to

subjective emphasis of any frequency range.

the bloated and mushy bass of the average

Rather chameleon-like, the amplifier takes

tube amp.

lends the bass register apowerful sense of

on the character of the associated equip-

The $2650 Boulder 500 has many

ment; there's no place to hide sins of omissions or commission in the front end.

strengths and no major weaknesses. Iclear-

Transparency, detail resolution, and clarity

Ienthusiastically reviewed in Vol. 8, No. 5)
because of the latter's treble problems. It
even beats the mono Rowland Research

are so good that any up,lies you may have are
exposed along with the music The treble is

ly prefer it to the Spectrascan amps (which

very extended, but without the sweetness

Model 7($3250 each) in terms of midrange

that characterizes the Rowland Research
amps, for example. The entire region from,

clarity and resolution. Only the Threshold

say, 4to 8kHz is just ever-so-slightly hard,
but happily without the gratuitous bright-

SA-1 mono amps ($3600 each) come to mind
as solid-state amplifiers that Iwould rather
live with, principally because of their

ness displayed by so many solid-state amps.

sweet, open, and suave high end. Iwould

The mids are very clean and detailed, with

also consider the Boulder 500 more rugged

excellent focus and resolution. Soundstage
depth and extension are also excellent, but

than the average audiophile product, which

lack the holographic localization of tube gear.

cellent sonics and reliability, what more
could you ask for, at aprice that's about half

In fact, what's missing is the magic of

translates into long-term reliability. Ex-

good tube gear. Irefer to the palpable

that of the so-called state-of-the-art

realism, the "reach out and touch some-

amplifiers? Highly recommended.

one" illusion, that such classic tube gear
projects. There's also the question of
musical textures: tube mids may be described as either soft or liquid, while solid-state
mids in general sound grainier and somewhat "electronic" in nature. Some of you
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THE MARK LEVINSON ML-7A
PREAMPLIFIER
J. Gordon Holt

Mark Levinson ML-7

Solid-state stereo preamplifier with remote power supply. Inputs: 1phono. 2aux, 1tuner,
2tape. Controls: Selector. Tape monitor. Tape 1and 2. Mono/stereo, Balance 1and 2. Highlevel gain, Ganged output level. Outputs: 2tape, 2 main. Frequency response: +0.1dB,
20Hz to 20kHz. Distortion: 0.01% IM and THD. Dimensions: Preamp: 19" W by 21/
2"H by
91/
2"D (Allow +2 1
/
2"for power supply plug). Power supply: 4" W by 41
/
2"H by 10 1
/
2 D.
Weight: 21 lbs including power supply. Price: $5125-$5750, depending on card used.
MANUFACTURER: Madrigal, Ltd., PO Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457. Tel: (203) 344 9300.
Before launching into Stereopbile's first-

quality; and (2) there are perhaps more in-

ever report on aMark Levinson product, an

sane audiophiles than anyone had hitherto
dared imagine. Today, ML's $6320 flagship

important point needs to be clarified. Although Mark Levinson products were originally made by Mark Levinson, they are no
longer. Au contraire, Mark Levinson products are now being made by Madrigal,
Ltd., which bought Mark Levinson Audio

ML-6A preamp is only the second-mostexpensive model available, 2and half adozen
others cost more than the ML's "secondstring" ML-7A. Only aspoilsport would now

Systems' assets and trademark two years

contend that $4595 is a"ridiculous" price
to pay for apreamplifier.

ago. Mark Levinson's products, as distinguished from Mark Levinson products, are

So, whaddaya get for your money?
Without going into tedious detail, suffice it

now being manufactured by a company

to say that you get the best sound MLAS
(Madrigal) knows how to produce, along

called Cello. But the subject of this report,
the Mark Levinson ML-7A preamplifier, is a

with construction worthy of a US Navy

product of Madrigal, Ltd., not of Cello. Now
that I've made that all perfectly clear, we

solid-state laser-activated can opener, and
parts which should virtually ensure that the

may proceed.
Mark Levinson was apioneer of sorts in

preamp will last longer than its owner. In

high-end audio. Around the turn of the

fact, all MLAS products come with afiveyear original-owner warranty, which should

'70s, he flouted conventional wisdom by in-

tell you something.

troducing aline of no-holds-barred audio
products priced beyond the means of any

Camac connectors. You're not familiar with

sane individual, then proceeded to sell lots

Camac connectors? Let me tell you all about

of them. Thus did Mr. Levinson prove, singlehandedly, that (1) it is impossible to price a
component out of the market as long as it offers at least the appearance of commensurate
108

They also come equipped with so-called

IAnd maybe more than just the appearance

—JA

2 According to the listings in Audio's 1985 Equipment
Directory. only the Krell KRS• IA costs more, at awildly
exuberant $'200! That is alittle less than half of what I
paid for my 1984 VW camper!
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them. These are the signal connectors we
might all be using today if RCA hadn't had

those cartridges which need either or both.
The L-3 and L-3A boards are for MC car-

so much clout in the consumer market back

tridges only, and offer (respectively) 67 and

in the early '50s, when the audiophile still
45-rpm discs. Camacs are small, tubular (in

55dB of fixed gain. There are no switching
provisions on either L-3 board.
Board replacement is easy, if you have the

the literal, not the Valley girl, sense), goldplated, Teflon-insulated, and suitable for in-

right-sized Allen wrench on hand for removing the preamp's top panel screws. (No

strumentation applications. They make an

wrench came with my ML-7A, but Iwould

had a choice between LPs and 7-inch

incredibly positive contact (you can rock a

presume that one is normally supplied.) Each

phono input in its socket without getting so

board is fastened down by apair of knurled-

much as aclick!), and they lock in place. To

head screws; replacement merely involves

remove them, you pull back on asliding
outer sleeve, which first breaks the Hot con-

removing the four screws, unplugging the
old boards, and plugging in the new ones.

tact, then releases the plug. This means you

Normally, when you buy the preamp, you

can pull out aphono plug while the system

specify the cartridge you will be using, 3 and

is on and turned up, without producing so

the preamp is supplied with the proper

much as aBlap. In short, they are incredible!
Unfortunately, they resemble the all-per-

boards for your cartridge Board replacement

vasive RCA plug about as much as Karen

is necessary only if you subsequently change
to asignificantly different cartridge.

Allen resembles Godzilla. They are not

Iwas gratified to see aMono/Stereo switch

compatible. Which means Mark Levinson

on the ML-7A. Many perfectionist designers

products cannot be connected to the prod-

seem to feel that acknowledging the ex-

ucts of any other company without the

istence of mono sources somehow debases

addition of special adaptors or customwired interconnects with RCAs at one end

the image of apreamp. Even if you never
play amono disc, the A+B mono facility is

and Camacs at the other.

useful for trouble-shooting.

This is absurd. Idon't care how good

Also unusual are the M-L's balance ad-

Camac plugs are; the simple fact remains

justments. These are separate switches,

that RCA connectors are the industry standard for all consumer-electronics signal in-

each of which adjusts its channel in 1dB
steps up to +5 and down to -4. Below the

terconnections. No amount of proselytizing

-4 dB point, each control completely shuts

on the part of M-L for something better will

that channel off. Again, this is of value for

change that. Even if one goes with Mark

trouble-shooting, but Idon't understand

Levinson components "all the way:' —

the need for separate balance controls. In-

which is to say, with their amp and
preamp—you'll still need those adaptors or

trachannel tracking is not aproblem with a

the custom interconnects for your phono

balance control, and ganging apair of the
pots that MLAS now uses separately could

unit, tuner, CD player, tape equipment, and

not possibly impair the sound. Perhaps

so on. The fitting of Camacs on all M-L prod-

Madrigal can explain to us the reasoning

ucts is tantamount to an American firm fit-

behind this design decision.

ting kitchen appliances with round-pin
European AC plugs because they're "better"
than the domestic variety.
M-L makes three phono preamplifier

Ihad abrief listen to an ML-7A during a
visit by Madrigal's Michael Wesley, and was
able to determine only that (1) it sounded
pretty bad initially, and (2) it sounded bet-

boards for the ML-7A, designated the L-2,

ter by the end of our one-hour listening ses-

L-3, and L-3A. The L-2 board, for moving-

sion. When my review sample arrived, Ileft

magnet cartridges and high-output MCs,
provides switchable input impedances of
50K ohms (MM) and 850 ohms (MC), with a
second switch selecting 38 or 44dB of gain.
There is also provision for adding lowervalue loading resistors and/or capacitors, for
Stereophile

3Can you predict what cartridge you'll be using amonth
from now? tcertainly can't.
—JGH
That. JGH. is because you are an audio guru

—JA

It should also be pointed out that JGH has been using the
MC-2000 as his reference for the last year and ahalf He
does, of course. test many other cartridges.
—LA
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the thing plugged in for 48 hours before

pens (from only a few stereo discs), but

giving my first listen. (I wonder, when I whether it is in fact desirable is moot; in a
read lukewarm reviews elsewhere of solidconventional stereo recording, nothing
state devices with which Ihad been im-

should image beyond the speakers. Extra-

pressed, whether other reviewers adequately

speaker imaging should only occur as a

allow for aproper warmup period.)

result of phase discrepancies greater than
For several days prior to the ML-7As' in- 90° relative to A+B, such as are introduced
stallation in my system, Ihad been using a intentionally by SQ-encoded recordings
Kyocera CD-910 CD player connected and by devices like Carver's "Sonic Holodirectly into the power amps (a pair of the

graphy" generator, or inadvertently by

superb Threshold SA-1s) and thence to the

poorly-miked stereo classical recordings.

Martin Logan Monolith speakers. This gave
me agood opportunity to grow accustom-

(Rock recordings can have large amounts of
intentional phase discrepancies from the

ed to hearing no preamp, in preparation for

use of devices such as the Aphex Aural

hearing the sound of the ML-7A.

Exciter.)

So, what did it sound like? Well, it sounded much like no preamplifier at all, coming

although there was less awareness of the

very close to the ideal "straight wire with
gain." Because Iwas unimpressed with the

stage boundaries, and less-distinct "layering" of the rows of instruments, than 1hear

The rendition of depth was also excellent,

quality of the high end on the first sample

from my reference C-J Premier Three. Inner

Iheard, Ipaid first attention to the upper
octaves when Ifired up my review unit. Lo

detailing was superb, enabling one clearly

and behold, the ML-7A's high end was, quite

tributing to complex signals such as choral
or orchestral tutus.
The ML-7A was extremely quiet under

simply, superb! Open, delicate, detailed,
and completely textureless—like live music.
Ihave heard only one other solid-state
preamp to equal the ML-7A's HF performance: the Klyne SK-5.
The ML-7A's high-level stages seemed to
do nothing at all other than amplfication!
Bypass tests, using an inverse-RIAA box,

to hear the individual instruments con-

most conditions—that is, with cartridges
having reasonable output. Idid have trouble,
though, with my reference cartridge, the
Ortofon MC-2000, which does not have
reasonable output: it's rated at aridiculous
0.05 millivolts! Despite Madrigal's claim that

showed that the phono preamp stage was

the L-3 phono board is "designed for use

also doing its job and, as far as Icould deter-

with" the MC-2000, Igot unacceptably

mine, nothing more. Initially, Ihad the im-

high hum when Itried to use the cartridge

pression that it may have been hyping the

directly into that board. Even with the

low-bass region, because marginal acoustic
feedback' was more of aproblem than Iam

preamp's phono inputs shorted, with socalled blind plugs (their "hot" strapped to

accustomed to. But it turned out that the

ground), the hum measured a miserable

ML-7A's EQ is correct, and my C-J Premier

30dB below the cartridge's rated lkHz out-

Three is abit weak at the extreme bottom.

put (3.75 cm/s modulation velocity).

The ML-7A is, in fact, one of the most

However, operation of the MC-2000 into

neutral, uncolored preamps 1have ever
tested.

the L-2 board's 50,000-ohm load, using

It produced asoundstage of remarkable
width, with very stable imaging which at

Ortofon's own step-up transformer (the way
Iuse this cartridge with other preamps), was
satisfactorily quiet.

times extended well beyond the lateral

Although the overall sound of the ML-7A

limits of the loudspeakers. This kind of

was very similar to what Iremember hear-

thing sounds very impressive when it hap4Borderline acoustic feedback shows up as atendency. at
moderate to high listening levels, for the system to produce aprolonged "boom" rather than an abrupt "thud"
when the base of the tonearm is gently tapped with the
fingertip. Its effect on the sound is to emphasize bass and
destroy its detail and control.
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ing from the 'Clyne SK-5, Ifound the M-L to
be ashade more agreeable; it had alittle less
of what Ifelt to be asubtle dryness in the
Klyne. But the two are so similar in overall
sound that Icannot choose one over the
other for sheer accuracy. That would reStereophile

comparison—

each seems aimed at asufficiently different

something Iwill not be able to try until lget

market that the question of competition

my hands on another SK-5. (LA tells me a

may never arise. Comparatively speaking,
Klyne Audio Arts has been in business a

quire

a side-by-side

second sample of that unit is on its way to
us.) For the same reason, Iam not even going

short time, and with alow profile; their prod-

to try and decide which of the two Iprefer.

ucts are known only to an exclusive inner

Actually, if Icould choose either one for use

circle of perfectionist hobbyists—the peo-

with my present system, Iwould choose
"euph-

ple who read Stereo/a/Me and TAS and
Audio. Mark Levinson, through the years,

onic colorations" make my loudspeakers
(the Martin bagan Monoliths) sound better

tionist's McIntosh—a brand that is most

neither.

The

Premier

Three's

has earned a reputation as the perfec-

than no preamp at all, which is to say, bet-

likely to be carried by salon-type establish-

ter than does either the Klyne or the Mark

ments which specialize in selling systems to

Levinson. But if you are one of those twiceblessed souls whose system sounds best, in

the carriage trade, rather than components

every regard, when you pipe your CD
player or tuner or cassette deck directly into

such a buyer has little interest in staying
abreast of the "state-of-the-art." He will buy

the power amplifier, then you need an SK-5

the best because he can afford it, but as
long as it continues to bring him listening

or an ML-7A.
How, then, would Irank the ML-7A in

to hobbyists. Unlike the audio hobbyist,

satisfaction, he couldn't care less whether it

terms of value for the dollar? First, while 1 is surpassed in ayear or so by something
will freely admit that it is one of the two
most nearly perfect preamplifiers Ihave had

marginally better. To him, it is more important that the system still be working proper-

the pleasure of living with, there is no way

ly three years hence.

Iam going to pretend that Ithink its sound

The audio perfectionist, however, is

alone is worth almost $5000. In order for

driven by a fury called State of The Art,

me to feel that way, it would have to sound

which compels him to keep trading up

much better, or much more accurate, than

every time the frontiers of design advance.

the Klyne. It doesn't, and I'm not sure it is
possible for any preamp to, because the
Klyne, too, is a virtual straight wire with

Since obsolescence seems to happen in
preamplifiers about once ayear, no matter
how good last year's preamps were, any

gain. How then to justify the $2000+ price

premium he pays for five-year reliability is

difference? Madrigal may argue that the

money down the drain. For the "serious"

ML-7A is better built and uses better parts,

audio hobbyist, the fact that the Mark Levin-

and they may in fact be right. But Klyne's

son ML-7A may well be the most reliable

products aren't exactly schlock, either, and

preamp ever built is, paradoxically, the

Iwould hate to have to take abet on whose
products will outlast whose.

thing which makes it of questionable value

On the other hand, perhaps the two
brands are not even comparable, because

to him. He probably won't own any
preamp for long enough to derive much
benefit from such durability.

SPICA TC-50 /SERVO WOOFER SYSTEM
J. Gordon Holt
Three-way system consisting of TC-50 mid/tweeter satellite and servo-controlled subwoofer
module. 1" dome tweeter, 61/
2"cone woofer/midrange driver in sealed box, 8" cone subwoofer in sealed module with 50-watt servo amplifier. Nominal impedance: 4 ohms.
Crossovers: 88 and 2,700Hz. Dimensions: Satellite 16" H by 13" W by 12" D, wedgeshaped; subwoofer 18" W by 15" H by 16" D. Prices: $450/pair for TC-50 satellites; $595
each for subwoofers (crossover and bass amplifier included). MANUFACTURER: Spica,
1601 Paseo de Peralta, Santa Fe NM 87501. Tel: (505) 982-1894.
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Like Audio magazine's Richard Heyser,
Spica Speakers' John Bau is heavily into in-

capability of superb imaging, ahalf inch or
asingle degree of asymmetry in placement

strumentation for loudspeaker evaluation and

can degrade the imaging.

design. His fully equipped, computerized

Preliminary woofer balance is adjusted

lab allows him to assess just about every

with an oscillator and AC voltmeter; you

measurable aspect of loudspeaker performance, and to design towards perfection in

measure the voltage relationships between

all of them. Having toured Spica's manufac-

the satellite-speaker inputs and those at the
woofer at two test points on the front

turing facility here in Santa Fe, Ican vouch

panel. Clever. (But how many audiophiles

for the care and attention to detail that go

own an AC voltmeter? Most will have to

into their loudspeakers. (The crossover in

borrow one from their dealer, if he's willing

the TC-50 includes notch filters to take out
two small peaks above the woofer's
crossover point).

to loan it out.) Because he lives nearby, I
was able to call on John Bau to set the
speakers up for me (with a pair of sub-

Bau designs largely on the basis of time-

woofers), and to ascertain that they were

delay spectrometry, and this is reflected in
the incredible imaging and soundstaging

performing properly.
Simply speaking, Iwas not swept off my

capabilities of his little Tt -50 speakers. However, their limited low-frequency range and

feet.

their rather cold overall sound has earned

felt, bass-shy, but John assured me the sound

The system was unbearably bright and, I

mixed reactions from listeners (particularly

would improve when the speakers "broke

me). The servo subwoofer was introduced
to extend the TC-50's low frequency re-

in" alittle. So Ileft them on over aweekend
with FM interstation hiss going through

sponse and to enable higher SPLs, without
degrading the imaging specificity that has

Monday. Yes, the high end had improved, in-

been Spica's trademark. Ilooked to the sub-

sofar as it was now at least bearable.

woofer to cure the problems referred to

them, and gave them are-listen the following

The subwoofer is acomplete bass mod-

The it-50's imaging and soundstage presentation is practically legendary. There is
no system Iknow of that is better in these

ule including a built-in power amplifier.
The supplied passive crossover connects

Vol.7 No.2), and my relisten reaffirmed my

between the preamp outputs and main am-

earlier impressions. As mentioned above, I

above.

plifier inputs, and requires along shielded
cable to run signal from the crossover to the
bass unit(s). The woofers are servo-con-

regards (see AHC's report on the TC-50,

had never cared much for the TC-50's
rather cold, stark sound, and Iam sorry to
report that the subwoofers don't do much

trolled, which is to say a sensing circuit
detects any deviation of the cone from its

for that coldness.

desired motion, and adds acorrecting signal

lytical and uninvitingly antiseptic, as though

when needed.

the entire audio range were slightly tilted
upwards toward the top, with asparseness
at the low end that was hard to believe from

Each woofer module has two inputs, so
the Right and Left-channel bass signals may
be combined in the woofer amplifier if
you're only using one bass unit.
This system comes with one of the most
detailed instruction sheets I've seen for a
speaker system, rivalled only by Infinity's
set-up instructions for the IRS and RS-IB!
Set-up involves taking accurate measurements from the room's side walls and listening location to the speakers, and aiming the
speakers precisely and symmetrically at the
center of the listening area. The effort is
justified, because, like all speakers with the
112

Ifound this system to be relentlessly ana-

asystem sporting two subwoofers!
Iwent to crank the woofers up (from the
levels set using the voltmeter), and promptly
ran out of steam! There was only about 3dB
of additional output level available. It was
barely enough. With the woofers up full,
mid-bass was just about correctly balanced
with the upper range, but the bass below
that sounded as if it tapered off all the way
down to the speaker's (confirmed) 25Hz
lower limit. Icould hear 25Hz quite well,
but its level was so far below the upper
Stereophile

range as to be of little subjective value when
listening to music.
Needless to say, Iwas even less happy with
the sound using asingle woofer module.
The low-end balance was not quite barely
sufficient.

with Murphy's law. We put it to our readers:
what sort of experiences have you had with
Spica speakers, in terms of durability and
reliability?
LA Appends:

My disappointment with the Spica

Ithink JGH misses some of both the

TC-50/subwoofer combination may have
had something to do with the listening

positive and negative attributes of the
TC-50/subwoofer combo. First, Ithink the

room. It is possible that using the woofers

subwoofers benefit from alack of ambition

far away from the corners of the room, as I
had to do to get the rest of the system to

as to awesomeness of performance. Bau has
not tried to turn the system into an Infinity-

perform well, contributed to the problem,

beater, but instead used the subwoofers to

though Idon't understand why add-on sub-

augment the TC-50's own virtues.

woofers should require corner reinforce-

In this Ithink he has succeeded. In my

ment. My room has been satisfactory at the

room the subwoofers made the 'I'C-50s into

low end for just about every other system
I've had here—the subwoofers provided

amore-or-less full-range system, with not
much subjectively missing in terms of

with the Dayton Wright XG-10s being the
sole exception. Given that Ihad the de-

fullness through the tnidbass. (AsJGH notes,
low bass was there, but not impressively

signer himself in my home to set up the

so.) Moreover, the subwoofers made the im-

system, Ican only report what Iheard.

aging of the TC-50s better—the soundstage

Idon't like to say this, because John Bau
is agood friend, but Ifind the sound of this

was better defined and the individual images
more specific. To augment a good small

system alittle hard to take. Ihave always
preferred awarm, rich, even dull sound to

speaker and not destroy its inherent virtues
is no mean feat.

acold, brittle sound. Ihad hoped Spica's

This achievement is at significant cost,

new subwoofers would ameliorate the cold-

however. First, $1200 for two subwoofers—

ness of the TC-50s, but all they do is carry
that sparseness about two octaves lower, all

one doesn't work nearly as well, particularly
in the specific areas of excellence mentioned

the way to the bottom of the audible range.
Their bottom range is truly awesome, but

the IC-50s. At $1650, the competition is

there just isn't enough of it.

above—is three times the original price of
fierce. Also, Ifound the setup instructions

John contends that "when you get the

and procedures areal pain in the butt, what

phase relationships right, the frequency response will be right." I'm not so sure about
that. Obviously this system is doing phase-

with measuring the distances to your ears
from four boxes, discovering the input im-

type things in exemplary fashion. Equally

mounted stand for the TC-50s, just now

obviously, it is doing frequency-response-

ready, should help considerably.

type things much less well. Ido not value
pristine clarity and superb imaging enough
to accept this much of atradeoff in music-

for the subwoofers' built-in amplifier

ality. You may feel differently.
Incidentally, in our tests of Spica speakers
over the last few years we have managed to
wipe out four TC-50 woofers (burned-out
or frozen-up voice coils) and one of the
new subwoofer units (the servo function

pedance of your amp, etc. A subwoofer-

And one other problem: the transformers
hummed quite noticeably on my pair (even
with the "on-off" switch off—if turns off only the input). Iended up unplugging them
when not in use, another annoyance.
Overall Ithink that John Bau has succeeded

evidently gave out, allowing the woofer to

at what he set out to do, but Iwill come
down in favor of some other speaker in the
$120041700 category for the reasons

flop all over the place), all at listening levels

specified. I await John's entry in the

which have left other speakers unfazed.
Either Spica has a fragility problem, or

techniques and production efficiency could

we've been suffering from an unusual bout

offer something really terrific.
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THE NORBERG MODEL BCS-16
MONITOR LOUDSPEAKER
Dick Olsher

Type: 2-way, bass-reflex. Frequency response: 47Hz-20kHz, ±3dB. Sensitivity: 86dB 1W/1m.
Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Minimum recommended power: 30W. Dimensions: 18" by
10" by 10". Weight: 22 lbs. Serial numbers: 49 & 50. Price: $595/pr. MANUFACTURER:
Soundstage Electro -Acoustics, 9514-9 Reseda Blvd. Ste. 375, Northridge, CA 91324.
Robert Norberg is a classical recording

testing. In fact, for domestic applications I

engineer with Capitol/Angel records in

don't see much point in having avariable

Hollywood, and was apparently unhappy
with the commercially available minimoni-

crossover because the Norberg will most
likely be used on stands and away from

tors. He decided to do something about it,
the result being the Model BCS- 16 monitor

and where it has no need for positions 3or

room boundaries—where it sounds best

speakers. First, let me decipher the model

4. Additionally, the caps used in the

name for you. The "BCS" part of the name
stands for Binary Crossover System, which

crossover are electrolytics; I'm sure that

will be elucidated shortly. The "16," on the
other hand, simply refers to the internal

substitution of high-quality film types
would enhance midrange clarity.
The piezoelectric tweeter has abad repu-

volume of the enclosure in liters.

tation in high end audio: both Dahlquist

The Norberg was designed for close-in
listening on top of mixing consoles, and is

and Dayton Wright tried it, with less than

obviously portable enough for use in

satisfactory results! Itherefore had initial
misgivings about treble quality on the Nor-

remote recording sessions. It will also do

bergs, and I'm sorry to report that my fears

nicely

small-to-moderately-sized

were at least partially justified. Robed

domestic environments, provided that its
modest power handling capability of 80

with the tweeter on the BCS-16. Piezo tre-

in

watts is duly respected.
The driver complement consists of a

Norberg has been reasonably successful
ble has been described as shrill or tizzy in
the past, and these adjectives are not ap-

Motorola piezoceramic tweeter mounted in

plicable to the Norberg's upper octaves.

a2"x6" exponential horn, and aPeerless
6.5 "woofer (model TP-165). The tweeter is

The speakers are bright, but lack the sizzle

allowed to roll off naturally below the
crossover frequency and is only levelmatched to the woofer, which itself is rolled

and harshness of typical dome tweeters.
The upper harmonics are crisp and clean,
but lack the ultimate in delicacy.
Norberg's Binary Crossover System (TM)

off above around 1.5kHz with asingle shunt

also provides for extensive treble equaliza-

capacitor. Actually, the exact crossover
point is somewhat variable via a four-

tion with two rows of toggle switches con-

position "crossover" switch, that selects 6,

(in ashelving manner). The three switches

12, 20, and 30uF capacitors in turn. Positions 3and 4introduce amidrange suckout

in each row are labeled I, 2, and 4, and
operate in a"binary" fashion, each switch

that

having about twice the effect of the switch

is sometimes useful

to equalize

trolling both treble rolloff and treble level

midrange humps caused by wall mounting

to its left. The spec sheet points out that

of the speakers. Positions 1and 2 are the
nominally flat settings, and since Icould

overall there are 256 possible settings.

not discern much of adifference between

I About 8 years ago, Britain's Stuart "Eyler. the Proac
designer, produced aspeaker using apirro tweeter, the
Grief PEI, which had aremarkably sweet treble
—JA

the two, Ileft the switch at Position 1for my
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Whoopee! Verification of this is left as an

in lesser speakers, is cleanly reproduced,

exercise for the mathematically inclined

with asilkiness that Ifind very captivating.
Bass response is subjectively flat to around

reader—no prizes for correct answers. Actually, this feature turns out to be quite

50Hz, with good detail and quickness, but
with a hint of boxiness and without the

useful. In the nominally flat setting with
Rolloff 7(toggles all up) and Level 3(I and 2

punch afforded by much larger woofers.

up, 4 down), the measured frequency

The overall sound is abit on the lean side,

response is far from flat in the treble: there's
ahuge peak centered around 8kHz, 8dB in

possibly because of the upper-octave
overemphasis. The Norbergs do sound

one channel and 5dB in the other.

linear—until they are driven outside their

It is possible to tame the treble with a
suitable choice of rolloff and level settings,
but there's a rub. Equalized to flat, the
Norberg takes on adarkish color. Midrange
timbres are so affected that aviolin takes on
extra husk and begins to imitate aviola. I

power-handling range. Below that point,
they have a very nice sense of dynamic
bloom, and their dynamic range capability
is quite remarkable for such small speakers.
Imaging is superb—as good as anything
I've had in the house. Soundstage depth,

found that the best approach was to equal-

width, and height are marvelously repro-

ize by ear, minimizing the highs as much as

duced (with the right ancillary equipment,

possible without affecting midrange tonal

of course). Image specificity is excellent;

quality. With the review pair, Ifinally settled
on Rolloff 6 and Level 3 for SN 49 and

just try the Opus 3 Depth of Image test
record with these.
The Norbergs are very critical of ampli-

Rolloff 6 and Level 6 for SN 50 as the best
compromise. At these settings, treble tran-

fiera, showing adistinct preference for tubes.

sients are overly etched and a bit steely,
vocal sibilants slightly overemphasized.

They sounded very good with both the
Quicksilver MSI90 and my modified Marantz

The overall effect is impressive but un-

8B. With complementary electronics and a

natural. With these settings, though, the
midrange is pretty much right on.

good moving-magnet cartridge, the Norbergs
can be alot of fun. While not the most ac-

Having gotten this far, Iwould like to
stress that these are really very good speakers

curate minimonitor on the market, they are
exciting speakers and well worth an audi-

overall. Ifind them remarkably quick and

tion. If you can find apair locally, that is.

detailed from top to bottom. The midrange
is quite transparent; in detail resolution the

At the moment, distribution is limited to a
couple of West Coast pro-sound dealers.

Norbergs approach the standards of full-

The Norbergs deserve amuch wider audi-

range electrostatics and ribbons. Low-level

ence; Isincerely hope many more dealers

detail, often camouflaged by mud and fuzz

out there give them atry.

NESTOROVIC LABS TYPE FIVE-AS
LOUDSPEAKERS
Dick Olsher
Three-way dynamic moving-coil speaker system. Driver complement: 8" and 10" plastic
woofers operating together in the patented Nestorovic woofer system; 51/
2" hybrid
cone/dome midrange; Foster ribbon tweeter. Crossover frequencies: 1kHz and 7kHz with
12dB/octave slopes. Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Sensitivity: 91dB 1W/1m. Power rating:
safe with amplifiers of up to 350W RMS per channel. Dimensions: 36" H by 15" W by 15"
D. Shipping weight: 75 lbs. Price: $2300/pr. MANUFACTURER: Nestorovic Labs, 8307 N.E.
110th Place, Kirkland, Washington 98034.
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AMPLIFIER
23

Fig.1: Simplified
schematic for
Nestorovic's patented
"active reflex"
woofer loading

The Type 5AS is. without adoubt, an ori-

half dome and half cone with aplastic 2"

ginal speaker system. It combines excellent

dome surrounded by aconical structure,

drivers and innovative engineering in a

and is supposed to provide excellent transient speed with good control. The trun-

truncated pyramidal enclosure of modest
dimensions but unusually good looks. The

cated-pyramid enclosure helps control in-

speaker has an excellent reputation, and

ternal standing waves, and provides asloped

several recording engineers have chosen

front baffle for time alignment of the drivers.

the 5AS for their home audio systems.
Designer Mile Nestorovic left his native
Yugoslavia for the US in 1963 when Frank

A few words are in order concerning the
Nestorovic woofer system. Please refer to
figure 1(lifted from the US patent) for the re-

McIntosh offered him ajob, and stayed with

mainder of the discussion. The compliances

McIntosh for ten years; long enough to
design some of their best tube amps. He

of the woofers are chosen so that the
enclosure is tuned for bass-reflex opera-

quit McIntosh to form ashort-lived partner-

tion. A network consisting of acapacitor

ship with Richard Modafferi of "infiniteslope - speaker fame. Finally, in the late "Os,

and aresistor is placed in series with the
voice coil of the lower woofer, with com-

Nestorovic ended up on the West Coast,

ponent values selected so that, in the upper

where he settled into manufacturing speakers
and, more recently, afine high-power tube

resistor, allowing the amplifier to drive the

bass,

the capacitor short-circuits the

lower woofer in parallel with the upper
With the exception of the tweeter, Nestorovic Labs build their own drivers. The

woofer for increased efficiency. In the
lower bass, the impedance of the network

woofers sport ahigh temperature type 2"

increases to the point where it decouples

voice coil, of extended length, and hefty

the lower woofer from the amplifier, mak-

42-ounce magnets. The midrange driver is

ing it behave—to an extent—like apassive
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radiator. This "active bass-reflex" scheme

response, however, exhibits excellent off-

has the added benefit of maintaining the
"passive radiator" output in phase with the

axis dispersion.

upper woofer for an additional octave,

crepancy between what was measured and
what was heard may lie in the way the drivers

thereby extending the frequency response
about half an octave compared with aconventional vented design. The deep bass
eventually rolls off at arate of 18dB/octave,
which is typical of vented designs.
Iauditioned the 5AS with both analog

So what gives? The reason for the dis-

are integrated acoustically. Generally, with
12dB/octave networks, the polarity of one
of the drivers is reversed to avoid serious
destructive interference around the crossover frequency, due to the electrical drive to

and CD program material. Nestorovic was

the units being

adamant that Itry his moving-coil cartridge
network in my analog front end. (The

does not do this, instead overlapping the

1800

out of phase. Nestorovic

high- and low-pass crossover frequencies

January 1985 issue of Audio has a com-

in order to fill in the holes in the response.

prehensive article on this device.) The MCC
network attempts to null out the severe

So there's some funny stuff going on around
the nominal crossover frequency of lkHz,

ultrasonic ringing typical of moving-coil

where the woofers try to blend in with the

cartridges. Although this ultrasonic energy

midrange.
I'm afraid the solution isn't one: the in-

in the 20-60kHz range is not directly audible, it can intermodulate with the audio band

tegration of the drivers in the midrange is

signal to produce distortion most easily
recognized as added midrange fuzz, and a

far from perfect. Imeasured response dips
of 3-4dB from 300 to 600Hz and from Ito

treble timbre that is etched and metallic in

2kHz. (These measurements were made

color. Iwas initially somewhat skeptical,

with the midrange level control in the "flat"

but did try Mile's network with my Sao Win

position. The other two positions of this

MC cartridge and was very surprised with
the results—precisely the sorts of im-

switch further reduce midrange level,

provements he predicted. Violin overtones,

Englishman would cut rather than boost
the midrange of these speakers.)

vocal sibilants, brass harmonics, and other

which Ifind puzzling. Even the most staid

kinds of treble information were all cleaner

In fact, my biggest complaint about these

and more natural sounding. This is one

speakers is that the mids were entirely too

gadget you really must try if you own an
MC cartridge. Icertainly intend to keep it in
my reference system.

laid-back and lifeless (that is to say, boring)

Optimal placement of the 5AS in my

uninteresting; Icouldn't get involved in the

for my taste. No matter what power amp I
tried, (he midrange reproduction remained

listening room turned out to be adifficult

music. For me, the sound of these speakers

task. When positioned close to the back
wall, midbass was smoother and the lower

lacked the emotional impact of live music,

mids more energetic compared with intothe-room placements. The imaging was

the ability to elicit goosebumps and spinal
tingles. However, romantic tube amps did
best with the 5AS, bringing about amuch

best, though, about six feet into the room
and away from the side walls. Icompromised

needed subjective emphasis of the middle
octaves. Iwas hoping to audition the 5AS

to get decent midbass and still acceptable

with Nestorovic's own tube amps, which

imaging.
Then there's the optional stands, which

may be the most complementary, but circumstances did not permit this.

elevate the speakers six inches off the floor.

Considering the asking price, 1also ex-

Nestorovic suggested that Iinitially use the

pected more from the SAS in lower

stands because they increase bass smooth-

midrange resolution and focus. The 5AS is

ness, but at the expense of aslight loss in

pretty good in these respects but falls short

punch. This turned out to be true, but Iwas
surprised to discover that perceived tonal

of the best dynamic speakers by diminishing

colors varied considerably with vertical

hall ambience and the resolution of lowlevel nuance. It's partially a question of

listening height. The measured frequency

driver speed—the two large woofers
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operate far up into the midrange, with the

neutral, while clarity is decent but well

fairly gentle second-order slopes allowing

below the standard set by the Enigma sub-

large overlaps between them and the

woofer. Neither is the 5AS as extended as

midrange driver. The resultant competition
between sluggish and fast drivers usually

the Enigma: there's aresonance in my room

results in smearing of transient detail and
veiling of the soundstage.

around 40Hz or so—hardly subwoofer
caliber performance, but adequate.

From about 3kHz on up, the reproduction of the 5AS was almost beyond reproach,

Overall, the 5AS is always listenable and
never irritating. Reproduction at the fre-

with excellent clarity and control of treble
transients. The brightness region was free

quency extremes is very good, the treble
quality in particular bordering on the

from the harshness and zip of the typical

magnificent. The recessed and uninvolving

around 50Hz, and significant output to

dome tweeter, even at high volume levels,

lower mids, unfortunately, are problematic.

and the extreme treble was spacious and
very linearly extended. Ifound the upper

The Type 5AS has great potential, though,
and Ihope that Nestorovic rethinks the

octaves very appealing, with arare combination of natural detail, speed, and control.

crossover design, perhaps giving consideration to 24dB/octave networks. With abet-

Moving down to the bass, 1can report

ter midrange performance, this could be the

that there's plenty of punch and dynamics

speaker to own for around two to three

on the bottom. The quality of the bass is

kilobucks. However, as it now stands, it

somewhat on the loose and warmish side of

isn't.

SHURE D-5000 CD PLAYER
J. Gordon Holt

Shure D5000

Two-times oversampling CD player. Quantization: 16-bit linear. Dimensions: 17" W by 13"
D by 4" H. Five-year laser replacement warranty. Price: $399. MANUFACTURER: Shure
Bros. Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60202. (312) 866-2534.
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Now here's an about-face if ever Isaw one!

pad, either on the player or the remote,

For over 25 years, Shure Brothers has stood

which deprives the user of what Ifeel to be
one of CD's most valuable features: the
ability to call out any disc track by number.

unchallenged as America's leading manufacturer of phono cartridges. Many recording
studios still swear by the V15-series cartridges,

The D-5000 uses front-drawer loading,

which provide ahigher degree of accuracy
through the middle range than most of the
moving-coil designs currently popular with
audiophiles. And Shure's lower-priced MM

which Iconsider highly desirable for three
for the player on ashelf, stackability, and
easy disc removal. (I have on several occa-

cartridges, bearing the firm's own trade-

sions, because Ihave been unable to get a

mark as well as those of several OEMs

firm grip on the disc, dropped it to the floor
when removing it from a top-loading

(Radio Shack, for instance), have garnered
the lion's share of the domestic cartridge
market for the past 15 years.

reasons: reduction of vertical space needed

player.)

To date, though, Shure's tour de force has

The drawer response is gratifyingly
quick, taking only about one second to

been the Ultra 500, introduced alittle over

open or close after you punch the ap-

ayear ago. This was their first product ever

propriate button, and the player's seek

to earn the respect of perfectionists, for its

speed is satisfactorily rapid. Holding down

ability to combine middle-range naturalness
with all the other performance parameters

seconds to find and start playing track 26,

which perfectionists demand. It appears
now that the Ultra 500 may also have been
Shure's swan song as acartridge manufacturer: a grand gesture to affirm their
supremacy as a manufacturer of buggy
whips, before they redirected their attention to the horseless carriage. Like many
other phono equipment manufacturers,
Shure has seen the future, and the future is
CD. (It is unlikely the firm would have
lasted almost 62 years without a certain
capacity for adaptablity.)

the track advance button, it took all of three
and 13 seconds to reach track 99! (The toploading Philips deck used in such perfectionist players as the Meridians cannot be
programmed beyond track 15. True, music
recordings rarely have more than 13 tracks,
but demo discs and test records may have as
many as 99, and these have to be accessed
by repeatedly pressing "Next", a painful
process.)
I'm not sure the D-5000 is all that idiotproof. If the drawer is pushed closed by

Interestingly, the D-5000 CD player is

hand, the motor will take over and pull it in,
as it should. But, unlike players whose

sold as part of the Ultra line. The signifi-

motorized drawer reverses direction if its

cance here is ambiguous, implying either

motion is impeded (as when adisc isn't properly seated), the Shure's drawer just locks

that Shure feel it to be the best they can do
in this area (as was evidently the case with

up in this situation, producing ahorrible

their cartridge), or that it deserves the Ultra

grinding of gears. You have to hit the

shield because it is one of their their
Open/Close button again to escape the
highest-priced consumer audio products. I situation.
find it hard to believe, however, that the
For readers of Stereophile, however, all
D-5000 will remain Shure's top-of-the-line
these considerations are secondary to a
CD player.
To begin with, it is rather limited in its

player's sound. Unfortunately for Shure and

control facilities compared with several of

its Ultra series, the D-5000's sound is not all
that good.

the Japanese brands offered in this price
range. Yes, the D-5000 does come with a

As of ayear or so ago, Iwould have rated
it very good. But 12 + months, and the in-

wireless remote control, it is programmable

tervening appearance of no-holds-barred

(for up to 15 selections), offers repeat play
of aband or aprogram, and has some very
nice features—like two-speed audible

players like the Meridian Pro and the

scanning—absent from a lot of higherpriced players. But it has no numeric keyStereophile

Kyocera DA -910, have effected asignificant
change in what Inow consider to be acceptable CD sound. Compared with, for instance, those two very expensive players
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($1400 and $1600 respectively), the Shure

handling repair problems; Shure is known

sounds irritatingly hard and steely at the
high end, reproduces depth less convinc-

for the opposite. Although CD players in
general have proven to be very reliable, ser-

ingly, and sounds alittle less detailed during

vice considerations may nonetheless in-

complex musical passages.
Considering the differences in price, that

fluence you in Shure's direction.)

hardly seems like afair comparison. More
meaningful is the comparison with, say,
Sony's 520ES, priced at $201 more than the
D-5000. Overall, the two sound very similar, but my recollection of the Sony (long
since sent back to the manufacturer) is that

Editor's Addendum:
When this review was originally written,
it was thought the price of the Shure was
$499 —the figure quoted in Shure's original

its high end is a little sweeter than the

product announcement; JGH's value
judgrnents and choice of machines for com-

Shure's—not much, but enough to give it

parison are based on this. As we go to press,

the sonic advantage. The Sony also has the

however, we learn that the retail price for

numeric keypad (on its remote control)

the D-5000 CD player is $399. This obviously makes it abetter deal, but doesn't

which makes available all the rest of the convenience features which CD has to offer.

affect the sound quality. It does reinforce

On these bases alone, Iwould be inclined to

the point that CD player prices are in astate

opt for the Sony. (On the other hand, Sony

of flux, so readers are advised to check their

has a reputation for being very slow in

local advertising for up-to-date prices.

$

SONY D-7 COMPACT DISC PLAYER
Bill Sommerwerck

Sony D-7 Discman
"Discman" player (CD equivalent of Walkman tape player). Frequency response:
20Hz-20kHz +1/-3dB. THD: 0.008%. Dynamic range: 90dB 1kHz. Outputs: line 1.6V RMS
into 10k; headphone 30mW/ch into 32 ohms. Power source: 9V adaptor (supplied), 6V leadacid battery pack (supplied), 8AA cells in battery case (optional), or car battery cord (optional). Dimènsions: 31.5 by 127 by 132.5mm (overall). Weight: 5109m. Supplied accessories:
carrying case, shoulder strap, signal cable (stereo mini to two RCA phono); headphone not
supplied. Price: $300. MANUFACTURER: Sony Corporation of America, Sony Drive, Park
Ridge, NJ 07656. Tel: (201) 930-1000. Source: reviewer purchase.
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There's arace on between Sony and Mat-

backward skip. The D-7 thereby earns the

sushita, to determine who can build the

First Annual Zaphod Beeblebrox "Impossibly Incredibly Unbelievable" Award

smallest battery-operated CD player with
the most features. Sony currently holds the
lead with its second-generation D-7, about
30% smaller than the first "pocket" CD, the

for over-sensitive CD tracking. Although a
normal walking pace doesn't upset things,
the jarring from a brisk stairway descent

D-5. Most of the reduction is in height;

knocks the laser off-track. Jogging is out!

both players have ahorizontal cross-section

You can rotate the D-7 briskly, "and the

only slightly larger than the CD itself. The
illusion of smallness is further enhanced by
an angled front panel with beveled edges.

band plays on," but how many of us listen
to music while spinning?

Several features have been added, most

clipped to the rear 3 and held four C cells.

notably the ability to program up to 16

Allcalines were expensive, running about

tracks, in any sequence. Despite AHC's carpings, Ifind this to be auseful feature even
for classical listeners, as it permits easy ex-

SI/hour, and NiCads didn't give much play-

cision of disliked works, or even movements. ,There is also a"Shuffle Play" mode

The D-5 had abulky battery pack that

ing time. Sony solved these problems with
athin battery pack that sits under the D-7;
the duo is slightly thicker than the D-5

that runs through the tracks in random se-

alone.
The pack "weighs like lead." Which isn't

quence. This can add sparkle to pop albums

surprising, as it holds 3lead-acid cells (prob-

that have gone flat. One may also repeat the
entire disc, asingle track, or any arbitrary

ably gel cells). They give an admirable 4.5
hours playing time on afull charge, the AC

section. 2

adapter recharging the cells fully in eight

The disc may be scanned during Play,

hours, and to 90% of capacity in four. Extra

either discretely by track, or continuously

packs cost $45. They must be attached to

at high speed. The continuous scan is even

the player for recharging, which is not that

faster when the player is in Pause (but the

inconvenient with such ashort cycle.

program is muted). The various play modes
are cycled through by asingle pushbutton

recharge immediately after every use, no

The instructions hold adire warning to

and shown on the LCD, minimizing the

matter how short, or the cells will be dam-

number of controls crammed on a tiny
front panel.

aged! This seemed excessive, so Icalled

Despite their size, the controls are easy to
find and operate. Unfortunately, the carry-

thrive on heavy discharge and full recharge,
lead-acid cells prefer a shallow charge/

ing case flap does not have an opening to

discharge cycle. Sony wanted to so frighten

Sony. Iwas told that unlike NiCads, which

access them. Worse, when the flap covers

the user that he wouldn't run the pack into

the controls there is no isolation. Slight
pressure on the flap can switch the player to

deep discharge. Igive mine four hours'
recharge after every few hours of listening.

an undesired operating mode.
Although the case "has the look and feel

the sound? Icompared the D-7 with my

of real vinyl" (it really ought to be leather),

Yamaha CD-2. The Sony came off second-

Now that the megillah is over, how about

the designer gave it deep corrugations, prob-

best. Transients were slightly rounded-off,

ably intending to make it drop-proof. It's a

and occasionally sounded abit grundgy. On

good idea, as Idoubt aportable CD player

simply-miked CDs (such as the [Opus 3]s),

could survive the fall to aconcrete surface.
As for resistance to non-damaging shocks,

the Sony showed apronounced loss of depth
and spatiality, and aflattening of perspec-

the D-7 comes off badly. A modest tap

tive. Voices, especially, lost roundness and

anywhere on the case (or sometimes just a

focus. This was judged the unit's major fail-

light touch!), causes a 10- to 40-second

ing, and afairly serious one. It was audible

—JA
2Pursuant to pi's "." Ihave to say that BS's enumeration
of the D-7's "features" only serves to justify AHC's
carpings.
—LA

Sixes. This was with the line outputs; the

both on Stax Lambda Pros and on Acoustat
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3The player's rear, no doubt

—LA
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headphone output further reduces open-

common. The least bad of the lot were the

ness, air, detail, and sparkle.
As a home unit, the D-7 is not recom-

MDR-40, the 'phones that come with the
WM-D6C (Walkman). But what was amild

mended; there are other players with better

bass heaviness and slight brightness on the

sound and greater operating convenience,

Walkman became amuddy low end and a

for not much more money. But you don't

hard top on some CDs. The D-7 seems to

buy the D-7 for home use (except perhaps

exacerbate the bad qualities of the head-

for casual listening while doing something

phone it drives. A few minutes' listen to the
MDR-CD5 "digital-ready" phones revealed

else, which is how I'm enjoying it as Iwrite
this). The d-7 is aYuppie toy to be paraded

that they have more substantial bass, a

before the have-nots, so you need good

smoother and less aggressive top end, and

headphones for out-of-house listening.
None are supplied. (The D-7 comes in

greater midrange detail and naturalness.

two packages. The D-7S, which Ibought,

them long enough to give an unconditional
recommendation.

has no headphones. The D-7DX includes

They're agood bet, but Icouldn't audition

the MDR-E282, of that cerumen -gathering

The D-7 is recommended as aportable

ilk you jam into your otal cavity. The 282 is

player (in Class D, for its sound quality alone;
it is not recommendable as a "budget"

not yet available separately.) Itried everything Ihad, including the Sony MDR-7 and
MDR-W30, with generally awful results.

player),

if you can find agood-sounding set

Fat, muddy bass and asucked-out upper-

of headphones. Listen carefully before committing your cash, and don't say Ididn't

midrange with a screechy top end were

warn you.

HARMAN /KARDON TU -905 TUNER
Don Scott

rMI

ram

V

Harman/Kardon TU-905
Measured Specifications: FM stereo/AM analog tuner. Usable sensitivity: 1.9uV/10.8dBf
mono; stereo, see text. 50dB stereo quieting sensitivity: 35uV/36.1dB with noise reduction,
27.5uV/34dBf without noise reduction. Capture ratio: 1.3dB. Selectivity: 70dB alternate channel, 8dB adjacent channel. S/N ratio at 65dBf: 75dB mono, 70dB stereo. Stereo total harmonic distortion: 0.15%. Stereo separation: 50dB. SCA rejection: 50dB. AM suppression
ratio: 50d13. 19 and 38kHz products: -45dB. Power consumption: 15 W. Dimensions: 17%"
W by 14%" D by 23
/ "H. Weight: 10 lbs. Price: $175. Manufacturer: Harman/Kardon, 240
4
Crossways Park West, Woodbury, NY 11797. Tel: (516) 496-3400.
The Onkyo T-22 was the last, good, very-

been examined. While these are not bad

low-priced ($115) analog tuner Ifound, but

tuners, they approach the price of the superb

has since become very scarce; Ihave therefore been looking for an El Cheapo II to

NEC T-6E ($225), but don't come close in
sound quality and features. The Bogen

recommend. Analog candidates from Yamaha

TP-100 is an excellent-sounding tuner for

(T-320, $160) and Rotel (RT-830, $175) have

$179, but is not suited for fringe areas. With
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these factors in mind, my choice was narrowed to the H/K TU -905; it has good allround performance, the added feature of
high-blend, and good appearance. Its $175

reasonable 25dB with it engaged, making
the tuner the greatest low-price tuner tested
for weak signal stereo reception. Rotel

list price is more than my dirt cheap goal to

could score some points in the El Cheapo
competition, though, by adding FM high-

replace the T-22, but it is the best value I

blend to their RT-830; in that case, it would

could find.
The TU -905 is alarge analog tuner with

be the better of the two tuners. Since they
didn't, Ihave to go with the H/K. The

the usual H/K platinum-colored front panel
and grayish-brown cabinet. The large slide

TU -905 met the rest of its specifications ex-

rule dial sports atwo-color scheme, chang-

actly. Adjacent channel selectivity is 8dB
and alternate channel selectivity is 70dB,

ing from orange to green when astation is

limiting the tuner for use where adjacent

center-tuned and above 4uV. One green

stations would both have to be equally
weak or of medium strength. If one or both

LED, without the added light show, would
be as useful. A five-level green LED signal
level meter, atypical red LED stereo indicator, and acollection of functional switches

adjacent stations were fairly strong there
would be bleeding between them. The adjacent channel spec is nevertheless better

are included. The separate switches are for
muting, stereo-mono, and high-blend—

than many tuners costing up to twice as
much; it's quite respectable for aproduct

thank you, H/K. It is most important to be
able to select the high-blend function at
will—there are many instances where noise

below $200.
Pet Peeve Time: Icould not force the

is present despite good signal strength. For

purpose of the high-blend noise reduction.

tuner into stereo below 20uV, defeating the

instance, cable FM signals are always noisy,

Icalled the engineering department at H/K

and some FM stations broadcast a noisy
signal routinely. The Schotz and auto-high-

and was told the factory setting of the control is 17uV—still too high. Isuggested they

blends that only work with weak RF signals

change the spec to lOuV, the point where

do not reduce noise on these types of signals; astraight high-blend will.

the tuner gets excessively noisy in stereo.

Circuit Features

(Stereo Threshold) marked behind it. ,
The AM Section on the 905 is basic and

There is nothing new or exotic in the TU 905. It is a typical 3-gang on FM, and
2-gang on AM, tuning circuit similar to
those manufactured for the past 15 years,

The control is found near the center-front
of the circuit board, with the letters "ST"

functional; as usual, no further comment is
warrented.

with discrete (rather than op-amp) audio

Sound Quality

output stages said to offer very low distor-

As mentioned, stereo separation is exceptional, leading to good imaging. Center

tion. Icontend it's how you design the stage
that's most important: the Bogen TP-100
has discrete output stages and sounds better than the H/K, while the NEC T-6E and

perception of mono material is excellent,
indicating good phase relationship between
channels, and, compared to my reference

Magnum FT-101 use ICs and sound superb.

Sansui TU -9600, very little information is

H/K could do better.

lost. Distortion, although not excessive, is
annoyingly noticeable over the entire fre-

Specifications

quency range. The specification of 0.15% is

The real strengths of the low-priced TU -905

correct. What Ihear wrong is the equiva-

are its fringe-area performance and excep-

lent of improper tape-head alignment.

tional stereo separation. A very poor 40uV/

Boosting the treble cures 60% of what I

37dBf is claimed for 50dB quieting in stereo.

hear amiss with this tuner, but there still is

Igot 35uV/36.1dBf without high-blend,
and an excellent 27.4uV/34dBf with the
high-blend activated. The stereo separation
is over 50dB without high-blend, and still a

Stereophile

IAs usual, non-technically oriented readers are warned
that screwing around inside products they buy may (I
break the product. and (1) leave them without awarranty
—LA
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a stewing and phasing error common to
both channels that does not go away. SCA

nicely on cable systems because of its
analog tuning and manual high-blend. If

rejection was fairly good, with only slight

you are not aserious FM buff, this tuner

birdies observed.

may offer sufficiently good performance;
for $175, the TU -905 is agood buy.
I'm sorry, though, that SAE stopped mak-

Conclusion
From an RF standpoint, this is autility tuner

ing their excellent T6 analog tuner with
four-gang tuning of FM and three on AM,

for receiving most stations clearly and with

digital readout, and top-dog appearance?

passable fidelity. All functions are user-

This was an inexpensive product that's one

dictated once the stereo threshold control

of the best FM tuners Ihave used, but is no
longer in production.

has been set "properly," and the unit works

MISSION CYRUS 1TUNER
Don Scott
FM stereo/AM tuner with digitally synthesized tuning. Usable sensitivity: 1.8uV/10.3 dBf
mono, 16uV/24cfBf stereo. 50dB quieting sensitivity: 32uV/35dBf with non-defeatable noise
reduction. Capture ratio: 1.6dB. Selectivity: 80dB alternate channel, 18dB adjacent channel. S/N ratio at 65dBf: 80dB mono, 78dB stereo. Stereo total harmonic distortion: 0.04 to
1.0%. Stereo separation: 53dB. SCA rejection: 70dB. AM suppression ratio: 45dB. 19 and
38kHz products: 65dB. Dimensions: 87/
8"W by 13 3
/ "D by 31/
4
4 "H. Weight: 5 lbs. Price:
$399. MANUFACTURER: Cyrus/Mission, Mission Electronics of America, 5985 Atlantic
Drive, Unit 6, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L4W 1S4.
The Cyrus tuner is mentioned in Vol.8,
No.6 as one of the better items Ifound at

memory system can go the short way
around, 19-1, otherwise station changing

the 1985 Winter CES. What Icould hear

would be an all-day event. The same two

from it on unfamiliar Chicago FM stations

buttons control up/down scanning and

sounded excellent. Therefore, asample was

manual search. Manual scanning requires a

requested for evaluation. Eleven months
later, the UPS lady delivered one of these

short jab; auto-scan is activated by holding

cosmetic matches to the Mission CD7000

either desired direction button in for two to
three seconds. Up/down scanning of stations in four-segment frequency readout

and other Cyrus electronics. Iwas correct:
this is one of the most sonically satisfying
tuners heard to date.

selected by aneighboring third switch. All

The Cyrus 1has an unconventional appearance (similar to the company's matching

displays are yellow. The other front panel
controls are power on-off, AM-FM, mono-

gray amplifier), being twice as deep as its

stereo, and memory store.

form or in the numbered preset identities is

width, which allows placement of two units

To enter a station, the store button is

side-by-side on astandard equipment shelf.

depressed until the memory light is il-

The cabinet is of metallic-looking plastic,
and interior construction and parts selection are first-class.

luminated, the desired station frequency
and preset number are entered, and then

Nonconventional design is also the
theme of the tuner's 19 FM and AM memory

light extinguishes. This simple procedure is

preset and selection system. Instead of hav-

struction manual. Ican only testify to its

ing an array of separate buttons to select the

opacity in English—it occurs in six

stations in memory, only two buttons are

languages.
Missing are asignal level meter, switchable

used—count up or down. Fortunately, the
124

the store button is held in until the memory
ill-explained in six paragraphs of the in-
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noise reduction (handy for cable FM), and

FM, and no improvements were noted.

muting on weaker stations. There is
between-station muting, all that is needed

FM Sound Quality

anyway. In auto-scan, the tuner stops on
signals exceeding 30uV. Manual tuning is in
50kHz steps, which may be appropriate for

The New York Audio Society has selected
this tuner as their reference. Itend to agree
that this is among the best sounding of all

European use but is areal pain for tuning

tuners made. (However, you can bet the

200kHz-spaced stations in the US.

positive evaluation by this group was made
in a strong signal area: NYC.) Most

Measurements

noticeable was a more dynamic, punchy

The specifications are DIN, which, after
conversion to IHF, are generally met and ex-

sound, with lots of headroom. The bass

ceeded in stereo separation, distortion, and

sloppy "wamp-wamp" sound. The mid-

S/N. For instance, only 36dB stereo separa-

range was accurate and sweet on voice, but

tion is claimed; 53dB was measured. Distor-

the treble range was where Inoticed increased definition on afew good quality,

tion is spaced at 0.4%; best case is another
ten-space, 0.04%. And S/N is claimed at
71dB; avery good 78dB in stereo was found.

response was tight and solid without any

stronger stations. In adirect A, B, C comparison with my reference Sansui TU -9600,

RF -wise the tuner is only fair, not pos-

Kenwood KT-8300, and Magnum FT-101

sessing the outstanding sensitivity found on
the Quad FM4, but it is more selective than

tuners, Icould hear delicate high frequencies in the right channel that are apparently

any other fully tested British tuner, to date.

cancelled due to slight phase error in my

A fairly good 80dB alternate and 18dB adjacent channel selectivity were measured,

but Istill will give higher marks in proper

allowing reception of adjacent stations of
weak or medium strength. If a stronger
signal is present, it will bleed into the

references. Stereo separation was top-dog,
stereo imaging and soundstage to the NEC
T-6E and the Denon TU -767. SCA rejection
is exceptional; no trace of birdies was heard.

weaker one. If more selectivity is needed,

On the negative side, this tuner can sound

the Onkyo T-9090 or T-4087, Luxman
T-02, Accuphase T-107, and Magnum

absolutely wretched on some stations; Iwas

FT-101 are the only ones that will perform

that, because the tuner has asingle, some-

better. With only sensitivity as aconsideration, the Onkyo T-9090, Proton 440, Akai

what narrow-bandwidth, IF strip, it tends
to clip the waveform of stations that peg

AT-S7, and the Quad FM4 are better choices.

their modulation. Also, the tuner does not

determined to find out why. Iconcluded

Stereo reception is limited to about I8uV

receive stations at different dial positions

before it becomes excessively noisy, even

with equal finesse, and this inequality doesn't

with the aid of a (basically ineffective)

appear to be related to alignment. No set

sliding high-blend. At this point, the tuner

pattern was noticed, but Ican tell you the
tuner was best at 90.5, 93.1, 95.3, 101.3,
102.5, 105.9, 10.1, and 107.7MHz. At non-

is full mono with the aid of asoft switch.

AM Section

favored frequencies, distortion could ex-

Thc manufacturer claims 130uV/m loop

ceed 1%.

sensitivity, which would be about twice as

Because of this position-dependent recep-

good as most AM sections of tuners. No

tion problem, Ihave to avoid a blanket
recommendation of the Cyrus One. Never-

way, Jose! A poor 400uV/m on the low end
of the dial up to aquite good 175uV/m was
measured above 1400kHz. However, the

theless, its superb sound (on good sta-

tuner responds well to using the external

mance in other areas, makes it definitely a

AM antenna jack, even with ashort 30-foot

product to check out. You may say, "Damn,

piece of wire. In this manner many stations
can be received clearly with the usual who-

Ididn't know FM could sound that good"
—or you may want to take the Cyrus 1right

stole-the-highs sound. In case you wonder,

back to your dealer. Ithink the Cyrus 1is

the alignment was checked on botn AM and

worth atry.
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tions), combined with at least good perfor-
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SONY BETA HI-FI: HOW GOOD IS IT?
Bill Sommerwerck asks the question

Sony SL-HF900
Only those who've hidden under arock for
the past two years wouldn't be aware that

The luminance itself needs no bias, since

both Beta and VHS VCR systems now sport

waveform distortion has no effect on FM.

sound of (nominally) hi-fi quality. "Hi -Fi"
sound, featured in the pricier machines

luminance and color carriers determines

from both camps, gives flat response from

the maximum permissible modulation,

20Hz to 20kHz, and a static S/N ratio of

hence the highest video frequencies that
can be recorded. But not all of this band-

80dB. This is far superior to the voice-quality
track at the tape's edge, which barely
manages aresponse to 5kHz and aS/N ratio
of 45dB, from tape speeds as low as 2cm/s.
A brief explanation of how "Hi -Fi" works

color carrier, it becomes the recording bias.

The frequency separation between the

width is used. There is sufficient space between the luminance and the color bands in
the NTSC system for two additional FM car-

would not be out of order. Due to the

riers, allowing stereo sound to be recorded.
This technique is therefore called AFM, for

limited high frequency response of

Audio Frequency Modulation.

domestic video systems, both Beta and VHS

In practice, there isn't quite enough room.

are unable to record the color video signal
"as is." Instead, they use avideo recording

VHS gets around this with asecond set of

technique called color under. The color

records the audio carriers at the bottom of
the oxide coating. (Low frequencies pene-

part of the signal is separated from the
luminance (b&w) component and recorded
directly on the tape as an AM signal at about
600kHz. The luminance, which contains
the fine picture detail, frequency-modulates
a carrier at around 3.5MHz in VHS, and

heads and "depth multiplexing," which

trate deeper into the magnetic material; by
recording the low frequencies first, then the
high, the latter erases the low frequency information on the top of the tape but leaves

5MHz in SuperBeta. Since the luminance

it intact underneath. Pretty nifty!) Beta
handles it by moving the luminance carrier

signal is at eight times the frequency of the

400kHz upwards. To reduce audio cross-
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talk, Beta has two different carrier frequen-

home VCR, both in picture quality and

cies for each channel, which alternate on

features. This is not the place to review its

each video track laid down.
FM is commonly considered anoise-free

video capabilities. Suffice it to say that
SuperBeta, compared to LaserDisc or the

transmission method. But any FM system
has a finite S/N ratio, determined by the

best commercial broadcasts, reaches ahigh

noise of the transmission channel and by
the signal bandwidth; doubling the band-

(at least the old, non-HQ kind), and has
more accurate, livelier color.

width doubles the S/N ratio. The bandwidth available for AFM is not as wide as it

The usual complaints leveled against Beta
Hi -Fi are that the head-switching noise

ought to be for the background noise of a
narrow video track. The actual noise level

mars low-level passages, and that the noise

level of mediocrity. 2 It's sharper than VHS

reduction breathes and pumps. Ichecked

for AFM is even higher than predicted. Flut-

this by recording music at excessively low

ter modulates the signal, adding spurious

levels, then listening for side effects with

noise components, and, because the audio
track is not continuous—the rotating head

ment of Respighi's The Pines of Rome is a

drum reading the recorded video and Hi -Fi

good test track, with its extended quiet

audio information has two heads on op-

passages and lack of high-frequency energy

the volume turned up. The second move-

posite sides and switches between them 60

to mask noise. Recording at anormal level,

times every second—there is abackground

and cranking up the volume during

of switching noise, consisting of narrow,
harmonically-rich 60Hz spikes. (You don't

even next to the speakers. Rerecording the

playback, Icould hear no switching noise,

notice switching on video because it occurs

same passage 20dB lower, I turned the

when the picture raster is off the screen.) As

playback gain up all the way, which

aresult, both Beta and VHS Hi -Fi need to

reproduced the music about 10dB louder

use powerful audio noise reduction. This

than it should be. There was aslight putter-

NR is built into the machines, and can't be
bypassed or disabled.'

ing noise, audible only near the speakers. It
could not be heard where Isit. So much for

In theory, FM is FM, and all AFM systems

head switching noise.

should sound alike. In practice, the noise

As for breathing. ..
In the second exam-

reduction used, coupled with the surroun-

ple above, asmall amount of added hiss

ding circuitry, will determine the final

rose and fell with the signal. At normal

sound quality. Remember that areview of a
given Hi -Fi video recorder is a review of

playback levels, it was not audible. Of
course, orchestral music does not expose

that recorder, and only incidentally are-

compander problems very well. Ialso

view of the Hi -Fi system. Different

recorded the Denon CD which has apiano

machines, even from the same firm, may

track at -60dB. It did not reveal any par-

vary in sound quality due to circuit dif-

ticular aberration, even with the volume up.

ferences, despite the fact they use the same
system (just as color TVs vary in picture

In short, Beta Hi -Fi as exemplified by the
Sony SL-HF900 does not have the prob-

quality, even though they all work with the

lems of which it has been accused.

same NTSC system). (AHC, in his Vol.7 No.6

Or does it? A friend who earns his living

article, Ifeel, fails to make the distinction.

recording live music bought one of the

You may wish to reread this piece, and note

earliest Beta Hi -Fis. It had a noticeable

any differences of opinion.)
The machine in question is the Sony SL-

head-switching buzz on one(!) channel,
which atechnician could not correct. The

HF900, their top-of-the-line SuperBeta Hi -

recent Stereo Review article on VCR audio

Fi VCR. It has been widely hailed as the best

found the same problem with the Pioneer
VX-90 (a badge-engineered SL-HF900). JA

IThe Japanese have gone from copying everybody else's
good ideas, to not admitting they don't always have the
best ones themselves; instead of paying Dolby or dbx to
develop NR systems specifically for Hi -Fi. Sony and JVC
designed their own. These systems arc generally considered the weak points of both Hi -Fi technologies.
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2While true that SuperBeta is mediocre compared to the
best LascrVideo disc, good SuperBeta tapes can be better
than some of the LaserVideo discs you get. Ihaven't yet
found any that arc as good as live commercial broadcasts.
—LA
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reviewed an earlier Sony machine for Hi-Fi

ferences between, say, aruby- and adia-

News & Record Review where head switching
noise was audible on piano music (but not

mond-cantilever Dynavector. The SLHF900 came off fairly well, with just aslight
loss of depth and high-end air. The only

orchestral). Which raises the provocative
question—who's right?

change to Deivert's voice was aslight rough-

Unfortunately for you the consumer,

ening and exaggeration of sibilants (no sur-

we're all right. It seems there are alot of

prise, considering what happened to violin

malfunctioning Beta Hi -Fi machines out
there. Some buzz, some don't—and you

sound).

can't tell until you get one home and listen.

In short, the SL-HF900 is okay, but no
match for agood cassette recorder, let alone

Iwas lucky; you may not be. Be sure your

an open-reel machine or Sony/Nakamichi

dealer agrees to buzz-free operation as a

digital processor. It is not strictly "Hi -Fi,"

condition of sale, and will return your

since its errors are readily noticeable with

money even if you've unpacked adozen
machines and can't find one that gratifies

the right program material. (For me, atape

your golden ears. For $1500, you're entitled.

recorder is "high fidelity" when it can copy
difficult program material with only a

(The lowest discount price I've seen for the

slight, barely-noticeable loss of quality.)

SL-HF900 is abit under $1000.)

The problem is not with the system but

Sonically, the SL-HF900 does have

with the implementation. AFM ougbt to be

several flaws. One is adulling and smearing
of hard transients. This is easily heard in the

superior to digital. There's no sampling,

first movement of Pines, when the rattle

filters to degrade phase characteristics.
There is no quantization that might cause
loss of detail. Most important, an FM signal

enters. (The rattle is the orchestral version
of baseball cards on abicycle wheel.) A suc-

which means no anti-aliasing or low-pass

cession of crisp, distinct snapping noises is

is hardly affected by the errors of the tape

rounded off into something that sounds like
running your finger over thick comb tines.
This error is not due to frequency response

medium. So most of the things wrong with

changes. Pink-noise tests at 0, -20, and

the SL-HF900's sound must be the result of
mediocre circuitry.
This is unfortunate. The long playing time

-30dB showed the slight high-end rolloff

(at no greater cost per minute than the best

expected at OdB, and an essentially flat

cassette tape) and extreme ease of use put

response at the two lower levels.

every audio cassette deck to shame. (The

Several other errors appear when Wilson
disc of Beethoven and Enescu sonatas for

SL-HF900 turns on when you insert a
cassette, and shuts off when you remove it.
You can place markers at the start of every

violin and piano, in a truly lifelike recor-

selection, and cue them. The transport re-

Audio 8315 was copied. (This is amust-have

ding.) The violin takes on asteely hardness,
and there is areduction of depth and focus,

members commands, and executes them in

with the sound becoming abit confused.
Worst of all, the recording's great sense of

sequence. You can listen at double speed.
The tape counter shows actual playing time.
The recording timer is versatile and easy to

immediacy and realism is largely lost. Inormally prefer subtractive to additive errors,

ding by punching one button (!), even if the

use. If atape is inserted, you can start recor-

but this is an exception, since it robs the

power is off. And there's no need to wonder

sound of its most vital characteristic!
Idubbed the same disc on to my Nalca-

if the bias, EQ, or Dolby level are right.)

michi 680, and found much less deteriora-

automatically recording radio shows,

The real strength of Beta Hi -Fi is in

tion. There was aslight loss of depth and

assembling an evening's worth of music, or

transparency, but the basic sound quality

in preserving simulcasts (such as Live from

was mostly unaltered, and there was no

tbe Met or Great Performances). Those

gratuitous hardness.
The Bert Deivert bands on Opus 37900

Those who expect Beta Hi -Fi to replace a

are acruel test of midrange accuracy and

good open-reel recorder (or even agood

naturalness, readily revealing the dif-

cassette deck) will be disappointed.
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who use it for such purposes will be happy.
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NAD MR20 MONITOR/ TV RECEIVER
Bill Sommerwerck
20" color television with awide range of inputs and controls, integral MTS/SAP decoder:
VHF/UHF, plus all mid, super, hyper-band cable channels. Video bandwidth: greater than
4.2MHz. Flattish/squarish tube, 0.74 mm pitch. Convergence error: less than 1.7mm (except extr,eme corners). Price: $800. MANUFACTURER: NAD, 675 Canton Norwood. MA
02062. Tel: (617) 769-7050. Source: reviewer purchase.
The MR20 is probably the best color TV

You'll also be surprised at the quality of

you can buy. ("Probably," because Ihaven't

commercial broadcasts. Don't let anyone

seen every set made, and taste is involved.)

tell you NTSC is no good; it is often superb.

But, after six months of viewing hundreds
of TV shows and videodiscs, Idon't regret

Star Pek is aclassic. Jerry Finnerman's B&Wstyle lighting never looked better (and the

the purchase.
Viewing the MR20 suggests aparallel be-

sum up the MR20's picture in one word, it

cheap sets were never so blatant). If Ihad to

tween audio and video. As JGH sez, the best

would be "subtle." The retention of shadow

speakers "get the midrange right" —any-

detail (without highlight compression),

thing else is icing on the cake. The same is

along with afull range of tones in between,
may be unique. It is this single factor—a

true of color TV. Just as aloudspeaker builds
on agood midrange by adding bass extension and treble detail, agood color TV must

delicately rendered gray scale—that explains the MR20's outstanding picture.

have good B&W performance, since the

The only quibble Ihave is that horizontal

color merely overlays the luminance (B&W)

edges of brightly-colored objects look like

information.

asawtooth. NAD is aware of this, and there

The MR20 "gets the luminance right."

may be amod to reduce the effect.
Since the MR20 comes from an audio

Shadow detail is retained, highlights never
burn out, and there's asubtle range of greys

firm, one would expect it to have above-

in between. My criterion LaserVision discs,

average sound. Though the internal speaker

Citizen Kane and King Kong, are magnifi-

isn't hi-fi, it is far better than those 39-cent

cent; one gets an inkling of how the original

atrocities in most sets. It can handle the full
output (2.5 watts!) of the built-in stereo

prints looked in atheater. The MR20 renders
detail the way afine speaker does; it's just
there, without screaming its presence.

amplifier, without breaking up or cabinet-

There's no overshoot or ringing on edges.

decoder, and terminals for two speakers.

It's sharp the way a good photograph is

There are two sets of line-level outputs: one

sharp without "drawing a line" around
everything. NAD must have spent alot of

for your main system, the other for your
VCR. Tone controls modify the signal going

time tweaking bandwidth and transient
response.

the VCR outputs are straight. The tone con-

When color is added, the result is eyeboggling. 1stand by my original statement
that the picture "looks like someone shrunk
amovie screen to 20 "." The color of The

rattling. The MR20 has an MTS/SAP

to the internal amp and the main outputs;
trols are poor, of the "boom/shriek" ilk
common before the mid-'70s.
Feeding my main system, the MTS stereo
output was clean and quiet, with good

Empire Strikes Back on LV is virtually the
same as the movie's, acompliment to both

separation. Other than that, Ican't com-

the transfer and the MR20's tube.

MTS tuner (or reference program material)

Indeed, LVs of movies are better than
what one sees theatrically. Contrast is lower,

ment on its quality, since Ihave no other
with which to compare it.

and a wealth of fine detail (normally lost

If you're in the market for anew set, and
don't need alarger screen, the MR20 could

due to sloppy projection) is seen.

well be the set to own.
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THE MOD SQUAD CD DAMPER
Allen Edelstein
Compact disc damper. The Mod Squad, 542 Coast Highway 101, Leucadia, CA 92024. Tel:
(619) 436-7666
The Mod Squad Compact Disc Damper is a

the CD develops vibrational modes which

black, hard-plastic disc the size of aCD, to
be placed on top of aCD while it is playing.

put such aload on the laser-guiding servos

The CD analog of arecord weight, it seems

servos that the resultant current demands
modulated the power supplies to the digital

to improves the sound significantly compared to a "nude" CD. The degree of im-

corrupt the sound. (See the interview in

provement seems to vary both from CD to
CD and from player to player, but it is usually
worthwhile and observable across the entire audio band.

and analog circuitry strongly enough to
Stereopbile Vol.9 No.2.)
Another possibility, pure speculation on
my part, is that the damper improves the

Bass tightens up, transparency is increased,

laser's ability to read the CD. This would be
consistent with my feeling that the damper

midrange and treble become cleaner, and
highs are more controlled and less strident.

octaves. Recall there are fewer samples

produced greater improvement in the upper

The sound is smoother and less gritty. The
degree of change is not aconstant across
the audio spectrum. Ifound the improve-

describing a sinewave the greater its frequency. A 20kHz sinewave is only sampled

ment least at the bass end, increasing as the

quency, while a 1000Hz sinewave will be

twice at the standard 44.1kHz sampling fre-

frequency rises. The improvement in the

sampled over 44 times. A single uncor-

upper octaves is the largest and most
sonically significant. Gone is aconsiderable
amount of stridency in the music, and the

sinewave while the same error at 1000Hz

feeling of air around the music is increased.
Aural fatigue is greatly reduced, extending

waveform. But this is only alogical supposition on my part. Reader (and editorial) feed-

the duration of acomfortable CD listening

back on this matter would be welcome.

session by afactor of two or more.

The Mod Squad Disc Damper has an
elegant design feature. Simply placing the

The Mod Squad Damper may sound like
apanacea for all CD ills. It isn't, of course;

rected read error at 20kHz will lose half a
will result in a negligible glitch in the

damper on top of aCD doesn't ensure that

while the degree of improvement is signifi-

the damper will be centered. The Mod Squad

cant, it is not an order of magnitude.

supplies small fiber rings with asticky back-

My experience with the Damper is

ing that fit around the center hole on the

another nail in the coffin of the audio myth
that once you've heard one CD demo,

CD. Then the damper, whose central hole is
the size of the outer diameter of the fiber

you've heard them all. Here is amechanical

ring, drops over the ring and is held in place

device which alters digital sound quality.
Two hypotheses have been proposed as to

by it. Clever!

how such adamper can operate: either it
mechanically damps physical vibrations in

CD Damper from the Mod Squad, check

the CD; or its black color provides abetter

One note of caution: before ordering a
with them to see that your CD player is compatible; some players, such as the early

background for the laser to read the data on

Yamahas, are not. Luckily, most are com-

the CD. (Some CDs have quite atransparent
aluminum coating. Some listeners thought

patible, including the Philips-based machines
popular with so many audiophiles.
The Mod Squad Compact Disc Damper is
an inexpensive device that gives better

that CDs that were less translucent, less
easy to see through when held up to light,
sounded superior.)

sonic results than any $25 device has aright

Meridian's Bob Stuart, the designer of

to. If it will fit in your CD player, it comes

two highly rated CD players, thought that
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with my highest recommendation.
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SPI

Building on Success
. Everything considered, lfeel the SP1 is
the best loudspeaker available for under
$1500/pair. .When it comes to replicating
the illusion of areal musical performance,
these are matched by few speakers, all of
which cost more. At $850/pair they are
asteal."
—Stereophile. Vol. 8. No. 3

Distributed in the U.S. by
RCS Audio International, Inc.
1055 Thomas Jefferson St. N.W.
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 342-0400
U.S. distributors for British Fidelity, Mordaunt-Short,
Spendor, and Logic.

spectrum
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.
affordable high-resolution
sound.
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"... The Spectrums
are afantastic
bargain ...extraordinary value for the
money."
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"This is one of the
very best buys on
the market."
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The Music Goes Round & Round
Ivor Tiefenbrun, Rodney Herman, Jacques Riendeau, and
Charlie Brennan on Reviews, Turntables, and Compact Disc

Turntable Wars" was the phrase used by
Al-1C to head his review of the Oracle, SOTA,

Oracle, VPI, and

sarA were in agreat

Italian

restaurant, and all the other turntables were

and VP1 turntables in Vol.9 No.4. To judge

in MacDonalds. When Rodney makes the

from the reaction of the manufacturers at

SOTA, when Imake the Oracle, and when

CES to this innocent phraseology, you would

Ivor builds the Linn turntable, we stand for

have thought that Skiropbile had been war-

a lot more than that kind of comparison
where you are made to look big or bad or

mongering, rather than publishing what
were actually pretty positive opinions of

mean or great. Iam glad to be put on this

the products concerned. So enraged was

plateau, in this Italian restaurant, but for the

Jacques Riendeau of Oracle, and concerned

other products to appear bad makes me feel

that the record be put straight, that he in-

bad because it's not like that at all. A Linn is

sisted on a"right to reply" to AHC's review;
as it happened, Ivor Tiefenbrun and Charlie
Brennan of Linn, and SOTA's Rodney Her-

agreat product; it does alot of great things,
it does other things not so great. So does

man, also wanted to contribute to the debate, so asmall crowd of illuminati gathered

so do Chrysler, so do GM.

in Room 417 of the Americana Congress to

the right direction, had he taken both his feet

commit opinions to tape. JA held the microphone and clicked the shutter; LA was there
to lend the proceedings abusinesslike air.

off the quay side and jumped in we would
have amuch more positive, all round more

As with all round-table discussions in-

there are alot of turntables out there that

the Oracle, so does the SOTA. So do Ford,
RH: Although AHC pushed the boat out in

universal review. It reflected the fact that

volving several vocal participants, the dis-

have come of age in that they've achieved

cussion rapidly became unstructured, and

satisfactory performance levels to meet

also went on far too long for publication "as
is." Ninety minutes of heated discussion
would fill awhole issue of Stereophfle, and

anybody's taste. The title was amisnomer,
as "Turntable Wars" is very much apress

would ramble more than alittle. With apol-

gratuitous comment in various publications;

ogies, therefore, to those taking part, and

what happened here was that without the

concept. We have all been the target of the

with assurances to readers that we have not

Linn or the Pink Triangle being reviewed,

changed emphases or meanings, we have of

there were judgments passed on them. That
has always been abig bone of contention...

necessity left out much of what was said.
To be honest, after rereading AHC's re-

We all have valid products as far as our

port anumber of times, we failed to see what

customers are concerned, and what we want

was bothering the assembled worthies; it

is for customers, when they read areview, to

seemed on the face of things to be awork-

be turned on rather than turned off.

manlike and readable sample of the reviewer's

JR: The nice thing he said in this review
was "Don't take my word for it, these are

craft. But what had particularly seemed to
bother Jacques Riendeau of Oracle was

great products and you should go out and

AHC's dismissal of the Linn LP12: "I don't

experience them for yourself, at least look

think (it) belongs in this category, regardless

at them and listen to them." But the way he

of price."

wrote the review, the way it was said was

JR: Ithought it was very unfair. The way
the review came out, it made it sound like
132

very seriously biased against a lot of the
other things that he said later.
Stereophile

Apoint which rapidly emerged was that
a review doesn't reflect the real world in

like aloudspeaker, it should be chosen on
the same basis. We demonstrated that there

that it doesn't take the dealer into account.

was a difference. In a sense we had dis-

What may be the "best" turntable in the ar-

covered that two plus two equals four.
Anyone who thought knew that anyway.

tificial review situation may not be the best
purchase if there is no dealer nearby who
stocks it.

But in an industry full of loonies, that gave

RH: The "best" dealer is the local dealer.

us amonopoly of the truth. The result is
that instead of saying, "That's obvious,

If aperson in California, for example, buys

that's sensible, anyone can add up two and

aturntable from adealer in Florida, he won't

two, not just Linn" —everyone reacted

necessarily have someone to support him.

against it.

Even replacing abelt becomes aproblem. If
the products are worthy enough for that per-

areview should be factual. Here's aproduct,

The issue is reviews, however, and to me

son, whatever his choice is, he is going to be

we'll judge it by what the manufacturer says

better served by the local dealer with the

about it. Then we'll report on how it sounded.

local product. Each of us thinks our own

Take car reviews—they check out what the

product is the best, but that's of no conse-

manufacturer has done, then they drive it

quence—it's what the customer wants from
and say how it felt. Now that's quite inthose products that counts. About half a teresting. It assesses in acritical way what
dozen turntable manufacturers present a the manufacturer's claims are and then it
level of performance that could be argued
by anyone of those owners to be better than

tells you what the reviewer thinks. But when
you confuse the two and the reviewer tries

anything else he's heard. The customer should

to be some kinçl of guru, and makes state-

feel good about that choice, and if he can
find a local dealer who can give him the

ments that he's not competent to make ...

satisfaction of knowing he's supported with

JR: The way areview should come out is
not "Ivor is crazy and all the other people

either one of our three products, or one of

are nice"; it should create an excitement

another three manufacturer's products, then

around the products, make people want to

that becomes amore valid criterion than a go and listen. A guy could go to the store
review that says "This one is good, therefore all the others are bad."
JA: But that's why people buy magazines
with reviews—they want to purchase the

and ask the dealer to set up the turntables,
and if our job were done properly, Oracle
could be properly set up, and ...
IT: The marketplace decides.

"best," absolute, not just the best for them

JR: Long-term you're right, but after The

IT: We live in an age when everyone is

Absolute Sound review, Ihad many people

saying "Tell me who to marry!," "Tell me
what to buy!," "Tell me what to do!" To me

who called or walked into my dealers to ask

it doesn't matter what the person buys;

could say "No, but we do have Oracle," the

what matters is that they chose whatever it

guy was off. That's the kind of shit that happens with these reviews.

is. That's what the component audio

if they stocked SOTA, and before the dealer

business is all about. And what I've always

CB: Idon't think we're against aproduct

tried to do is get the retailer to demonstrate
the product so that the customer can exer-

getting agood review, but even if the guy
reads areview that says the SOTA is the best

cise his own judgment, and know why he's

thing since time immemorial, he should

bought whatever he's bought.

have the chance to compare it with

The idea that turntables can sound different is something that people still find

something else.
IT: If aguy comes in and wants to buy a

hard to handle—it is quite anew concept
because it's only been around about 100

we say "Give the guy adem." The object is

years. When we said turntables sound dif-

not to sell the turntable, the object is that

ferent, we never said ours was better than
everybody else's (but we knew it was); what

the customer should know why he bought
what he bought. Because if you don't do

we said was that aturntable should be judged

that, then the whole business gets eroded.
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turntable, say he wants to buy aLinn, then
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You might as well sell it by mail order. A lot

think you should use aclamp, as the inside

of people want that, in asense; they don't

of the record really sounds bad!"

want any doubt cast on their decision.
CB: People don't want to exercise judgment; it's adangerous thing to introduce.
They want to have their minds made up,
they don't want to test drive acar. By and
large, they want to buy Car & Driver, read

CB: The problem with many reviews is
that they don't tell me what I'm going to get
in terms of extra satisfaction from my
music. The description should make people
interested in learning more about that product. People will buy amagazine that has

"This is the one to buy," and go away and
buy it.
The conversation returned to the
specifics of AHC's review.
IT: This is the kind of thing that drives
me to distraction: [reads] "The fact that
Linn Sondek's advertising has made a
British cult out of buying acomparatively
high-priced Linn turntable—even for comparatively low-priced components—has no
justification other than profits for Linn."
The guy is trying to make astatement over
awide spectrum, he is trying to make the
definitive judgment on turntables. What
really irritates me is that the writer is trying
to write the last article on turntables. If
there were never going to be another, then
it would be worth looking at the global picture, but as it is likely that in the next couple of days there will be another article on
turntables, Idon't see that it's valid.

articles that express confidence in good

Another thing: [reads] "There is no

products and say that it's really agood idea

change in the character of the sound from

to have agood hi-fi system. Iremember
when it was first discovered that turntables

the outside to the inside of the groove, as

Jacques Riendeau: The things coming out
of reviews are pretty crazy sometimes.

often happens on turntables.. .
that lack an

affected sound quality—the fact that aturn-

effective clamping system" —especially if
you play arecord! Now whether or not you

table could increase the enjoyment of

have aclamp is acomplex issue—it is part
of the whole design of the turntable—but

But the descriptions of the turntables in a

records was actually exciting to read about.

the change between the inside and outside

review like AHC's don't get people excited.
The way the VPI is described is acomplete

of arecord is afunction of the geometry of
the record, not of aclamp. The grooves on

irrelevance.
JR: The things coming out of reviews are

the inside are smaller in diameter than the

pretty crazy sometimes. People comment

ones on the outside, and no clamp in the

and they can't back up their comments with

world will change that effect. Anyone who

substance. But basically these goddamn

actually looked at a record would know

reviews do sell turntables.

that. This outrageous statement devalues

IT: People who read magazines are looking for clues ...

anything else the man has to say.
CB: It also introduces alanguage that is
meaningless. People read that stuff and it

CB: ...
and the only people they can
trust are the magazines.

seems simple enough to understand —"Ah

JR: OK, VPI has agreat review. Let's turn

yes, Imust use aclamp to avoid the change

the page, make the review black instead.

from the outer to the inner grooves!" —it is
asimple idea.
JR: And you will then hear people say "I

What do you think will happen with Mr.
Weisfeld? Tomorrow he'll pack up and look
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for anew job. That's what happens with
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these kinds of reviews. That's the danger.

that music starts the chain, and music ends

We let the journalists get involved with our

the chain. iürntables are appliances that try

product and they decide whether or not

to get as much back out of the groove as

tomorrow we should look for anew job.
How can we defend ourselves?

possible, and hopefully, therefore, as much
enjoyment as is available.
IT: Ithink you can make it awful com-

CB: The only thing you can do is work
with the dealers and make sure that the

plicated, and get very lyrical about bits of

dealer does give the public achance to hear
things.

black plastic The point is, surely, that you've

JR: But the public, once they read that,
they don't want to get achance.
IT: "Let the buyer beware" is the first rule

got to remember why you got into the business and what your objective is. There are
lots of people out there that have lots of
records; if they had abetter turntable, they

of trading. Ialways say to customers, "Look,

would get alot more pleasure out of their

the manufacturer might give you your money

existing record collection. And they would

back, the retailer might do so, but the maga-

bring music into their lives.

zine won't give you your money back."
That implies power without any responsibility! Ithink the editorial people have the

Now Ithink that's what the hi-fi industry
is all about, bringing more music, better
music, into people's homes. It's not asubsti-

responsibility of seeing that the magazine

tute for live music, but hopefully agood sys-

doesn't say things that are damaging, and

tem will broaden people's taste and encourage

for making sure that what they're saying is

an interest in live music, and make the world

true.

aslightly better place. Ithink it's aworth-

JA: A cynic could say that here you all
are, representing acertain kind of product

while thing to do. But unfortunately—inevitably, seeing as we're all human beings—

under threat from the Japanese, who are

the hi-fi industry ends up being about the hi-

totally into selling CD. Of course you want

fi industry. Doctors aren't about curing sick

to accentuate the positive; you don't want

people, they're about the medicine business,

adivisive review because you need to rein-

and the media is about the media.
Ilistened to one of our sales guys talking

force people's belief that listening to
records, not listening to numbers, is what it
is all about.

about product to aguy who came in the

CB: Listening to records is a perfectly

the magazines of doing. Before he's told the

legitimate thing. For music lovers it's still

guy what it is, or what we built it for, or

the only way to approach an awful lot of
music which is not available on CD. People

what we think people could possibly use
this thing for, he's into talking about the

have a huge investment in software and

material, the platter and the bearing, things

they haven't actually got to tap it yet.
RH: We've actually come to the reason

room, and he did the same thing we accuse

that Ifeel we should get away from. Now
we've never published specifications on our

why we are all in business—to play records.

products, but that doesn't mean we don't

Records are events of music that excite people, and if we can provide them with more

have any. Ithink that the whole industry
can get into this loop, when you've got the

access to that excitement, then we're making good products and the marketplace will

customer saying "Should Ibuy this or not?"
"This one's got 14 ICs and this one only 3."

respond. Everyone will have his own taste

"If that wasn't a4ohm speaker, what would

in music, his own appreciation of what it is

its efficiency be if it were an Bohm speaker,

about music that turns him on, and if we're

and how many watts has it got?" That's the
real world we've got out there.

making it available to him, that's what's important. If we're talking about different technologies, then what we're here for is to try

JR: But who brought that kind of
attitude?

to make people understand that reviews do

IT: We did!

not represent the manufacturers of turntables as people who see themselves as an

JR: Didn't the Japanese start to come out

extension of the entertainment industry;
Stereophile

with impressive numbers so they could
distract people's attention from what was
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better in order to talk them into buying

either. So we all end up talking gobbledegook.

their numbers? That's really the only thing

How can you describe asound in words?

that they could back up their equipment

It's like Charlie says, you can't sing about

with —numbers.

football—even Beethoven couldn't do a

LA: Ithink that it comes from people's insecurity about what it is that they're buy-

good job. You have all these senses ...

ing. People yearn for something that will

and listen to something!

identify and characterize the equipment

CB: ...
and the appropriate one is to go
JA: But then you have to have adealer

they're buying, and that's why numbers are
useful. People use acceleration figures, they
use all kinds of things to describe cars, and
it helps them.
JR: At least they're relevant. 0-to-60 tells

IT: ...who will let the customer hear the
product!
CB: In a sense, you're letting the
customer off the hook with agood review.
RH: It makes it very easy for the dealer.

me something.
IT: It tells you they've rigged all the gearbox ratios to produce agood mileage figure

CB: He will order aproduct because that's
agood review coming up, and it then sell
on the back of the review. That doesn't ac-

CB: They're like super-low distortion
figures; they don't have anything to do with

tually help anybody, as the product is then
only as good as its last review.
RH: It gets most dangerous when the

good sound quality.
IT: I've always said about specifications
that they're all meaningless. First, because no
engineer can tell what anything sounds like
by reading the specs. The other thing is that

press make their own language; then
nobody knows what they mean. It was very
interesting that when an Editor recently
created anew description, his entire staff

specifications are always best when the equip-

started using this new word. At ageneral

ment is not working—when it's switched

meeting of the entire congregation of the

off! You have no distortion, no rumble, no

magazine, one reviewer asked all the others
in turn what they thought this word meant.

crosstalk, no wow & flutter, etc. You don't
have to be agenius to figure out that there's
something stupid there. The specifications

And they all had adifferent perception ...

are an attempt to describe something with

"dynamic range" means.

numbers or words which you can't really
do. The whole point of music is that it's a

IT: For God's sake, no-one knows what
RH: ...
and none of them agreed with the
Editor's definition! The word was "trans-

language of feeling and emotion, it says

parency" What we've got here is atype of in-

things in alanguage that you cannot say in
words. And that's the problem we have with

sanity, because when you create your own
language you can't be challenged.

hi-fi. You can't really describe what the

IT: But amagazine is about communica-

equipment does to the music with words

tion, so what's the point of using words that

Larry Archibald. Rodney Herman. Charlie Brennan (I-r): The word was transparency.
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nobody understands? If the purpose of words

Gilbert Briggs from 1954. He said that a

is to convey meaning, then in the hi-fi in-

loudspeaker can only detract from the

dustry we do agreat job very, very badly. I quality of the input signal by agreater or
occasionally read areview and go into fits
of laughter, because it's just so ridiculous.
But you've got to remember that we all got

lesser amount, and that it's utterly dependent on the input signal quality. Thirty to
forty years ago people clearly understood

into this game because we were enthusiasts.

the things that we're having such difficulty

Ican remember reading reviews and think-

trying to say today: obviously, if you don't
have agood antenna on your roof, it doesn't

ing "What does he really mean? Does Angus
McKenzie really think Ishould buy this or
not?" Ihad John Gilbert of Gramophone

matter how good the tuner is; if you don't
get the signal off the record, it doesn't mat-

magazine in my room yesterday, and Iplayed

ter how good the rest of the system is.

him two turntables. He heard adifference,

There is ahierarchy that starts at the be-

and said "That's enormous, that difference."

ginning with the record and finishes at the

Now that's probably the first time John
Gilbert actually had aturntable demoed to

end with the loudspeaker. It follows, more

him. People are out there buying records

or less, the signal path. The turntable's a
platform for the arm and cartridge and re-

and hi-fi systems, but they don't know what

cord, so it must have an influence on the rela-

our industry's trying to do. They don't know

tionship between the record surface and

what it has to offer them, and we're not ex-

the cartridge body. You don't have to be a

plaining it very well. They go into adealer's
and the whole experience is pretty awful—

genius to figure out what actually happens

they know the minute they step in the shop

first and how the chain works. It doesn't
mean that every link isn't important, but it's

that they've made abig mistake. The whole

astonishing that people will oppose that

atmosphere's wrong.
loor 's mention of audible differences
brought the conversation back to AHC's
review, specifically his statement that

concept with great vigor, almost in direct
proportion to the sense of the thing.
RH: Iagree with Ivor. What you corrupt
or lose at the first stage of transducing—

"While the sonic differences between the

what's on the record—is lost or corrupted

best turntables are important, they are not

forever. If you've obscured it, if you've changed

as important as the differences between

it, if you've lost it, you are not going to get

cartridges and speakers." Not surprisingly,

it back. So the turntable obviously has to be
the most neutral path it can be, it has to provide

this had raised eyebrows amongst this group
of rotary evangelists:

the most transparent .

IT: If this guy doesn't know that aturn-

IT: The word you're looking for is "good".

table makes abigger difference than any-

JR: It has to be there without being there.

thing downstream can, then someone should

RH: It mustn't be afactor in the sound ...

demonstrate it to him. It sounds cuckoo so

IT: But it is.
RH: ...
and we try to make it as neutral as

he doesn't believe it—there's awhole industry out there saying that the noise

possible. The compromises that we have to

comes from the speakers, fella, that's where

make in the various executions of adesign

you buy it. We're in acountry where people

are chosen with that in view Obviously, the

spend thousands of dollars on the speakers

turntable is designed to get as much out and

and have achanger as the front-end. You

leave as much unaltered as possible The turntable is of primary importance because it's

can look at that and say that this is iniquitous and it's wicked; or you can say,
"What an opportunity!" There's the story

the first stage, although that doesn't mean that

about the two shoe salesman who went out

every other stage isn't as important, because
at every stage you have the same possibilities

to Africa: one phones his boss and says "I'm

for loss and corruption.

coming home, no-one wears shoes; the other

IT: We were talking to aguy who had been
given avery large order for turntables by a

says "Send aboatload of shoes." Similarly, we
can say "Hey, come on, let's show these people"
A customer recently sent me aquote by
Stereophile

household name that you can trust. They said
to him "Give us aturntable for $20," so he
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asked what they wanted, and they said, "It

with CD players have turntables as well. It's

doesn't matter." The only thing they wanted

not an either/or choice; the magazines have

was something they could put in their brochure
and describe as aturntable for acost of $20.

made it an either/or choice.
JR: The dealers, too.

That's one extreme. The other is people like

LA: But Stereopbile readers write and

ourselves who say you've got to spend most

ask, "Should Ibuy aCD player or aturn-

of your money selecting the turntable Obviously,

table?" People who are buying new systems

if you think about it, the customer is likely

look at it this way—should Ieven bother to

to get alot more out of his recoids from acompany that actually thinks it's worth having

buy aturntable?
IT: Well, if they're not interested in music,

ago at something rather than to just make
a"thing," afeature to put in amidi system.

they don't need one. Because if they're interested in music, it's going to be another 10

JR: We need to show people out there that

or 20 years before they're going to be able

we can communicate. ..we need to go out
what we have, and allow the customer to make

to access the number of titles.
LA: There was atime when you bought
your first record; you didn't have any in-

adecent and enlightened decision about what

vestment in records.

and fight for what we believe, show people

product he will buy. Then, when he walks

IT: Yes, but what happens to lots of peo-

out of the store, he won't have to carry his

ple is that the buyer of a CD player will

turntable to keep the salesman from seeing

either buy acheap system that comes with

the name and calling out 'AH-FIA, the latest
review was bad!" The consumer can't sleep
for three days.
IT: Iremember the first introduction Ihad

aturntable and acassette recorder anyway,
or they'll add it as acomponent to an ex-

to the Oracle—these guys come in to me
and say, "There you are, 634 times better

their system on it, but my experience is
that, within acouple of months, they get a

than aLinn." I'm avery reasonable guy—

wee bit interested in music and want to buy
something not available on CD—they go

my reaction was, "What aload of shite; how
did they know it wasn't 635 times?"

isting system. I'm not saying that there's
nobody who buys aCD player and bases

into ashop and buy aturntable.

We often create that contention ourselves.

LA: But if that were true you wouldn't

SOTA called me a"crude mechanic," the nicest

have the massive sales of CD players vis-a-

thing that's ever been said about me. But we

vis turntables. ..
[Uproar] Yes, people are

contribute to that as well, because we do things
in isolation. We also tend to compete internally
instead of going out there and telling the rest

buying lots of (particularly high-end) turn-

of the marketplace that have never heard about

tables but people are also buying lots of
dollars' worth of CD players.
IT: Sure, and people are buying lots of

Linn or SOTA or Oracle or whatever. My favorite

aspirin. Where's the connection?

story is about aguy in my company who went

RH: All the turntable manufacturers are
busier than we've ever been. April was a

to ahi-fi shop where he used to work, and
acustomer came in with aprototype Syrinx
tonearm. "Who sold you that piece of fucking
crap?" my employee asked the guy. The guy
said, "You did!"
LA: ibmtable manufacturers need to recognize that people look at turntables as agroup,
and they look at CD as agroup. It's not that

record month for Linn and for SOTA; what
does that say? VPI's back-ordered, and
we're all producing as much as we can. The
point is that CD has caused some confusion, which is now beginning to resolve
itself. The industry is very much alive and,
as Ivor says, if someone can't get what they

people decide whether or not to buy anew

want on CD and they want music badly

CD player or aLinn or an Oracle or aSOTA

enough, then they have to revert to what

or aVPI; they actually decide whether or not

has been the standard for all these years.

they're going to buy aturntable or aCD player.

JR: What happened is that the big

Once they decide to buy aturntable, then they
will exercise choice.

magazines say to amanufacturer,"You have

IT: But that's not true The majority of people
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a $100,000 contract for advertising, that
makes your CD good." If Ihave $250,000,
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then my CD player will be very good. And

up—I mean, everyone ate in MacDonalds,

if Rodney comes up with $400,000 worth

but after that it kinda settled down and people went back to the great restaurants.
IT: There is adifference between the hi-

of advertising, then his CD is going to be at
least 634 times better than mine! Basically,
these magazines with tremendous circula-

fi industry and the radio business, but it's

tions—who print, "Is this the End of the

been obscured because the radio business

Dinosaur?" —these are the people who are

describes their stuff as "hi-fi." They've stolen

creating the MacDonalds attitude. "Why go

all our words, the only words that made

to agreat Italian restaurant? MacDonalds is
good enough."
IT: People get the whole thing out of pro-

sense, so we're in this strange dilemma when
people say that record-player production
has gone down. What's that got to do with

portion; *we're all too extreme, too all-or-

us and our business? Almost nothing!

nothing. CD's another format, there'll be

JA: It's like looking at the statistics for

others. DAT is coming out in the autumn;

record sales: the best-selling classical record

we'll have R-DAT, S-DAT, 8mm with PCM,

in the UK last year was actually 10I6th over-

read/write CDs, CDs that are compatible

all. People interested in classical music are
such atiny minority that that market can be
healthy and grow and expand and won't
even show in the overall figures.
RH: It's interesting that none of the major turntable manufacturers with "highend" pretensions are making CD players.
IT: Our company could make a CD
player without any tremendous difficulty,
but maybe we are doing things wrong as
well. Maybe we are not taking our products
to the market enough, because our products
are very expensive. We've released aturntable that, with an arm and cartridge, will be

Ivor Tiefenbrun: You're talking to the guy who has a
world monopoly on single-speed turntables!

$575. Ithink products like that will generate
alot of interest in turntables. We should be

with video—and the whole thing'11 go to

using design as amore powerful tool to do

ratshit and the consumer will find himself

the job better and to address more people.
You're talking to the guy who has aworld

with acollection of silver discs that won't
play in his new machine! I've said for years

monopoly on single-speed turntables! I'm

that the LP is going to survive, if only by

always telling our customers that they can't

default. But it has aqualitative advantage You

have this and they can't have that, but really

have all the software out there: minority

we should be opening doors, rather than

music, choral music, jazz, and—dare Isay

closing them. We have to go out awee bit to
the market. Ithink we have to communi-

it?—Country & Western. That stuff, it's going
to be years before, in number of titles terms,

cate better, address more people, make bet-

CD equals a"record". Even if it's only five

ter, more affordable hi-fi for more people.

or ten years, people want music now.

We have to go out and sell our stuff. You

They've got records now.
JR: CD made people interested in listen-

can't complain about the Japanese for sell-

ing to music again. There were abunch of

ing their stuff—they do it brilliantly—but I
think we can compete at any price point,

crappy turntables out in the field, things that

apart from the very low price area—even

were tracking with pennies and quarters on

they can't do that, they have to go Taiwan or

top of the headshell, and people were
disgusted listening to music because AM

to decide what we want to do, then go out

radio was sounding as good. CD regenerated
excitement, and alot of CDs sold out there.

and have ago at it.
Forty years ago, Sony was a small

It was just like when MacDonalds showed

company.
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Korea. It's all in our own minds; we've got
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Where to Buy Stereophile
Dealers interested in selling Stereophile should telephone Gail Anderson at 505 982-2366.

ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
110 East Samford Ave
Huntsville
Campbell Stereo
1216 N. Memorial Parkway
Mobile
Audible Difference Audio
556 Holcombe Ave

ALASKA
Anchorage

LIHabra

Santa Monica

C.F. Audio
415 W. Imperial Highway
Lancaster

FLORIDA

Audio by John Dudley
1431 Ocean Ave. #400

Fort Walton Beach

Jonas Miller Sound

California Soundworks
737 W. Lancaster Blvd.

Stereo Images
11 Eglin Parkway SE #6

2336 Santa Monica Blvd.
Shelley's Stereo

Menlo Park

Gainesville
Tech Electronics

2212 Wilshire Blvd

Classical Wax
827 El Camino

Santa Rosa
Sawyer's News Inc.

Mission Viejo
Videolaser

"33 Fourth Street
Stockton
Private Line
Home Entertainment

319 NW 13th Street
Green Acres
Sound Shack
4634 Jog Road

28451 Marguerite Parkway

Hollywood
Audio Encounters

Pyramid Audio

Newport Beach
Newport Audio

2420 Seward Ellyn),

1000 Bristol St. North
North Hollywood

Scotts Valley
Roberts Audio

ARIZONA

The Audio Specialist
6244 Laurel Canyon Blvd

West Hollywood

Sound Gallery

Audio One
8788 UL-st Sunset Blvd.

912.13 E. New Haven

Westminster

Audio by Caruso

Mesa
Hi Fi Sales
810 West Main Street
Phoenix
Ttvo Jeffreys Audio
52 , W. Butler Drive
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
8672 E. Edgemont SE
'Racoon
Wilson Audio Ltd.
2440 E Broadway
CALIFORNIA
Berkeley
DB Audio

Oakland
Pro Audio
383 40th Street
Northridge
Northridge Audio Center
9059 Tampa Avenue
Orange
Absolute Audio
1232 N. llistin
Palo Alto
Western Audio Imports
4191 El Camino Real
Pasadena
GNP Showcase

25'8 Shattuck

1244 E. Colorado Blvd.
Riverside

Campbell

SpeakerCraft

Sound Goods
262 - S. Bascom Ave

3615 Presley Avenue

88 West Castle Street

523 South 21st Ave
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
9911 Old Baymeadows Road

221-A Mount Hermon Road Melbourne

Audio Today
14306 Beach Blvd
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo

Miami
13831 South Dixie Hwy.
Audio Plus
12241 South Dixie Hwy.
Joe's News Inc.

22512 Ventura Blvd

1549 Sunset Dr.

Sound Center

Sound Components
1536 South Dixie Hwy.
Naples

20044 Ventura Blvd

COLORADO
Boulder
Listen Up
2034 E. Arapahoe
Colorado Springs

House of High Fidelity
599 5th Ave South
Sarasota
Kuban's

The Sound Shop

210 Ringling Shopping Center
Tampa

San Clemente
Audio Exposure
629 Camino de los Mares
#305

528 S. Tejon

Audio Visions

Denver

14 -33 N. Dale Maybry

CONNECTICUT

Audio Basics

San Diego
Stereo Design

Stereo Shop

Greenwich

976 W. Foothill /039

9353 Clairemont Mesa Blvd

4140 Highway 29
Martinez

Encino

The Stereo Shop

Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura Blvd

Stereo Unlimited
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
San Francisco

Aud-Vid Inc.
"9 East Putnam Ave

Columbia Square
Shopping Center

Fair Oaks

Manchester
Sound Advice

Laser World

Pinkerton Audio

226 Spencer St

Smyrna

533 Second Street
San Jose

New Haven
Take Five
105 Whitney Ave

Stereo Shop

Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
5825 Manzanita Ave *4
Claremont

67 16 Madison Ave
Fairfield

Books Inc.

C&M Stereo Unlimited

420 Town & Country Village

2020 North 1L•xas

Presto Audio
3125 Williamsburg Drive

Foster City
Digital Sonics Inc.
999F Edgewater Blvd
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
18214 Dalton Ave
Goleta
House of Audio
5733 Hollister Ave
Grass Valley
Alta Buena Stereo
214 East Main Street

San Louis Obispo
Audio Ecstasy
1130 Garden St. Suite A
San Mateo
Audio Venture
306 Fifth Avenue
Mateo Hi-Fidelity Inc.
2199 S. El Camino Real
Santa Barbara
Audio Vision

Sound Hounds
15 75S. Pearl

New London
Roberts
90 Bank St.
Stereo Lab
140 Bank St
Norwichtown
Sound Advice
42 Town Street

Hargrove Road

HAWAII
Honolulu
Stereo Station
-38 Kaheka

IDAHO
Moscow
Audio Vision
50" S. Main

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA ILLINOIS
Periodicals
1824 Eye St. NW, Intl Sq.

Huntington Beach

3951 State Street
Santa Cruz

Periodicals—Georgetown
3109 M Street NW

Havens and Hardesty
15102-A Bolsa Chica

Stereo Solution
518 Front Street

Serenade Records
1800 M Street NW
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GEORGIA
Lilburn

Belleville
Audio Musicale
36 Country Club Plaza
Champaign
August Systems
901 N. Prospect Ave
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Glenn Poor's Audio Visual

MAINE

1912 B Round Barn Road
Chicago
Audio Video Option

Scarborough
New England Music

Lincoln
Sound Dimensions
1842 N Street

Baltimore
Soundscope
406 W. Cold Spring Lane
Laurel

Chicago Main Newsstand
860 Chicago Ave
Lisle
Sound Choice
2791 Maple Ave
Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd.
20 West Jefferson St.
Skokie
Souncistage Audio
4525 Oakton
Watseka
Hear Here Ltd.
109 N. Fourth

INDIANA
Bloomington
American Audio-Video
1141 College Mall Road
Carmel
Sound Pro

129 Route 110
Lake Grove

MARYLAND

10630 S. Western Ave

4240 Elm Street
Evanston

1131 S. Brentwood Blvd

NEBRASKA

The Golden Ear
Superior Audio Systems
716 North Wells Street
Downers Grove
Rosine Audio Inc

Huntington Station
Audio Breakthrough

424 Paine Rd

141 W. Jackson Blvd
Chicago Speakerworks
5700 N. Western Ave.

St. Louis
Best Sound Inc

C.K. Audio
11605 Basswood Drive

MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision
1060 Mass. Ave
Boston
Audio Studio

NEVADA
L,, Vegas
R. P Miller Audio
953 East Sahara B27

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Hanover Audio Inc.
5S. Main St.
Nashua
Re-Sound Inc.

303 Newbury
Encore Audio

402 Amherst St, Suite 310
Northfield

225 Newbury Street
The Listening Studio
23 Stillings St
Brookline

900 Tilton Rd.
Somersworth

Audio Studio
414 Harvard Street
Cambridge
Q Audio
95 Vassar Street

Sound Inc

Crossover Audio
10 Tates Brook Road

NEW JERSEY
Englewood

Natural Sound

Stuart's Audio
3Grand Avenue
Morristown

401 Worcester Road
Northampton

Sight & Sound
60 Speedwell Ave

Custom Audio

Ridgewood

Framingham

183 Main St

Sounding Board

Sound & Music

-5 Franklin

Indianapolis
Audio Workshop

90-92 King Street
Pottsfield

Trenton

6328 N. College Ave
Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E. 64th Street

HBS Stereo Systems
237 First St

Lake Lawrence Plaza
Verona

MICHIGAN

IOWA

Dewitt

Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave.

2146 East I16th Street

Davenport
Audio Odyssey
17 18 East Kimberly Road
Fairfield
Golden Ears Audio-Video
304 N. Main
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
311 E. Washington

Jemstone
603 Dartmouth Box 240
Lansing
Great Lakes Audio
502 N. Harrison
Muskegon
Stereo Showcase
3100 Hensy
Royal Oak

Lawrence

Audio Dimensions
4128 North Woodward Ave.
Saginaw

KANSAS
Kiers Gramophone

The Listening Room

2100A West 25th
TOpeka

1305 Court Street
Swartz Creek

Senses Electronics
835 Fairlawn Rd.

Audio House

KENTUCKY
Louisville
Sound Gallery
614 E. Broadway

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge

Hal's Stereo

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul N.E.
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery N.E.
Los Alamos
MC2
820 Trinity Drive
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St. Michaels Drive
Downtown Subscription
130 W. Palace
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo

4304 Brayan Drive

MINNESOTA
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
'401 Lyndale Ave. South
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon Place
Shinder's Read More

628 Hennepin Ave
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
St. Paul
'I IJefferson Highway
In Concert
Lafayette
165 Western Ave North
Acoustic Images
904 Greenbriar Rd
New Orleans

MISSOURI

Wilson Audio
8001 Maple Si.

Sound Advice
8215 Grand Ave
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Ave.

Kansas City

NEW YORK
Albany
Clark Music Audio
Wolf Road Park
Binghampton
JSG Audio
1437 Front Street
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main Street
Stereo Emporium
3407 Delaware
Colonic
Mom's Music Systems
1593 Central Ave

Audio Den Ltd
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Manhasset
Audio Breakthrough
1534 Northern Blvd
Massapequa
Alternative Audio
41 Riverside Drive
Merrick
Performance Audio
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RECORD REVIEWS
STRAVINSKY

anyway, exactly the right amount of am-

The Firebird (1910 Suite)

bience It does not call attention to itself, as

DEBUSSY

do Telarc's and RR's symphonic recordings

Prelude to the Afternoon of aFaun

(Hey, look how spacious Iam!); it is just

Los Angeles Philharmonic, conducted by

there. The perspective is moderately close,

Erich Leinsdorf
Sheffield Direct-to-Disc Lab 24

giving an impression of listening from
perhaps 20 feet behind the conductor. (1

For some reason, Stereopbile didn't receive

behind him and ten feet over his head.)

would guess the mikes were about ten feet
an early pressing of Sheffield's latest or-

The high end on this is gorgeous—a fact

chestral recording, their first since the

directly attributable to the microphones used

Wagner and Prokofiev discs back in 1977.
So, guess where my review copy of this

by engineers Doug Sax and James Boyk,
which were not condensers but ribbons.

finally came from? From Harry Pearson,

The highs are soft, which happens to be

that's who. How did this come about? Well,

characteristic of real instruments in the

Ihad seen apassing comment in TAS to the
effect that HP didn't like the recording, and

flesh, but may in fact be alittle too soft on
this recording. My present speaker system

since Iwas favorably impressed with what
I'd heard of it at the last two CESs, Iphoned

has atrifle too much top, and the fact that
this disc sounds just right on it means that it

HP to ask what he didn't like about it. "Dull

is going to sound alittle dull on asystem

high end, closed-in sound, not enough

which is "subjectively flat" at the top. (Note

spaciousness" was the reply. Thank you, I

that Isaid "subjectively flat" rather than

said. Several days later, acopy of the disc ar-

"having flat measured response.") Nonethe-

rived, postmarked Sea Cliff, NY.

less, the ease with which sharply percussive

Thank you Harry, but Imust disagree
with you about this recording.

instruments (like the xylophone in "King
Kastchei's Infernal Dance") effortlessly cut

This is one of the most incredible sym-

through the whole orchestral fabric shows

phonic recordings Ihave heard! It's not as

that there is no deficiency of transient

high-powered as Reference Recordings'

response.
All in all, this disc gives me the most con-

Church Windows, but then Firebird isn't as
high-powered music. Yes, it is very dramatic

vincing illusion of listening to areal, live or-

(in parts), but it is dynamic rather than

chestra from an excellent seat of any record-

massive. But all in all, Ifeel this Firebird is a

ing Ihave heard. By comparison, Church

more realistic recording.
It does not sound as if it was recorded in
avast concert hall with billowing reverb,
because it wasn't. The venue was a very

Windows sounds rather veiled and—dare I
say it?—a little contrived. (It seems almost
too big and spacious to be believable.) But
with the two of those recordings available

large recording studio at MGM, their Sound

now, there is no longer any excuse for CES

Stage One The orchestra pickup was, accord-

exhibitors eschewing symphonic material as

ing to the jacket notes, a "single-point"

demo material "because none of it is good

stereo microphone, and the perspective is a

enough."
If Ihave any misgiving about Lab 24, it

little more distant than on Sheffield's first
two LA/Leinsdorf discs. In fact, the mikes do
not sound coincident to me; they sound as

concerns its dynamic range, which sounds
alittle compressed. This music should range

if they may have been nine inches or so

from pianissimo (pp) to triple forte (fff)—

apart, as there is more depth than Iusually

from awhisper to ear-shattering! It doesn't.

hear from coincident recordings.

Either someone was riding gain, or Mr.
Leinsdorf was holding back his orchestra. I

In fact, this is the only symphonic recording Ihave heard recently that has, for me
Stereophile

hope it was the former, and that the CD
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release will have the additional dynamic

The early-stereo Fritz Reiner/Chicago Sym-

range that this lacks. Even

is, much of

phony performance of 1954 has appeared

this disc is already cut at about as low alevel

on RCA, and, if we're lucky, maybe we'll get
Sir Thomas Beecham. Now here's Herbert

as it

as one can get away with. That, plus lessthan-typically quiet surfaces, makes for

Blomstedt, music director of the San Fran-

rather high background noise when listened

cisco Symphony. It is one of the greatest

to with the loudest parts at avolume level

performances—of anything—ever committed

appropriate to the music and the apparent

to disc. This great East German orchestra is

distance of the orchestra (ca. 105 dB).

totally at home with Strauss; the melodies
and the phrasing sound just right. And the

The performance is at once atmospheric
and vigorous, the tempi more balletic than

conductor's judgment! Blomstedt holds the

dramatic. This is not the most exciting

work together superbly, with total control,

Firebird Ihave heard, but it's among the

while the orchestra luxuriates in Strauss's

most satisfying. Its only competition, both

sonorities.

sonically and interpretively, is it!arc's blockbuster with Shaw and the Atlanta symphony,

The solo violinist, Peter Mining, is marvelous, his intonation superb, his playing as

which is more high-powered (with notably

sweet as you can imagine. Ihave rarely

more dynamic range than the Sheffield) but

heard playing of this caliber. It is divine, and

less convincingly realistic in terms of per-

Imean that almost literally.

spectives, imaging, and musical timbres.

If I have any criticism at all, it's that

Finally, Imust mention the "filler" item

Blomstedt does not inject as much excite-

which opens side one of this disc. This is as
magical and evocative a performance of

ment as he might into the fourth section,
"The Hero's Battle Ground." But with

Ravel's Afternoon of aFaun as Ihave heard

everything else so well judged, who am Ito

on stereo, and the recording simply wipes
away every previous recording.

second-guess? I'll take this performance on
its own terms, thank you, and look for my

Iconsider this to be an all-time great sym-

visceral excitement elsewhere—with Reiner,
for instance.

phonic recording. (Sorry, HP )

—JGH

The recording is open and spacious, but
Strauss

alittle fuzzy—not as detailed as it might be.

Efts Heldenleben, Op. 40
Staatskapelle Dresden, Herbert Blomstedt
conducting

But don't let that stop you from buying this
release. If Iwere to make my own personal

Denon CD 33C37-7561

list of the 50 greatest performances ever
recorded, this would be among them.

This work is turning up quite often on CD.

Enough said.

Power Amplifiers
and Pre-Amplifiers
Excellent music reproduction.
Designed for reliability.
Yet affordably priced.
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EK)
COMPONENTS, LTD.

Orchard Park
New York 14127
U.S.A.
1-800-543-5252
(N.Y. 716-652-7650)
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FOLLOW-UP
TAKING THE PLUNGE
Bill Sommerwerck puts aWTA on his VPI
An ad from afamous-name-brand pickup

passages that previously broke up, or seemed

manufacturer in the November '85 Audio

overcut or badly pressed, my Dynavector

suggests that their "phono cartridge on the
end of your tonearm is the best investment

17Ds now sails through with ease.
As wonderful (and welcome) as all these

you can make to improve the sound of your

changes are, it is the reduction of coloration

stereo system." In my case, it was just the

that is most significant. Even the worst

opposite; anew arm and 'table, "hanging"

recordings have moments which at least

on my pickup, produced some amazing

suggest that there might have been ahigh-

improvements.

quality master tape involved, somewhere
along the line.

A few years back, when Ifinally became
convinced that turntables really do sound
different, Idecided to upgrade from my Lux

The oddest thing is that, the worse the
recording, the greater the improvement!

PD-121/Signet XK50 turntable and tonearm.

Take, for example, London recordings of the

But Iwanted to wait as long as (reasonably)

early '60s. Both JGH and Ifeel that these

possible, until arm and 'table design had

discs are somewhat veiled, and have arich,
overly-liquid quality that, though pleasing,

stabilized sufficiently that Icould buy
something without worrying that it would
be sonically obsolete six months later.

is not agood representation of live sound.
On the VPI/WTA combo, no way, Jose! The

When first the VP! HW19/11 and then the

"pleasing" colorations disappeared, and the

Well-Tempered Arm appeared, it looked like

sound took on a degree of liveness, im-

a good time to take the plunge. I was

mediacy, and realism it never had before.
Need Iadd that it became easier to follow

prepared for anoticeable improvement but
startled by the totally unexpected jump in
sound quality.
Where to begin? The improvement in

musical details, and just plain get involved
with the performance?
Another pleasant surprise was the classic

dynamics was one of the first things Ino-

Rene Liebowitz traversal of Beethoven's

ticed. There was agreat gain in transparen-

Nine on Readers' Digest Records. Most of
these discs had an unpleasantly brittle, hash)'

cy, and more importantly, an even greater
reduction in that -mechanical" quality so
often heard from disc reproduction (about

sound. No more: the VPI/WTA worked
its magic here, too. And one of my alltime

which, more later). Imaging was sharper

favorites—Schumann's Konzertstuck for

and more stable. Surface noise seemed

Four Horns and Orchestra (Nonesuch

somewhat accentuated with this arm and

71044), otherwise intolerably hard and

'table combination, but that may merely be

thin—gained an amazing sense of warmth,

due to its increased resolution. What is

with amore natural tonal balance.

significant is that the extraneous pops and

The biggest surprise came with some foul-

ticks seemed less "connected" to the music.
That is, they existed in adimension of their

sounding Columbias. I feel that the SQ

own, and were thus less disturbing.
One of the big surprises was the apparent
major improvement in trackability. Most
Stereophile

Boulez version of Bartok's Concerto for Orchestra is one of the nastiest-sounding, most
colored recordings ever released. Yet, the
VPI/WTA scraped off five layers of coloration
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MOSCODE BIKINI BEATER
(This is an X rated message)
We all know that music lovers are the most passionate men. To be sure
summertime is the greatest test of our self control. Who is not driven to
distraction by oil covered bikini clad hardbodied nubile nymphets sauntering up the beach? Who is not captiviated by suntanned lithe beauties in
linen skirts and revealing cotton T shirts? Forgive my chauvinist heart but,
it appears that nature intended women to be like flowers and fruits—they
bloom most succulently juicy and radiant in the summer. This is a BIG
problem because we want you to get those steamy thoughts out of your mind
and back into MOSCODE audio circuits. Our summer BIKINI BEATER
program permits you to buy MOSCODE products not only at special prices
but gives you CASH REBATES. Now that is HOT. Men of passion lend
me your ears! If it is ecstacy that you are looking for, send for our spine
tingling MOSCODE BIKINI BEATER info package. Oil covered bikini clad
hardbodied nubile nymphets eat your hearts out! Harvey Rosenberg, New
York Audio Laboratories, 2Westchester Plaza, Elmsford, N.Y. 10523, (914)
592-5575

MONEY WELL SPENT

That's how you want to feel when you purchase fine AUDIO. and VIDEO COMPONENTS
At PERFORMANCE AUDIONIDEO we make that feeling happen with our Personal
Service. Professional Advice. Qualified Staff. Relaxed "No Rush - Showrooms. Free
Delivery and Free in Home Set Up.
Visit or call today and EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE.
FEATURING OVER 60 FINE BRANDS
ADS •Adcom •Alpha •Alphason •Amber •AudioQuest •AR •Celestion SL6/SL600
-DCM Time Window & Time Frame •Denon •Discrete Technology •Dual •Duntech
•Dynavector •Energy •Grado •Harman/Kardon •KEF •Kyocera •Monster Cable
• Precision Fidelity • Proton •Quad • Rauna •Signet •Soundcraftsmen •Sony
• Straight Wire • Systemdek •Tandberg •Thorens •Tiptoes •VPI •VSP Labs
•C.J. Walker •Wharfedale Diamond •And other tine lines ....
•Trade-ins Accepted •Financing Ei Leasing
Call or Write Harold Minto. Proprietor

Export
Enquiries

M/C
VISA

(516) 378-4389

Invited

AMEX

2064 Sunrise Highway (directly opposite Merrick L.I RR. station) Merrick. Long Island. NY 11566
Showimom Ha,,rs Mar

Fr, 12 Noon to 7prr,

at 11a m to 6prot

WELL WORTH A TRIP FROM ANYWHERE
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and about 80% of the grundge. What was
awful now comes off as merely mediocre
In short, getting the VP! and WTA is like
getting an altogether new record collection
The revitalization—or should Isay vitalization—of my Columbias alone was almost
worth the price of admission. There may be
other arm /'table combinations in the same

RN

NELSON-REED
LOUDSPEAKERS

(rather pricey) range that deliver even better sound, but Idon't think anyone who
can afford this $1500 mating will be disappointed. Ithink I'll stop buying CDs (at least
for awhile), and rediscover my SADs (stem
analog discs).

Acoustat "C"
Transformer Update
Bill Sommerwerck
Acoustat recently upgraded their electo static drivers (see AHC's review in Vol.9
No.4), and changed the crossover network
in their transformers. This change can be
retrofitted to any Medallion transformer.
Acoustat sent free mod kits the pair of
Acoustat Sixes Iuse as the front speakers in
my surround system; Ipaid for the parts for
my rear speakers.
The sonic effects of this modification arc
not so immediately noticeable as those 01
the previous upgrade (the Medallion trans-

The Nelson-Reed Pro

formers), but they're more profound. The

Phase-Coherent Design
120 dB SPL Peak Output

midrange has increased focus. Voices.

0.35% THD i. 110 dB, 32Hz to 15kHz

especially, take on aroundness and nearpalpable quality. In a well-engineered
recording, sounds seem to emanate from an
acoustical space behind the speakers. Ambient and direct sounds have amore precisely-defined character, and relate better to
each other. The general effect of the mod is
agreater sense that one is really hearing live
sound, and areduction of the tepidness that

EXCELLENCE REALIZED

plagues many high-end speakers. This was
especially noticeable on Wilson Audio 8315
The violin starts sounding like an instrument one could reach out and touch.
Idon't agree with one reviewer who said
(in part) that the midrange sounds more forward. That suggests achange in projection.
Stereophile

15810 Blossom Hill Rd.
Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 356-3633

rather than focus. And the subjective

your nutdriver to reach the terminal strip's

change is much more one of character than

mounting lugs. Once the strip is remounted,

any apparent shift in frequency balance. It's

you can bend the resistor forward. This

more apt to say the Acoustats sound more
forward in the sense of sounding more

allows better heat dissipation, and keeps the

realistic. If you used to think them abit too
laid-back, you'll find the new versions

the way, this resistor is missing from the
schematic! It goes in series with RI, on the

more to your liking.

bottom leg.

resistor away from other components. By

Simple as it is, the "C' mod is amajor im-

You'll need at least a50-watt soldering

provement in the Acoustats' ability to sound
like the real thing. The Medallion transfor-

iron. A smaller iron may not be able to melt

mer upgrade was instantly apparent, but
did not increase the sense of realism as
much as this more subtle crossover change.
Irecommend it highly.
The following is for DIY types; it can be
skipped by those who think such matters
are what dealers are for. (Don't ask the
dealer to do it for his small profit on the
mod kits. Expect to pay at least $20 labor
per transformer, and be willing to wait afew
days for him to find the time.)
The mod is electrically simple, but involves alot of manual labor. Give yourself
eight hours (including transformer removal
and replacement)! Note the following omissions and errors in the instructions:
The 10-ohm resistor has two hooked
wires soldered to it, for attachment to the
terminal strip. Bend the wires upward at
90 °, so they'll slip easily into the terminals
Ignore the instruction to mount this resistor
as close as possible to the terminal strip
Keep it far enough away to leave room for
IIs this what dealers are supposed to do two doses of for
$20? Gimme a break , No wonder audio hobbyists
sometimes fail to endear themselves at the high-end
salons. Something's wrong, either it won't take askilled
person eight hours—sounds like one is more like it—or
the price is wrong.
—LA

ProAc

solder on the terminals wired with Monster
Cable.

WE= DM-3t
The sound was exception
ally good, especially at high
levels, where the tweeter
refused to break up, distort.
or get fuzzy sounding
BILL SOMMERWERCit
STEREOPHILE
CES REPORT VOL 8, NO 3

"Anyway, these were some of
the best sounding little boxes
Iheard, with good imaging
and spaciousness, excellent
balance, and unusual tree
dom from boxiness
GORDON HOLT
STEROPHILE
CES REPORT VOL 8 NO4

VISIT YOUR DEALER
AND "HEAR THE DIFFERENCE"
CORPORATION
5412 W BURNHAM STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53219

414/546-4537

ProAc Loudspeakers arc used in the Royal Opera House London
England for live perlormance sound reinforcement and at the Teldec
Recording Co in West Germany for monitoring purposes ProAc
Loudspeakers can be found in many sound studios and in the homes of
literally thousands of music lovers worldwide
ProAc Super Tablette — our new version ot the original Tablette well
known for its precise image and power handling A superb quality
mini' monitor
ProAc Studio One — our new compact monitor with a high-tech
titanium tweeter and precision seven inch woofer Incredible bass punch
and super sound stage

For more Information call or write
ProAc Loudspeakers 2888 Bluff Suite 210
Boulder. Colo 80301 303-449-1440 Duler inquiries invited.
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
Monster Cables

values around. By the time your readers see

Editor:

this, Interlink 4will be Interlink 4A and will

Ifound AHC's latest comments and reviews on audio speaker cables and interconnects to be quite disturbing, and,in my
opinion, somewhat misleading.
AHC mentions that a cable's sonic attributes are very system-dependent, and

incorporate design innovations.
Although Iam critical of AHC's reviews
on cables, Ido not envy his task. It was an
extremely time-consuming undertaking.
Although Idon't really like it, Ican't say I
blame him for the cynical tone of his review.

that an inexpensive cable may sound lousy

Noel Lee, Head Monster

in one system but sound better than agood

San Francisco, CA

$150 cable in another system. In the hundreds of hours that Ihave spent listening to

We agree that cables should be as neutral
cables of all shapes, sizes, designs, and
as possible. In a world of quite imperfect
costs, in numerous system combinations, I loudspeakers, though, and admittedly imhave simply not found this to be the case.
perfect (as yet) cables—else, from whence
With only modest exceptions, cables that

would come the design innovations of next

sound bad in one system—they can be the

year—it would seem foolish to match

expensive ones, as well—let's say bright

cables to their anti-complements in the
world of speakers.
—LA

and two dimensional, will sound that way
on any system. By the same token, acable
that images great, exhibits excellent sound-

Monster Cable Alpha Two

stage and three-dimensionality, has good

Editor:

tonal balance, has good transient response,
and good dynamics will continue to exhibit

I am extremely delighted with JGH's
review of the Alpha 2, which set the record

those characteristics on other systems.
Ialso object to using one's cables to com-

straight on the previous review of adefective cartridge. To eliminate any fears that

pensate for other deficiencies in the system,

owners of Alpha 2s may have, AHC's
original review sample of the Alpha 2(the

let's say acable that's rolled off in the high
end to compensate for abright-sounding

same sample first auditioned by JGH) had

speaker. We have spent countless hours try-

indeed become magnetized. This magneti-

ing to design cables that do not bias or com-

zation process happens to all moving-coil

pensate for any particular system. In other

cartridges over a period of time, if they

words, trying to design acable that is as ac-

come in contact with ahigh magnetic field,

curate as possible without regard to other
limitations in the chain. How would you

such as being placed near a loudspeaker
magnet, or if an ohmmeter (or similar

like to have to change all of your cables if

device) is placed across the coils. Sumiko's

you decided to change your speakers or
your cartridge? Cables must be the most ab-

"Fluxbuster" is adevice we recommend to

solutely accurate link between your perfect

cure suspected ills of this nature.
As to JGH's latest sample being an entirely

or imperfect components. Not aband-aid.

new design, this is not true; his new sam-

Finally, Ithink that prices should have

ple was representative of what was originally

been mentioned, with some kind of dollar

designed. Only the most recent models
have been "tweeked"; they are now even

per sound value rating. Although our Interlink 4 was considered to be only agood
sounding interconnect among all the heavy-

better than JGH's model.

weights, it was designed as an economy

the critiques JGH had about asystem soun-

version of our Interlink Reference A. Put-

ding natural and accurate with the Alpha 2,

Iwould also like to comment on some of

ting it into perspective, at its price point, In-

but no longer sounding as accurate with

terlink 4 is among the best cable dollar

open-reel tape, FM, or CD. Idon't know

Stereophile
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STRAIGHT WIRE CABLE COMPONENTS...
SOUND CLOSEST TO A DIRECT CONNECTION!
Other cables may correct certain audio system anomalies through
selective filtering. Unfortunately, these corrections are achieved at the
expense of harmonic integrity and musical expression.

STRAIGHT WIRE cables reveal the most musical information by minimizing signal alterations.
LSI INTERCONNECT -Linear Series lmpedonce lifts the veils of tonal coloration that
plague other catiles. THE premium cable at
580/meter pair.

MUSIC RIBBON Hi-Tech flat design provides
the lowest phase shift and highest mechanical stability among speaker cables. From
$1 -53/foot.

FLEXCONNECT -The best performance/
price interconnect available. Conducts
music with lifelike realism and definition at
ONLY 525/meter pair.

TEFLON -12 -A top rated/best buy speaker
cable with superior focus, dimensionality
and RFI shielding at only $2.50 per foot.

NEW... THE KL -3
AUDIOPHILE GRADE COMPONENT PERFORMANCE ENHANCER
COMPONENT ISOLA TER EMI-RFI FILTER SURGE & SPIKE SUPPRESSOR
REDUCES AUDIO BACKGROUND DISTORTION AND CURTAINING
CLEARS VIDEO PICTURE FLASHES. JITTER & HAZE

STRNGHT WIRE

P.O. BOX 78 •HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA 33022 •(305) 925-2470
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C HE SKY

THE WAIT IS
"FOR THOSE WHO CAN HEAR THE DIFFERENCE"

RECORDS

First two releases:
CRI

Berlioz: Symphonie Fantastique/The Royal Philharmonic, Massimo Freccia, Conductor

CR2

Rachmaninoff: Piano Concerto No. 2/Earl Wild Pianist, The Royal Philharmonic,
lascho Horenstein, Conductor
Classic performances, classic analogue sound.
Recorded by Kenneth G. Wilkinson. Produced by Charles Gerhardt.

Each record is reproduced from the original master tape and pressed on 150 gram Teldec virgin
vinyl. Absolutely no equalization, compression or any other signal-altering device is used in the process.

Also available in realtime cassettes, specify dolby B or C.
Available in fine audio and record stores or by direct mall order.
Records are $12.98 each, cassettes are S10.98 each. Add $2.00 postage and handling, payable by check or money order (in New York State, add 8-1/4% tax).
Send to:
Cheeky Records, P.O. Box 1268, Radio City Station, New York, New York 10101

Dealer Inquiries invited.
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about JGH's open-reel tape, but we certainly

curve.

did not design the Alpha 2 to have the same

Ialso invite audiophiles to audition the

tonal limitations as FM and CD! Other com-

Alpha 2 H.O. (high output), which eliminates

parative reviews of the Alpha 2, done by

the use of aheadamp with no compromises

playing master tapes vs. analog record using

in sonics.

the Alpha 2, showed it to be among the

Noel Lee, Head Monster

most accurate cartridges available.

San Francisco, CA

One word about test curves and measurements of cartridges that have appeared with

Sumiko Fluxbuster

great frequency (no pun intended). Ihave

Editor:

yet to see a frequency response measure-

We thank William Sommerwerck for his

ment that gave me an accurate indication of

review of our Fluxbuster model FB -1; the

what Ihear. The superb soundstaging, im-

review serves to inform the public about

aging, and the rendition of depth and

the problem of phono cartridge magnetiza-

perspectives that JGH mentions are impos-

tion and the solution our product provides.

sible to measure in a frequency response

We would, however, like to correct aminor

curve. But these characteristics are the ones

error in Mr. Sommerwerck's description of

that separate an excellent cartridge from

a moving-iron cartridge and allay his and

one that is merely good. Dynamic frequen-

your readers' fears about using the Flux-

cy response, phase response, low tracking

buster with these types of cartridges.

distortions, and proper cantilever damping

A moving-iron phono cartridge is similar

are more meaningful. In addition the Alpha

in design to amoving magnet cartridge ex-

2's tracking ability gives tremendous head-

cept that a piece of iron alloy, instead of a

room and lower residual distortion when

permanent magnet, is fixed to the canti-

tracking less demanding grooves; this can-

lever. To induce a magnetic field into the

not be shown on a frequency response

piece of moving iron, apermanent magnet

eIs your audio
dealer selling
hot dogs
instead of
music?
too many merchants of ultra-fidelity music systems, what you own seems
more important than how you listen! At Audio Vision of New England,
we don't think that's the best way to do business. Instead, we sell music! So
we're the store where the "hot dogs of hardware" get sold only if they do a
better job of reproducing music than what has come before them. Sensible?
For

Call us or visit and hear what we mean.

617 648-HIFI

Adcom +Apogee +AR +Audioquest +LitirK +Carnegie
Conrad-Johnson +CUM +Eminent Technology +FMS
Grado +GSI +IIK +Infinity RS Ib +JSE +Krell +Kyocera
Magnum +Meitner +Melos +Meridian +Mission +MIT
Mod Squad +motif +NEC +PRO AC +SME V +Spendor
Su perph on +Souther +Spica +Su miko +VII +JADIS(

1
.
.,060 Massachusetts Avenue, Arlington, MA 02174 Tue-Satj
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is fixed inside the cartridge body in close
proximity to the piece of iron. Surrounding

the screams now about what 9 #!% pricegougers we are. Get agood review, raise the

the piece of moving iron are four pole pieces

price. Please let us explain. The Fluxbuster

made of magnetically permeable material;

is manufactured for us in Japan. The $100

they are not permanent magnets. Around

list price for it was set when we received

these pole pieces are wound the signal coils.

our first shipment in July 1985. At that time

When the demagnetizing signal is applied

the exchange rate between the U.S. dollar

to these coils, it will demagnetize the pole

and Japanese yen was 244 yen/dollar. We

pieces and, if the stylus assembly is in place,

have now sold out of all these units. Even

the piece of moving iron. The permanent

though the cost of the unit to Sumiko in yen

magnet will be unaffected. Note that the

is unchanged, our actual cost has increased

stylus assembly of amoving magnet cartridge

52.4% because the exchange rate is now

should always be removed before demag-

160 yen to the dollar. The 25% increase in
the retail price is justified and not exorbitant.

netization.
Just to make sure that "Fluxbusting" a
moving iron cartridge causes no harm, we

David W. Fletcher
Berkeley, CA

ran some tests using a Grado. Using the
Fluxbuster with and without the stylus

Sumiko FT-3 Toneann

assembly installed caused no drop in signal

Editor:
We compliment AHC for his review of

level. One of our dealers confirmed this
with listening tests, and reported that
demagnetization significantly improved the
performance of both the $13 Grado and the

our Premier FT-3 tonearm. His description
of the tonearm, and the comparisons he

top of the line 10MR.
Now for the bad news: the price of the

tonearms, are fair and accurate. We also
thank AHC for stressing the importance of

Fluxbuster is going up to $125. We can hear

quality control and for acknowledging

made between it and other more expensive

SIMPLY, THE BEST.
The BEST Audio Equipment.
•Audio Research •Oracle •B&W
•Dahlquist •Robertson •B&K
•Alphason •Audible Illusions •VPI
•Spendor •Monster/Alpha
•PS Audio •Janis •Thorens •AR
•Sound Labs Electrostatics
•Polk Audio •Denon •Yamaha
•Nakamichi •NAD •Adcom
•Hatter •Bang & Olufsen •Signet
•Quad •Grado •Counterpoint
•Koetsu •Apogee •Ultra •Stax
•NEC •Acoustat
The BEST Video Equipment.
•NEC •Canon •Kloss NovaBeam
•Sony •Pioneer •NAD •Proton
•Magnavox
The BEST Service.
Delivery and custom installation

available from all three stores.
Technician on premises in New
York City location.
The BEST Advice.
Our personable staff is not
composed of "Sales People," but
of long time "Audiophiles" who
love MUSIC as much as you do
The BEST Locations.
199 Amsterdam Ave.
New York City 212-595-7157
1534 Northern Blvd.
Manhasset 516-627-7333
129 Route 110
Huntington Sta. 516-423-7755
All locations open late Monday,
Thursday, Friday, all day Sunday
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Sumiko's reputation for the same.
In the review, AHC says that he would

alone because it must be combined with a

have liked to have seen dual set screws on

atonearm interconnect system. Because the

the base mount. Careful examination of the

PIB -1 accepts astandard RCA male connector, the user has amuch wider choice of

VTA-16 mounting base would have revealed
that the 16mm hole in the base has akinematic relief cut opposite the single locking
piston. When the arm pillar and base are
locked together, they make contact with

standard RCA-to-RCA interconnect to form

cables that can be used to form the tonearm
interconnect system. Note that some of the
best cables (e.g., Monster Cable's Interlink

each other along the two parallel lines

Reference) are not available with afive-pin
tonearm connector. The FIB- Iallows users

(formed by the kinematic cut) and one point

to experiment with one-piece tonearm in-

(the locking piston). A standard base, with

terconnects, he or she would be left with
numerous "reject cables" that could not
(without modification) be used elsewhere in

two locking screws, would make contact
with the arm pillar at two points and one
line. One can see that the kinematic mounting base is preferable because it offers bet-

the system.
When we designed the FT-3 tonearm we

ter mechanical coupling; the two parallel

realized that afirst class tonearm intercon-

lines of contact insure that when the arm

nect would be costly and at the same time

pillar is locked, it will always be perpendicular to the turntable's tone-arm mounting

not please everyone. We thought it was abit
presumptuous for us to require that the
consumer purchase, with the tonearm, an
expensive cable that he/she might dislike.

platform. Our MDC-800 (aka "The Arm"),
Premier MMT, FT-3, and VTA-I6 all use a
kinematic mounting-base design.
We are perplexed by AHC's comments on

Instead we chose to let the consumer determine which cable works best in his or her

our PIB -1 interface box. While he com-

system, and at the same time provide a

plimented us on the construction of the
box, he disliked the basic concept. We

mechanism for easy experimentation. The
PIB -1 also meets the flexibility requirement

found this quite remarkable because in

for interconnect cables when used in con-

AHC's wire review (Stereophile, Vol. 8No.

junction with aturntable that has aspring

2) he recommended the use of tonearm in-

suspension subchassis. Our contention is

terconnect boxes. However, he criticized

that when the PIB -1 is combined with a

our tonearm interconnect box because it in-

high quality RCA-to-RCA cable, the
resulting tonearm interconnect system will

troduced an additional set of electrical connections into the signal path and it mixed

be equal or superior to the best one-piece

wire types. The boxes AHC recommended

tonearm interconnects.

also have these characteristics! We do agree

A good review is not only critical but

that adding an electrical connection can
degrade sonic performance. As to mixing

educational and AHC accomplishes both of

cables, readers should be aware that the

ciate his warm, positive comments.

these goals. Again, we very much appre-

OFC-Litz wire that is used in PIB -1 is the

David Fletcher

same wire that is used inside the FT-3

Berkeley, CA

tonearm. Furthermore, we do not agree that
mixing cables is always detrimental to sonic
performance. Two of the most highly rated
"one-piece" tonearm interconnects are ac-

Roksan Engineering, Ltd.
Editor:
Thank you for your letter of the 21st April

tually made up of two different types of

1986, that Ireceived via Alvin Gold. Little

wire. These interconnects start with heavy,

comment is needed from me on the review,

inflexible Teflon insulated cable; to that is

as it will receive plenty of comment from
other people. There is one mistake—prob-

spliced ashort section of more flexible wire
terminated with the five-pin tonearm con-

ably typographical —"if left unimpeded the

nector.
The sonic quality of the PIB- I, as a

platter [presumably meant to read 'the subchassis') will eventually acquire the speed of

tonearm interconnect, cannot be judged

the platter."
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I've included a brochure that confines
itself to the record player and its design.

stands of about 18" high and the same room

Hopefully your readers will soon be able to

mid sized systems." The sentence starting at

placement as used to audition other small to

hear for themselves the results of four years

the end of page 78 and ending at the top of

of truly remarkable accidents that led to a

page 79 should read "On good recordings,

design that is "effectively unique."
It was very considerate of you to send a
draft copy of the review; can you please
send details of how Ican subscribe to your

the P-200s virtually 'disappear,' placing the
apparent sound sources behind, between,
or beyond the speakers, rather than at
them."
William Kindel

magazine.

Riverside, CA

Touraj Moghaddam
London, England

Thanks for the correction. We apologize;

Kindel Audio

the appropriate people have been duly

Editor:

pilloried.

Thank you for allowing me to comment
in Vol.9, No.4 on the review of the Kindel
P-200 Mk 11 (Vol.9 No.3). Those comments

—LA

Boulder Amplifier

were based on the pre-publication draft you

Editor:
Thank you for the rather flattering review

sent, but as printed there was atypo which

of our Boulder 500 power amplifier. As for

has caused some confusion. On the transi-

tube vs solid-state amplifiers, we readily
acknowledge the perceived differences Mr.

tion from page 77 to page 78, two lines were
misplaced to the start of page 79, which
garbles two sentences. The sentence which
starts page 78 should read: "For most seating
arrangements, this means using speaker

Olsher notes. This can be traced to the additive nature of tube amplifiers fattening the
original recording with extra harmonics.
We have a technical paper entitled "Too

Audiptimit
Cónnection
Tomtobies: Goldmund. Heybrook,
VP Well Tempered
TOISSOIMS:

a,

Grodo. Lurné, Well Tempered

Coat:ridges: AudioQuest,
Grado. Prometheon

Decco,

Gonott

P-77

Electronics: (tube) Audible Illusions, Melos,
WA Systems. Music Reference, Quicksilver
(solid slots) Belles. Electrocomp.. RNA
Jordon. Leach, Magnum, British fidelity
CD Ployen: Melos Audio. Harman Kordon
Speoken: lEndel.

Merlin.

Princeton Acoustics,

%ono, Spendor, Vondersteen
Rcceueries: AudloQuest

Chicogo Sp

Stonds,

Goldmund, lost. UveWire. Nimber. Kinergetics,
MIT. NG, Peterson. Sims Vibration Dynamics,
50110X. tiptoes. Tonfinot. Tweet. vdHul. WI
1-201-239-1799
615 Bloomfield Ave., Verona, MI 07044
AUDIO CONNECTION also has for sole: occasional
close-outs, some used equipment arid display
-a sierra

SPEAKER SYSTEMS

image ..OU don? hare to imagine' .

1101 E Second St •Dayton. OH 45403 •513.222.3946
Dealer InquInes Invlied

pieces,

Single speaker demonstration:

record

cleaning, audiophile discs. HOURS: Mon., Tues..
Fri. 12 to 7. Thurs. 12 to 9, Sot. 11 to 6
Closed Sort. Weds, Moose cd for on oppointrnentl
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Many Notes" which describes this musical

the full spectrum, with reasonable dynamics,

deception of distortion.

only full-sized speakers will do. The Type

Ithink the public should be aware that as
recording engineers (especially those using
the Boulder 500) start to listen through
cleaner equipment, they will add more of
the texture and ambience that were

SAS is directed to this audience. It provides
full frequency response with maximum
neutrality of sound.
The acoustic rolloff at the crossover points
is actually 18dB per octave. The low fre-

previously left for the amplifier to provide.
When this becomes more the norm, Ifear

quency drivers are designed to roll off

for the audiophile left with distortionproducing power amplifiers.

midrange driver contains acorrection network for the resonance of the driver which

Last of all, those irrevocably addicted to

increases the resultant crossover slope to
18dB per octave. These specially designed
drivers produce flat frequency response

the tube effect will be happy to know that
we are introducing the Boulder Body
Builder this fall. This "effects box"
duplicates the additions made by tube
amplifiers, allowing one to choose (via front
panel controls) their own listening prefer-

acoustically at the crossover frequency. The

when wired in phase. The same technique
is employed in the crossover between
midrange and tweeter.

ence without being locked in to expensive

Free field measurements using the Heyser
Method show no time smear in the cross-

tube equipment.

over regions or anywhere else. Impulse
Jeff Nelson
Boulder, CO

Nestorovic Labs
Editor:
Your efforts in the evaluation of our Type
SAS Loudspeaker are appreciated. Ihave the

response measurements using the same
technique indicate first reflection products
are at least 40dB down. Irregularities between 300 and 600Hz will be greatly reduced
if the speaker is placed no more than 3feet
from the back wall, as previously stated.
The switch on the rear provides 2dB of

following comments in regard to Mr. Olsher's

linear attenuation of all frequencies above

article.
The

emphasize raids and lower highs. The switch

1500 Hz. Often, very live listening rooms
pe SAS is designed to operate at a

distance of no more than 3 feet from the

provides auseful aid in dealing with this

rear wall in alistening room. The listening

problem.
Comparing The Type SAS with The

position should be at least 8feet from the
speakers to allow proper integration of the
output of the drivers.
Mr. Olsher positioned the Type SAS

Enigma Subwoofer, which contains four 12"
drivers, is flattering since the SAS contains
only an 8"and a 10" driver. A better com-

speakers 6 feet from the rear wall, aplacement typically used with mini-speakers.

parison with the Enigma would be our subwoofer, The Type 8, which utilizes two 12"

This positioning will result in aloss of the

drivers. This design uses our woofer princi-

lowest frequencies and some irregularities

ple to the maximum.

in the lower midrange. Iam aware of the
performance of minispeakers of lS3 /5A
type when placed close to the listener and
6 or more feet from the nearest wall. I

As of June 1986 The Type 5AS has been
replaced by The Type SAS Mark II, which
incorporates numerous changes. The 8"

respect those who have found this sound to

and 10" drivers have been redesigned:
52oz. magnets replace the 42oz. magnets,

be very appealing. However, since the lows

and the cones are now made of a thick,

and in some cases the highs are missing, the

low-density cellulose material saturated

midrange is indirectly emphasized. Adherents
to this approach may not be satisfied with

with apolymer. There are some crossover
changes, with extensive use of high grade

the midrange provided by full range speakers
in a conventional setting. They may feel

polypropylene capacitors.
Mlle Nestorovic

that the midrange is understated.

Kirkland, WA

For those who require reproduction of
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Publisher's Note:

left or center-right. The sound seems to

Attentive readers will not be surprised to

come from the rear, even though aquad

learn that something was amiss on

vectorscope display shows that due left or
right is the intended direction.

pp.143-144 of Vol. 9No. 4. For one thing,
the Fosgate Manufacturers' Comment,

Panorama mode has the same problem

which was so rudely interrupted when you

that's plagued every other non-Anabisonic

turn the page, had already appeared in

enhancement system—empty sides. The

Vol. 9 No. 3. For another thing, Larry

image is ping-pongy, with the speakers,

Jaffe's effusion of praise and good feeling

especially the rear ones, appearing to be
distinct sources. The effect is enjoyable, but

(in light of his recent—at tbat time—
marriage) was truncated. And for yet
another thing Bill Sommerwerck's self-

far from a hemisphere of sound. Worse,
there is no way to vary the effect, to get the

defense, in light of Fosgate's scathing com-

best results from different program material.

ments in Vol. 9 No. 3 (the original review

With the same recordings and the Minim

appeared in Vol. 9 No. 2), was left out

AD 10, Iheard vague side images even while
facing forward. The sound fills the room,

altogether Since Fosgate has had their shot,
we reproduce here only BS 's response and

with little sense of the speakers as distinct

the whole of the Revox comment.

sources. The enhancement is continuously
variable, from aslight increase of ambience

BS Replies to the Fosgate
Comment (Vol.

9,

No.

3)

Editor:
When Ifirst heard the Shure HIS 5000,

to atotal wrap-around effect.
My point about not adding a Dialog
speaker was that one should not rush to do

and noted its sound quality, Idecided to tell

so unless there was areal need. If you don't
entertain often, or your room isn't wide

Jim Fosgate about it, so he wouldn't be too
upset when he saw the review. He replied

separated, acenter speaker buys little. If

that he had recently discovered some problems with the 3601, and was about to make

enough for the main speakers to be widely
you're getting new speakers for your video
system, note that there are models, such as

changes. Ishould keep my unit, and he

the QLN One, which produce astable image

would ship the new model so Icould assess

over awide listening area.

the improvements. W O months later, it had
still not arrived.

it) is desirable, of course, but alogic-derived

The subjective rear-channel differences

center channel is not the best way to get it.

Image stability (not just center, but all of

between the Shure and the Fosgate are prob-

UFIJ decoding allows acenter signal that is

ably not related to frequency response. The

psychoacoustically consistent with the sig-

Shure sounds as if acurtain of sound has

nals from the other speakers, and which

been drawn around the listener. The effect

stabilizes the image over awider area than

is spectacular, and unlike that of any other
decoder (MP, SQ, or UHJ).

the simple pair-wise treatment used in

The bandwidth limitations of the Sur-

logic-driven decoders.
As a"perfectionist" magazine, Stereophile

round track are largely determined by the

rates components primarily on sound quality

Dolby MP format itself. Fosgate correctly

Features are nice, but listeners must make

points out that one has achoice of how

up their own minds as to which features

rapidly to roll off the playback response.
Note, however, that the 3601 has audible

they need, and whether the presence of
specific features is more important than a

rear-channel noise at high playback levels.

difference in sound quality.

The Shure does not.

JGH and Iagree completely about the

Fosgate was right to take me to task for

sound quality and character of the original

not giving the Panorama mode afair shake

3601: bass thinning, colorations, rear-channel

(I had reviewed it only as aQS decoder), so
I have now listened to it with stereo

presentation, etc. Though Iapologize for
not giving the Panorama mode afull test,

material. Contrary to their claim, aleft- or

any other errors in my report are due to not

right-only input does not image at center-

having acurrent unit.
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Studer Revox America, Inc.
Editor:
It is now three months since Iread you,
splendid review of our B215 in the January
issue. Ican only offer up excuses for not
writing earlier to express my pleasure with
the review and Stereopbile in general.
The excuses are as follows: Igot married,
went to Europe for business and honey-

•Cure For CIO Error And
Mistrack
•25 db Of Feedback And FootFall Isolation For Turn Tables.
• 10 to 20 00Reduction Of IM.
TIM & THO In Preamps And
Amplifiers.

moon, and attended the PARA Conference.
I've been out of the office more than in it.
It wasn't until Isat down to go through the
mail and saw the latest issue sitting forthrightly on my desk that Iremembered. I
slapped my forehead in dismay, cursing gods
for not installing word-processing equip-

206-362-0700

ment into an already wonderful machine
(the human body). Iclutched my pen madly
and had my secretary type this letter to you.
Thank you for the review. It summed up
quite accurately how Ifeel about the B215.
It really makes incredible recordings. Try
A/B between disc and tape. Unbelievable!
The book looks great. Yours is the only
magazine in the genre that Iread. Congrats!
Lawrence G. Jaffe

John SunienAuclio Writer And Host Of
Audiophile Audition.)

"They Work! Definitly Produce Sonics Freer
Of Distortion And Closer To The Sound Of
Real Music Than Setting On 'Mass-Loading'
Type
Fe et. '
sims_
VIBRATION DYNAMICS
. •• AVE NE SEATTLE WA 98155
• ••

1)700

Nashville, TN

CD
UPGRADES

44.
1

Dramatic improvements
in your digital sound
Compact Disc Damper
by stabiiii
CD Player Modifications :letter
L'alance swet•tc. ,
and
improved dynamics result from upgrading parts power supplies and
connectors

Classic Audio
Components Rebuilt
and Repaired
Ever wonder what your equipment would
sound like if it were brought up to current
standards? We have developed unique concepts for updating the performance of older
quality equipment. Mods now available for
GAS, ARC. Threshold. McIntosh plus others

Line Drive — asophisticated systen'
control center for your CD player
tuner, tape deck and video sour ,1

AvamaNe at Mod Squad drake% every,' •
deht freer The Mod Squed F. ruerv,ete
LatAu,j5ehd 52 PCUAle/handi.q eefuhdah4e

5563 Kendall. Boise, ID 83706
12081323-0861

542 Coast Hvo,
,)epartment S
Leucadia CA 92024 •1619) 436-7666
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AUDIO MART
Rates:

Private, 50 cents per word no minimum; Commercial $1.25 per word, S45.00

minimum. Multiple insertions must be prepaid; we do not bill for Audio Mart. Credit cards accepted; send card number and expire date with ad. Send classified ads to: Stereophile,
Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502. Ads must be received for
Volume 9, Number 6 by August 13, 1986; for Volume 9, Number 7by September 22, 1986; for
Volume 9, Number 8 by October 28, 1986.

FOR SALE
YAMAHA CD-2 $300. Yamaha T-10 tuner $60.
Shure V15-5MR $75. Signet TK1OML $100. Low
hours. AR-3A, $75/pr. (804)622-3635.

LINN WITH IITOK, latest, mint, $750; Linn Nirvana with look, mint, $650; Conrad-Johnson
PV -4, 15 hours use, $300; Luxman R-1120,

AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS/CASSETTES/CDs. Mobile
Fidelity, Reference, Sheffield, American
Gramophone, RealTime, Delos, Windham Hill,
DMP, Nautilus, Sweet Thunder, Crystal Clear,
many others. Low prices, quantity discounts,
many out-of-prints. Free price list! Music For
Your Ears, Box 241042-J4, Charlotte, NC
28224-1042.

originally $1000, $350. (617)275-1827.

THE BEST EQUIPMENT, expert advice and
outstanding prices! Electrocompaniet, SOTA,
Electron Kinetics, Vandersteen, Koetsu, Klyne,
Eminent Technology, Straight Wire, Souther,
Superphon, Precision Fidelity, Lazarus, SME,
MIT—much more! Specials on new and used
equipment. Newsletter available. Galen Carol
Audio (512) 494-3551.
NAIM PREAMP $249, Sumo 9 $349, NAD 2209
$299, Phase Linear DRS900 $499, Yamaha M80
$499. Lumley M100 $1599. Spectrum $149,
Vandersteen 2C $699, Infinity RSla $2799, PS
CD la, 200C, Adcom 555, Superphon, B&K,
Audible Illusions. ("14)861-4830, evenings.
BEL 1001, THE POWER AMPLIFIER of your
dreams, is waiting for you at the Private Line. 88
West Castle St., Stockton, CA 95204. You won't
be disappointed. (209) 463-6351 or (415)
968-4484.
AUDITION THE SUPERPHON DM200 power
amplifier at Presto Audio (408)374-0292.
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS modulus IIA preamp is
available through Presto Audio (408)3'4-0292.
AFFORDABLE HIGH END store in San Jose —
BEL, B&K, Audible Illusions, Superphon, VP1,
Grado, Well Tempered Lab, JSE, Dayton Wright,
ProAc, Palantir, Straight Wire, and more. Presto
Audio (408)3'4-0292.
KLYNE SK 2a head amp—mint $400. Mission
770 100wpc amplifier 5500. (404) "52- "'2.
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-8Mk11 preamp, $1095;
0798 amp, $1995; Klyne SK -5 preamp, $2395;
SK -1 pre-preamp, $165; SK -2A pre-preamp,
$375; Counterpoint SA1 preamp, $750; SA2 prepreamp, $495; Vandersteen Ilc speakers, $795;
Magneplanar Tympani ID speakers, $750, (509)
946-1529 evenings, West Coast.
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DEMONSTRATORS
&
USED
WITH
WARRANTY —Acoustat Model One $980;
Acoustat TN-120 $520; Acoustat TN-200 $835;
Ariston RD-40 w/Premier MMT & VTA- 16 $420;
Beveridge 2SW-2 $5000; Beveridge System V
$2080; Berning TF-10HA $1365; Berning
EA-2100 $1885; Classe Audio DR-2 $1200;
Counterpoint SA-2 $565; Counterpoint SA-3.I
$695; Counterpoint SA-6 $275; Counterpoint
SA-8 $1415; Electrocompaniet Preampliwire la &
Limited Edition $2375; Esoteric Audio 509/pair
$1220; ITC Model One 8505; JSE Model One
$680; NEC CD-803E $500; Precision Fidelity
M7a $590; Sidereal Acoustic IV $800; SOTA Sapphire $675; Stax ESL-F81 $1600; 'Iliad System 70
$250; VP1 HW-19 MK11 $650. New with warranty: Accuphase AC-2 $255; Audio Interface
CST-80 $175; Dynavector DV-23RMR $160;
Dynavector DV-501 $325; Electrocompaniet
Preampliwire la & Ampliwire lia $2270; Kiseki
Blue $315; Koetsu EMC-1B & SA-1100811 $820;
Ortofon MC-200 $170; Profile II $110; Stax
CPY/ECP- I$375; Stax UA-7CF S150; Stax SRSIGMA 8280; Supex SDX-2000 $250; Van den
Hul III $220.
Greenfield Equipment, '805
Greenfield Street, River Forest, IL 60305. (312)
""I-4660. MCI VISA. Auditions by Appointment.

Shipping &Export Facilities,

BRISSON M1-330 INTERCONNECTS and custom
Athena PolyPhasors, experience what accurate
phase and time coherency can do for your audio
system! MI-330 available in any configuration, including tonearm sets and Camac terminations for
Goldmund and Levinson equipment. Brisson
hookup wire for audio constructors, custom
threaded Tiptoes for any audio product, ASC
Tube Traps, Wonder Caps, Fluxbusters, other
audio products, $1.00 for catalog. Michael Percy,
Bay 526, Inverness, CA 94937. (415)669-7181.
BRITISH EQUIPMENT DIRECT from the U.K.
Most quality makes of equipment available at advantageous prices. For price list and price quotes
write to Audio T, Dept. O, PO. Box 152, Enfield,
Middx EN2 OPL, UK, or call (01) 366-5015.
For demonstrations visit our showroom at
190 West End Lane, London NW6. Call (01)
'94-'848 for an appointment.
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MAGNASPHERE DELTA speakers; JSE Infinite
Slope Model 2speakers, Nakamichi CA5 preamp;
Kinergetic tuner, Audio Control EQ8 Equalizer.
(215) 567-4626.
MERRILL AR MODIFICATIONS—MERRILL
TURNTABLE. Underground Sound, 2125 Central
Ave., Memphis, Tenn. 38104. (901)272-1275.

MARANTZ 10B OWNERS: Completely eliminate
SCA interference (squealing or "birdies" on certain FM stations) with the Lindsay Audiophyle
Associates custom multiplex detector hoard
specifically for Marantz 10Bs. We have also
developed a proprietary 10B Super-Alignment
procedure; its results are sonically superior even
to when the unit was new. Marantz 101I

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT the Audiophile
Music Digest, and audiophile record magazine,
please send aself-addressed, stamped envelope
to AMO, 1030 Palos Verdes Drive, Orem, UT
84058.

Specialists, Lindsay Audiopbyle Associates, 585
Manet Terrace, Sunnyvale, CA 94087. (408)
732-6150.

QUAD 405.2, 34, FM4 (grey cabinets) w/ LSI CD
cable, boxes, manuals; all mint $995. (401)
751-0507, leave message.

ponents and introducing high end loudspeaker
kits at affordable prices. Let your ears be the
judge. For appointment call 359-3193 or
352-2501. L. A. White, Jr, Inc. High Fidelity.

AUDIO CLASSICS OFFERS THE BEST trades
towards: Goldmund, Conrad-Johnson, New York
Audio Labs, Quicksilver, Koetsu, Merrill, Kindel,
Merlin, VP!, Nitty Gritty, Stax, Grado, Promethean, Melos, Berning, Fried, Pink mangle,
Classe, GSI, Kinergetics, Souther, Shinon, Kimber,
Magnum, Audioquest, B&K, Mod Squad,
Polyphasors, Meridian, RAM tubes, Magnavox
CD, MCM, MFA, Revolver, CAT., Jordan, BEL,
Sumiko, Futterman, OTL, Plasmatronics, Cambridge, Adcom, Fosgate, Sound Labs, Alphason,
and much more. Ask for used, demo list. Audio
Classics, Inc. Call (405)842-3033.
FOR SALE: Linn Ittok LVII tonearm (with Mod
Squad update) $300; New York Audio Labs NB-1
tube preamp $250. Alan Prichard (814) 238-7489
home, 238-2461 weekdays.
NEW REVOLUTIONARY RECORD CLEANER:
$125. Equals Nitty Gritty/VPI. Powerful vacuum.
Guaranteed results. 15 day trial. New Steel Bricks,
Audio Spikes, and Record Sleeves. Factory direct
pricing. No dealers. Record Doctor; 1313 North
Grand #388, Walnut, California 91789.
GENE RUBIN AUDIO —LOS ANGELES: Linn,
Naim, Regs, Conrad-Johnson, Thorens, Spendor,
Energy, British Fidelity, Creek, Rotel, Hailer,
Mordaunt-Short, Nitty Gritty, Goldring, and
others. (213)283-0001.

HIGH END ON THE HIGH PLAINS at Amarillo
Texas! Featuring American and British com-

STEREOPHILE back issues, Vol. I, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
complete. Vol. 2and 316 issues. All in good/excellent condition. $125 for works. I. 1 Klein,
1523 Morenci St., San Diego, CA 92110.
CONNECTICUT: CONRAD-JOHNSON, New York
Audio Labs, Adcom, VPI, Sonographe, Grado,
Souther, Acoustat, Synthesis, Dahlquist, Duntec,
Rauna, Sumiko; fast prepaid shipping. The Stereo
Lab, 140 Bank St., New London, CT 06320. (203)
44 7-9802.
WANTED: RCA, Mercury, London Stereo LPs and
open-reel tapes. Also wanted: Sus (:P-X, Toshiba
Photo-optic and Euphonies miniconic cartridges.
R. Brown, PO. Box 725, Canaan, CT 06018.
(203) 232 3108.
NEW ENGLAND MUSIC LOVERS: Fine music at
Crossover Audio in New Hampshire. Featuring:
Counterpoint, SME, Well Tempered Lab, PS Audio,
SOTA, van den Hul, Kiseki, Premier, Eminent
Technology, Monster Alpha, MIT, Pearson Audio,
Spica, Talisman, Sumiko Products, Sonographe,
and more. Call (303) 692-5452 for auditions.
Monday thru Friday after 6pm E.ST and Saturday
8 am to 5pm. Crossover Audio, /0 Tute's Brook
Rd., Somersworth, NE 03878. Free Shipping.

VMPS •Euphonic Audio •Nelson-Reed
Scan-Speak •Just Speakers
Featuring: Dick Olsher's DAHLIA

A&_S SPEAKERS
Mail order source for high fidelity loudspeakers, speaker kits and drivers.

Free literature:
Box 7462 P, Denver, CO 80207, (303) 399-8609
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APATURE INTERCONNECTS—custom made
with premium Apature gold plugs. $16 plus $2
per pair foot. Passive line control to connect CD
player directly to power amp. With ALPS pot and
12-inch hard-wired Apature outputs, $50. $60
with mute switch. Adcom, Allison, Onkyo,
Hafler, Grado, Quicksilver, MCM Systems. Stereo
Images, 11 Elgin Pkwy SE, Suite 6, Ft. Walton
Beach, FL 32548. (904)244-8100.
ARGENT, ARISTON, B&K, BEL, British (musical)
Fidelity, Chicago Speaker Stand, Dayton Wright,
Eminent Technology, Melos, Morrison, Souther,
Straight Wire, Sumiko, and VP1. Hear these and
other fine components at Audio Abode, Dallas,
Texas. (214)369-2092 evenings and weekends.
QUALITY AUDIO IN THE MIDWEST—Rotel,
British Fidelity, B&K, Sumo, Belles, Kinergetics,
PS Audio, NYAL, Kyocera, Revox, Lazarus, Music
Reference, Melos, Quicksilver, Berning,
Mordaunt-Short, Focus, Allison, 3D/Dahlquist,
Spendor, M&K, Celestion, SoundLab/Dynastat,
AR Connoisseur, Dual, Micro, VPI, ET., Grado,
Garrott, Audioquest, Distech, Straight Wire,
Aural, Sumiko. Free list of Used & Demo. Musical
Images, 11027 Buckeye Duce, Goshen, ICY (502)
228-3200.
RESPONSIBLE PERSONAL EXPORT service
specialising in English loudspeakers by low cost
airfreight. Unilet Hi Fi, 35 High Street, New
Malden, Surrey, England.
942-9567 Telex: 8814591.

Telephone: (I)

Don't Miss The lark
lis True Musical SlIbilittl
Al Home. Sec A Pro.

TANDBERG

3006A

amplifier,

150 wpch,

MOSFET, mint condition, $595 (list $1195). Platter Matter sorbothane record mat, Orsonic 250G
record clamp, Telarc Omnidisc, Monster Cable
Powerline (12-foot pair); $15 each or $50 for all.
(504) 443-1238.
DBP-16 INPUT ATTENUATORS provide 12 dB of
attenuation for sources with too high a level.
Gold plated pair, $12.95 plus $2.50 handling. DB
Systems, Rindge, NH 03461. (603)899-5121.
APT-HOLMAN HP STEREO preamp with latest
fac. mod. Perfect condition, $350. Pair of
Electro- Voice 665 dynamic mikes, good cond.,
indestructible! $199 the pair. Kinergetics KMP-1
mag. cartridge processor box, (achieves MC-like
sonics with MM cartridges), $50. Monster Cable
Powerline speaker cable, 220-foot lengths with
pin connectors S50. John Sunier, Box 1621, Ross,
CA 94957 (415)457-2741.
JSE INFINITE SLOPE speakers Model 2, Moscode
Minuet in A preamp, Kinergetics tuner. (215)
567-4626.
BRAND NEW JSE 1.8 speakers in black—
tremendous for only $1200 obo. Black Linn 8
mo. with black Ittok 2mo. old in perfect condition $1050 obo. San Bernardino. Evenings (714)
"96-4674.
SAE 180 PARAMETRIC EQUALIZER $135.
Thorens TD-I45C turntable $135. Steve (408)
727 -0356.

DISC CLEANING
Pe FECTED
Nitty Gritty Record Care Products
manufactures unique cleaning systems

'sound ro
Your Custom SW. HeYder.I.Y.

28 Years of experience In Indiana, offering state of the art HiFi by Mark
Levinson, Martin-Logan, Magnepan,
Nakamichi, SOTA, Souther, miel.
Nitty-Gritty, McIntosh, Meridian,
Sumiko, Denon, B&O.
STOP IN AND SEE US!
Keystone Square Shopping Center
(317)844-1103
2146 East 116th St., Carmel, IN 46032
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that are 100(10effective in eliminating
dust, grease and static electricity from
records and compact discs Records
and cd's that have been cleaned by a
Nifty Gritty sound more like live music
They have extended high frequency response
improved imaging
more
acoustical space, and less noise Everyone can hear the obvious improvement
that a Nitty Gritty cleaning makes

NITTY GRITTY"
RECORD CARF PRODUCTS. INC.
Hwy •F4
.7141625-5525
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AUDIO
NOISE SUPPRESSOR

For all recorded sound media

The choice of recoup ,'
around the world
Three processors for reduction of transient and steady-stale
noises Plus special features for optimum reproduction of old
records. lateral or vertical
Mono model $1.950: Mono/Stereo 52,450

Hi -Fi Specialists Ltd.

Write for literature to
0 Box 335 Dewitt NY USA 13214-0335

BRMSFI HI-Fl AT BRITISH PRICES!
RING OR WRITE FOR AVAILABILITY. PRICES ETC
PRO-MUSICA. 6VINEYARD ST.
COLECHESTER. CO2 70G, ESSEX ENGLAND.
PHONE ENGLAND 206 577519.

MCINTOSH, MARANTZ, Paragon tube amps
Western Electric equipment. Old speaker systems
raw components from RCA, Jensen, Tannoy
Altec, JBL, Trusonic, University. Tel: (818)
576 -2642. David. PO. Box 832. Monterey Park,
CA 91'54.
PEARSON AUDIO LOUDSPEAKERS: Hear music
from speakers that don't add anything to the
sound. These full range, high resolution transmission line speakers are neutral, coherent and
effortlessly lifelike. Audition these incredible and
affordable speakers at Crossover Audio. Call (603)
692-5452.
BEST BUYS in LA, Orange County, California at
High End Audio West: Conrad Johnson, PS Audio,
Sonographe, Audible Illusions, Superphon, Adcon), B&K, Moscodes, Music Reference, VPI,

AUTHORIZED
DEALER FOR:

i

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS !
COUNTERPOINT
ENTRE
FRIED
GRADO SIGNATURE

1

HIGHPHONIC

QUALITY EQUIPMENT
QUALITY SERVICE

HITACHI LINEAR

FAST SHIPMENTS

CRYSTAL WIRE

WE SHIP—VISA MC COD

MICRO SEIKI

1

NOVA PREAMPLIFIER, NEW 52300, SELL $1295.
Quicksilver Mono amps, factory-packed, SI 150.
Spica TC-50s, 1310. Rogers LS-3/5A, $350. ProAc
Tablettes, $3'5. Amber 70 amplifier, $365. Snell
'I•pe E, 1595. Spendor SP- I, 56"5. McIntosh 240
tube amplifier, $425. Koetsu Black, $250. (303)
449-1440.
"Digital finishes what the transistor began", 1-shin
with this legend and injured musical note on front,
our company name and All-1111>e Analog .
'" on
back. 100% cotton: S, M, L, XL. 110.98 ppd. in No.
America. PERFORMANCE RECORDINGS* ,
2135 Hplmtn, Los Aryzeles, CA 90025.

a:1AM
NY & NJ's Authorized Dealer
of Highest Quality
Audio & Video
10 Years or Slale-Or The Arl Leadership
TURNTAIRES:

›onae.

aP

,aslen,OP , AH

TONING/1S. SUE v /Amason Sena Pruner unir &ado

ORSONIC

I FREE LITERATURE

Well- Tempered
Arm.
Grado, Alphason,
Systemdek, MMT, Monster, Audioquest, Randall,
Straight Wire, Rauna, Spica, Spectrum, JSE,
Soundlab. ("14)861-5413, appointment.

CARTRIDGES: Koetsu AJoha t,11.5.an L'nn AutlgueSt Grad)
yonalure

QUAD

PLEASE BE SPECIFIC

SAEC
SOUTHER

P.O. BOX 2305. 90632.2305

SUPERPHON

GI) ptAlgas

‘4,o.an NAD

415 W. IMPERIAL HWY.

TWEEK

TAN DECAS:

anciDeq Kyocera Oenon NAD

ELECTRONICS: Axle Research %reed %sun' mire

LA HABRA, CA 90831

ALSO

(2131 691-0987

JA.N. &J.H.S.

17141 871-5870

MILITARY TUBES

MICRO SEIKI RX-1500 Basic tt.

$995

sm0140 AX-80 •rmboard

$125

SAEC WE-308N tonentrm
SAEC C-2 HI-OUTPUT MC cartridge

$325
6395

TOTAL SYSTEM

$1840

Stereophile

PS

Awl° Damn *era

SPEAKERS: Apogee Owe
Acoustal Dunlecn Da^
•
%Jun., Boston %Asson Medan ESO Dee, . .5

MICRO SEIKI/ SAEC COMBINATION
No finer sound per dollar.
List

•,«•••••••

,NKIberg

PS *ado Electron Kmecks 1,40111 Wa) kousld
oilier Lnudge MeKne,

?0

VIDEO. KoseNovallearn Pionne, NAD Denon Kyocera
CAIRES

Sound

ano Mors!."

Rus acampare Solocipn or Audoo and VKleo Accessory's

CWD Audio Furniture
and Extensive Audiophile Recordings
Used Equipment Available & Trade-ins Accepted
193 Bellevue Ave Upper Montclair NJ 07543

(201) 744-0600

MIM4,•
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS

Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately deschbed, and are available to customers at the advertised price .Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading, is never knowlingly accepted.
If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards please write. Nelson &
Associates, 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.
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Anyone can build arevolutionary speaker. But try and find one that sounds like music. You'll end
up listening to the MGC-1 from Acoustic Research. Were the company responsible for most of the
principles that define amodern loudspeaker: Acoustic Suspension bass loading, the dome tweeter,
and the long-throw woofer.
The MGC-1 takes this technology one step further. Angled away from the listener,
asecond set of drivers produces electronically time-delayed ambience. Does it work?
Ask Stereophile's Anthony H. Cordesman.* He called it "the most musically
1
convincing illusion of the ambience of alive performance of any speaker to date:'
ACOUSTIC
And we couldn't agree more with his conclusion: "any audiophile owes it to
RESEARCH
him or herself to hear ir To hear it for yourself, write to us.
Research Series
"reTELEDYNE ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
330 Turnmke Street. Canton. MA r
,
.:
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The 01\KYO M-510,
the M stands for Magic

The (nkyo Grand Integra M-510 was created for the ultimate
rtproiluct;iop-of music. It combines transparency, natural imaging and ;
musicality with sufficient power to drive any loudspeaker system,
regardless of impedance or efficiency OnIcyo's Real Phase Technology
is employed to eliminate phase shift between charging voltage and
current that occurs with reactive loudspeaker syStems, maintaining
phase accuracy,for precise stereo imaging.
Conservatively rated at 3(X) watts per channel, the M-10 •
offers tremendous powerireserves—stable down to six tenths
of 1ohm, with amaximum IHF dynamic power output per
chann Iof 2.1 kilowatts!

rand
g

State of the au innplification redefined
The Onkr0

Integra M-510.

Artistry in Sound
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°Naito

«Hams Drive. Ramsey, N.J. 07446 •(201)825-7950
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